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1971, I am please to submit this report, The Police in the California 
Community. 

The report has been prepared afte·r more than 16 months of de libera
tions by the Attorney General's Advisory Commission on Community
Police Relations. It reflects a comprehensive examination of com
munity and police re1ationshi'Q:J throughout the state. 

The report offers no easy answers to what is truly a complex social 
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217 West First Street 
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Dear General Younger: 

On behalf of the Advisory Commission on Community-Police Relations, 
we are pleased to submit this report of findings~ conclusions, and 
recommendations. 

We have developed a report we believe serves the several functions 
of setting forth tr.e causal arid symptomatic aspects of police and 
community distrust, lack of confidence, and hostility; providing 
indications of strategies which may, with modification to meet local 
condi tions, be applied to improve conditions; and" serving as a re
source document to teachers, trainers, planners and others 'interested 
in understanding what is unquestionably a complex social problem. 
In submitting this report we call J.lpon thi many dedicated law enforce
ment officers, government officials, and citizens who are continuously 
endeavoring to control crime and to insure the provision of an eff~c
tive range of police services to consider it care£ully. It offers no 
panacea, for the negative feelings which can develop between police and 
citizens. It does, however, provide the foundation for better under
standing the many factors which are a part of the community-police 
relationship . 

Responsibility for developing and maintaining a desirable level of 
trust and cooperation between police and public rests at the community 
level. Elected officials, law. enforcement officers, and all manners 
of citizens must share in this responsibility. We are convinced that 
no less an effort will succeed, and we recommend it as the basis for 
all laws that this report suggests. 

In accordance with your instructions, we are continuing our research 
effort in a number of areas. As results of this research become avail
able l-,etween now and the expiration of our project on June 30,. lole wi11 
issue additional appropriate reports. 
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Foreword" 

House resolution No. 153, passed by the California Stllte Assembly 

on March 28, 1969, and amended by House Resolution No.61 of May 20, 

1971, directs the Attorney General of the State of California ·'to 

study the subjet~t of police and community relations within'the state," 

such study to include an !'analysis of the expense, scope, degree,' and 

cause of the' di's..t:rust arid lack of confidence between the police and 

eertaingroups of citizens throughout California, an evaluation of 

the effet:t of SUC:ll distrust and lack of cOl1ifidence, and a review of 

proposali!; for the imProvement of police-community relations tI in 

the Stat;e (see Appelldix A for the full text of the 'resolutions). 

Attorney General Evelle J. Younger appointed 26 persons represent-

ingthe criminal justice system, ethnic and racial minority groups, 

higher education, and the general public to an Advisory Commission 

on Community-Police Relations to oversee this study and to prepare 

a report for his consideration (see Appendix B for a list of the 

members of the Advisory Commission and their affiliations). The 

Advisory CommissiQn has conducted a year-long examination of the many 

facets of the comp~ex set of relationships wh,ich can exist between 

police'officers and citizens in California (Appendix C outlines the 

research efforts in detail). This report is the culmination eif tnat 

research. 

i-: ). n ta,.; 
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The Advisory Commission does not anticipat1e that . the report 

will elic~t. universal acceptance. It dealswi1!h a controversial. 

and of tell, emotional subject. Despite this~ hrMever, the info rmat ion-c 
I 

gathering efforts of the "Advisory 'Commission during the past year 

have. met with ,a full measure of c()operation fr()m .the California. 

law enfol'cement profession, from general' units, ofgo.vernment; and 

from the many semi:-official and private community groups .contacted. 

This cooperation has indeed been gratifying,: ,To those. persons ' who 

, provided information,and assistance so' W1.11ingly, the Advisory ,: 

Commission extends its apltreciation. It.is hoped that this report 

will serve them well in the;l.r Efforts to forge a. meaningful and 

cooperative,community.-police, relationship. 
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, 'Chapter' 1 

INTRODUCTION . 

This report could start with a long series of startling state-

ments about the prevalence of crime itt..cur society., the appalling 

loss of 'life and prop~~ty which crime causes, the many 'inadequacies 

of the system we have designed for preventing and controlling 
"-

crime, and the impact these things in concert have on the quality 

of life available to our citizens_ By so doin8f.; however, we would 

only'be repeating statements made in,a series of similar documents 

dating from the President' s Commissio~n on Law Enforcement and Admin

istration of Justice in 1967 andculm:inating most '~ecentlyin a 

January report by the National Commission on Criminal Justice 

Standards and Goals. In the intervenin~~ years ,there have been 

other reports, focusing on . either subj ect~:,but including th~ toll 

. of crime. 

This report does not have such a beginning because the people 

o,f California know only 'too well the costs' of crime and disorder. 

Our studies illustr~te'this vivUdly in the 38 'percent of California 

adults who spontaneously mentioned a. crime-related issue as the 

most pressing problem 'facing the cOmniunity :In early 1972 (see 

Chapter 3) • More recent data reaffirm this concern w!t:h crime; 35 

percent of the persons interviewed for tbe California Poll in 

February of this year once again chose crime as our most pressing 

problem. l 

" . 



Certainly, weare a.~ concerned about the toll of crime as any

one else. It is addressed throughout the report.. But crime itself 

is not the specific focus of our research nor our conclusions. 

Rather,we address a J~ess ,~~b'ersal b1Jt equally compelling, concern, 

namely: the relati,,;)nship between our police--th12 most prevalent 

and one of the most i~portant agencies of 10cal,gQvernment--and the 

ca~unities they serve. 
. ' , 

Few relationships between government and governed are ~ore sig

ni~icant than that between police office~ and citizen. Beyond the 

cd.me-related serviceE! which police provide in the community, there 

lie. much broader responsibilities. They include many, qf the functions 

which ',are. ess~nUal ,to our society's well-being. The people rely 

upon a;n.d call upon. th~ police for many .more services than just. those 

arising from criminal acts. . \'. ,- ,: . - '. 

Giv'~n th~se facts, whicl1are discussed. in considerable detail 

in other chapters, it is crucial to study and to understand the re

lationship between pq11ceman and citizen. It. is even moreso given 

the ambivalence with which the COIliJllUllity re$ar~s the police. As 

the National Commission on. Standards and Goals says, "(T)he police 

are greatly loved, greatly hated, critically imp~rtant ••• ,,2 The 
, ;", ,.',,' ",'¥ " 

critical importance is accepted and i~p.liq,1~ ~~~,l'ugh.out this report. . 
The. hate an,d the love are the reasons,for its writing. 

. 1-. 
II ' , "':C, 

The Report 

This written repol't is the culmination of many months of effort 
-

by the Attorney General's Advj,soryCommiesion on. Community-Police 

Relations. It represents the distillation of research and sets 

forth cfJnclusions and recommendations regarding community and police 

relations in California today. 
"-. 

The report'is.i~tended to serve a number of purposes. It is 

hoped, for exa!l1ple, that it can serve as the stimulus for local 

communities to examine their own community-police relationships. 

It provides an analytical framework which can be applied to analyze 

the local seene. 

F.urther,the report is intended to supplti!ment training and 

teaching around the State. While its tr~atment of the subject is not 

e~austive, it does provide a framework which accommQdates a broad 

l'ange of factors impinging on citizen and police .rel;ations. In 

concert with gther, acre specific texts, the rep(Jrt should proyj.de 

considerable discu~sion material. 

Beyond these purposes, this report Serve$ as te,f:'ItimQnyto the 

many efforts peing put forth by 1=he Cat;[fol11i~ polic/l\ profes.$ion 

and by countless individuals an.d community gr.Qups who\\'wish .to promote 

positive citizen-police relationships. Although it is .inherent in 

th~ nature of a report such as this to accent the negative, this 
-

emphasis must never overshadow the positive efforts being made • 

This report is intended to further sUPP9rt such efforts. 

r 
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'rheAdvisoryCommission 

When the,curren.t Attorney. General assumed the responsibility 

,for completing a' study ofcommtlnity,and police relations, .an advisory 

group was, already in. existence. It was comprised of 5,2 members re-

presenting law enforcement, the courts,general goverIlment, ethi.1'lc 

and racial minorities, higher education, and the general publi(i,~ 

This group was " mconstituted into a smaller, .25-member Adviso/L'Y 

Commission on Community-Police Relations. Thta Attorney Gene1l'al 

c~argedthis Advisory CoDlIllission with c.onducting 'Cico,aprehensive 

stuQ.y ii1l accordance with the instructions of the California Assembly. 

The Assembly provided an initial appropriation to fund the 

study. This ~lpPlbp:iation was ~U1pplemented by funds provided by the 

California COlllncil on Criminal Justice and by appropriate assistance 

from the Department of Justice r s Crime Pre.vention Unit. 

The Advisory Commission ,has had a ,full-time professional staff 

throughotlt its efforts. The staff has beet:!, supplemented by COI1sul-

tants as well as internal support f.,rom the Dep'srt1l1ent of Justice and 

from agencies ,represented by" the various members 0.£ the,,i\dvisory 

COmmission. Administratively located in the Los Angeles Office of 

the Attorney Gen~ral" the staff and Commissioners have traveled 

extenil)iv~ly throughout California in gathering data~ ";1, 

" 

! . .,. ~ 

i ;; 8' 
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The.Advisory Commission itself is divided.into six ,task forc;ea, 

each coneernedwitha specialized subject. The task for,ces include: 

Minority Police Officer; Citizen Complaint Process; Folice ,Policy-

Making Process; Campus and Youth; News Media; and Community Dynamics. 

'r~sk Force meeti;ngs have 'been held to supplement those of the full 

Ad~isory CommiSSion. While the Commission has b~en responsible 

for ~eviewing and analyzing data and passing on conclusions and re

"-comme~dations, basic responsibility for the ,design and conduct of 

specific research efforts has been that of the professional staff. 

Terms and Definitions 

Both the terms "communit:r" and "police" are ambiguous, yet. they 

form the basis for tllis effort:., It has beel). important, to the 

Advisory Commission to develop defiiitiop,s of these terms ~o enS\lre 

consistency of interpretation~ These definitions are set forthl1\ere 

to facilitate the use,of the l=eport. 

Community, as used most often in the report, refers to the 

people served by a polic:e agency. It is not restrict~d by juris-

dictiollalboundaries nor by a specific time frame~ , 

Publics are found in every community. They ~re used here 'tq 

indicate. the many diverse groups--racial/ethnie sroups, business 

Jii 
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interests, college students, school teachers, and so forth .... -whD 

comprise the larger community • The police serve these publics lind 

are perceived by citizens who regard themselves as members of tthese 

publics. 

The jurisdiction is the legally constituted governmentall entity 

which contains the police agency, ul3ually a city, county, cpr the 

state. 

Police refers to public law enforcement agencies in. California 

which providauniformed law enforcement services. The il;:erm is used 

generally throughout the report to refer to municipal police agencies, 

county sheriff's departments, and, where appropriate, the California 

Highway Pat:rol.. The report in no way refeZ's tCt federal police 

agencies or to private police agencies. 

Police agency or police department refers· :to one of the 429 

public law enforcementuriits in California provj,dlng uniformed police 

services. For analytical purposes, these agencies have been divided 

into ·nine categories according to.the number of sworn police personnel 

they employ. 

Community-police rel&tions, the ultimate focus of this report, 

is defined in detail in Chapter 2. 

~ < ~ . '.;,~~ .• : -~I~ " ' ,~ • ~ :., • ...., .... ... ", .. ,,' - ~ ". • • .....: • 

.. ~. 
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Police Agencies by Size 

CategorS!' 

Category ~4ber of Sworn ·Emplo1ees 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
r 

I-IS 
l6-25 
26-5.0 
51-100 

101-175 
176-250 
251-500 
501-750 
7S1-Ove%'* 

*Five agencies included wjlthi~this categtlry are considered 
.to be "unique." They arE~the Los Angeles· Co'unty Sheriff's 
Department, the Los Angeles Police Department, the San Diego 
Poli.ce Department, the S~Ln Francisco Police Department, and 
.the California 'Highway P~Ltrol. 

'Summary· of Findings 

rtis both diffi<mlt and perhaps a bit dangerous to abstra~t 

• 
specific .. findings and reccnnmendations from the body of the report 

for inclusion here. The 'complexity' of community and police rela-

tionships which. are in a cj!ontinually dynamic state prec1t1desany 

simpleexplanat::tolls l)·'r. anstwers. We therefore caution the re~~~r 

to consider fully the cont:extfrom which the following t?u~eH:al is 

drawn before arriving at any conclusionsabputits aecnr'scy-or'ap-

propriateneGs. 

,', .•.... 1 
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The basic conclusion of the Adviso~y Commission, ~d that 

~,hich underlies the entire report ,isehat community and police 

relationships can be neither understood nor enhanced by focusing 

aplely on surfaca, symptomatic beha,iioJ:' as has been the te:ndeney 

in the past. Such things as alleged police brutality, harassment 

of cert;:ain segments of. the community, and differ.ential provision· 

of poH,ce services t to the extent that they occuljreflect deeper 

and more pervasive problems which must be addressed~ Thus, although 

•• !18.1 react aga:lnst. the surface problems, truly effe(:~!ve rem:dies 

must be directed at;other targets. The best way t(.~t:tack these 

targets is th~ough atEucturingthe police role in the community in 

such a fashion tbat it includas formally identifying the broad range 

of problems which police encounter and aids in mobilizing effective 

1.:espog,ses t(tth~p~oblemSso idE!,ntified. The. Advisory Commission 

13. . 1 tht pt .re.fe~red to as "community resource develop-eve ops' sconce, '" 

mentiP" in Chapter 13. 

We h~'!.I;e:\, ~~::I:'rived at this basic conclusion via- a cil;,cuitous route 

which. .started with thetraditicnal s~ptoma~ic ben;ivior$ ~nd traced' 

.their origins and ramificat10r~s. It· became quicklyobvi~:us, th;,!; 

there is no uniform attitude toward the :poi1;ee ~ongth~~ gene~'al 

p,0pulation .oreven among Jlarticular s~bpoPulation~.~th~~~,a~ltitudes, 

and the relationships upon which they have impact, vary.~. Adv:iJ~ot'Y 

Commission Research~ reported in Chapter 3, indicates that the vast:: 

" ••• > _ ',l II 

< "" • • •• ... .s' . _ V'~ ._ •• ~ - ----' '" ." ~. '. ' .... -, .. ' ... IiI[lIPI1 
Ii 

~jority of Ithe population, including all racial-ethnic groups 
Ii 

studied, ret~ard the poli,ce favorab:ty: Over 70 percent of the gerleral 

, p'~pulation think the police are doing a good or excellent job. 
• - 1.- t ~ • 

rf , 

Despite this general attitude,there is some deviation when age, 
.. 

race, and ethnic background aJ::e cOlllsidered.. For example~ youth 

te~d to evalua.te the police less favorably than do ~ adults. Whil.e 

the majority of ~oth Black and Spanish-surname citizens continue 
" -. ... r 

to regard the police as doing a good or excellent job, a substantial 

portion feel differently. Members of these minority publics are 

dissatisfied with the job being done by the police in greater 

propoztions than those of the majority public. 

Given these facts, we have constructed an an~lytical framework 

which acc01lllllodatesthe 'wiaedivergence in community attitudes and 

in relationships which exist in California. Common elements which 

bind the poliee to'all s~~ents of th~ community have been identi-

. fied. Basically, the ft;\1).ction of the poliee as a political unit 

(politi.cal because it is part of government, not in the partiSan 

,sense), as well as the" nature of the social and law enforcement 

functions which they perform provide the common themes ~7hich 

connect all citizen-police contacts. 

Three di~ensions of' the commW:l~ty':'police relationship identi-

fiedi11 Chapt.er 2, reflecf these thematic elements.. They are: 

!i " 

(r 

! 
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(1) the determination of what services the police provide in any 

commuttity; (2) the determination of bow these services will be pro

vided by th~ police; and (3) the means by which the police-and ~em

bers of the community resolve common problems.' Each of these, 

dimensions relates to the political nature of the policemissio,u; 

they likewise ~c.t'.ommodate the full range of services provided b,y 

the police. And, finally, they allow focusing on both individu~l 

and agency beha.vior" lrlhich, in the final analysis determines citizen 

and police relationships. 

Since the way eitizensand police officers behave tOlrl~lrd ,Qne 

another is the focus of this study, it is important to understand 

how behavior is determined. While it is impossible to consider 

all factors influencing police and citizen behavior, tbe most 

crucial' have been identified and ,ff,'ce piscussed in some detail in 

suceeeding chapters. Moet of the analysis f'Ocuses on the police 

side of the relationship. It is obviously easier to ,study the police, 

since ,in numbers and accessibility they eonstitute a .much more 

unageable resea~~b subject than the ge\,'teralpopulation..· :Beyond this t , 
lJowe.ver, the poliee baveresponsibility as a gove~ent agency'to 

-"::' ' .. 
ensure propeJ." performatLceb:1 their perso~nel. To do. this, they 

have. created a number of managerial techniques and mechanisms 

which ate the basis o£manyr,l'commendati,onsfoJ."changes/which this 

report' develops. The community is,· not ignored, however. Citizens 

.' .... ,. 

bear a major $hare. of the responsibility f.~ preventing and con

trolling crime and for enhancing rel.1tionshipswithpoliee agenc.ies 

in any community. 'The citizen. 'tole in determining community-pol.ice 

relationships is analyzed and discussed in conjunction with the 

consideration of the law enforcemellt aspects. 

To accommodate all of these f~ctors in a uniform. fashion, we 

have focus.ed on the police role, hoW' it is developed and how it is 

maintaine~;, As Chapter .:; indilZates, we have found. that the poli~e 
"-

are expected to respond to a widevad.ety of .expectations aoming 

from various segments of the population. These expectations are often 

contradictory 01; mutually Jexclusive. Thus, the police officer ~d, 

at a higher level, the ~olice agency must resolve these conflicting 

expeetations and somehow develop their official responses to 

community problems. These re~ponses at'e articulated through 

the beha~ior .of individual police Q£ficers as they perform their 

duties. The AdviSoryConunission has found that it is in theresolu

tion of thet;e c;ollflicting demands tnat most problems of community

policerelatiotls have tbeir roots. It is less a ma,tter of the 

specific,. symptomatic behaviors which we .cited, ea'rlierandlnore a 

matter of the ways in which the three politicalquestio~ts noted above 

areanswer~d. ' 

These .three qtJestio~s. are addressed by conSidering the _jor 

mechanisll'lSlAhieh thepoliee bavedeveloped· to ·detersnine and control 

o~~icerbehav:l,>t'.. Those ,consi.:1ere(i :f.l'i. greatest detail :ate the 

pol:l(:y-making process,. 'the:eitizen complaint and grievsnce resolu

tion process, the trai\tIng l'rocess, and the£orntal cOnmlul\\ity-police 

l 
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relations process as practj,ced by police agencies. Also addressed 

are t~e various institutional forces in the community which impinge 

on citizen and police relationships. 

Policy Making, 

Chapter 8 discusses the "Development and Articulation of 

Policy" and its impact on community-police relationships. Policies 

are the broad general guidelines which should set forth in writing 

the philosophy, goals, and role of the police agency. Properly 

developed and clearly articulated policies provide both the officer 

and the members of the community with standards against which behavior 

may be measured. This is extremely important, for unless such 

standards exist, it is difficult to determine whether current practic-

es are adequately meeting community needs. The development of policy 

should provide the opportunity for police administrators, line 

police officers, local government officials, and members of aignifi

cant publics in the community to determine and judge the appropriate-

ness of the police role. 

The Advisory Commission has found that there are many short·' 

comings both in current policies developed by the police and in the 

mechanisms for developing those policies. In many cases, law enforce-

ment administrators have not set out policies to cover many of the 

sensitive areas in which police provide services (specific cit~ltions 

of existence of policy are made in ~hapter 8). In addition to 

1-,1..3 

the.lack of policy covering certain areas, there is no uniformity 

of interpretation of policies within a given police agency. When 

policies are developed, the process is generally restricted to the 

police agency with little involvement of persons outside the police 

agency. 

Considering the importance of policies as the foundation of 

all police performance, the Advisory Commission recommends a number 

of specific changes in regard to their formulation. In essence, the 

recommendations attempt to ensure that policies are in fact developed; 

that there is wide participation in their development, or at least 

in their review; and that they are uniformly interpreted throughout 

the agency. The policy development process has practical benefits 

for the professional police agency as well as for the various publics 

being served. 

Providing Avenues for Citizen Complaints 

A second mechanism provided by police agencies to maximize 

control of their operations is the citizen complaint process. 

Specifically, this is a means for resolving unsatisfactory police-

citizen contacts. It allows a citizen who feels he has been wronged 

by a police officer in the official performance of his duties to seek 

action against that officer. In this sense, it provides a valuable 

chec~ on police performance and provides an' indication to the police 

I 
I 
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agency of the appropriateness of its tactics. 

,The Advisory Commission concludes that the most effective method 

for overcoming problems associated with perceived or actual police 

misconduct is through preventive measures applied during recruitment, 

selection, training, evaluating, and re-training law enforcement 

personnel. The Advisory Commission further concludes, however, that 

these mechanisms are not always successful; additional mechanisms, 

such as the citizen complaint process, are indicated. 

The complaint process is indeed a sensitive subject, clouded 

by considerable emotionalism. Research indicates a significant level 

of public skepticism about the fairness, thoroughness, and objec-

t1v1ty of current mechanisms. This skepticism is not restricted to 

the minority publics (see Chapters 3 and 9). 

Based upon the importance of a sound complaint process to 

attaining a degree of community trust and confidence in the police 

as well as upon its importance as a police management tool, the 

Advisory Commission recognizes a need to take steps to ensure that 

it operates fairly and to ensure that the community perceives it so. 

Research suggests that the most important steps which can be 

taken to accomplish these objectives relate to increasing the visibil-

ity of certain aspects of the complaint process. For example, 

complainants are often not adequately informed about the status of 

actions they may have initiated; even at the conclusion of an investi-

gation of a charge of misconduct, tbe complainant often receives 

1-15 

only the most cursory explanation of what action was taken by the 

agency. This does little to &spel beliefs that the police are 

less than objective in their handling of such matters. It is im-

portant that the police agency make efforts to inform complainants 

as fully as possible about the progress and ultimate disposition 

of their cases. 

Beyond this, law enforcement can take steps to provide other .. 
assurances to members of the public that the internal disciplinary 

machinery of the agency is working well. Publication of disciplinary 

actions--not in specifics, but to indicate they are in fact being 

taken--is one means of accomplishing this. There is no practical 

external way that police conduct can be regulated. It must remain 

an inten~al process, but the community's interest in its smooth 

functioning should be accommodated. 

Police Training and Educa.tion 

This report spends a considerable amount of time examining police 

training and education in California. California enjoys the justifi

able reputation of being the nation's leader in providing police 

training. The Advisory Commission has found ~hat the attention paid 

to training continues. Because training is costly, however, and be-

cause its effective application requires particular knowledge and 

skills, there are many ways in which it can be strengthened. 

I 
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Many specific recommendations are made in Chapter 10 relating to 

strengthening law enforcement training and education programs. 

Basically, they address the need for the local law enforcement 

agency, as well as the local governing bodyo to recognize that train-

ing is an integral part of the management process. It can ensure 

that personnel are properly socialized into the police agency and 

that they have an adequate level of skills to perform necessary 

tasks. It should further provide machinery through which emerging 

needs or problems in the community may be accommodated in police 

operations. Training is a basic adaptive tool the police agency 

uses to cope with changing service demands. 

The Advisory Commission finds that a number of factors can 

militate against such a use of police training. Limited budgets, 

lack of trained training offIcers, and inadequately developed 

Ii 
training plans and courses place many police agencies at a dis-

advantage in their training efforts. The remedies for these short-

comings are not simple. They require personnel, development of 

training programs oriented toward local needs, and recognftion 

that traiaing is in essence a problem-solving methodology for the 

,police agen.cy. 

The current high regard which California law enforcement holds 

{,< ,. \1 for training will serve it well in efforts to overcome any short-

comings which exist. 

1-17 

Community-Police Relations 

A final internal mechanism which police agencies have adopted 

to assist in their efforts to adapt to community-based problems is 

the formal community-police relations concept. Over half of Califor-

nia's law enforcement agencies have either designated a specific 

officer to be responsible for certain community relations duties, or 

they have created organizational units for the same purposes. Most 

of these formal mechanisms have been created since the latter years 

of the decade of the sixties when violent disturbances rocked much 

of the country. Police agencies recognized the need to respond to 

problems which its traditional organizational arrangements were not 

equipped to address. 

Advisory Commission research indicates that community relations 

efforts have been widespread, both geographically and in terms of 

the efforts made to deal with various kinds of problems. A number 

of difficulties are associated with these efforts, however, and they 

should be considered and corrected. For example, in many instances 

community relations efforts are mitigated by the fact that there is 

no widespread agreement as to the purposes of the community relations 

unit. It is often at a distinct disadvantage in competing for 

budgetary ;funds and other resources needed to adequately perform its 

mission. 

, 
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Additionally, there seems to be little agreement between the 

stat~d goals of cOm4unity '~lations units and the tasks performed in 

attempting to attain these goals. Research indicates a considerable 

divergence between stated goals, identified target groups, and prom, 

grams implemented. This often results in a less than effective 

application of already scarce resources. 

Chapter 12 considers in detail community relations as it i6 

currently applied by California law enforcement agencies. No 

specific recommendations are made for improving current operations. 

The Advisory Commission concludes that to be truly effective, current 

community relations efforts need to be broadened and included in 

the concept of community resource development described in Chapter 

13. For those police agencies who wish to analy~e their current 

community relations efforts, however, the discussion in Chapter 12 

provides an excellent framework. 

Minority Employment in Law Enforcement 

The basis of support for policing our society must come from 

all citizens. Given this basic tenet, it follows that police agencies 

should be represent~tive of the populations they serve. To be other

wise diminishes their ability to respond empathetically to many 

community concerns and reinforces the perception held oy some segments 

• '-1' 
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of the minority public that law enforcement agencies represent the 

force of the dominant society and are institutionally designed to 

preserve the status quo. 

The Advisory Commission finds that members of the Black, 

American Indian~Oriental, and Spanish surname publics are under-

represented in the ranks of law enforcement. Although there are 

some exceptions, those who are employed in law enforcement do not 

figure significantly above the rank of sergeant. There are a num-

ber of reasons which may explain this under-representation. Some 

of them are structural and relate to the recruiting standards and 

testing procedures employed by police agencies. Others are attitudinal 

and relate to the poor image of law enforcement as a potential pro-

feasion held by many members of the minority public. Both of these 

kinds of reasons are underscored by the institutienal bias which 

has existed for many years and which has restricted minority aSRimila-

tion into many kinds of professional employment. 

The Advisory Commission concludes that affirmative action is 

required to increase the representation of minority citizens in the 

law enforcement profession. Validation of entrance standards and 

exami,nations as well as promotional standards and examinations should 

be of priority concern. While employment of minorities is not similar 

to the managerial techniques discussed above, it does provide a 

sound strategy for overcoming some of the elements of distrust and 

= 
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hostility which exist between police agencies and certain segments 

of the community. Chapter 11 addresses the issue of minority em-

p10ymant in considerable detail. 

Community Forces 

Police officer and citizen do not interact in a vacuum. 

Their relationships are influenced by a host of factors present in 

every community which help tc determine community and police attitudes 

as well as to structure the circumstances under which face-to-face 

contacts occur. Thus, other governmental agencies, the news media, 

the school system, indigenous community grovps, and similar institu-

tions in the community must be examined. 

It is important to know, for example, how various segments of 

the commlunity perceive government's attitude generally toward 

crime and social problems. Police services are provided in the 

context of the overall governmental structure, and citizens rightly 

regard the police as part of that st~ucture. If the general govern-

mental posture toward certain kinds of problems is ambivalent, citizens 

are likely t.o regard police efforts to deal with those problems in 

the same way. 

In another area, the school system reaches every youth in a 

community at some time or another. Young people constitute a pri-

mary police cH.ent group. It is apparent, then, that the schools 

can be a powerful influence on young people's attitudes toward the 

police andmward various issues of right and wrong. Unless this is " 

understood and consciously accommodated in police operations, it is 

I • ~ , " 
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possible that -valuable problem-solving resources will be unused. 

Chapter 6 considers in great detail the influences which 

various community forces have on police relationships with the 

citizer;:ery. The Advisory Comm:i.ssion must conc.lude that the 

responsibility for the ultimate state of community and police 

re1atj,ons extends across the broad spectrum of cotllDllmity life. 

While the police are in a position to attack certain negative facets 

of their relationships with citi~ensf certain facets are beyond 

their influence. These must be broached by other segments of the 

community. 

It is not possible to interrelate adequately in these few 

pages the many aspects of community-police relations which are 

discussed briefly in the preceding sections. That is the function 

of the remainder of the report. It is possible, however, to note 

that widespread efforts are being made in Ca1ifQrnia to promote 

positive and mutually rewarding police-community relationships. 

To the extent that this report contributes to the success of these 

efforts, it accomplishes its most important purpose. 

.. 
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, 'ithei~' minimum training require~e-!lts ~ block of time devoted to ~~titude 
fpt1n~lation!) b,o.th oon the part ofp,91ice off:ll.:~e'rsand ®,the. par~ pf 
mtimbers of the community. Page 4-1~ ", ' 

, • . .' JI 

••• the 'Califoriiia Couiici~i on Crilnina1JU$ticeseelr~-;yai~~rop~:~~'tQ ,j' 
develop and: tef:lt amodel\~, IUfilblice,Psycho1o~~ea11 ~l1pport ,program '. w1:lich 
will include, but nQt ,be limited;ilto: ' '\, < ", " 

'1. Preparing t1;'~i:n:ing ~Qdul'es; ~,f1ttiE~lde fo~u1~.tiOn £o~ . 
.use by, officers,' " Ii '" ",. , , . 

2 • Training , of, $uperv;tsors . in . ~ec'bn:l.qu.!$ of identifying , 
and prop~~ly responding ,to' LlymptOinB of emotional problems 

, among polici';' 'offieers ' . ~ : , " 
3.. Use' of "de'b'r:1efinglt ponferences to ~,xplore with office;os 

th~s:igni.ficanceof theirstraet, ex.peri~nces ~d-¥to allow 
. them toUbl~ off st~8!Il. n , ' .,,' " 
4 _ ' DeyeloPJlle).~t: ('of train:i~gm?du1es fo~ tbe.famllies ~~ t police~ 

officers ,t? ~$ist th~~ in adjusting to the officers. role ':, 
, S • Research i~lto theseq1Jence of polic~, attitude fOl."lllu1a:,tion' , 

, to ident;ify "points in' career development when E\.pec:l£:l,c 
., intervent:loo to de.al with 'p'iarcelftual diff:l.cu1t.i::1!.~ is''i1!lQst II 

appropriate • Page , 4-18 , 0 
"''''-=-, ,:.t} 

•• '~~ ,law en\torcement agencies 'and, local c~Uni.ty groups asse;~ t~~ 
impactthe\police c,ulture and wo~'k:l.'ng ,~,ersona1ity hav~ Oti cit;~Ze!i' 

, ' iand, po1ic'n ~relat1rpnships and clevE7\1.op_coope:at.ive Piograms, f01; res-
'; pond~n8 ,to~heir' nega~iveasJliee~s. \Jage 4-19 ''''~ I:, > 

'\' 0', ~, I', 
1:,1.-/"" ~ 

/1>:;\ '4;" (I'll. 0 p' ", ~ 

.. 
, , ~ "" ':- - '-. " 

. _ /1 :.' , _ ,~- \I,' 

• >~- ". -, • 

c/ > ',. \', ~ "" ", 
c ' """" /. ; '1j 

techniques which 
equal attention should 

~I 
aspects as to the 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT~ ••. 
" ,- " ,I',' ,," , iI 

l\ 

" " 
," 

" .. ~J:the ~tat~.Legislatllre,8nd the 1::aliforniaDepartmentof F.dueation ',' 
',' talC;e ,the necessary steps ~I() requi:re COU1l:'ses covering laws , the juv~;tle 

't.,Lj!,~~t.ice,,~y~te,m;andtlte' ~pilsidera~ion\~Jf c,,~me'andits related problems . 
U in eleJpent8l.'y ,and secondary scbool. curricula., Page 6~19 ,'" 

• .(~ ',~ .... " th~cal.~~~~ia Department of E~~ciai;'1~l~timula~e thedevelop1l1l~nt 
, 0"- of appropriate trainin,g, courses for teacherl~,\to pr~~pa~ethem to' t:,(U1C~ , 

thepoursee recon:mended" above.' Page 6-19 i:' , , I; 

, , ' I . ' ' • 

• - < r""', . . . , .'", 

•• ~ ,camp~;:~olice'-ar1d p.o1fce' in ,the local ji!1risdictio~ 4evelo~and 
par'ticipla,te )in joint, t'ta,inins efforts"relatin~ ,to areas',-Iof muf~( 
cancer <Page 6-23 " ,> 

,if. " 

. , ~ .- , 

,,' . . " ':';~': ~ ;; n ' " . ,tJ 
" I,' 

,i" • ••. the State Legislat\!re include, QampU8 PQl.:lceo.fficer(s ,under the provisions 
"-,-\" of the ~PSl' ~einU>urse~nt progratll:'v,age '6-23 I.:) ,,:,., "" (, 
' , \ b,·. l.' ,\~, Q'. _~ ,.' . 

'~';'~\.'e~ul~,pOlic~::~ae"'elop pl_s -for joint effo~t~requ:i.red .'to deal, wit~-:;, • 
,the laW '~~n£or~ement' and $e-mc~ needfl o~ ehecampuf:t community." 'Page 6-23 
, .. 81\ .' . ~1r~ ,. " "',," " ",. 

" JO' .1oca1\lpolice a~elicies Jlevelop ~praPl~~e and formal liasiop.:~ecba~sms· \' 
" betw~'l~~ ~~emselv~_~ ("andth~ ~tuft~nts~ faculey" a~d administratton; of co~eges 
" and '·.uni\t~~"tid.ttes ,in,·the:L:rj~r:l.sg:l.ction~. Page 6-23 ' :::; I'~' 

!i £I ' , ,,-' n" , ", -T> 
'':''''''', )/' '-, ' .'.,~ 
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, .'. rt •• :l.oc4l. la~:~nfo,~c;e~~ ig~t.t~~~¥.iopt, guidel1n~a :s;(~1a~:~o,tb(,~p ,set;~ .. " 
forth by' thePres~aent' S C~(islon, ont,. f;nforcement and tne' Adni1nistration ", 
ofJutitl~e:.· • '. . ,. "".""" .... (,'1 ,"; '" '0'''' j) '. ,> ~ . . . ' , , . fl, .. , "'Fielt'in:~~r:rO$il~1oilS',sho~14 b~,' ~rltic1tea 01119 wllen. an of,i~er 

.. ,' ,h~,re~~ tobelie~gtbat a person is abQUttQt:ommit;ol"h.a~. 
>{\. ,,~, ¢~~'.1it:'ted~!~~ ,cd,~ 1;;01' \)tbat a 6'ri,me; {:bas~e:~n ~tted . :and ~hEi' 

,ha~r}bGIW1-iage of, .ter1iil'~aluable:q1tc;the.,;J.nWjst:lgatio1l. " 
,2. ~"F¥ld ~nterrog~tion slt~l~Q n6')t be used at', h~t ~or' lDinor:' :". 

crimes liKe ~r.anc.y ot" loftering", ~ ":i ' , 
3" M~ Uate r~pon Sho~a be b~ed Q~, thll,; act tons of the :,ii~rBon" 0, ,',i' 

h resence near t~~i' sceni of a e:fame, s.imilar factors" 
r " sin8.,',~ub,$tantialJrusPicioU.,~&'l~ ,rio~';'?n' ~ace, "poverty; or,;, 
youth. ." ,,"', " . ' '. :.' ". 

I.. The stop shouif:l ~elimited,,,\in>t ~'The s~le pUxPose sbould 0 

'" be! (a) to, obtain;:,. th~c~tizert t s· id¢ntification;(b) to .verify 
· it~by teadil:i, a.va~tabl6'" information:; (e) to reque,~t cooperation .' 
· (';tn the invelit'-gati"m of a cr~eOand (d) toc;verifybyrea,dily '. 

'av2i1a:ble info~at;io~ ,any account of' his presence or m,.y other 
,.·1Jtf.t:;mation given"y' th~ p~rson. '"'" 0... ,'~"" . ," .•... .' " 

~. "" ' ., ) .. ,. . . .' . . . ,; 
"m iti;ejl~Jhould.lpe ad~ressed politelycalid .i;!h9,u1d 'receive " 

· . a a..... Ie eXpl~Cltion. fql!" tl)!!reason .for the iJ~;bp. " ' . 
An tJ~; 'e~~ should be ,.~I9Wd. ,1;0 conduct ~ search of the,' llerson 
OJlly \ifhe "has. re~~ .tobeli~ve . that hissaf~ty or. thesafaty 

=""':"'~"'''-.~~ of "ot\)ers so require. ? p,.. ~I'. 

7. ~:'~Off~cefs sh~u1&. bE! Tequir~d t~1;~!! a reportj1each"time"a step 
, " 1s :nm.9~~ in, order to'record the 'i;umstances, and persons involved. 

," EVen. S\.'1.ater c~re ~hould "be taken ,th tJ:tese records" than with 
'a:trest rac;ords 119, that the police~' 0 llot use them to establish'\ 

··.the doJ.1lI1Q' y,. orbacl, characterC)fthe . person st:QPped.MO'i'eve:r; 
. the recor~s ",,' uJ.;dn9t",pe.av~ilableto pe'i,'s911$~,outs:tde:p~ public' 
,}.awe\lforCf~nt:~en.C"iti~,~ c Page7"1i2Q. 

, ,. _, ~~~l"' '~'.) \~) "_'~\\< ;, O'J}),~>,'l', ".t; '" ' 

!0!!W~Po11cyMaking,; .' .1} .,.. ',' .. , . . 

, " , ". ,~', ". .' ,\~ _, ,I::: '\i, (f':'~" > ,~' " ',r;:? :or . ,: ' 'q • 

. .. ~ • , law~e~f9rce.nt· 'd~e~~~,es de~o~, wri~t~?i~\~l;i~y Dtkfi~l~ ~ov~ri~g , 
.·tneit ope%«t~ons~,P~!(~'~~~4\/', ai' 'i~~~, " . ,',:' 0,,0, ....•• 

(?)<' ~ .. !Yl~" enf~rc~mentag\~~ies(annua11Y orQtberwi~elregulal"1ytevi~w . 

11 . " 

:,~d,f ~p~~tea11' de~al!'t1ndr~a1 policies.."P:~8e:'8~4" ......... ~', .•. . " .:. 

. ' ' ,'I'::; .law; '~~o~c~nt' ~citi1l,i~t):ato*sen~ureth~tp()liC\ 'Off:f.c~~tJ;~ all,,:". ,v • 

,:~~\ d'::'a,evelsiin'~~ agenc,.f)hai~ ',an: ,opport\m:t~i tc" £~rti~~1~,te in~!. thepoliC1 . , 
. . '\l '\\ development '1-roc~ss.: .' Pa~e 8..;.11 '.... ~ ,',."! <', ':' ." '\ . . <) " 

, ......... ~~;~~;£&:'e=-~{~~~k geJt~e4ty:'V01~~t, ~; 
~ , ~ 1l~\1 _. ,."f"w t.~ t) 

•• '. :local law enfo~~l:r.nt \~'ene~es{(') :bivol~ ',~~$trict att~rney"", efty (Ill' 

. ;" 

, 'j 
". i 

. ".JI ,. 'i 
:;,( . 

'/I)' ';)' .,"', \. . ", \) \, H, 

'>e i';;j,~~:"".", .. J ";":";,;,,r.1i,:l.:.:," ',0", "t". ,:'"r>},,,.,,,,,,.: " ,~,' f~~ __ ~'" 
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attomeys" c:ltyand count,e2liecut~ves,and city~d county legislators 
in the'revi:ewof PC?licy !luggested£or adoption. Page 8-10 .' . 

.... law enforcement age1ici~s. en~lttretbep~mulgati01i of aiLiPPJ;ieies 
8cDlong allpersonnel~ and develop methods· fot4,eternrl.n:lng . tbat','''suchpcl:f.cies 
are interpreted cOnslstently throughout the~epartment.,Page8-1l . ,-', ,"': . " . 

s.t:t.zen. C01D)lla,1nt .·Process . 

THE COMMISSION JtECO~DS THAT ..... 
,,,'; . ., . .'. 

>, '.".. 1>, . • '" . . . . ", ' _.' " _ ' _. . " _. ~\ 
••• 1awenforee1Dentadminlstratora regularly encourage $llcit~zensto 
offer the;f.r'co~ents tegarding>the level of law enforcement services' 
provided inthe:b:comun:lty~; . Page 9-2 •. . .... '. . .•.. ..' ' .. ' 

.... ' wben '8l.leged .pol.icemiscQn,duct· ··has· raised' tension in' the commbnity , 
written. departmen,~8.1polipyshou~d ,outl:f.netbeitimted~ate stepsth.at '. 
should be taken tOlileetwith a.ppropriatecommunityrepresentatives'an.d 
join.tly mobilize an effeetiver~spqnse to the problems~ Page,9-:2' 

.. ', ' 

.... lawenfotcenknt "agel\cie~>devel.op and publish written policiesdelilleating" 
their complidn~ >procedul,"e.c'Page 9.o.(i . .' 

, 0 

~.. law ettforcementag~flCi~sdestablish ~tudycomtDittees~cmp()sedof . 
pol1eeofficials; gener~8"vemmentofficials ,atld rep:res(!ntative. .' . ..... 
',citizenato l.'ev1.ew existingpolieiea and procedures for .Jtandlingcomplaints. Page: 

' ••• local law enf~rcement agencies b8ite~ethe1Dajorll1ld tilost frequent 
causes for . c;ompla1n,ts:agBin$t~" off~eers, and whel.luecessaxy. <leve1op and 
requit'~ trainingprogr8JJ1S anctc~1nics oesi8tl(!dto respcm4 to. the probl~lIl 
ident:tfied. Page9--7' . . 

, 
:( I;. •• law enforce.nt. ag:ncies carefu:tly'teyiew thos~ pciliC:ie~ and prqcedures ," 

which 4r~foUnd to'berel~ted to nUDlet'ousaqd,rec:urring ,~ompla1nts.Page 9··07 • 1 '{, 

.' ••. law:enforce1lientagenc~esllUl1ntain~records ofllji 'cQDlPlaint$ regardless 
Qfclisposition. <page".9~7 " ..' i " .. 

" • •• law enforcement agencies establish a speCific unit orass~gn a carefully 
selected officer to accept.an.d ~nvestigate all complaints .fiied·against 

I)t;be ,department and/or its personnel. .Suchoffieers should 'be reassigned 
on a regular basis. Page 9-9 

••• '·lawenforce.nt agenctefi establish pt'dced\l~esbywh:leh cOmplaints I 
c01IIJleud,tltions eanbe 'easilY accepted., . Such p.l,"oced\lreS)D~Y ,'include : 

'. 1. aeomplaint hotline. '. 
t." acceptance of anonYD!.()UIJ ~d unwritten complaints 
3 .w;'Lde d:lst1;'ibutiQil and av.rll£.biltty of cc:nuplaint fot'll18 . . 
4. assurance . that . every officer . is "8.\lthorized .. tc) . accep.tcompla:1nt I 

cOmIIen4ationforms '. . . .' .... . ' . 
S. ,aEJ8Uran¢e that eyejryoffic:erqnduty '1n8:f.nt ains,an adequate" I 

'. SUPlll, o!e.p1ait1tlco_nd~tiOnfoms '. .'. '.) 
~ .. '.' instruet;ion.that ev¢rt.offlcer enS\lre .thata cltizen,c.olllPla:1nt 

is. fOt'Warde~."tothe:proper:~fnvestigato:ry unit. Page 9-9 
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••• law enforcement agencies ensure .that office.rs not d;scoO:fage tbe' 
filing of ,complaints • . Page 9":9 

() 

• ... even .1f tbecomplainantw1,shes to· drop hiseomplaillt~,he 'age!!!:y 
complete its investigation. Page 9-9 . 

(J .~ :.~, 

•• ~recJ'rds of investig~tionsbe . made avail,able to complainai'lt~ regardless 
o{whether the od.ginalcomplaint .is sustained. At least. the,.£ollowing 
·1nform.a.tion shouldb~'provided; 

. ll. Summary of the investigative findings \ .c 

2 •. Number ofw1tnesses inteJ:'Vie.wed, as well as ~ persons, ~ name, 
who aresuggestedfox>lnterviewing'by .the complainant ". 

3 • Extent of :physicalevidence e~ined ,wher(! applicabl,e. \,'" 11'"N 
".4. 'As much additional information as "the chief lawenforc¢tnetlt, 

administra.tormay findpractical~page9!~14 I, 
. (. "'-.,.,' ' 

.. "inte~,imreportsof lilves1;igationsbe provided to the complainant' 
at regUlar:: intervals when the investigati.ve effort,· extends OVer,· a :pe~iod , 
of weeks. . Page 9-14 

••• a. sWll111aryreportcontaining as much; iriformat16n .as, is leg~lly, 
petmissible be provided to the complain~t in the event criminal action 
is initiatedagamfJt, the Qfficer which would otherwise l.'estrict p\lblication ,l 

. of . agency findings, " i?age9"'1~ . ~ 

ti •• la~enfo:rcemen:t . agenc:b~s publish regularly repo:rts Eiumm8t'iiing complaints ~ 
dispof3itions, 81:lddisciplina.ry actions taken.Thesereports~lloulddistingtiish 
beJtween ~,ctions based on int.ernal rule :blfractionsand those inltiatedby 

's,.citizen .. , Page 9-16 . , . 

• • ",.law en,e(Jrcement~enCie$1iubl.:tcize those agenCies, such BEithec:ity , 
manage,r's Qffice, the Aistriet,attomey'soffice, th,e lal., enforcement. . ' . 
agency ,the city counc.:ll, the eowltyboardof supervisors, tbe state ~ttorney 

. G genetoal,ls ~lffiee ,t~$:F1U,. . and tlte lc!&a.l aid society, . which may~~rec~ive , . 
,compla.ints "agamstthe "pO~:Lee.,~a$e 9 .. 17 

, .~raintfflf and' Educat:°ion '. . ' . . 

II. THE'{O~SSIO~ UCOMMENDSTHAt~ ... 
.. ' .: .;'t:he~~n.uliidonon Peace Officer Standat'ds and Tl.'alning encourage iaw , 
, enforcetnent~genc:l.es . and '. co~~ity~.olleges to· prepare .adeq\late deftn,itto,ns 
of the roleQf .thepoli(!ell)efl~ctil\gs~.rv!ceorietrt:at:[on._d to. ()ffer " 
:lbstruetioni:h tne> role of tbe p(.>liceat, alldepal,"tment level~... Page 10-4 

, , - _ - 'J" ':' • " " . _ ' .' 

•• w,law enf~±(:e~ntag~~~i~spf~viderac:tl4and.th,n:tChr~la~iOl1S ttainfn~, 
to~l :persOJlnel •. " Page' 10-8:.(:0< .'. '..";',. .... . . >. 

• ',1 . 

...the )IC~ssion"o~· Pea.ce Officer ~t~datdS.an~' Tra~~i~~_sist.law 
'enforfl,eme~t4g~ncies.·,ilt,4e:ve1«rp:lllg. cUt't:1culum.·and. tra1;~:lng,for para-
profe$s1.on~~. '.P.gelO-8. : '0 
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. ; , ',', " ..', D. .. :, -{~ ., .. ¢.,; .''=1, - ,.:, , , " :" '0 ".' ,- c • • --, , it ..... :,' " .. ,,' , 

. "theCQ11Il"idssiOu'.onP*:ace Of~ici~~!St~dal'~s.ca~d Trai.ni~'. d. thetra:ln1ng 
..... ~f~:Lc~r associations consoUdate~d ·;~tr.aliz~inf,?matirieesicd by .'. 

t~tUn:fn8: officers· and disperse • the. ,intoX1llatlon han ~XP~. ad ·yerd.on ··of 
P~$T~~~~ts'Qrinone'new bul~atit1~ c Page:: 10:2~ .. '. .f!, ., 

· "p~.,,:,'pc;li~t: '. (;t'~fn;l.ng.Qffice'l's 'dewlop ~d ~~nt;ain •. · ~tSlogs' dlo CD~ity';' .... '.. i ' 
'. and .1Qcala~a agenciesaruHpersolls. :8nd •• ~,a.te· agei1.ci~s 'an<!"aS$ociafi;lo118' h 

,; .... whi~h'ctql· -pr9yide' or~ lQan., resoy.rce 1lUlt~x:i8ls.JJ . instt'Uctiottal ",equipment,.' .; .. , 
· ." assi8tanC~J:'()'X'_J~~~t:ucti;~r'~o traininlJpro~~ams tne·d£fice~maY .. ~evelop·.. . .: .. 

Officers. $hqu~(t file:'tb~s mfqtmation,'w:ithtlle POST, repository of :resou'rces. 
l'agel~24' . '. ..%.C." ., •.. ', . .' . " " . ., .•. ',. .' l 
.... ;the ~0nimisaion.·<m :Peace Officer "Standards ·.andTraining.,e.ontiritteto , ... 

. develop and1!l4intain a.centralresourceteposttory.whi¢h~l departments. 
c~ use. . The"repositQry : should;include resourde .cat~og~. developed ·by· 
training 'Or community'.1:'elations offic·ers;,.PagelO-24r·· ". . . 

, ., ~.. t:~e' Cormnisa:lon ~Peace Of~:lc:er' Stant;tardsand Ti'a1n:f.~t require ~ers6nnel 
· aSld,gned to trainingdut1es ,;to 1Dee~cert~~:t1d:niDltUnst8l\dai:'ds incl.ud:l.ng.< , . 
.. training in the foUOWing ;'at,'esfJ:" ,'?~, ......,..... ' .. .. ." 

. .' '1'. ,. How to make a de~aX't_ntai trafntngn:eeds ,assessment; ',' 
2'.. <, HO,'W'to examine the needs in; -'f;~t:mS of the total organization' s 

,cdeve}QP.~t;. ~"I)" • ... ..' .,.. . '. " 

'3. ·lIOW ·to.pl81fa·pf~gram ,us:f.ngassessment feedbaeit,. organ1zat~on81 
_, ' '. goals J.approp1:1llt.e co_unity and area resoux-ces; .. .. . , c;,~~ ,:' ,,' , 
.. , 4~. How ~o e~tlat~both the. effet\~1.ven.~ss .of,the trainingl;'pr6gram·.. ,.:, 
~::~.~d,~r~t~a1.~,eej\r~aC~:lOl\ ~o 1tJJag~~~~25' ...•• . c, Ii <,:,",\ 

. . .i .. ~ law 'enforce~nt~gencie\ eon.s1~~r,~JDploy:tn~quau.f:ted ociv1~~~s trairtfa~S ... 
J;'? wltb1,n I;.hell~ otraining' unit i~ ordert~assure train~g" e~er;l,enct! and '. '. . 

. j,; contin~tt1 ip t~~ ~~ain:f.ng ~~1J -Page 10-26 ,~o . 
'. .' . . . . f,r .(1..... .• ".. . .. . ".: ,., .••. '.' r . 

.' ..... '.lawll ellforcementagencies~~trive to 'itDprDve-'the"qUsifty, of .roll-call . 

·····:~;n!t~::i::~: ~ac~off~ers-aard.~and.;§i~~~encq~_e 8, ~, •. 
•. $tudY~ol.theuse ~and . c()1ilpa:~ativt'! f4f~ftiv'6~es~ .' of'var:i,ott& partiei~.ative.. . 
· andpa9s:tn trt!in;i.ng tecbniq-OOsor. in~truc~fonalmethods "used~o, teach ." 
· .communitY relations. 'Jlie study: ~$hould jrt~:t~q~;1:j .. 1on$ielld~Gl; '~urvey ;0£ .' 
· "students wl'lo rec~iv~~~he:d~ffe,ent kirids:'o;f1t1struct$on to" see ,if. their 

'.' professiOn~ ,'behav;i.pr is' :r;elat~d t()~nstru~tioa b1·anypart~Je~1~r . " •. ' 
• ' teachillg te(:lmiqtie ... PagelO~~'-' 0. ..' , 

. ,. c. >., .' ' . ", ,'. ~' ,.0 '. , . ,C " . . . c ~~ _ '. , ' 

'" .:.the CotiJni~'sion' on PeabeOfiicer. :StandarOs·. ·~p."lra1niu.g 'de-\l'alop a . 
•• ,~ new1dnd"of'petsonnelappr4ts,l course. wli1ch,eiAph~izesthee£f~cienc.y h' 

'~\~, and. effectiveness of 'pertion~~l evaluatbrs,.'Page. 10.-45 .. .. 
, .~: ,.,' , ,=i. '{I ~ j" Sf '. : ' 0 . 

'. ';) ..... 'POiicettaiuhg officers atld colle~ inStructor,e';,'Ei'l'ilP+Qymore 
(\ participa,tiveleaming ~echn1quesande2tPedenees.:[tt,tl\ei~ .c~~ainin,g. 

,w , ,programs and~"-human relael.~s cours.eit. 1'ecnn1,.ques.should include .' .' . 
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Chapter 2 

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE REPORT 

So.e. basic assumptions about community and police relationsh1,s 

form the basis for the analytical framework which structured the 

Commission's research. It is felt that local jurisdictions can apply. 

this framework to make a detailed analysis of their citizen-police 

relationsh:lps. 

). The asstllDlptionl!l are briefly noted here; they are developed 

further in the rema,inder of the chapter. 

I. The policEl in California perform a high volume of basically 

social servil:es. Society has, both directly and indirectly, assigned 

the police a major role in meeting the confli~t management and social 

service needs which have developed during the urbanization movement 

of recent decades. 

II. ~police as an institution are part of the political system. 

Because the poU.ce exercise governmental power through authority 

vested in them by the people, their operations must be considered as 
• 

part of the pol:ltical process. This does not mean political in the 

partisan sense. 

III. The police-community relationship is one of the most signi~ 

ficant existing between government and citizen. Considering the public's 

current concern about crime and the tremendous influence crime and 

related social problems have on the quality of life experienced by many 

of our citizens, the relationship between citizen and law enforcement 

officer is critically important. 
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IV. Community and police relationships develop through a con~ 

tinuing process of interaction between police and members of the public. 

Police officer ~d citizen can deal yith one another in two ways or on 

two levels. The first is through fa,ce-to-face contact in which the two 

directly commun ca e. i t The second, and more pervasive, is through 

attitudes and interpretations based on information provided by third 

party sources. 

v. Relationships are ultimately determined by behavior. Since 

behavior is influenced by a number of forces, it is appropriate tu use 

The role analysis techniques to identify its crucial dimensions. 

concept of role as applied by a number of researchers on the police 

scene facilitates the examination of the many individuals, institutions, 

and actions tuat mp nge ~ i i upon l'0lice behavior at both the organizational 

and individual levels. 

We emphasize that these assumptions speak not to the character of 

community and police relationships, but to a method for understanding 

how the relationships develop, are maintained, and may be changed. 

f i i f C-unity-police relations, the following Beginning with a de in t on 0 W~ 

sections expand upon these assumptions and how they relate to the 

descripti~'e material :Ln subsequent chapters. 

Commun.ity··P'olice Relations: A Definition 

The tem "comaunity-'police relations" is difficult to define. 

Although the concept has enjoyed considerable attentio~ in recent years, 

its meaning ha.$ remained primarily a matter of individual interpretation. 

Even within a single police agency, several different and often contra

dictory interpretations a~e likely to be found. " 
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When the Assembly directed the,Attorney General to study the issue 

of distrust and hostility between SOine segments of the California popu

lation and the police, it was obvious that they wer~ talking about 

communitY-police relations. However, it remAined for the Advisory 

Commission and staff to develop a workable (, 

guide their efforts. 
, '.tion of the term to 

Research into the general subject of community aild police relal;ions 

has yielded a number of definitions developed both by researchers a~d 

by practitionf" J. '-They range in length from one line to several para

graphs. The} Ilso take several forms, such as a menu of "ingredients" 

of community relations, a discussion of what behaVior promotes or 

inhibits the development of good community relations, or a straight

forward statement of what community relations is thought to be. 

The Commission conSidered many definitions to determin~ their 

applicability tc this study. It is useful to examine some of them, 

for they provide a sound indication of the prevailing thought about the 

issue. 

The International City Management Association initially viewed 

the concept in terms of programs, saying: 

,I. 

A police-department-initiated program designed 
to offer an opportunity for police and other public 
and private agencies and i~dividualsin the community 
to d,iscovl!r their common problems, ambitions, and 
responsibilities and t.o work together toward the sol
ution of community problems and the formulation of 
positive programs ••• it is not merely a problem-solving 
device. It is a problem-avoidance methodology, which, 
when correctly organized, can create healthy community 
attitudes. 1 
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This definition contrasts somewhat with another made by the 

same organization in a report issued some three years later. 

At this point, it is obvioua that an,y effective police
cnmmunity relations effort must be directly involved 
with basic police operations. It must be concerned 
with ••• general police activities such as field practices; 
service function; recruiting, assigning, and promoting 
of police personnel; and police training. In fact, 
a successful police-community relations program must 
even recognize problems beyond the scope of police work, 
such as housing) we~fare, schools, tras~ collection, 
and other services of local government. 
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By way of definition, the President~s Commission on Law 

Enforcement and Administration of Justice warned that police-community 

relations is: 

••• not a public relations program to "sell the police 
image" to the people. It is not a set of expedients 
whose purpose is to tranquilize for a time an angry 
neighborhood by, for example, suddenly promot:f.ng a 
few Negro officers in the wake of a racial disturbance. 
It is a long-range, full-scale effort tO,acqllaint the 
police and the community with each other s problems ~d 
to stimulate action aimed at solving thoae problems. 

In its !!sk Force Report: The Police, this same Commission 

continually linked public hostility to the police with poor community 

relations~4 thereby emphasizing the negative aspect of the concept. 

Assistant Sheriff Howard Earle of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's 

Department, in his widely used text on the subj'ect, feels that: 

••• community relations per se is so broad as to }efy a. " 
precise definition. When linked with the term poli~e£i i 
another rather vague concept, the matter of precise e n
tion is further submerged in somewhat unidentifiable jargon. 

11 
~ , 

,\ 

We may, however, provide a useful conceptual approach 
and say that police-community relations is an art; it is 
concerned with the ability of the police within a given 
jurisdiction to understand and deal appropriately with 
that community's problems; it involves the idea of commun
ity awareness of the role and difficulties faced by the 
police; and it involves the honest effort of both the 
police and the community to share in the common goal of 
understanding the problems of both with conscientious 
effort for harmony and cooperation.S 

The National Center on Police and Community Rela~ions at 

Michigan State University defines police-community relations in the 

following fashion: 

Police-Community Relations in its generic sense means 
the variety of ways in which it may be emphasized that the 
police are indeed an important part of, not apart from the 
communities they serve. Properly understood, Police-Com
munity Relations is a concept for total police organization, 
functionally speaking--a total orientation, not merely the 
preoccupation of a special unit or bureau within the de
partment. It bears upon administrative policy, it bears 
upon planning and research, and perhaps more significantly, 
it bears upon line service through the uniformed patrol 
division. In short, Police Community Relations, ideally, 
is an emphasis, an attitude, a way of viewing police respon
sibilities that ought to permeate the entire organization. 
Every major issue in American law enforcement today is, in 
a substantial sense a challenge and an opportunity in terms 
of Police Community Relations. For it is only in an 
effective partnership of police and community that there 
is any prospect of dealing constructively with these issues. 6 

Dr. Lee P. Brown, former San Jose, California, police-community 

relations director, developed a definition that held community 
," 

relations to be: 

••• the process by which the police work in conjunction 
with the community to identify the problems that cause 
friction beo~een the two g~oups and then the working 
together to solve these problems. This entails a 
meaningful relationship between the police and the 
communi ty. I 
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These definitions' are illustrative of the dozens which have 

been constructed by various persons con(!emed with community-police 

relations. While they are useful and undoubtedly accurate according 

to the purposes for which they were developed, they do not satisfy 

the needs of this report, namely to provide a definition which can 

serve as a standard against which to measure: (i) the quality of the 

relationships which exist between California law enforcement and 

citizenry; (2) the extent to which California law enforcement is 

aware of the nature of their relationships with the citizenry; and 

(3) the mechanisms which exist both in the law enforcement agency 

and the co~~unity to facilitate the joint identification and resolution 

of problems. 

Obviously, the definitions discussed above speak to these three 

issues, but none adequately accommodates all of them. Therefore, the 

Commission developed the following definition of community-police 

relations to serve as a research standard: 

Community-police relations is a philosophy of administering 
and providing police services which embodies all activities 
within a given jurisdiction aimed at involving members of 
the community and the police in the determination of: 
(1) What police services will be provided; (2) how they 
will be provided; (3) how the police and members of the 
community will resolve common problems. 

This defipition contains several key points. First, it establishes 

community-police relations as a philosophy of police administration. 

Thus, the definition recognizes that the responsibility for community 

relations is diffused throughout the department; it is intimately a 

part of all administrative, supportive, and field operations. 
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Second, the definition focuses both on the police and on the 

community. The fact that the concept deals with relationships means 

that there are at least two parties involved and that all parties 

share a responsibility for the quality of the ultimate ~elationship. 

third, it accommodates the political reality that the police 

as a government agency using power and authority granted by the 

people, must establish mechanisms for sensing what the public's needs 

are and for responding to those needs. 

This definiti~~ and the several key assumptions about police and 

community relationships discussed in the r~mainder of this chapter 

underlie the research efforts of the Commission. 

The Social Function of the Police 

Few agencies of our government engender more interest or stimulate 

mare discussion tha'il the police. Because they are government's most 

visible and accessible link to the people, the police are viewed as an 

integral part of local government. 

In many respects, the police represent a modern embodiment of the 

frontier heritage which the American people regard so proudly. Catching 

crooks and making the streets safe for the "good folk" are solid values 

of the times; even television often portrays today's police officer 

doing the job his counterpart western sheriff did years ago. 

If the police role in our complex urban society were this simple, 

interest ill the police and support for their efforts would undoubtedly 

be high. They could continue to satisfy our need for social voyeurism 
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c 6 
and remain the folk heroes we have made of frontier lawmen. Un-

fortunately, this is no\; the case; today controversy about police 

purposes and methods often obscures the simple image in the minds of 

the citizen. 

Over the years, society has assigned a wide array of new functions 

to the police. Most have only a peripheral relationship to enforcing 

criminal laws and catching crooks. Urbanization, population growth, 

increased mobility, and the technological changes of the past 50 years 

have created new pressures for goverameut to resolve social conflict, 

remedy social inequities, and maintain a minimum level of stability 
w 

that the developing and adapting mechanisms of society can function. 

One of government's common responses to these pressures has been to 

assign the police the initial responsibility for intervening in 

socially based crises. These social management functions serve baSically 

a political objective. Today they constitute a majority of what the 

police do. In addition, individual citizens have come to rely more 

heavily upon the police to resolve their interpersonal conflicts. The 

realities of a mass society in which most relationships are impersonal 

have created a need for professional middlemen. Husbands and wives 

having a domestic spat look to the policeman to intervene. Neighbors 

disagreeing over a property line or a barking dog call upon the police 

to settle the issue. And parents who find themselves unable to cope 

with an incorrigible child expect the local man on the beat to deal 

with the problem. 

Obviously, the police officer in contemporary society wears 

more hats than that of law enforcer. He deals heavily in Bocial 

conflict, both between groups of citizens and the established order 

and between individuals. His job is not simple; if it results in 

occasional conflict and controversy, one cannot really expect less. 

Police involvement in social conflict is heightened by the 

increasing public attention being directed to all manner of social 

problems. Terms such as affirmative action, urban renewal, compre-

hensive health care and i 1 i ~" soc a act on have become a part of every 
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citizen's vocabulary. Such concern has had its impact upon the police. 

It is impossible to consider unemployment, poverty, or dilapidated 

housing without recognizing their close relationship to crime and 

interpersonal conflict. Whenever one finds significant levels of 

social ills, one also finds the police officer thrust in the milieu 

as a representative of the government. 

The now impliCit relationship between the pol': \~e and social 

conflict has had considerable impact upon the nature of the people 

whom the police meet. As th i e r Social responsibilities grew, the 

police came into more frequent contact with offensive but non-criminal 

behavior; -these contacts were basically of low visibility to most of 

the popUlace. 

Since 1960, however, both the clientele of the police and the 

visibility of their operations have changed considerably. The civil 

rights movement and subsequently the anti~lar movement placed the police 

face-to-face with large groups of persons whose crimes, when they committed 

them, were done in the name of high motives. IncreaSingly, the COn-
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i ith the white middle-class student Whose relation-
frontat on was w , 

previously had seldom been hostile or critical. 
ship to the police 

.In the early stages of-these mass movements, the police were 

They were inexperienced in handling mass demon
caught unprepared. 

tactics were not models of well planned restraint. 
strations, and their 

coverage of these confrontations introduced to 
On-the-spot television 

before Regardless 
the nation a picture of law enforcement never seen • 

of how one reg arced the motives of either side, the impact of seeing 

1 i t raised police operations 
the police battling with the young act v s s 

and tactics '0 a new level of visibility. 

Ii h· continued through 
These changes in clientele and visibi ty ave 

The growth of the drug subculture among the young, again 
the present. 

the white, middle-class young, has added to the police 
predominantly 

of the 
the responsibility for coping with a problem among members 

i ients of the police 
population who have not historically been major rec P 

sanction. While the trafficking aspects of drug abuse are within the 

purview of the police, the tremendous problem of why youngsters use 

can C
hange this pattern, is in most respects 

drugs and how society , . 
beyond their role. 

The impact of these developments is difficult to assess. 
Presi-

l td roups all1d private 
denti.lll c01l..'missions, state and regiona s u "! g , 

t d so Many changes 
organizations have compiled volumes in attemptu 0 0 • 

in such areas ~9 patrol 
have resulted, particularly in law enforcement, 

communication systems, and computer pro
force allocation systems, new 

. Most of these changes have been technically oriented, however, 
. g't'ams. 

addressed the community-police relationship as 
and have not adequately 
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an integral part of police operations. Still, they have focused 

further attention on this confusing area and they have stimulated 
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considerable experimentation, mu~h of it among California law 

enforcement agencies. ThiS, in itself, has been a valuable contri-

bution. 

The task, addressed in this report, is to construct an adequate 

picture of community and police relationships to facilitate under

standing their true character • These relationships ultimately determine 

how successful the 'Ilolice will be in porforming the tasks assigned them 

by society. It has been popular recently to examine police tactics 

and their implied motive~,'but these are in many respects only symptoms. 

The Political Function of the Police 

The basic social service function of the police in contemporary 

society ~as been discussed. Beyond that, it is important to under

stand that they are also an integral part of the political system, 

though not in the partisan sense, because they exercise governmental 

?ower through authority vested in them by the people. Thus, the extent 

of police power, the manner in which it is articulated, and the means 

by which it is exercised and controlled bear greatly upon how members 

of the public view them. These three dimensions of the political nature 

of police operations are central to understanding how community and 

police ,relationships develop and are maintained. 

Ours is a country in which significant decisions affecting peoples' 

lives ,are made by two types of representatives of the people. T?e first 

type includes elected officials who serve in legislative and executive 
I 
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positions. The second type includes appointed officials, such as 

police chief~, who are required to answer to the elected officials 

but who exert considerable influence in making' major decisions. When 

considering the police, it is also important to note that line officers, 

those who occupy the lowest positions in the organization, make very 

important deCisions, since they must make initial decisions in enforcing 

the l~ and maintaining order. 

By definition, the police in California serve a diverse collection 

of formal jurisdictions and other "publics" comprised of persons who 

sh.are common traits or interests. Thus, although the police are formally 

charged with the general and undifferentiated enforcement of statutes 

and ordinances for all the people, they are also under constant pressure 

to respond to the particularistic needs of th~se many and often changing 

publics. The "majority" in our system of majority rule is comprised 

of many diverse interest groups, and the police, as other agencies of 

government, are expected to respond to the perceived needs of :~ese 

groups. At least the gr~ups' members e~pect them to do so, for it is 

part of our heritage to need and to want to influence the operations of 

government. This means that the many publics which t:he police ,SErve 

are continuously interpreting their behavior accorditlg to numerous and 

ofte~ conflicting standard~. Depending upon the publics involved, these 

interpre~ations are basically. of ~bree kinds: subcultural, special 

interest, and situational. 

Subcultural interpretations are made primarily by groups who are 

bound together by a common racial/ethnic heritage or by a predisposition 

to share common values and lifestyles. Thus, the population groups which 

we normally refer to .as minorities faii within this category. The Black, 

i 1 and American Indian citizens are the subSpanish-surname, Or enta , 

f encountered in California. Additionally, to cultural groups most 0 ten 

the extent that juveniles and youth generally meet the~~inition set 

forth above, they too can make the1~ own subculturally-oriented inter-

pretations of police behavior. 

Special interest interpretations are those made by. publics co~ 

posed of persons whose common ties are not racial/ethnic or cultural, 

but revolve around shared interests. Examples are business groups, 
'-

religious denominations, political parties, and civic gJ.:'oups. Each of 

these can develop fairly unique interpretations of what police goals 

and tactics should be, and occasionally each makes these interpretatiDns 

known to the police. 

Finally, there are situational interpretations of police behavior. 

Basically, these interpretations depend upon the role a person is 

playing in relation to the police at a given time. For example, the 

complainant or victim of a crime has a unique perspective about the 

-police. By the same token, witnesses, arrestees, or acquaintances Gf these 

several persons will often view the same incident of police behavior 

in very different way~~ 

The importance of understanding the varying nature of these inter

pretations of police behavior becomes clear when community and police 

relationships are examined as dynamtc processes of intera~tion be~~een 

public official and citizen. Relationships are not static "things" ~Thich 

remain constant.·RaCher, they are dynamic::; they have the potential for 

changing, and they do change over time. 'This, of course, implies th~lt 
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relationships can be manipulated if the significant elements of their 

dynamics are properly understood. 

Si.gnificance of the Community-Police 

Relationship 

We have charged the police in O!lr society with a number of compli-

cated tasks. The police, as part of the total criminal justice system, 

0, 

are an intimate part of the political mechanisms which we have established ~ 

to maintain that minimum level of internal security and stability 

necessary for the rest of society to function. 

More basic to the daily life of the average citizen, the police 

perform the vital role of ensuring that degree of safety from crime 

necessary for people to go about their business comfortably. Through 

the provision of both crime-related and public se,rvice assistance, the 

police do much to determine the quality of life in our communities. The 

larger and more urbanized the community, the more true this is. 

Obviously, without the cooperation of the public, the police 

would be hard pressed to accomplish their tasks. In our democratic 

society, the police, other agencies of government, and the public together 

must combat crime. The President's Commiseion on Law Enforcement and 

Administration of Justice recognized this when it said: 

The fact is, of course, tbat evert under the most favorable 
c.ircumstances, the ability of the police to act against 
crime is limited. The police did not create and cannot 
resolve the social conditions that stimulate cr1m~. Tbey 
did not start and can.not stop the convulsive social cbarlgea 
that are taking place in America. They do not enact thl/a 
laws they are required to enforce, nor do they dispose of 
the criminals they arrest. The police are only one- pal:t 
of the criminal justice system; the criminal justice 
system is only one part of the government; and the govern
ment is only one part @f society.8 
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It seems tr:f.te ~o say that the American system of justi<:e relies 

heavily upon voluntary compliance with the law. However, if a 

sizeable proportion of the public did not choose to accept the legiti

macy of, OI' at least the necessity for obeying most laws, the police 

would be unable to deal with the criminal element. When people are 

apathetic toward the role of the police, their job is difficult enough. 

When people are overtly hostile toward them, however,and consciously 

ch~ose to impede their efforts, the situation is even more serious. 

In many respe~t.s, this is the issue which this report addresses. 

It is not just the issue of overt hostility and conflict which exist 

between the police and some segments of society. It is the broad 

spectrum of relationships which exist between the police and the numer

ous and diverse ~ublics which they serve. For the police agency is 

charged with a crucial social and political mission and is provided 

with a broad and significant range of sanctions to use in accomplishing 

that mission. The police are the only agency of government granted the 

immediate legal author:f.ty to restrict a citizen fS freedom or take his 

life; this is an awesome responsibility. The policeman is told to 

intervene in our crises and yet his presen~e is seldom welcomed by all 

involved. His relationship to the people he serves, then, is indeed 

worthy of the closest scrutiny. 

It is fairly easy to conjure up images of the most spectacular 

examples of citizen an(t policy conflict or hostility. Police officers 

shot frWii ambush, citiz:ens injured when resisting arrest, and the large 

and small scale riots Wllich have ,been triggered by routine police 

operations are perhaps Che most common examples. Less spectacular but 
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equally trouble~ome are the failu~es of the citizenry to assume their 

share of responsibility for controlling crime and for maintaining order. 

It is appropriate to consider police and c.1tizen relationships as a 

continuum which ranges from apathy and apparent unconcern to overt 

hostility and violence. 

In the past, attention has focused on community and police relation-

ships at their worst. Charges of police brutality, harassment, or 

indifference to the needs of some segments of the community, usually 

racial or ethnic minorities, have dominated most discussions. This 

repor~ also addresses these and related issues~ They are considered, 

however, in the larger context of the total police mission. The intent 

of the analytical framework outlined in these pages is to accommodate all 

of the forces involved in d~.ve1oping and maintaining citizen and police 

relationships. 

Beyond the obvious social and security implications of police and 

c~mmunity relationships lies the simple fact that the police probably 

contact, in a face-to-face manner, more citizens each year than any 

other agency of government, with the possible exception of the schools. 

For example, the STAR survey df,\termined that "mare that 50% of the 

California population above the age of 13 a~parently has had some kind 

of contact with a policeman or policewoman of sufficient importance to 

have resulted in. theit' knowing the officer'~ name.,,9 

Levels of CommunitL.and Fc."Jice Inte.!action 

The concept. of community and p~lice interaction means simply that 

members of the c~mmunity and members of the police profession engage in 

t) : 

a process of give and take in their relationships. The behavior of 

one helps to determine the behavio~ of the other over a relatively 

long period of time. 
, 
i 

. Once again, for analyticaJ purposes, it is valuable to consider 

citizen and police interaction in two categories or on two levels. 

These levels are face-tn-face and at.titudinal. 

The face-to-face interaction between citizen mtd"police officer 

occurs frequently. It basically involves officer and citizen communi-

cating with one an~ther on a one-to-one (or nearly so) b&~is. 

The second level of interaction, more abstracts essentially 

involves the impersonal experiences people have with the police. It is 

rcaferred to here as attitudinal for it is represented by attitudes and 

i1l1pressions waich people develop about the police based on sources uhich 

are primarily secondhand. A person holds an opinion of what the police 

al~e and what they do, regardless of whether he has rare or' frequent 

face-to-face contacts with police officers. There is a pervasive and 

un.avoidable police presence in every community. Thus, when the police 

aI'le observed from a distance performing a task, when their activities 

al'e discussed in cS.8ual conversation, when a newspaper reports police 

activities, or when a motor~tst looks over his shoulder to see if a squad 

car is nearby, there is a very real and significant kind of interaction 

occurring. 

Most information about the police is acquired through third party 

sOilrces. This is true both for factual and erroneous information. 

Families, peer groups, educational inatitutions, the news media and other 
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influential social forces in the community do much to mold.views of 

the police. These forces continuously reinforce or modify prevailing 

views by providing various interpretations of what they see the police 

doing. 

Attitudin~ interaction is more pervasive than the personal, face-

to-face kind. It is verj much a matter of perception (Chapter 3 dis-

cusses citizen attitudes toward the police). How a citizen reacts to 

a police officer during the face-to-face contact is determined in great 

part by how he has been influenced by his attitudes. In that sense, the 

forces which help to develop the attitudes can be said to mediate the 

development of community and police relationships. They do so both 

directly and indirectly. 

The family stimulates attitudes directly through what it teaches 

children about the police and how its members relate to the police. 

Indi,rect stimulation comes through the way parents and other family 

members react generally togove~ment, authority, crime, and related 

issues of right and wrong. 

Schools provide direet stimulation once aga~n through the process 

of teaching. To the extent that the police are studied, the school 

program can transfer impressio~ 1 to students about th~s segment of 

government. Indirect stimulation of attitudes comes through the way 

schools deal with conflict and similar stituations on campus, and thrn'ilgh 

how they respond to general governmental and noeial issues in the 

teaching process. 

Pee7:: groups both direc:tly and indirectly stimulate the formation 

of attitudes through how they regard and behave toward the police and 
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other authority struct~res. Peer pressures to conform are significant 

elements in how many persons react to the police. 

The news media influence the development of attitudes about the 

police in two ways. First, of course, is through the picture of the 
.. 
polic~ role which they portray through their choice of news items 

involving the police. Second is through any deliberate interpretation 

of the police role which they may make through specific feature stories 

or editorials. 

The entertainmen~_media's role in attitude formulation is easy to 

speculate about but difficult to establish. However, the tremendous 

volume of entertainment specifically oriented toward crime themes provides 

ample opportunity to convey to audiences various views of the police role. 

Indigenous community groups, such as civic organizations and block 

committees, often take stands on issues involving the police. They also 

carryon formal relationships with the police through participating in 

recruiting efforts, crime prevention projects, and so forth, thus con

tributing to the molding of community attitudes. 

Government and social agencies also stimulate attitudes about the 

police. They often have reason to deal directly with the police in 

performing their organizational tasks. Beyond that, however, and of equal 

importance, are the ways in which such agencies handle those social 

problems and conflicts which can ultimately result in police iutervention. 

The social agency that continuously turns to the police to handle crises 

can convey to clients the view that the police are in reality the 

"heavies" called in on a last resort'·basis. 
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Finally, attitudes are sttmulated by the actions and pronouncements ... 
of the governmental and political leadership of a jurisdiction. Execu

tives, legislators, and professional Q'i!partment heads are often called 

upon ~o comment about police-related problems. Beyond such direct state

ments, these key leaders have impact via their public posture toward 

police or crime-related issues. 

These many mediating forces impact upon community and police 

relationships F·rimarily by influencing the attitudes and perceptions 

held by citizens. The attitudes in turn affect how a citizen is likely 

to respond to a policeman in the face-to-face contact, how he is likely 

to regard his responsibilities in crime prevention and control, and how 

he is likely to relate ta friends and relatives his feelings about the 

police. The arena in which the citizen-police interaction takes place, 

then, is heavily affected by these other societal forces. 

The Concept of Role as it Relates to 

Community and Police Relations 

The final element of the analytical framework which underlies 

the Commission's examinatio~ of community and police relations is the 

concept of role development. Since the ultimate focus of this report 

is how police officers and members of the public behave toward one 

another, it is crucial that the concept of behavior be accommodated. 

Role is the possible range of behaviors which are relevant to the demands 

and needs of a particular pasition (in this case, the position of police 

officer).lO 

BrieflY1 focusing-on role development facilitates analysing citizen 

and police relationships because it reduces the behavior of the persons 
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involved to several specific functions and processes. These can the~ 

be used to describe almost any relationship. For this reason,' role 

theory is becoming increasingly popular as a basic research element 

in all areas of governm~nt, including the police. ll 

The application of the role analysis technique in this report is 

not as scientifically stringent as pure research would require. Rather, 

it is applied here as a means for identifying and exam:ning those persons 

and those activities which have a bearing on how the policeman and the 

citizen, in a gene~al sense, behave toward one another. 
'. 

Briefly, there are six dimensions to the role development model 

used here. First, there is the focal person in question. This is the 

_ person being studied. including the duties and responsibilities assigned 

to this person and recognized by society. 

Second are the role senders interacting with the pOSition in question, 

individuals with whom the focal person interacts. 

Third, the role senders give signals or cues to the focal person 

about what they think he should do, how well they think he is doing it, 

and so forth. 
, 

These are role expectations; they heavily influenC!e what 

the person occupying the focal position will do. 

Fourth, role conflict results when the focal person receives con-

tradictory .expectations from various persons. Responding to one expect~tion 

can make it considerably more difficult to respond adequately to the other. 

Fifth, role ambiguity results when the focal person does not receive 

enough information from role senders to determine what he is supposed to 

do. 
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Finally, the role behavior is basically what the focal person does 

as a. result of receiving and resolving in hift own mind all of the 

explectatlons and other cues relevant to his 1position. 

The value of applying this analytical tlool can be illustrated by 

considering a fairly common police-citizen c1ontact, the traffic violation. 

In this instance, a police officer stops a motorist for exceeding the 

speed limit. The officer is the focal pers.on. The significant role 

senders are his supervisor, his fellow officers, the motorist involved, 

and several pedestrians who are present on the street corner where he 

has stopped the vehicle. 

Obviously, the officer must take some action against the motorist. 

He has a ll:'ange of discretion which allows him to write a ticket, issue 

a written warning or aake a verbal warning. The expectation of his 

supervisor is that, in accordance with departmental regulations and the 

department's selective enforcement program, he will write the ticket. 

The expectation of the motorist is that the officer will let him go 

with a warning, because the motorist has ~ good driving record, was 

o,nly a few miles over the posted limit, and was behaving politely pnd 

deferentially toward the officer. The expectations of the pedestrians, 

transmitted through their comments, is that the motorist receive a ticket, 

because there have been numerous traffic accidents in the area recently 

and residents a~e concerned. 

The police officer must somehow resolve these various expectations 

in his ow'll mind. Several. are obviously in conflict, so he must assess 

their relative importance. His decision to issue a ticket to the 

motorist is based upon his analysis of the importance and accuracy of 

the several eltpectations as they relate to his own position. 

2-23 

In some respects, this is an over-simplification of the situation. 

Consider, for example, that the local news media might also have 

played a role in this process had they been editorializing for more 

stringent traffic control measures. Local business might have transmitted 

an expectation that too stringent control was interfering with business, 

and so forth. 

The real value of using this technique to analyz~ police and citizen 

relationships lies in the proper emphasis it places on the numerous 

persons and institutions involved. While the police must unquestionably 

assume a major share of the responsibility for understanding and dealing 

with any community relations problems they may have, the reaaining 

elements in the community must also recognize and assume their respon-

sibilities. 
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Chapter 3 

SELECTED COMMUNITY ATTITUDES 

Any atte~pt to gauge the attitudes of the community toward 

the police assumes m~numental challenges from the outset. Attitudes 

are highly personal phenomena, molded by several factors in a 

continually dynamic state. There is considerable evidence that a 

person often possesses differing, even conflictins, attitudes toward 

the same thing, which att:Ltude prevails at a given time is a factor 

of the group one i~-with, the role one is currently playing, acti-

vities and events going 011 at the time, and so on. Perhaps an 

excellent example is the citizen who is one day the recipient of a 

traffic violation notice and the next day the victim of a burglary. 

Obviously, it is hazardous to talk of attitudes toward the police 

as an absolute and unchanging set of feelings shared uniformly by 

the entire populace. Rather, one must recognize that attitudes are 

multi-faceted and impermanent. They can and do change. 

In addition, attitudes of a particular group may differ in many 

respects from those hsld individ~Jally by the members. The process 

of group identification often requires members to adopt the feelings 

of the other members. What result this has on changing attitudes 

meaningfully is not known and perhaps is not really ge~ane to the 

issue here. Rather, the fact that group attitudes exist and that 

people base their actions on such attitudes is of primary importance. 
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With these cautionary comments in mind, it is possible to 

discuss the concept of communi~y attitudes as a useful and appro

priate tool in the examination of community-police relations. 

For, despite their impermanence, attitudes are a major determinant 

of behavior. How a person regards the police does much to influence 

how he will react when confronted by an officer. To the extent that 

the behavior of the officer reinforces the citizen~s attitudes, all 

future contacts between the two, or between the citizen and any law 

enforcement officer will be affected. 

These introductory remarks about the importance of attitudes 

in understanding community-police relations would be incomplete 

without considering the concept of Ilperceptionll. Without belaboring 

tbe point, it must be recognized that people do not always see 

things as they are; one's perception of a set of circumstances may 

~e quite unlike reality and, coincidentally, quite unlike that of 

other persons considering the same events. 

The available evidence indicates that problems of perc.eption, 

differential perception more accurately, compxise a significant 

part of the total community-police relations dilemma. The police 

and various citizen groups sometimes have different, and often 

equali.y distorted, views of the same problema. Thus, the always 

difficult task of improvement is further complicated by an inability 

to identify mutually agreeable targets. 

The significance of these characteristics of attitudes al],d per

ception becomes more apparent in the remainder of this and following 
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chapters. It is important to remember that there is no Ilright" 

or ''wrong'' when dealing with these two elusive phenomena. Ratber, 

to facilitate the targeting of any improvement efforts deemed 

necessary, the significant variables in community attitudes should 

be identified and correlated with such socio-demographic factors as 

age, race, ethnic heritage, income level, residency and employment 

whenever appropriate. 

Representatives of various community publics (especially 

minority groups) and the police have commented that they have been 

"studied to death if- in recent years. Yet tangible results of such 

studies are difficult to locate, either as programs resulting from 

such studies or as written 'reports of the studies themselves. 

However, a few valuable studies have been discovered. Several 

recount data gathered outside of California; some were conducted 

a number of years ago. Despite their possible shortcomings, they 

are included here because they provide important facts about citizen 

attitudes toward the police. F h h urt er, t ere is reason to believe 

that substantial transferrance of these facts to the contemporary 

California situation is justified. 

Additi~nal data available for compa'rative purposes comes from 

a survey of a random representative .• ample of the California popu

lation. 

Research 

The survey was conducted .fclr the Commission by the Field 

Corporation as part of Project STAR. This is .a four-state 

study to determine the variables of criminal justice roles and to 

design training approaches for these roles~ 
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Surveys have rather consistently indicated that general public 

attitudes toward the police are favorable. For instance, a 1967 

poll conducted by the National Opinion Research Center (NORC), for 

the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of Justice, found that 67 percent of the people surveyed thought 

that their police did a good or excellent job, 24 percent a fair 

job, and only 8 percent a poor job in enforcing the laws. The same 

survey group, when asked about how good a job the police do in giving 
1 

protection to people in the neighborhood, responded as follows: 

Very good 
Pretty good 
Not so good 
Ntl opinion 

42 percent 
35 percent 
9 percent 

14- -percent 

Thes~ opinion,s are based on surveys of representative samples 

of the general pc.pulation. When race, ethnicity, and age are con-

sidered, however, 'there is a significant differentiation in attitudes., 

For example, the same NORC study above indicated for Blacks that: 

In describing whether police give good protection to 
citizens, nfon-whites give a rating of "vary good" only 
half as often as whites and give a "not so good" rating 
twice as often. These differences are not merely a 
fun~tion of greater poverty among non-whites; the1 2 
exist at all income levels and for both meb and women. 

A study cond~cted in Denver in 1966 extended its concern to both 

Blacks and Spanish-surnBlllled people of the city. It found that among 

the majority (white) population, 27 percent of the respondencs 

th~ught the ~olice did an excellent job, 58 percent a pretty good 

job, 2 percent a bad job, and 12 per.cent didn't know. In cOD.trast, 

only 12 percent of the Bl.ack and 11 percent of the Spanish-surnamed 
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responded to excellent, 71 percent of the Bla~ks and 65 p~rcent 

of the Spanish-surnamed to pretty good, 7 perc.ent of the Blacks 

and 13 percent of'the Span~sh-surnamed to bad~ and 10 percent of 
, 3 

the Blacks and 9 percent of the Spanish-surnamed to don't know. 

As did the Presi~entts Commission, the investigators in that 

survey indicated that Itethnicity is correlaf::ive,withcertain,judg~ 

meats, but ••• class indicators, such as ,,,ducation, income, and occu

pation, are not.,,4 

The Project STAR survey completed i·, California in_January and 

February of 1972, asked its respondents what kind of j~~ they felt 

the police department serving their area was doing. The over-

whelming majority--83 percent of adults and 82 percent of teenagers--

said that the police were doing a somewhat good, very good, or 

extremely good job. Only 11 percent of the adults and 10 percent of 

the teenagers said somewhat poor, very poor, or extremely poor. 

Interestingly, only 7 percent of the adults and 9 percent of the 

5 teenagers expressed a neutral or don't know opinion. 

It is important to note that although the majority of the 

general California population hol.ds a favorable attitude t.oward the 

police, there are significant variations in intensity of feelings. 

Project STAR data indicate that the group which least approves of 

police actions includes memberp of the Black community. Twenty-two 

percent of reBpond~.ng Black. citizens appr.aise the police as doing 

a poor job, while only 2 percent rate it as extremely good. It is ,I 
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significa\.'!',~ that only 20 percent of the Black survey respondents 

evaluate the police in the two top categories (very good~ extremely 

good) compared to 50 percent of the white community who do so. 

~ Further, compared to the majority population, Mexican/Chic~no 

citizens are slightly less likely to evaluate the police as doing 

an excellent job. Only 6 percent of the Mexican/Chicano respondents 

select the top category when rating the police service provided in 

their area. At the same time, however, they are not as critical of 

the police as are Blacks; just 11 percent rate police ~erformance 

as "poor". 6 

CHARACTERISTICS 

COMPARISON OF RATINGS OF JOB BEING DONE By7 
"THE POLICE DEPARTMENT THAT SERVES THIS AREA'; 

BY ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS 

PERCENT RATING POLICE JOB 

Extremely Very Somewhat No Somewhat 
Good Good Good OJ2inion Poor 

Race/Ethnic category 
White 11% 41 32 7 4 
Mexican/Chicano 6% .32 45 6 7 
Negro/Black 2% 18 45 13 9 
Other Latin 

American 15% 73 8 4 
Oriental -% 33 41 16 

Extremely 
Poor 

5 
4 
13 

10 

Survey statistics indicate that residents of major urban are,as in 

California--particularly the San Francisco and Los Angeles metroll)olitan 

areas--are somewhat less enthusiastic in their appraisals of law' enfo'rce
<i: 

'; ment than are citizens residing in other areas. The data sugges:t 'that they 

are not necessarily dissatisfied with police'performance. They are Simply 

less strong in their endorsements. 

THE PUBLIC'S EVALUATION OF THE JOB BEING DONE BY 8 
"THE POLICE DEPARTMENT THAT SERVES THIS AREA" 

ADULTS BY AREA OF STATE, AND TEENAGERS 

PERCENT OF ADULTS RATING POLICE JOB 

LOS ANGELES O'IHER S. F • OTHJ~R PERCENT 
ORANGE CO. SOUTHE~ BAY NORTHERN OF 

!' _JO,;;.;B;;....;;;;RA:=T::.::I=N:.;:;G ____ -=T~OT~AL~~AREA~~ __ .JC~AL~I!.!FO!:!!RN~IA~A~R!E!A~C~ALfI!1F~O~RN~IA!!..lT!EE~N~A~G~E~RS 

Extremely good job 

Very good job 

Somewhat good job 

, Neutral, don' t know 

; Somewhat poor job 

, Very poor job 

10% 

40% 

33% 

7% 

5% 

4% 

Extremely pOOt' job 2~% 

*Less than ~ of one percent 

10 

37 

33 

10 

4 

4 

2 

13 10 

47 39 

31 33 

4 8 

3 3 

1 5 

1 2 

8 

41 

36 

4 

7 

4 

* 

6 

25 

51 

9 

7 

2 

1 

Note: Columaa 1I'8Y not add to exactly 1.00% because of: rO'!::;lld:,:i::n=-'g2--______ _ 
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Project STAR data regarding ye~g people's attitudes 

toward the police indicate that youth make consistently less 

favor.able evaluations of police than do adults. In response to 

the question, "Police officers behaV'e in a way that eams the con-

fidence and support of the public", only Sl percent of California 

youth responded affirmatively compared to 65 percent of the adult 

9 popuh.tion. Another study, completed in Cincinnati, provides 

additj.onal data in this 'area. This study, which illustrates the 

impact of ethnicity on perceptions of the police, found that 23 

percent of young Black men and. 13 percent of young Black women 

believe that police are "mean". This is particularly significant 

when compared to responses from white children in the same age 

brackets. When confronted with the statement that "Police represent 

trouble rather than help", 23 percent of the Black male youths and 

10 percent of the Black girls responded in the affirmative compared 

to 12 percent of the white boys and 5 percent of the white girls. lO 

This suggests that not only are the youth generally less favorable 

in their appraisal of the police,but also that youths from the 

minority community indicate a greater level of distrust of the police 

than do their white counterparts. 

In summary, when the total public is considered, including 

all racial and ethnic groups and all ages, the general attitude is 

favorable. In almost every instance ~eported, over 70 percent of 

the total public thought the police were doing an excelleat or good 

job. 
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However, -when :the· factors of age, race and ethnic background 

are considered, thlere is some differentiat:lon in a.ttitude. While 

large numbers of b~3th Black and Spanish-surnamed people continue 

to regard the job Idone by the police as being excellent or good, 

a substantial port'ion feel differently. Thus, as the NORt:, Project 

STAR, Denver, and ,Cincinnati studies indicate, members of minority 

communities are d:l:.ssatisfied with the job done by th\~ police in 

greater proportiolils thau those of the majority community. 

To achieve better comprehension of the California public's 

perception clf police, Project STAR surveyed a representative sample ., 
of citizens to determine what they consider as desirllible and prob-

able police 'behavior. However, in their analysis, PL~)ject STAR 

staff did' nOit separate re$ponses emanat.ing f1t'om the m:tnfJrity 

community from those given by the white community. In some cases, 

then, the STAR data blur significantly divergent opinions regarding 

the minority citizenry's perception of the police functi'on. Since 

. this has s~me ramifications in terms of the present discussion, 

3uch divergences will be noted and additional research support pro-

vided where appropriate. 

In many ways, it is difficult to separate community attitudes 

toward the police from feelings about crute in general. In the 

Project STAR study, respondents were asked to list in order of 

importance what they thought was desirable and probable police 

behavior. The responding citizens stated tha'~ in their opinion, 

the number one priority for law enforcers should be "to prevent the 

occurrence of crime". This finding is supported by evidence collected 
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by the NORC study. Participants in the NORC survey were atJked 

whether they thought the main concern of the police should be with 

~reventing crimes fr~n happening or with catching criminals. "All 

but 6 percent of those asked felt they could make a choice between 

these two emphases-6l pHrcent chot;e preventing crimes and 31 per-

cent catching criminals. il 

The Project ST.AR study asked California respondents, "What 

do you feel a~e the moat pressing problems facing the people of 

this community these days'l" Thirty-nine percent of the adults 

responded with an answer related to crime or the police; 44 percent 

of the teenagers did so. 

Further, to determine how concerned citizens are about crime, 

the Project STAR study asked their population sample the ques\,;ion, 

"Compared with a year ago, do you feel the danger from crime of 

all kinds in this city/town has become greater or has bec.ome less?" 

Fffty-three percent of the male adults and slightly mOire female 

adults responding to the question indicate they feel that crime 

dlflnger is greater in their area this year as compare1 to last year. 

F'ift:y percent of California teenagers agree with this appraisal. 

In exploring further the community's perception of crime and 

its impact on their lives, Project STAR asked their respondents, 

"Ha~Te there been times recently when you ••• stayed at home because 

you thought it unsafe to go out?" Twenty-eight percent of the 

male popu~ation and 42 percent of the female population responded 

affirmatively to the inquiry. 
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In spite of recent crime statistics indicating some decrease in 

cert.:ain crime rates, citizens remain quil:e' concerned about their 

physical safety and well-being in their homes and on the streets. In 

all socio-demographic categories, more than half of the citizens 

believe that crime is up in their particular community. Obviously, 

this has serious ~epercussions on community attitudes towards law 

enEOrCE'.ment. As the above survey statistit:~s s!llggest, a sizeable pro-

portion of the general population in Californi.a restrict their normal 

daily activities because of their fear of crj~e. 

ProjQct STAR data indicate that 45 percent of their sample 

population, including members of the sample populations' households, 

report having been a victim of a crime in the past year. Extending 

the time period to include the past fi~e years increases to 64 percent 

the number of persons reporting victimi.zatio'n. Ad'illittedly, this 

method of collecting data on victimization may be criticized; however, 

even after applying a correction factor, the STAR researchers indicate 

that at least 49 percent of the sample population report being the 

victim of a crime in the past five years. The crimes most often cited 

as occurring dud,ng this period include: maH.ci~us mischief (15 per

cent); burglary (12 percent); aU.to theft (11 percent); consumer fraud 

(10 pereent); larceny (9 percent); and robbery, assault, forgery, and 

fraud (3-4 percent).12 . 

Fear ~f crime and its implications directly affect the community's 

attitude toward its policing agency. This is particularly true in 

minority communities. The quality of law enforcement service provided 

is directly related to the community's attitude toward the police. 
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Where the community attitude is unfavorable and community 

hostility and anxiety are high, the incidence of crime is usually 

also high. This is particularly true in minority areas. As reported 

i:a the Project STAR study, 

Black pepple experience nearly twice as much anxiety about 
going out of their homes for fear of violence as do Whites, 
Mexicml-Americans, or Orientals. They also see their own 
neighborhoods as being more crime prone than other racial 
ethnic groupS do, and a large majority of them believe 
crime is greater than it was a year ago.

13 

Further, compared to persons living elsewhere in the St&te, 

residents of the Los Angeles/Orange County area have the greatest 

fear of crime. It is noteworthy that theg~ southern California 

residents perceive that the crime problem is escalating significantly 

eaCh year. This perception is shared, only to a greater extent, 

by large segments of the Black and Spanish-surnamed citizenry living 

in this metropolitan region as well. 

Perceptions of police Concern 
Within the Community 

't', .,~ 

A laajor dimension of the publi~ts attitude toward the police is 

the degt'ee to which the public views law enforcement as being involved 

with and concerned about the community they serve. For example, 

survey questions dealing with offensive language, devel,opment of good . 
. -'-'0; 

sem.ces, and involvement of the c,itizenry in law enforcement tasks 

were asked. 

14 
The responses, presented below, sugges't that large 

portions of the community are not satisfied with current levelS of 

police performance in this regard. 
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STATEMENT PERCENT WHO: 

AGREE 
STRONGLY 

AGREE DON'T KNOW DISAGREE. DISAGREE 
140T SURE STRONGLY 

Police Officers on the 
street behave in a way that 
earns the confidence and 
support of th4 public, 

Adults 
Teenagers 

Police Officers do n~' 
give DrJ neighborhood as 
1004 services as they do 
other parts of town , 

Adults 
Teenagers 

The police encourage people 
in the community to help 
them in providing law 
enforcement services , 

Adults 
Teenagers 

10% 
1% 

5% 
6% 

8% 
7% 

55 
50 

12 
16 

50 
52 

17 
27 

20 
20 

20 
19 

15 
20 

52 
49 

20 
22 

3 
1 

11 
9 

3 
1 

------------
It is significaftt that 17 percent and 22 percent respectively of all 

adults and teenagers respondin g to the survey perceive that the quality oz 

police service vi pro ded to their neighborhood is differe'nt than t.hat pro

while 20 percent of each g~oup is unsur.e. vided to other neighborhoods, 

A citizen's evaluation of the quality of police service is related to his 

perception of what services th d e epartment should provide. 
a wide range f Citizens hold 

o opinions about what constitutes proper police performance. 

Some citizens emphasize the law enforcement nature of police work and 

consequently evaluate police performance in terms of response times and 

numbers 'of crimes solved. Other citizens emphasize order maintenance 

community service; consequently ., they are more likely to judge police 

officers on their abilit . y to interact successfully with the commwlity. 

and 
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A very important factor in the citizen's perception of the 

quality of police service provided to his community is whether he 

believes that the police behave in a manner that elicits support 

an~ confidence from the public. OVer half of all California adults 

aIl~d teenagers indicate that the police in their area behave in such 

a manner. This suggest a high potential for police to involve 

residents in their crime control and community service efforts. 

It has obvious ramificatioas for community-police. relationships, for 

the task of law enforcement is significantly easier in an atmosphere 

of support and cooperation. 

The quality and effectiveness of law enforcement aervices 

within a community are related to the amount of citizen participation 

encouraged by police agencies. It is interesting to note that of 

all the general questions covering community cooperation, the most 

direct question in this area ~eceived the lowest re~ponse. Only 58 

percent of the adults and 59 percent of the teenagers felt that the 

police encourage people tn the community to help them provide law 

enforcement services. 

The Advisory Commission frequently heard minority citizens voice 

the perception that the police services provided to their communities 

would improve if more minority citizens wer:'e employed ilQ law enforce-

~) . 
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ment jobs. The personnel practices of Cali.fornia b:~ enforcement will r .r,;) 

be discussed more extensively in Chapter 11 of thi~ report; however, 

it should be emphasized at this point that ~nority tOMmunities want 

to be bettsr represented within law enforcement at all ranks. The 

California population at large appears to feel similarly. In the 

., 
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Project STAR ·survey, only 22 percent of both adults and teenagers 

believe that "police administ:~ators assign enough minority group 

officers to minority neighborhoods".15 The remaining 78 percent 

of the re~pondents are either unsure or express dissatisfaction 

with the number of minority police officers assigned to minority 

neighborhoods. 

Further, slightly more than one-third of the California popu-

lation believe that it is important that police patrolling a parti

cular community become familiar with the residents in the neighbor

hood. 16 By knowit'lg the residents in the arell, police would be 

better able to pinpoint trouble spots before they become. major 

sources of tension and/or recognize and rectify unusual criminal 

activity going on in the community. Community interest would also 

be served by knowing and establishing a rapport with the officers, 

thus increasing the level of trust and mutual respect existing between 

law enforcement and the communityo 

I 
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PERCENT WHO: 
STATEMEN': AGREE DON'T KNOW 

STRONGLY AGREE NOT SURE 

Police administrators 
assign enough minority group 
officers to minority 
neighborhoods 

Adults 1% 
Teenagers -% 

The police become.familiar 
with residents Qf the neigh
borhood they patrol 

Ad1i J 4% 
Teen~gers 7% 

21 
22 

28 
.29 

52 
51 

17 
23 
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DISAGREE 
DISAGREE STRONGLY 

21 
25 

42 
33 

4 
2 

9 
9 

In order to involve the public in more favorable police contacts, it 

will be necessary to widen existing communications channels between the 

police and the publics they serve~ When respondents were asked whether police ' 

supply citizens sufficient follow-up information about particular cases, 

almost half of the survey sample indicated that the police did not.17 

Slightly over one-third reported that they didn't know or weren 9 t sure. The 

data suggest that the citizenry want to be more extensively informed about 

the disposi.tion of cases in which they are 'interested. For example, in a ! " 

home burglary case, involved persons not only want their stolen articles 

returned, they also desire to know whether the burglar was apprehe~ded, 

whether he was jailed, and so forth. Of course, citizens need to be made 

aware that in some cases legal technicalities prevent the police from making 

a full disclosure of facts. H i h owever, n t e majority of cases, this does 

not occur. Therefore, police should be encouraged to provide more informa

tion to concer~ed citizens whenever possible. 

; 
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PERCENT WHO: 
STATEMENT 

AGREE DON~T ~ROW DISAGREE 
. _________ ~_;;;;..ST;;;.;R!;;,;;O;..;;.N:.;;G.::;LY=___=A::::G;.:;RE=E__=N:.;;O;.;::T_S;;;;..Ul:;..:R::::E::.___=D=ISAGREE STRONGLY 

The police don't give 
people enough follow-up 
information about what's 
lurppening to their cases 

Adults 8% 35 36 113 2 
Tei'-nagers 6% 40 34 2'0 1 

Pel~ptions of Police Fairness 

In terms of fairness,. ~. number of items from the Project STAR survey 

indicate tha.t the communb:y views law enforcement favorably. For example, 

70 percent of the adult p,opulation and 60. percent of the teenage population 

believe that police officers generally do not use offensive language in the 
18 

performance of their duties. There are indications that some segments 

of the community do feel that the police use offensive language. They may 

not mean obscene language, but may include generally condescending tones 

of voice or the use of slang terms particularly offensive to certain minority 

groups. During its interviews, the Commission heard numerous reports of 

such language usage. 

PERCENT WHO: 
STATEMENT 

AGREE DON'T KNOW DISAGREE 
STRONGLY AGREE NOT SURE DISAGREE STRONGLY 

The police often use offensive 
language when dealing with 
the p'ublic 

Adults 4% 10 16 53 17 
, Teenagers 5% 11 24 47 13 
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As the STAR data show, adults and teenagers significantly 

19 diverge in opinion about whether police treat young people fairly. 

Forty percent of YOl'lth respondents indicate that they believe the 

police pick on them unfairly. Generally suspicious of PQlice 

behavior, youth anticipate unfavorable contacts with officers of the 

law. The fact that peace officers are required to enforce curfews 

and similar kinds of youth-targeted norms intensifies normal 

youthful antipathy tm~ard authority figures. Youth perceive that 

they are unfairly picked on because many' of the things that bring 

them into contact with law enforcement o:fficers are activities which 

are legal for adults. 

STATEMENT 
PERCENT WHO: 

AGREE 
STRONGLY AGREE 

DON'T KNOW DISAGREE 
NOT SURE DISAGREE STRONGLY 

The police ha,ve it in for 
young people and pick on them 

.. 
unfairly 

Adults 8% 20 11 52 8 Teenagers 9% 31 18 33 8 

To thf" statement that "the police are more likely to arrest 

,g('JiD.eone who displays what they consider to be a bad attitude", 77 

20 percent of the sample indi~ate they believe this would occur. This 

question has significance in terms of the pre~'ious question which 

dealt w:J.th you.ng people and the perception of being tmfairly picked 

on. I,t follows that those youths who generally display a ''bad atti-

tude" would feel that the police were unfairly picking on them. 

~; 
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~TATEMENT 

The police are more likely 
to arrest a person who 
displays what they consider 
to be a bad attitude 

PERCENT WHO: 

AGREE 
STRONGLY AGREE 

Adult 15% 62 
61 Teenager 10% 
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DON'T KNOW DISAGREE 
NOT SURE DISAGREE STRONGLY 

8 
14 

13 
8 

1 
1 

The process of a,rrest is an interpersonal action between a 

peace officer and a ~itizen. The survey indicates that 50 percent 

of California adults and 42 percent of the teenagers believe that 

~olice usually do not employ excessive force in making an arrest. 

21 In contrast, 30 percent of the adults and 31 percent of the teenagers 

feel excessive force is often used. 

PERCENT WHO: 
STATEMENT 

AGREE DON'T KNOW DISAGREE 
STRONGLY AGREE, NOT SURE DISAGREE STRONGLY 

The police often use excessive 
force in making areests 

Adults 1% 23 19 44 6 
Te~rlagers 5% 32 20 38 4 

With respect to police response to complaints of officer mis

conduct, one-third of Project STAR's sample population believes that 

a citizen with a complaint ag~tnst a police officer will have a hard 

22 time getting the 3H.thQrities to look into the matter. The detri-

mental impact of s'ttch a perception will be discussed more extensively 

! , , 
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in Chapter 9. However, it is significant to emphasize here that 

a sizeable portion of the general public perceives that a complaint 

filed with a law enforcement agency will not receive adequate atten

tion from the proper reviewing authorities.' 

Very much related to t.he perc~ption that complaints are not 

appropriately handled by authorit:les is the public's perception of 

the fairness and/or thoroughness of police investigation of citizen~s 

complaints. Again, one-third of California's adults and teenagers 

disagree with the statement that police investigations of citizen's 

compla~~ts are always fair and thorough. 23 It is significant that 

one-third of the respondents indicate that they "don't know" or are 

"not sure" about the fairness of the complaint process. The impact 

of the public's perception on the complaint prcd!edure is yet to be 
. 

determined. It is difficult to ascer~ain how many citizen complaints 

against a department go unfiled because the potential complainant 

perceives that his complaint will not receive fair or adequate atten

tion from the department. The fact that such a large portion of the 

p~pulation regard ~ne police complaint process with such suspicion has 

significant impact on the police-community relationship. 

'PERCENT WHO: 

STATEMF;NT AGREE DON'T KNOW DISAGREE -

A citi~en wh9 has a complaint 
against a police officer will 
have a hard time getting the 
authorities to look into the 
matter 

STRONGLY AGREE 

Ad~.l,t.s 8,% 22 
Teenagers 1% 30 

Police investigations of 
complaints about police misconduct 
are always fair and thorough 

Adults 5% 27 
Teenagers 2% 31 

NOT SURE DISAGREE STRONGLY 

21 
24 

34 

32 

42 
36 

27 
32 

6 
2 

7 
:3 

STATEMENT 
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, Using the following questions, Project STAll attempted to 
'J 

elicit attitudes about poU.ce treatment considering the variables 

of race/ethnicity, economic status, age, and demeanor. 

In the first instance, it is posited that "The police treat 
\ 

all people alike regardless of race or nationality.1I
24 

PERCENT WHO: 

AGREE DON'T KNOW DISAGREE 
__________________________ ~S~T=RO~N~G~L~~~&=G=RE::E. __ ~N~OT~S~URE~~D~I~S~AG~RE~E~~STRONGLY 

The police treat all people 
alike regardless of race or 
nationality 

Adults 
Teenagers 

8% 
11% 

27 
23 

12 
20 

34 
40 

19 
8 

In response to the statement "Police give mOI'e considerate 

treatment to rich than to poor people", adult responses are quite 
25 

close to those described above while teenagers are less negative. 
, " "\'"' 

STATEMENT 

Police give more considerate 
treatment to rich than to poor 
people 

Adults 
Teenagers 

PERCENT 'W{:IO: 

AGREE 
STRONGLY AGREE 

18% 
9% 

34 
23 

.' ' 

DON'T KNOW DISAGREE 
NOT SURE DISAGREE STRONGLY 

16 
20 

27 
40 

6 
8 

It is true that the police do treat people differently and 

that the public perceives it to be so~ This is required by nature of 

the police job and by the widely different situations which ~hey face. 

The issue is whether the differential treatment is a factor of race, 

, 1 
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ethnic background, iucome, or age; or, conversely, a factor of the 

real and ~ignificant differences in the law enforcement needs of the 

communities invol'Ted. Masy people, particularly mi~orities, ft~el that 

the former 'J.s th,: .case. This topic is treated more extensively :l,n 

Chapter 1" 

This perception often translates into cha~ges that the police 

are "harassing" minorities c' Disproportionate repr$~entation of 

minorit tes in arrest statistics, more poU.ce per mile and per thousand 

population in minority neighborhoods, the feeling that minorities are 

stopped more often than others for field interrogations, and the feeling 

that the police use psychological and physical brutality against 

minorities more often than against members of the majority community 

combine to create a polaldzed "we~"they" situation. This has significant 

impact on the community's relationships with the police, regardless of 

the extent to which some of these perceptions are based on fact. 

Summary 

Briefly summarizi11g, "the ·data we have examined indicate that the 

general California population holds a favorable attitude toward the 

police. The citizen perceives California law enforcers as doing a good 

to excE~llent job in the performance of their responsibilities. Some 

divergt~nce of attitudes is apparent when minority and youth responses 

.. . - ,>.' 

are separated from the responses given by the population at large. The 

ramifications gf these divergent attitudes will be treated more extensively 

elsewhere in the report. It is interesting to note that in items relating 

to fairness the public evaluates the police performance level as being 

slightly lower than police performance of community service tasks. Major 

J 

( 
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portions of the public perceive that the police are more likely to 

1 i "d" treat the rich better than the poor, the person disp .ay ng a goo 

attitude better than the person who is behaving poorly, and so forth. 

Due to the state-wide nature of the survey, unique local 

differences may be obscured. It is the obligation of the local 

policing agency to make regular assessments of the community it 

serves and, where necessary, to take appropriate action to ameliorate 

potentially tense situations before major hostility between the police 

and the public occurs. 

j 
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.Chapter 4 

THE POLICE 

There are some 429 police and sheriffs' departments in 

.. j California. Collectively, they employ more than 40,000 sworn 
, . .,-,.. 

police personnel. These personnel are not dispersed equally 

among the agencies. The five largest departments providing 

uniformed police services (Los An.ge1es County Sheriff's Department, 
1": . 

Los Angeles Police Department, California HiBh~vay Patrol, San 

Francisco Police DepGrtm.ent, and San Diego Police Department) 

contain over 50 percent of the total. 
~~~. -;>.'-

,;,~ 

'. 
Fifty-eight of the enforcement agencies considered in this 

~,11 .~. 
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report are county sheriff's departments. Three hundred and seventy 

are municipal agencies, and one is a state agency. The geographic 

dispersal pattern finds most municipal agencies located in the 

metropolitan areas of the state. 

This array of agencies, each of wh~cli is 10ca~ly administered, 
f '. 
~ ,. encompasses a ~vide range of individual discretion in matters of . 
it; 
.':' t, ~ 

policy and operations. Such variety points up the difficulty inherent 

'" in any attempt to make broad, general statements about the Tlpolice" 

-'I' as a California institution. Obviously, local differences exist 

and there .,7i11 be many exceptions to any generalities this report 

may develop. 

A number of factors do mitigate this, however. For example, 

through its Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST), 

, 
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'Ila!'! stJ..'mulated the adoption of high standards of 
California -

Although compliance is 
and training state,,,ide. 

employment 1 
than 99 per7ent of the state s 

voluntary, agencies employing more 
a set of minimum standards 

law enforcement officers adhere to 
In fact, many agencies have 

established by this stat(' agency. 
b d POST minimums. 

increased their local standards ',eyon 

i t' of police authority 
Also, the basic legal founra J..ons 

in California flow primarily from the state. 
This mear.s that 

"es regardless 
authority of all law enforcement agencJ.. 

the underlying 

of size or location is the same. 
These legal foundations are 

California codes, in case law handed do,m 
found in the various 

the historical and traditional precedents 
by the courts, and in 

accep
ted and institutionalized over the years. 

which have been 

J..
"s another factor which causes some continuity 

Finally, there 
'I.' throughout the state. 

of structure and operating philosopllJ..es 

the source of the professional police 
California is essentially 

It has consistently been in the forefront 
administration movement. 

1 programs minimum standards, and to 
of developing educationa 0 , 

1 The result 
l ' amon~_ its police per sonne • 

some degree common va ues M 

relatJ..
'vely widespread applic~tion of similar procedures 

has been a 

, t'onal structures among these agencies, 
and organJ..za J.. , .-

1 it 
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The California Police System 
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In many respects~ California has an integrated police system. 

We noted earlier that the basic legal foundations of the p..,lice 

authority stem from state st.atutes and decisions of state courts. 

In addition, a number of other circumstances exert pressures 

toward the attainment of integrated status. Dr. John P. Kenney 

describes the phenomena in the following fashion: 

California does not have a centralized adminis
trative organization for performing the nolice 
func:.ticm. ,Integration and synthesis for adminis
tration of the police function has been achieved 
by establishment of a set of relationshins oetvTeen 
the state, the primary police agencies, universi
ties and colleges, and police as.sociations. In 
a sense, a decentralized orp,anizational system ~as 
been evolved throu8h which inte8rative cooperative 
action takes place. The State provides coordina
tion and supervision of communications, investi
gation, and criminal information processil1O' ser
vices essential for control of major cri1'1i~al 
activity ~·1ithin the state. In addition. stat", 
administration of training and personnei stan
dards prop.;rsms contributes to the upgrading of 
personnel. University and college police educl:
tion pr08rams supplement state and local agency 
rr08ra1'1S for up~radlng personnel. Police associa' 
tion.s provide the political vehicles t}:trough 
~o1hich agency programs are implemented. They also 
:i:~cilitate the communication process so that 
an oFtimum exchange of r,eneral inforoation is 
achi~ved.l 

In addition to the cooperative approach to la'\>7 enforcement 

assumed by state, county, and local agencies, the structural position 

of the J.a~'; enforcement agency within local government provides 

commonality in the state. There are basically five 'Tariations of 
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t -In the local government h riff1s departmen s ~ -placement for police at' s e ." 

structure. 
structural arrange~ent among small 

The first and most common 

I system in ~"hich each operating dc}!artment 
cities is the ~ayot'-counci -

has an ap}!ointed 

The strong mayor 

11ea(1 to coordinate its functions. department 

. t' of this system has an (~lected mayor varl.a J.on 

sonally t'unning the city operations. 
The \'1eak mayor variation 

per-

. officer in charge of the 
places a professional city aciministrat1ve 

may. contt'ol some of the 
actual administration; however, the mayor 

departments. 
t is based on the commission 

~ second council-mayor arrangemcn 

concept. 
as a city connnissioner with r2npon-

Each councilman acts -

sibility for various activities. 
Commonly, one (;ouncilman will be 

• administr~tive responsibility for 
. . 'er of publi .... safety with ~ 

comm1ss~on , -

the police, fire, and public hea,lth departm~nts. 
the functiona of 

counc.,.-ll-city administrator form of government the 
Third, in a ..... 

f 't to the council. 
city administrator serves in a staf capac1 y 

The 

mayor ~ 

'1 and serves only as 
Jually elected from within the counC1 

a figurehead. 
Under this arrangement, the city administrator 

normally associated with those of a city 
frequently assumes duties 

manager. 
is the fourth commonly 

The council-city manager arrangement 

found in California. 
It is characterized by a, charter which puts 

the city manager in dir~ct charge of the city departments. 
'Host 

)J4 
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department heads report directly to the .anager, who reports to the 

c:ouncll. 

The fifth system describes county sheriff's departments. The 

county sheriff is an independently elected offic:ial who is respon~ 

sible to the electorate for the performance of h~s assigned functions. 

However, he is tied to the county' board of supervisors because they 

must allocate his operating funds as part of the county budget. 

The implications of the law lenforcement agency's relationship 

to the rest of local government is considered in greater detail in 

su1Jsequent chapters. The structuites are introduced here to indicate 

the commonality which prevails in the state. When considering 

California, one is apt to assume diversity even when it does not 

necessarily exist. 

The traditional development lof police department organizational 

structures is a third integrating fEI,ctor. Until recent years, 

police departments were organized by specific functions with little 

attempt at integration internally. Today,. howeve~~ depending on the 

size of the agency, there is a tendency to group like fu,nctions. 

One emerging concept is to create an "office of the chief of polie~f,i:"" _ 
~,. 

which draws certain sensitive operations directly ;~~!del' the control 

of the chief administrator. 

The integrated approach to policing taken by California, the 

commonality of government st:ructures, and the traditional intt'!rnal 

- ____ ~fI'I'. -- • 
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develOpment of p~1ice agencies haVe ,,11 te1lded to c~eate a continuitY 

of s~ruet"re and operat.lng phi.tosophy throughout the state. 

The California policeman 

In the final analysis, the police argani,ation is nothing more 

than a planll
ed 

"",.hee1 fo~ managing the people who are to ped
o
", 

necessary tasks. It1s the hebavio~ of these people which must 

ultimately be considered. police office~s, even in a state as large 

and diver
se

.
as 

Ct.lifornia. sba~e a "umber of e_ characteristiCs. 

Thei~ experience aft"" becoming poliee officers, 1lIO~_er,. tends to 

build upon these common cbaracteristicS and draw them closer togetber 

NoVice policemen, for ..,.,...p1e, go th~ough " ..: ... ber of si1aila~ 
experi_es ngaT<11ess d wbe1:e they .... y be _loyed. First, the 

as a group. 

police recruit is the p~oduet of a selection pro
ce

•
s 

based upou 

poora11e13. standards fo~c",...:y agency. second, he onderg
oes 

a tniniog 

p~ocess vbieb i9 based upou eomnon standards, In botb cases, the 

basic standards are set by peST; local agencies can influence the 

exact cu~~icu1wll and teaching teebai'lues and can inc~ea.e the amount 

of t~aining provided, but at. least a lIIia_·
aBoont 

of bonn in 

specific subjects is 'lUanda'ted. 

JiB.tly, tbe on-lObe-job _eriences of police officers a~e 
comparable. This is p~iaa~ilY because the police ~espons1bi1itY far 

enforcing erilllinal and traffic statutes is statewide. Although 

: 
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amounts of crime and t , 0 some degree kinds of crime 
the size of the jurisd$etion ~h va~y accoding to 

, .~ e characteristics f 
thems 1 0 the e~ime. 

eves are relatively constant,. A murder is the same, according 

to the law wb t'h '_ e. er it (iccurs in Los Angeles or the Redwood country. 

This is the substantive side of the law. The procedures! side, which' 

laid down by statute and comprises the set of ~ules 
to govern enf court decision 

orcement decisions is al , so statewide i ' . 
results in at 1 n scope. This 

east a minimal amount of cent 1 

P Ii 

ra coordination f 

o ee perform certain 0 how enforcement-related task 

There are 3 number s. of things happening i 
may ~esult in signifi n California today that 

" cant changes in these sev'eral' co 
isties of po1ic~ offt mmon eha~acter-

_ cers. Although it i 
will become 'Ie "" ' sno't anticipated that they 

ss uomogeneous as a group it i 
the cha~acteristies thay . " squite posaible that 

share will differ signifi 
In the area cantly. 

of education, there i officers t s a growing tendency for police 
o seek a college d , egree. California has 0. 

programs in police science and umerous college 
administration of j 

emphasize the value of college, tin' ustice. Many agencies 
ra ing for th i 

go so far as to provid e r officers; some 
,e monetary incentiv 

courses. es for completion The time ~ o~ college 
..\.~ nQt far a ill way when college units or 

w be mandatory, f or entrance and promotion 

degrees 

in many p 1i 0_ ce agencies. 

In part as an outgrowth of the increasing education and growing 

professional Qutlook of 

rate of,job mobility. 

police officers , there seems to be an 
Altbough b increasing 

su s~anti.l obstacles stand in the way 
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of making lateral transfer a reality on a statewide basis, there is 

still more possibility today that an officer will change police 

employers during his career. The certification program coordinated 

by POST gives added impetus to this trend by providing assurance that 

officers. share at least a minimum amount of common education, train:f.ng, 

and experience. A nationwide study conducted under the auspices of 

the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration on transferable 

retirement programs should also stimulate mobility. 

Another factor which appears to be having fmpact on the police 

officer is the greater breadth of respons~bi1ity he has been given 

in recent years. Chapter 2 discussed the social nature of many 

police tasks. As the police have assumed responsibility for such ta~ks, 

and as that responsibility has become more widely known in the 

community, their statu~e has tended to increase. MOre people are aware 

of the complexities involved in managing social crises. This 

awarene~s has stimulated greate1':' interest in police training and 

education and has promoted an image of the police job, if not of the 

police officer, that is complicated and demanding. 

Finally, there is a trend toward greater milit~ncy developing. 

among line level police organizationRin California. The idea of 

police unionization is still distasteful to the majority of officers: 

However, associations are seekiug an expanded role in the decision

making processes of their agencies. Indeed, the phenomenon of active 

police associ~tions came to the forefront with the passage of the 

( 

Meyers, :f.111lius, Brown Act which permitted the recognition of 

associations as ~eg1timate bargaining agents for police officers. 

Because of the relatively high level of salaries and benefits 
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provided in the state, much of the milita~cy is directed toward what 

have traditionally been management prerogatives, such as policy-making. 

If these trends continue, they will undoubtedly result in a 

police population which is considerably different.from that of the 

recent past. Just how this will affect police operations and relation

ships with the community is speculative. It would seem, however, 

that higher levels of education, a broader professional perspective 

and accompanying job mobility, recognition of the complex nature 

of the tasks they perform, and the assertion of their perceived 

right to be a part of the agency's decision-making process should 

make the policeman of the immediate future particularly attuned to 

the concept of the changing police role developed later in this report. 

Since these changes must take p~ace in the context of the current 
, 

police CUlture, that subject must be considered as well. 

The Police Culture 

~s an occupational group, the police are au much of a "public" 

as those discussed in Chapter 2. They share a common interest and a 

significant number of common values. 
Commonly referred to as the 

police culture, the police public has been th,'! focus of considerable 

study in ~ecent years. 

.1 
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Researchers have made many attempts to develop a psychological 

profile of the average policeman, hoping through such a profile to 

explain the major attributes of the police culture. Although the 

results of this research are int~'resting, they cannot be widely 

i diff 
~'n location, age, and time appear to affect 

generalizel. ; erences .l. 

the results of the tests used, limiting their usefulness. 

AlthO\'lgh difficulties have developed in the u ... .2 of the psycho-

logical approach, it has s~ill been possible to identify a number 

of characteristics of the police culture which will pass the test 

for generalizing. Additionally, there is fairly wide agreement on 

the factors which comprise these characteristics. 

The ~ommonality of backgrounds and initial experiences in police 

work, already disc~ssed, significantly influence the'creation of police 

culture. For example, police officers begin to develop a feeling 

of camar~\derie during their recruit academy training. They essentially 

undergo a major change in their lifestyles, and they become aware 

of the fa~:t that people will look' at them differently as police officers. 

This makes them acutely sensitive to behavioral cues from those already 

in the police culture. The need for acceptance as an officer is a 

major concern during this initiation into the police service. 

As they progress in their careers, officers are drawn more 

closely together by the unique nature of the tasks they perform. 

Few other professions,if any, become involved in such a wide variety 

of tasks on what is basically an emergency basis. While doctors 

. ~, t: 

( 
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handle medi~al emergencies, they seldom come face to face with armed 

robbers. While social workers counsel families with marital problems, 

they seldom spend hours searching for a lost child. While lawyerG 

deal in the fine points of the law, they Deldom have to resolve 

questions of due process at the scene of a narcotics raid. Police 

officers, however, do all of these things, and they often do them 

during a single weekfs work. They know this sets them apart from 

others in society, and they both like and dislike its ~onsequences. 

Another characteristic of their jobs which policemen regard 

ambivalently is the potential danger inherent in so many calls fc~ 

assistance. Because one facet of the policeman's job requires that 

he deal with criminals, and because there is a well-entrenched 

tradition of violence in our country, the officer must always be alert 

for danger. This is drummed into his subconscious during police 

training, and it is reinforced every time an officer is wounded or 

killed in the line of duty. Skolnick2,in his consideration of the 

influence symbolic danger bas on the policeman's working personality, 

notes that it results in a high need for regularity and predictability. 

Those things that are irregular and unpredictable herald possible 
\ 

danger; hence, the policeman is very concerned with them, which 

stimulates persistent suspicion. This suspicion is not confined to 

the officeros stre~t contacts, n'or is it shared by persons in other 

occupations. It reinforces the tendency for policemen to remain 

close-knit. 
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If the po1ic~ regard themselves as different from most others 

in society, their tendency to do so is not much less than that of 

the gm~era1 public. people do regard the police as different. We 

have already noted public interest in the police. There is also a 

public awareness of the authoritative reapon~ibilities they have; 

this often creates a social distance between citizen and officer. 
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Taken together, these several aspects of the policeman's job 

result in the development of a police culture which emphasizes a high 

degree of group solidarity; social isolation from other occupational 

groups in the general public; a high level of cynicism; defensiveness 

when someone challenges them or their role; a one'-track life in 

which they become very much police-centered; and the tendency to look 

at things in ''we-they'' terms, "we" being policemen and "they" being 

everyone else. 3 

As a number of commentators have pointed out, these cultural 

aspects of police life are reflected in how the officer relates to 

the 1}ublic. Individually, they result in certain behavioral perspectives, 

Collectively, they playa major part in defining the instit',utiona1 

thrust of the police agency as it is perceived and interpreted by 

the many publics it serves. 

.. - ~-

" " 

The characteristics of group solidarity, social isolation, 

defensiveness, and a "we-they" outlook are very closely related; they'''" 

stem from 1Il&U1 of the same factors and reinforce one another. Their 

ultimate effect, of course, is Co drive a wedge between police officers 

( 

( 
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and other groups in the public. Poli cemen are quick to tell stories of 

how their social lives deteriorate after they go on the job. Fo'rmer friends 

suddenly regard them differEmt1y; they're "cops" Their behavior 

is measured according to diJEferent standards. They are held account

able for every bad experience every person has had with policemen. 

The natural tend~ney for officers perceiving this change in 

their relationships is to ~Lvo:'Ld social contac.ts with non":'police 

people. This tendency beg:lns very early in their careers. In combina

tion with their urge to be accepted by their brother officers and 

their early fascination with the job, it creates tremendous pressures 

for restricting all contacts to the police fraternity; 

This occupational int.roversion has obvious mp1:f.cations for 

both the emotional we11-bEling of the officer and his face-to-face 

relationships with member~1 of the community. 

significant is that it re~'tricts his openness 

of view E~a provides contjlnuous reinforcement 

Perhaps the most 

to different points 

of hie perceptions, 

regard, less of their accur~lLcy. Policemen deal with all members of the 

community, representing djlverse backgrounds and viewpoints. _ When the 

officer is ba i 11 s ca y unfallliliar with many of these backgrounds and 

viewpoints, and when he WIS f ew relationships which bring them to 

his attention, there is a high probability that he will occasionally 

reac,t inapllropriate1y to }:Iublic needs. 

Added 1:0 this common 1 k f ,ac 0 communication with non-police 

persons, is the defensivene~s which cha'racteriz' e' ~ the - police culture. 
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This haa been described by one police officer in the following fashion: 

This defensiveness is manifested in many ways. It is 
displayed most graphically when we are reluctant to explain 
police actions to nonpolice persons, even tho~e with a 
legitimate interest in them. It is demonstrated when we 
answer such an inquiry with "It's police businesSl." Of 
course there are times, especially in instances involving 
confidential information, in which a reply such as this is 
entirely justified. Unfortunately, however, it is~sed 
unnecessarily at times. The police culture shows a 
reluctance, at times, to give up some of its more tradi
tional responsibilities, such as freeway patrol to state 
police agencies, drunk detention to detoxification centers, 
etc Some members of the culture see these things as a 
gen;ra1 weakening of that nebulous thing called "police 
power" (the power to govern men and things). 

Defensiveness is manifested when we show a hypersensitivity 
to criticism, even of a constructive type. Again we some
times respond by indicating that such things are best left 
to the judgment of the "experienced" (despite the fact that 
many of our officers who are actually engaged daily in 
enforcement activities are oftentimes inexperienced, both 
in the mechanical aspects of the job itself and in soun4 
human relations practices). We tend to argue or 
rationalize when presented with what a Ucitizen" considers 
a legitimate complaint, and actually tend to investigate 
his complaint with the express purpose of proving the 
officer "right" and the citizen "wrong".4 

Members of the community are quick to recognize the defensive-

ness of the police. As Chapter 9 indicates, one common complaint people ' 

have about current citizen grievance procedures is that they are 

dominated by the police culture; significant numbers of citizens 

question the fairness of the entire process. 

Defensiveness is very much a part of the IVwe-they" syndrome. The 

police tendency to regard all non-police persons as somehow uninformed 

about the true nature of modern life (life, as the policeman gees it, 

o 

j' 
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can be dismal indeed) combines with their high need for regularity 

and predictability and results in considerable stereotyping of people 

and events. Policemen are suspicious. They quickly learn to identify 

those irregularities in phYSical conditions or behaVior which have 

in the past correlated with disorder, and they are quick to react 

to such irregularities when they occur again. Minority neighbor

hoods are prime consumers of police services, both crime-related 

and SOCially derived. This results in a high frequency of face-to

face contacts under Circumstances which are often unfamiliar to 

police officers who are predominantly of another cultural milieu. 

When police correlate minority neighborhoods with a high crime rate 

and with the need f~r a high volume of conflict intervention (which 

are often valid correlations in terms of called-for police services), 

it is then easy to correlate minority citizens with crime or with 

disorderly behavior. Hence, the minority citizen can easily become 

stereotyped as a particular segment of the "they" part of the 

community. 
, ..... 

Certainly this is an oversimplification of what is an extremely 

complex process. However, it does point up several elements of the 

police culture that are widely accepted not only by members of the 

community but by members of the police profeSSion as well. 

It would be hard to deny the strain this can put on the 

indiVidual officer, on his close personal relationships, and on his 

relationships With the publics he serves. 
Despite acceptance of the 
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exl.'sts, little effort has been made to mitigate 
fact that the culture 

either its develo~~2nt or its effects. 

This failing is indeed unfortunate, for the police officer is 

sensitive position by factors over which he has little 
placed in a 

Al~hOugh the individual m,y choose to become a policeman, 
influencC!. 
he does not necessarily choose to become a part of the police culture. 

That is very much an after-the-fact process related directly to the 

, employment of him to fulfill certain of itn respon
government s 

sibilities. 
Under these circumstances it is important i~e seek ways 

of minimizing any damaging aspects the culture may possess. 

James w. Sterling of the International Association of Chiefs of 

police has conducted an excellent study on the cha~ges in role 

concept which police officers experience during their initial training. 
5 

As a result, he has developed a number of recommendations to facilitate 

recognizing and adapting to the reality that these early training 

introduce the police officer into the police culture. 
experiences 

that police experience results in some personality 
Sterling notes 

changes in officers. 
These changes were considered above as aspects 

of the police culture. 
About these changes, however, Sterling says: 

it is unrealistic to lament the changes in personality 
~hich police experience seems to produce. As with ~he . 
sur E'on the client of the police may also have to earn 
to g!~t ~p. with a degree of aggressiveness and bluntness 
kno!'ing that these characteristics are necessary f~~/he im ,6 
efff~ctive performance of the police r~le in contro ng cr e. 

And.: 

Implied in tke foregoing is the appeal that the public 

D, 

t 

" 

( 

should be more tolerant of the police, personality and the 
way in which they do their work. Though this is a necessary 
recomme~dgtiQn, it is not sufficient since the-re are a 
number of things the police can do directly to ameliorate 
the apparent incompatibility between the emergent person
ality needs of the police and the major element of 
service in their role. 7 

These points are indeed crucial, for they accept the fact that 

the novice police officer is likely to undergo some changes in 

individual personality, that some of these changes, are probably 

unavoidable and possibly goal-ori~ted, and that there is a shared 

responsibility between police profession and community for recogn

izing and understanding these facts. Implicit in this is also the 

fact that "Since the changes in personality needs were predictable, 

it is accepted that they can be controlled." 8 
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The subjects of this research were all from eastern police 

departments. While this may have some influence on its general

izability to California law enforcement, the general conclusions and 

recommendations for dealing with problems identified are sound. 

Still, there is a need to develop a data base about California law 

enforcement officers which will facilitate the measuremen~ of their 

role percept~ons, their susceptibility to new ideas, and their 

changes in behavior during early years in law enforcement. 

In the interim before the establishment of such a data base, 

however, there -are a number of steps which can be taken to deal with 

aspects of the acculturation process. Most of these steps must 

logically be taken by police administrators, but t.here are some which 
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are susceptible to community action. These steps are set forth below 

as recommendations of the Advisory Commission. 

~ COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California Council on 
Criminal Justice or another appropriate funding source 
fund a study to determine the effects of initial police 
training on the development of officers' attitudes and 
on socialization into the police culture; the results 
of this et;udy should be made available to all local 
police agencies to assist them in their training efforts. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the CommissionoD Peace 
Officer Standards and Training include in their minimum 
training requirements a block of time to be devoted to 
exploring with police officers the personal and social 
adjustments they may have to make to the police job. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT full consideration be 
given during p~lice',training to the existence of the 
pCllice "culture" and how it affects officers personally 
and professionally. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT a balanced picture of the 
police role be given to all police recruits, including 
cOI.lsideration. of the service tasks involved and po:f:ating 
out that accomplishment of the crime control task is only 
part of their total mission • 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the Commission on Peace 
OfH.cer Standards and Training include in their minimum 
training requirements a block of time devoted to attitude 
fonm~lation, both on the part of police officers end on 

, the part of members of the community. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California Council 
on Criminal Justice seek a proponent to-develop and tast 
a model "police psychological support program" which will 
include, but not be limited to: 

1. Preparing training modules in attitude form
ulation'for ,use' by. officers 

2. Training of supervisors in techniques of 
identifying and properly responding to 
symptoms of emotion.al problemS among police 
officers 

3 _ Use of "debri.efing" conferences to e.~lore with 

! ,',' 

( 

officers the significance of- th i 
AYn i e r street 
-arer ences and to allow th " 

4. Development of trainin em to blow off steam N 

of police officers to !s:~d~l:~ for the families 
the officer 'i s role . s em in adjusting to 

5. Research into th 
formulation to i;e::i~ence of police attitude 
ment' when specific int~r!°ints in career develop
perceptual difficulties i ent:l.on to deal with 

9 most appropriate 
THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDs THAT 
lo~al community groups assess t~:W enforcement agencies and 
and working ~ersonality h v impact the police culture 
ships and develop coopera~i:eon citizen and police relation-
negative aspects. programs for respondin~ to thf!ir 

These recommendations 
address certain asn,ects of 

r thle police 
culture. Th f 11 e 0 OWing chapter further 

focuses ~n how the police 
officer's role develops. The precedin~ 

CI recommendations r(:!late 
equally well to that discussion. 
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Chapter 5 

THE POLICE ROLE IN THE COMMUNITY 

It is difficult to separate the notions of police culture and 

police role, for they are both manifested in the behavior of individual 

officers. They are d.ifferent, however, and the analytical model upon 

which this report is based requires that they be separ~tely considered. 

Briefly, role has been defined as the range of possible behaviors 

which are relevant to the demands and needs of a particular position. 

This definition applies to individual roles. The concept of institutional 

or organizational role-is also ~elevant to our consideration of community 

and PQl1ce relationships. At the organizational level, role is the 

total 7mplex of individual behaviors which are directed at accomplishing 

an organization's perceived goals. 

Both kir!ds of role develop in response to cues and pressult't;'s which 

exist in the operating environment of the police agency. With respect 

to the organization's role, these pressures are exerted by th~ role 

senders " persons who have some interest in what the policp. do. Role 

senders can be legislators, businessmen, lawyers, judges, members of 

civic organization3, or any other individuals or groups which expres8 

an Opi~:--"'i ,about a police-related issue. Role pressures are also the " 

constraints which limit or guide police activity. Exam~les .tIlre sta,tutfts, 

ordinances, and court ~:ulings which estahlish specific requirements police 

must meet. 

The most significant 'role sendeX's for a police agency generally 

include professional police. associat1.Cllns. t legislators, elected and 

appointed executives, business interests, racial-ethnic groups, client 

'.' 
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groups (e.g. complainants, victims, arrestees), and ad hoc groups 

interested in special issues. 

The expectations which these role senders make known to the police 

vary according to the group and issue involved. In most instances, 

i they are of two basic types. The first, fairly long-term, include such 

things as general feelings that crime should be curtailed, the police 

should catch criminals, the police should conduct traffic safety programs, ' 

and so forth. The second type include expectations that are precipitated 

by special issues, oft~n crises, such as rising gang violence, a series 

, .-

of particularly vicious rapes, or a violent street disturbance. Even in ' 

the latter instance, however, the expectations which the police perceive 

coming from many segments of the community are very general and simplistic., !i~J , 

They often amount to little more than calls to stop the violence, make 

the streets safe, or be less repressive in controlling crime. 

Such generalized expectations result in some ambiguity for the police. i 

They leave a wide degree of latitude fo~ the police to interpret their 

meanings and to determine responses. Additionally, to the extent that 

senders exp,ress different expectations about the same subject the police 

experience some degree of conflict. 

Conflict can arise because of the variety of expectations received in 

a ~iven time frame; because expectations often imply dissatisfaction wieh 

current police operations yet do not specify methods for correcting them; 
'I 

because they require that police change methods or divert already scarce \ 

resources from current, endeavors; because they' come from people who thc~ 

police feel don't really u~nderstand police problems; or because they 

require tradeoffs between current operations and proposed ~perations, and 
1 

tbe relative values of the two are difficult to eetablish. 

j 
\, 
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In order to cope with the expectations which exist in their com-

munities, the police as an institution -hu:ve developed mechanisms for 

identifying, sorting, evaluating, and responding to the cues and pressures 

coming from the community. These mechanisms translate the expectations 

of the role senders into organizational behaviors; their purpose ,is to 

promote and ensure police behavior which meets the established standards 

of the agency. 

Receiving and Identifying Information 

Information about expectations is generally received from police 

personnel or written documents provided to the agency. Thus all officers 

are sources of information. In their contacts with the average citizen, 

line officers acquire information basically related to the tasks they 

perform. 

Supervisory and middle uianagement officers receive information from 

their subordinates and from analyzing the reports of activities performed 

by their subordinates. When they deal with persons outside the agency~ 
,: 

their information usually comes from business people, members of civic 

organizations, and others who have attained some status in the community. 

Management level officers reeeive information from their middle 

management subordinates and from their counterpart department heads in 

the jurisdiction. Outs:l.de contacts also tend to be at the group level, 

involving many key c:Ltizt~ns of the community. 

In many respects, the sign~ficance of information varies according 

to the rank of the officer providing it. Further, off:l.ceIs personal 

methods for collecting information and passing it on to key decision makers 

in the agency vary greatly. MOst policemen are aware that their contacts 

Ii. ' 
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in the community at large are sources of important data. However, 

rather than consider the information in general terms, officers fre-

~ quently personalize it as a comment by Mayor Jones, a complaint passed 

along by Councilman Sanders, or a request for special enforcement by 

socialite Hatchard. This reflects officers' awareness of the political 

nature of their role, in the sense of determining who will receive what 

government services and to what degree. It is important, however, that i . 

the police go be:yond thisl pragmatic level and examine the means they 

have established for rece:iving, evaluating, and interpreting the infor-

mation which constitutes expectations from the community. 

Modern mana~~ement theory emphasizes the need for management to sense 

significant inft)rmation in the operating environment. In commenting , 

specifically abj)ut the information needs of the contemporary law enforce-: 

ment agency, thja National Advisory Commission or! Criminal Justice Standardi 

and Goals, through its O~erational Task Force for police, says: 

In defining the objectives, priorities, and policies which 
govern deli"ery of police services, a police chief execu
tive must ensure that he has adequate information about 
the needs and expectations of his community. He should 
adopt speciUc programs for direct public involvement 
in the formulation of basic objectives and priorities 
governing the delivery of police service. Additionally, 
he must devE!lop methods of measuring his agency's 
effectivenesl8 in delivering those services.

l 

This implies 11Utilerstanding the process of sensing community needs and 

expect3tions; it: goes on to suggest the formalization of certain processes~, I 
t(, ensure that a:ppropriate needs and expectations are received. The 

Advisory Commission concurs and suggests a number of ways such formaliz
atl

\: 

can be accomplished. 

\ 
! 
1 

( 

THE COMM1:SSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California Department 
of Justice develop a series of training seminars on "sensin 
the environment" to be made available to police administra-

g 

tors and middle managers statewide. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the concept of sensin 
operating environment'should be included in police g 
training at all levels, to present: 

1. A definition of the process 
2. Examples of how it is currently done 
3. Analysis of the effectiveness on 

current methods 
~4. Suggestions for how it can best 

be done. 

the 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies 
analyze the means by which they currently identify 
c~unity needs 3nd.expectations and develop specific 
wr~tte~ procedures to ensure it is done adequately.' 
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use to solicit citizen input, When participative techniques are d 

the agency must be prepared to use it. The agency will create more 

problems thaD it may solve if citizen participants sense they are 

being paid lip service and their input is not seriously considered or 

if their participation is restricted d to mun ane, non-critical issues. 

Evaluating and Reacting to Information and Expectations 

Identifying information and ensuring th i at t enters the ageucy is 

only the first step in the role development process. Once it is, received, 

the information must be evaluated and translated into agency behavior. 

Initially, this entails assessing its importance. 

The importance ascribed to information is largely 

decision makers. 
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The first factor is controL Persons who have a fairly direct 

capability to control police behavior, such as legislators, city or 

county~administrators, or the judiciary, generally find their expectations 

are given considerable attention. 

Second, the congruence of the sender's expectations with the 

current beliefs and behaviors of the agency is a consideration. The 

police are more likely to accept expectations which reinforce their own 

beliefs. (See the section on Police Culture, Chapter 4). 

Third, the importance of the sender's support to the accompliahment. 

of the police mission influences the evaluation of his expectations. 

If he is crucial to the accomplishment of the mission, as is the pro-

secuting attorney, his opinions are likely to be regarded more highly 

than if he has no relationship to the mission. 

Fourth, there are situational :.\.mperatives which can make a role 

sender particularly influential.. For example, a civic leader appointed 

to chair a bl~e ribbon committee investigating crime is likely to find 

that his expectations are given careful consideration by police adl!linistrao, 

tors. 

Finally, the proximity of the source of the expectations to actual 

police operations helps determine importance. Information coming from ,0 

political or social sources not intimately a part of the justicesyst~m 

is not considered as carefully as information coming from police" client, 

court, or ~ediate governing body sourees. 

'e~ police 4fficers consciously recognize that they assign relative 

values to expectations in the above manner. Nonetheless, they do it 

as an essential step in reducing ls.rge amounts of information to a man-

age able quantity. 

I· ,"_ 
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After the importance of the information h~ been assessed, the 

agency must interpret it and translate it into behavior. The inter

pretation process is extremely difficult to describe, for it is pri-

marily intuitive. 

While analysis of information may include comparing it against 

some previously established standards, as in the case of camparing the 

frequency of citizen complaints against the number of field contacts 

"made by officers during a reporting period p the judgements based upon 

the analysis are still essentially personal decisions made by key 

individuals. Once the interpretation has been made, however, the 

agency normally reacts to the information via one or more of four channels. 

First, the key agency member who has interpreted the information 

and arrived at a judgement may informally r.eact to it. For example, 

the chief can resolve a minor complaint of discourtesy by making a 

telephone call. This is a very common means of coping informally with 

minor issues; it conserves organizational energy and helps keep rela-

tively insignificant issues from overloading the system. 

,~e remaining three channels for reaction are part of the formal 

management and administrative processes in the agency. First, the 

agency may react to expectations through one of the mechanisms used to 

guide agency operations. The guiding mechanisms are essentially polic, 

development, procedure developmen,t, and the process of leadership. They 

are referred to as guiding because their basic function is to provide 

standards or guidelines against which officers may measure behavior and 

performance. 
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The second set of mechanisms through which the agency may react 

to expectations received from- the operating environment al~e those 

which control individual behaviors. These are rules and 1:egu1ations, 

supervisory practices, and external control mechanisms, e.g. citizen 

complaint procedures. These are called controlling because their 

function is specifically to limit the beha.vior of officers. 

Finally, the agency may react through its adaptive mechanisms: 

the planning and research process, training, and community-police 

relations. These activities are established to help the agency respond 

to new problems and to maintain a relatively predictable level of opera-

tion. 

The most influential of these several reactive mechanisms are 

discussed in detail in subsequent chapters. They arc mentioned here 

because they comprise the organizational machinery which transforms 

information from the environment into poli.~e behavior. 

The police concept of Their Role 

The ultimate goal of the process described briefly in the pre-

ceding sections is to control police behavior at the individual level. 

Police agencies receive information and expectationa from statutes, 

ordinances, court decisions, and influential role sendera. They combine 

it with their internally generated information on crime and service 

patterns and devise an off1.cia1 response. This response is articulated 

as police behavior; over a period of time it becomes institutionalized ~ 

the police role. To develop an adequate understanding of community and 

police re1ationships~ one must consider some widely accepted, salient 

( 
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characteristics of the police role. It is helpful to look at them 

in the structure of our definition of community-police relations: What 

pOllice services will be provided; how they will be provided; and how 

the pol.ice and members of the community will resolve common problems. 

What Services the Police Provide 

Society has assigned the police responsibility for ~aintaining the 

minimum level of social order necessary for its smooth func:tion. Thus 

social services collectively constitute the order maintenance functi~n 

of the police. The crime-oriented tasks of the police ca'n be described 

collectively as their legalistic function. Police are sI,ecifica11y 

charged by statute and ordinance with enforcing certain behavioral norms 

in society. 

Most police services involve non-criminal activit:i.es. While exact 

proportions vary, most studies indicate that from 60 to 75 percent of 

police workload includes providi~g social services, performing regulatory 

duties, or performing duties related to the administr~ltion of the agency. 

Thus, only 25 -to 40 percent of the policeman's activities over a period 

of time involve crime and criminals. 

In many cases the police administrator must decide bet~7een limiting 

officers to law enforcement duties or making them available to handle 

social problems. In fact, this is one of the basic issues underlying much 

criticism of' the police concep.t of their role. 

the appropriate enforcement-service balance. 

It poses the dilemma of 

The resolution of this dilemma is at the root of many~ if not most, 

community-police relations problems. It reflects a confl1.ct between the 

police view of their primary mission ~d the realities of the work they 

are asked to perform. It is complicated by the fact that the police 
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view~ crime-oriented as it is, generally ~oincides with that of the 

That is, the public wants the police to be available when 
community. 

trouble occurs; they need the security of knowing that if they or 

their property are in danger, the police will be readily available. 

~nen this orientation ten/ds to obscure the buman relations and pubUc 

service aspects of the pc)lice role, however, difficulties often arise. 

James Fisk notes: 
~ 

The policeman's primary seise of mission was and is 
crime criented. He knew from experience that his pre
sence. was urgently sought by citizens at times of , ' 
cr:J.sis, particularly the emergencies reeulting from 
the presence or threat of crime. The policeman 
was constantly observing the ca~duct of individuals 

"1 . ..& 1" "unlawful" 
and classifying that conduct as aWLU or 
behavior. He tended to oversimplify his categorizing 
of persons into "good guys" and "bad guys," using 
the simplistic, but to htm necessarily V~ry meaningful 
criterion ~f legality of their behavior. 

The crime orientation of the individual police officer also 

police training 
characterizes the orientation of the police agency. 

is heavily weighted toward dealing with aspects of police work that 

involve law enforcement (sel! Chb,'pter 10). Fo1ice officers are in 

large part attracted to the work because of t:heir enforcement image 

of what the policeman does; they regard duties which take them aNay 

1 h th iasm Departmental 
from crime control with something ess t an en . us • 

management practices support offic.ers t noU.\')ns of what police w!)rk 

should be. For examp1e t' one commentator notes "Traditional methods 

for measuring and rewarding the efficiency- of both individual officers 

,,~; 
.. ~: 

. ",;.' 

. and organizational units place no positive ~alue on the quality of the 

h crime_reltttedsituations. ,,3 This reflectS! '.-.1; 
police response in other t an l ·t 

1 1uation techniques ~i6i" 
the common police practice of using personne eva f 

;' 
! ' 
l' ' 
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consider enforcement activities--primarily through the medium of 

production statistics--as their basic measures of police performance. 

They do not systematica11)T include analysis of how offic,ers may relate 

to the members of the public in the total context of their job. 

The tendency for offil:ers and agencies to emphasize the legalistic 

aspects of their responsib:i'.lities results in role conflict. Line 

officers receive cues from administrators and certain segments of the 

community telling them to come down hard on crime in. the streets. 

When they do so, other segments of the community exert new pressures 

for police to be less ~epressive) to overlook certain offenses which 

police regard as fair targets for suppression, and to show more concern 

fo~ the non-criminal problems in the community. However, when the 

police respond to the community's requests for social service, the 

conflict is often heightened. The nature of the service delivery 

system frequently does not allow police to distinguish between crime 

and soci~l service requests. If the officer is oriented toward the 

enforcement aspects of police wor.k, he may respond to social service 

requests as if they were crime-related calls. 

For example, service calls involving family or neighborhood disputes 

are regarded in terms of their potential criminal content. This combines 

with the officer's perception of potential danger and causes him to 

approach the situation in a WB.y that emphasizes his authority and power, 

neither of which is neces!'Ilari'ly th t &f .1 • e mos eL ective tool foT. resolving 

the problem • 



When officers must resolve non-criminal problems, they commonly 

rely on the legalistic sanctions inherent in their authority. Police 

have .;institutiona.lized their legalistic orientation so that it receives 

priority emphasis in their training, even though legal intervention 

should probably be the last resort in. dealing with many socially-b.~ed 

problems. Further, the police officer generally is evaluated mo~e on 

the basis of his quantitative accomplishments in enforcement a~tivities 

than in his ability to deal effectively and empathetically with the 

community. 

This enforcement orientation is certainly not contrary to the 

primary and unique fuqction of the police as the input mech~~ism to the 

criminal justice system" ~ It nonetheless can result in emp~asizing the 

negative, enforcement aspects of the police role in contacts with 

citizens. When the officer's tcctics emphasize control, the citizen's 

range of responses is basically restricted to deference or conflict. 

There is little room for mutual ~espect. 

How the Police Provide Their Services 

The question of tactics concerns the manner in which the police 

provide services. Once again, Fisk notes: 

A trust-inhibiting tension between constituents and their 
police is inevitable because of the nature of the police 
function, particularly when the police seek to prevent 
crime by their presence amd patrol tactics. If the 
police were just reactiv~\ to public demands. for service 
at times of cd.sis, the possibility of, conflict would 
be substantially reducedo But one of the characteristics 
of police professionalization has been the increased 
emphasis upon crime prevention. The use of computerized 
information about descriptions of crime suspects and, , 
persons interrogated by the police places an emphasis 
upon observing the behavior of citizens on the streets 
and requiring an explanation by them for their l~resence. 

\ . 

One of the cues relied upon by the police to determine 
the need for further investigation is incongruity. 
When a person or a set of circumstances doesn't fit 
into the usual pattern for that community, or the 
policeman's interpretation of normalitt, the police
man is trained to seek an explanation. 

Police professionalism has become synonymous with the use of 

aggressive techniques for identifying possible problem behavior aIild 

for intervening before its potential becomes manifest. -Preventive, 
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patrol is at the heart of police crime prevention efforts. The 

philosophy unde'rlying preventive patrol is that the unifomed offilt:er's 

basiC task--after that of responding to requests for service--is to 

suppress criminal activity. Traditionally, the community has regal~ded 

this as solely the policeman's responsibility. The police have 

responded by devising techniques which refleet their view of their ltnOSt 

important ftt.nction, law enforcement. Preventive patrol thus emphas:lzes 

making the police presence felt in the community as a deterrent to 

criminals. Plainly' marked police cars are put on the streets. Traffic 

laws are strictly enforced. Persons who appear suspicious to patrolling 

officers are stopped and interrogated. In short, preventivs patrol relies 

heavily on police-initiated contacts with citizens whi~h emphasize the 

power and authority difference between the two. The policeman, through 

the assertion of command presence*, lets the citizen know Who is in charge 

and that no nonsense will be tolerrted. 

*Command fJresence~ a concept taught to policemen~ means that in 
dealing with citizells the officer should assume a posture which 
clearly establishes that he is in charge and will tolerate no 
disagreement. It is meant to reduce the possibility that citizens 
will take advantage of any apparent weakness on the officer's part 
and attempt to take over. . 

'." 
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their conflict management and social service capabilities. 

Since pDlice tactics are effected through the behavior of indi

'lidual officers, they are appropr:l,a£.:ely considered as part of role. 

The broad range of duties the officer performs requires that he have 

the discretion to choose from among several alteruative courses of 

action. Within the limits of his discretion, he must respond to 

pressures from various role sende'rs. Which of the thousands of laws 

police choose to enforce, how they enforce them, in what intensity 

'.'. 

and against which grou.ps are matters which the police determine l.'egularly,: 

The resolution of such matters will inevitably result in some dis-

satisfaction. 

Indeed, the police are often criticized by certain segments of the i 

I :'-'. '(1 
1., , . minority community who feel that they are treated differently than are 

members of the majority cOl'11Dunity.The complainants feel their diff~rel1ti "i'~. 

I "~I 

treatment is due to institutional and individual bias on the part of I", 

police. 
~ .~~ 

Both Chapter 3 on public attitudes toward the police and Chapter," 

on the police and the minority community address these isa~es. What is 

important here is to point out that the criticisms. are based primarily 

on public perceptions of the police role. 

( 

H()l.,- the officer ultimately handles a specific coall for service 

depends on his analysis of: 

1. Department policies 

2. Department procedures 

3. What the department leadership wants him to do 

4"Pertinent rules and regulations 

5. What hia supervisor wants him to do 
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6. mlat elements of his training are appropriate to the situation 

7. What his peers expect him to do 

8. What significant role senders other. than the preceding may 

expect him to do, e.g. the victim, witnesses, news reporters, 

suspect. 

This analysis is a highly individualized, intuitive process. As 

Chapter 9 notes, police office~s receive little training in discretionary 

decision-making at any level. Consequently, they integrate their ob

servations of other officers' behaviors with theiT own perceptions of 

the imperatives of the situation. They then draw from their repertoire 

of potential responses and take formal action. Obviously, if that reper

toire is heavily restricted to enforc,ement-oriented behaviors, the l~ro
babUity tb.at tIle response will be legalis tic is great. 

Since most of his activity is performed without the benefit of 

immediate supervision and 'in" instances of relatively low visibility,' it 

is important that an officer understand how he dete~ines a course of 

action. 
The National Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 

Operational Task Force on Police, says: 

1111 
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A police officer often sees people at tlleir worst and 
seldom sees them at their best. It is inevitable that 
his personal concept of role will be largely foraed from 
what he sees and hears during his daily encounters with 
the publi~ he serves. If he is not given a clear under
standing of what the police agency expects of him, he 
will be guided solely by that personal concept of his 
role, which may not be consistent with that of the 
al~ency.5 
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The. National Commission goes on to discuss the importance of in-

volving police officers themselves in the development of a role policy 

statement within their agencies and in providing training in the role 

so that officers clearly understand its parameters. 

The Aldvisory Commission must concur. It is obvious that police 

tactics as expressed through individual behavior have the potentia). 

for stimulating distrust, conflict, and hostility between police and 

seglllents 01£ the community. It is equally important, however, that 

members of the public be exposed to the police role as their law 

enforcemel1lt agency defines it. As discussed in Chapter 2, the publics 

in a free society expect to have some influence in the determi.nation of 

how police: will provide their services; it is inherent in our form of. 

government~ thB;t the citizenry be given svoice in the operations of 

governmen.tal agencies. 

Chapter 7 considers several symptomatic characteristics of poor 

communit7 and pol1(!e relationships, all of which involve operational 
~ 

procedures. As a first s~ep toward resolving some of these symptomatiC 

difficulties, the following recommendation~ are made. In several 

instances, they parallel those made by the National Commission on 

Standards and Goals. They were arrived at independently, jbowever, a 

fact which should give them added significance. 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT all police agencies 
specifically develop written statements defining 
their concept of their role, and further that they 
involve representatives of all police ranks, repre
sentatives of the local jurisdictional governing 
body, and representatives of sf.gnificant community 
groups in the process. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies develop personnel evaluation techniques 
which consider all aspects of the police officer's 
role; equal attention should be given to the human 
relations and social service aspects as to the . 
enforcement aspects. 

How the Police and Members of tlle Community Resolve Common Problems 

It is once again appropriate to consider Fisk's discussion of 
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the political nature of tbe police system. He postulates that 

"Collateral to political power is the responsibility of police 

decision makers to win the confidence of their constituency and to 

build in opportunities for appropriate influence by them.,,7 In other 

.words, the .po1ice have an obligation to develop ongoing mechanisms 

f:o~ soliciting and using public information. 

We have discussed in preceding sections the ways in which police 

decision makers currently respond to pressures from their operat~ng 

environments. We have also suggested a number of recommendations 

designed to respond to inadequacies in the current techniques. It is 

appropriate at this point, however, to consider briefly why regular 

and l,eorma1 citizen participation can be important to police management. 

~olice m81lagement is aware of its basic role; it understands tht:~ 

thrust and the goals inherent in the role officers are acting out. 

Basically, management is responsible for ensuring that rd1e behaviors 

coincide with role objectives. This implies less concern with determining 
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whether role is accurat~ and acceptable to the community and more 

concern with maintaining it. A decision by police management to 

reanalyze its role (which is implicit in the above recommendations) 

and to include both line level and non-police participants in the 

process has major import. 

Once management makes this decision, it must be prepared to 

follow through with changes in its other managerial processes'. For 

example, merely having a voice in determining what police will do is 

not likely to satisfy segments of the public concerned with the 

behaviors of individual policemen; they recognize that the discretiona~ 

nature of the police role allows the officer to consider a wide range 

of approaches to handling problems. Management must provide assurances 

that their other role development mechanisms, e.g. those which are 

controlling (rules and regulations, supervisory practices, and citizen 

complaint mechanisms), and those which are adaptive (planning and 

research, training, and community-police relations) also respond 

adequately to citizen pressures for influence. 

Openness and responsiveness to the various publics in the community 

mus t become a part of all management processes. This requires that law 

enforcement consider carefully how it trains its line officers, super

visors, middle managers, and administrators. They must become awaE:e of i· , 

the benefi.ts which will accrue to the agency if they institutionalize 
I 

. ! 
joint problem resolution methodologies, and they must be trained to work t·· 

within the confines of such methoiologies. Chapters 8, 9, 10, and 12 1\ 
examine the implications of these changes for the major guiding, controll~ 

I ,. 
and adaptive tools of management. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

( 
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Chapter 6 

SELECTED FORCES INFLUENCING COMMUNITY-POLICE RELATIONS 

Community and police Cont/Icts do not occur in a vacuum. Both the 

police officer and any citizen he interacts with have attitudes toward 

crime, justice, the p.olice, 81'ld the situation which is bringing them 

together. These attitudes, atd we noted in Chapter 2, are generally the 

products of information and ~eriences which citizens receive from 

various social and information-disseminating forces in society. Now, 

more than at any other time in our hi$tory f, people rely on third party 

sources for most of their information. TIle «verage citizen feels com-

petent to speak on a variety of subjects ranging from economics to 

surgical transplants, regardless of the fact that he has never studied 

demand and supply theory or medical biology. The fact that he has an 

opinion and is willing to voice it stems from his ready access to third 

party information sources. 

In a real sense, this is also true of citizen perceptions of the 

police and of the police role. Although there are literally millions of 

face-to-face contacts between police officers and citizens in California 

each year, these really constitute only a portion of the information 

upon which people base their perceptions of the poliee. '!bey receive 

most of their information frOll other sCJurces. 

'!be community-police relationship is not one-sided. Since community

police relations are ultimately a factor of behavior, it is crucial that 
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the community side of the relationships be examined. Citizens, too, 

have a range of behavionr they may .ezldbit toward the police. 1lhile 
• 

it is not possible to construct a profile of a "citize\\ culture" as 

we have done for the police, it is nonetheless possible to coasider in 

general terms roles and responsibilities. 

As the role theory paradigm whiCh Ufider1ies this report indicates, 

behavior is in part a factor of sensing, evaluating, and responding to 

pressures from varioUS significant persons or groupS in one's tmmediate 

environment. This has particular significance for a government agency, 

such as the police, whith is one step removed from direct control by ·the 

people, and for the police personnel, who are even further removed. The 

discretion granted the poliee in performing their sensitive role makeS 

them particularlY susceptible to pressures from the variOUS forces in 

society Which impinge on citizen-police interaction. 

we have traditionally. plac.dthe burden for controlling crime and 

providing a wide range of social services upon the police ageney. In 

'. ", 
0, ~ 

realiey, the police are only one ageney of gave_
t

; the proble1llS 

with whith they deal h .... e ramificatiOOS for all other agencies of gove
tn

"; 

... nt. Until this is understood and until local govern_
t 

takeS step. 

to ensure that there is a coordinated attack on the social ills Which 

go hand in hand with crime and order maintenance needs in society, tbe 

police will continue to experience a significant _t of role conflict: .~ 
and ambiguity. TheY are rel!"i-.iUg contradiCtory and often unattainable 

( 

expectations, not because they are able to solve society's problems 

but because, by default, th ' s pro essional ey have become government' f 

middlemen. 

Chapter 13 di scusses in detail how the police can and should 

capitalize upon their unique position as the upipe1ine" for moving 

perceptions of society's needs t o government decision-makers and 
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resources. The mat re nder of this chapter considers how t'he 
whith arena in 

citizen and police officer face one another is influenced by a 

wide range of forces, ch ea of which has impact on c011lD1lmity-po1ice 

re1atio.r1ships. Th f ese orees mediate the community-po1ice 
Their current role d interaction • 

an their responsibi1ities--whether currently met 

or unmet--must be understood. 

Government Influences 

The police must be considered in the ,context of the governmental 

structure which embraces them. ~lhey provide only a portion of the ser-

vices local government directs alt the community. Th t us, they are subject 

o the cOntrols inherent in our Idemocratic ~ystem and they 

P

re respond to 

ssures brought to bear by otber units of government. 

Legislative Bodies 

The State Legis1atur obviou~ly has impact on local police 
This 1m agencies. 

pact is primarily ill the area of criminal 1 aws. The state has 

preempted legislative . responsibility-for most f ie1ds of criminal behavior 
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and stimulates the vast majority of criminal statutes which the police 

enforce. 

Local legislatures (county boards of supervisors and city.councils), 

in contr.ast, have considerably more impact upon police operations. As 

the discussion in Chapter 4 indicates, police agencies~ with the exception 

of sheriffs' departments', are usually under the c:cmt't'ol of either an 

elected mayor or an appointed city manager or administrator. They are 

essentially respons~ble to these legislative bodies for the acceptable 

ks (--e countv sheriff, as an independently 
performance of their tas. ~u ~ 

elected official, does not fit into th:ts category; while the sheri1Ef 

county board for his operating funds, he is none the
does depend upon the 

less directly responsible to the electorate for the operation of his 

depa'I'tment. ) 

exert control and influence over police 
Local legislative bodies 

agencies in a numbe~ of ways. 
The most common is through the provision 

li ti ns Beyond that t legisla-

f, ,,' 

of budgetary funds to support po ce opera 0 • 

O
"'dinances which often require police enfo'I'cement, and :. 

tive bodies enact ~ 

h regulatoY'V t'askB, such as bicycle licensingl: 
they occasionally assign ot er .~ 

to the police department~ 

1 and sensitive nature of the police mission, 
Considering the critica 

t to control police operations, 
local legislatures make few direct attemp s i ,i,i 

perhaps the most important of which l' 
This is due to a number of factors, 

are the high level of professional independence demanded by the 

I 

California; 
~ 

( 
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police and the relatively graft-free reputation they have justifiably 

earned. Mode~~ California's cities have experienced a rapid growth 

whiCh haa not included the development of strong political cliques 

which characterize metropolitan areas in other parts of the country. 

Police agencies have likewise grown rapidly and have retained signifi-

cant control over their min destini~s. 

Chapter 8 notes t~at'local legislative bodies have little di'I'ect 

involvement in the development and articulation of police policy. They 

generally practice management by exception. That is, they react when 

a particular problem develops and is brought to their attention. If 

problems are not brought to their attention, they "let well enough alone." 

This tendency is heightened in those cities which have city managers; 

it is often easy for the local legislative body to delegate responsibility 

for oversight of pol1c~a operations to the manager or administrative officer. 

This is certainly part "of his function. However, it is easy for him to 

become a permanent buffer between police and legislature. 

This does not mean that the legislative body does not make its 

priorities known, either to the police department or to the citizenry. 

SO'li->;5 indications coms through their allocation of budget funds requested 

by the police agency. If the legislative body consistently funds enforce

~nt tools and ~ejects social service projects, it transmits some fairly 

definite signals. Certainly, budgetary limitations may "preclude the 

funding of all but essential law enforcement necessities. If this is 

the case, however, there should. be public ree~gnition that the police 

~'J 
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1 resnond to certain kinds of social service will probably not be ab e to ~ 

should make other accommodations to cope with calls., Local government 

such calls. To the extent that they do not make such acc,ommodations, 

the police will contin1le to exp,erience conflict. 

, ti local legislative bodies Beyond their funding of pulice opera ons, 

transmit other signals to poli~e and to public. Legislators are, by 

definition, community leaders. They have access to the news med1,a. 

Their meetings .Lv .. ......,. are .c ........... for the discussion of local problems. ~ They 

have constituencies who follow the r op n ems. i i i Thus, by their examples 

de-elopment and maintenance of attitudes toward they contribute to the y 

crime, social problems, and the police. If the local governing body 

of the many social problems consistently understates the importance 

which corre ate .. .LWJt::, 1 with ~r~-- the pplice may rightly feel that they need 

concerned with certain social service aspects of not be particularly 

their job. 
" , ) , 

h ' system of government allows signif- 1,1,' We noted in Chapter 2 t ,at our ! 

f 1 Tne first type includel,," icant decisions to be made by two types 0 peop e. 1 

i' • h"'s wllO are elected directly L>, thoge ill the executive and legislat ve ol"anc ~ r 
by the citizenxY. ..- ~ __ Jr 'l~.'" aec, on, ,,0. t'l'i-ne includes those "professionals" who (,: 

employed to head any of the several functional \ :; are appointed or otherwise 1 ' 

lo~al government. The police chief is included in I, units which comprise ~ 

f i because of the wide latitude they f the latter, category. Police o,f cers, I I ' 

pe¥formance,of their many duties,-also make significant I,;; possess in the • , 

I 

( 

deCisions, and their chain of responsibility to the directly elected 

legislator is often difficult to establish. 

This clearly establishes the importance of the legislator as a 

bridge between th~,people and the police agency. In many cases, the 

legislator is not playing that role. He need not--indeed, should not--

directly administer the police department. He should, however, playa 

strong role in reviewing and analyzing police policy and in working 

with both community grQups and police professionals to develop a 

police role which is appropriate to the p~oblems of the c~~ity in 

question. Unless local legislative bodies are willing to'play both 

their policy-making an~ leadership roles in a formal and coherent 

fashion, police and public are likely to continue to judge them through 

their less s'pecific behaviors. 

Professional Managers and Administrative Officers 

California is in many respects the center of the profesSional city 

management ethos. Dozens of communities employ persons educated in man-

agement and public administration to conduct 10c41 government operat~ons 

under the policy control &td guidance of the legislative body. In many 

respects, this is a healthy system. It removes much of the extraneous 

and often partisan political pressure from department headS--includiug 

the police chief-and helps ensure professional planning and coordinat'ion 

of the government's -serv:f,ce delivery system. It can have negative imp1.1,

cations, however, as when the legislative body becomes too re11m~t em the 
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administrator and fails to consider general questions of policy regardiug 

such Geneitiveagencies as the police. 

The city manager can be a key figure in developing the role of the 

police in the local cOlJlllunity. He has definite i~eas about what police 

services sh~uld be provided and about how they should be provided. As 

the architect of the final budget which gges to the city council, the 

manager exerts considerable influence over which police operations are 

funded. When die police chief has problems, the c;ity manager is his 

direct superior and link to the legislative body. 

Given these characteristics of the manager's role, it is obvious 

that the police Chief will pay consi~erable deference to his opi~ions. 

Problems can d~velop, however, ~l1hen the opinions of the manager and 

the police chief conflict· on significant issues. Basically, the city 

'!lWlag2r has no widespread constit~ency. He is relatively unknC"1II7D. beyond 

"""'e police, ~ contrast, have a constituency which government circles. ~u 

is b';,th broad and significant. A» earlier attitude data indicate, most 

citizens regard the police rather highly. While they may not know the 

chief of police by name, they do know that he and his department are 

important to their safety and ,gell-being. 

This means that the police cllief n~!! a potential power base t,.tl!yond 

that of his immediate superior, the c:l..ty manager. While his power baB
r
e 

is not often us~d, it nonetheless affects relationships between the two. 

On occasion 3.t combines with the traditional independence of the police 

and results in a tendency for the manger to resort to management by 
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exception as discussed in relation to the legislative body. When this 

o.ccurs, the potential benefits to be gained from the professional input 

of the manaler are lost. His impact .on the determinati~ of the police 

role is diminiahed. 

In those cities in which: the police Chief and i.L~ city manag~r or 

administrator work cooperatively to develop programs which respond to 

the needs of the community, thefiual service p~oduct is considerably 

strengthened. It· J critical that these key figures develop the kind of 

working relation~ ~p which emphasizea mutual problem identification and 

solution. 

Other Government Agencies 

The police are part of a Viast complex of government agencies that 

both supplement and complement one another. Since there are obvious 

relationships between these other agencies and the law enforcement and 

social se~vice functions of the police, it is proper to consider'haw they 

relate and contribute to the definition of the police role. These other 

agencies can be considered usefully in t" .. o c3'r=egories: those comprising 

the crimirlal justice system and those compris:J.ng general government. 

Agencies of the Criminal Justice Sy~. Basi.cally, the criminal 

justice syatem includes those ageltlcies of government whose, primary func

tions relate to maintaining a minimum level of stability in society. 

They include the police, the court I; , . and corrections. Within the courts 

are the,judiciary, the prosecutive agency, and Coe defense mechanism. 
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'lbe police are the "gatekeepers" of the criminal justice system. 

They provide the input and the remaining agencies process the input 

in varioUs ways. Despite the fact that most students of the criminal 

process regard it as our "non-system system," it still holds together, 

based primarily upon the fact that the clientele is passed along from' 

one agency to the next in some regularized fashion. 

The public tends to regard the police in many respects as having 

primary responsibility for controlling cd,me. The STAR survey indi-

cates that of all of the components of the system, the police are the 

most familiar to the public and the most highly regarded by them. This 

is not unexpected, for the police are its most visible and accessible 

element~ 

The police are not solely responsible for reducing or controlling 

crime, however. This emphasis mUst be made in a responsible fashion, 

however" or it will likely 'increase tensions which already exist 

between the various agencies involved. 

The police often regard the courts and correctiGnal agencies as 

being "soft" on crime; they are not besitant to condemn what they feel 

are unjustifiably lenient sentences, dangerous community based correc

tional programs t or inadequate supervision of parolees. On the other 

hand, defense attorneys and correctional officers may decry police 

repression, insensitivity, and failure to consider the behavioral 

attribute5 of urban crime. 

( 
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Obviously, these tensions, when perceived by the publiC, do little 

to stimulate high regard for the capabilities of the criminal justice 

system. They result in considerable stereotyping and assignment of 

blame rather than sober reflection on what the probleDtS really are and 

what can be done to correct them. No single agency of the justice system 

is responsible for all of the inadequacies we may experi~nce in dealing 

with the problems related to criminal behavior. They all encompass 

shortcomings. At this point in time, however, there is too much energy 

spent in casting blame and not enough in working together to develop 

solutions. 

The criminal justice system has generated considerable news in 

recent years. Law and order have been major issues in several recent 

political. campaigns. Crime is of concern to almost every citizen. In 

light of this, all of the components of the system are receiving pres

sures from various legislative and citizen groups to "do something about 

crime. " They aTe in turn exerting preseu'f'es on one another which are in 

1!i3Y.ty cases unrealistic. For example, attributing responsibility for 

increases in youth violence to a certain element of tb.~ justice system 

does not contribute to finding a solution to what is a social tragedy. 

Neither does it enhance the imag~B of the aaenciesinvolved in the eyes 

of citizens. 

Much of the information upon which the public bases its perceptions 

of the agencies in'the criminal justice system, both individually and 

collectively, COllIeS from their published coaments about one another. In 
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light of this, it is incumbent UPOD; all to cooperate more fully in the 

consideration of crime-related problems and in the development of common 

goals, objectives and programs. Disregarding the medium of the regional 

criminal justice planning boards, which primarily coordinate the distri-

bution of federal grant-in-aid funds at the local level, few police admin-

istrators indicate that they regularly meet with representatives of the 

I other segments of the justice system to discuss common problems or pos- 1 " .' 

sible solutions. This. is a shortcoming which should undoubtedly be 

rectified. Such regular, intra-system communication will give each seg-

ment a better understanding of the frame of reference of each other and 

will promote more effective system proble~solv1ng. It is also likely 

to mutually reinforce the images of the several agencies involved in the 

eyes of the community. 

General Government. 

f 

f' 
The police agency is only one of several depart- ! 

I 
ments established by local jurisdictions to provide a wide ~ange of goven-I 

1· 

ment services. Public works departments, planning departments, fire departJ 
i. 

I ments, human relations agencies, pers01\nel units, and numerous other func- 1 ., 

tional specialists are found at both the municipal and county levels of 

aovernment. Each of these units has its own responsibilities, and many 

of them have an opportunity to stimulate va~ious perceptions about the 

police among citizens in the community. 

With the exception of the fire department, the police are the only 

agency normally available to the public on ~ around-the-cloCk basis. 

Even the fire department is not present on the streets of the community 
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in constant interaction with citizens. Thus, in many respects, the 

PQ1:!.ce receive the dubious "benefit" of. representing all of local 

government to a wide range of the local populace. In the same vein, 

they receive considerable displaced hostility which people feel toward 

other agencies of government but are unable to directly transmit. For 

example, the resident Whose sidewalk is badly in need of repair often 

vents his anger on the police office~ who stops to write a traffic 

citation or take a malicious misChief report. 

A different ~ind of displaced hostility is typified by the minority 

citizen who is frustrated by his inability to resolve a rent dispute 

with his landlord. Unable to unravel the intricacies of the local bur-

eaucracy, he ends up in an altercation with the landlord. The police 

are called. The o:fficer is suddenly more than just a peace officer; he 

represents the gov1ernment structure which was unresponsive to the citi-

zen's needs. 

This is a cotltinuing dilenma Eor the contemporary police officer. 

He receives numerfous pressures to provide order maintenance and social 

services whiCh ar:e occasioned by citizens' failures to' reach the, proper 

agencies of gove:mment. If he is unable to respond adequately to these 

pressures, he faills short in the eyes of the citizen. If he endeavors 

to prompt the pl~oper agency to respond, he encounters resistance because 

that agency does not regard this as a proper part of the police role. 

Police problems arise from'a variety of circunstances. Poor physical 

planning can result in a burglary-prone apartment building$ The proper 
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f h 1i to capture the burglars, but for the response is not or t e po ce 

p1anni~g department and the police to cooperatively develop app~o-

priate standards for building secure structures~ 

A significant number of calls to the police to provide first aid 

or _u1ance services i~. a particular neighborhood can me·2pl' the pre

sence of particularly unhealthy or unsafe conditions. The proper 

response is not for the police simply to continue providing first aid. 

Rather, it is for the police, the health department, the sanitation 

d h concerned agencies to develop a reaponse Which department, an ot er 

attacks the causes of the underlying conditions. 

When such responses are not forthcoming, and when the public con-

1 i d hO-~4'~~ ATP-tinues to call upon the police J conf ict, tens on, an D~~ •• -J --= 
inevitable. The police do n.ot regard 61uch social services as their 

primary role, yet they must respond when people c:a11 for assistance. 

They are usually unable to corre~t the underlying conditions which 

cause the problems, so the citizens regard them as ineffective~ Yet, 

there are seldom effective mechanisms established to stimulate a coor-

dinated, interagency response. 

The pol.ice are being forced into a failure syndrome in the ayes 

of the public •. In this sense, other agencies of gene~al 1focalgovern

ment structure the conditions under Which the police make many field -

contacts •. 

Adopting a leadership st'ance in 1l0b1.1izing cODllUllity resources 

as sugge,ated in Chapter 13 will do much to alleviate this particular 
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facet of the community-po1ice hostility syndrome. Beyond that, however, 

and important to this discussion is the need for local government to 

coordinate as closely as possible all of its service systems. When any 

single agency is required to assume responsibility for services beyond 

its capabilities, conflict is likely to reault. As long as the police 

are the ones who receive the majority of such displaced service requests, 

and as long as they are able to apply only superficial ~medies, they 

will continue to experience conflicting pressures. 

Educational Institutions 

One of the most potent forces in the community is the educational 

system. From the elementary grades through high school and college, 

the school system reaches virtually every citi~en of California at some 

time in his life. MOre importantly, the schools playa major role iu 

the socialization of young perslons. They influence concepts of right 

and wrong; they provide students with most of their information on 

the specifi~ of our government; and they determine to a considerable 

degree the attitudes young people hold toward the soci~ problems of 

our society. 

Given these attributes of the educational system, it is critical 

that it be considered in light of its impact upon the relationships 

people develop ~d maintain with the police. 

Elementary and Secondary Schools 

California's elementary and secondary schools reach the majority 

of young people in the crime-prone age brackets. The police have long 
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recognized the significant influence of the schools, and they have 

develo~ed a number of techniques for reaching yoangst~rs through the 

medium of the classroom. Safety lectures, dictribution of pamphlets 

on child molesters, and participation in driver education programs 

are among the more traditional programs Which police use in cooper-

ation with school officials. 

More recently, the police have moved into the classroom as teachers 

and into the administrative offices as counselors. 
A number of inno-

vative programs variously title School Liaison Officer, School Resource 

Officer, or Student and the Law have been developed. The Los Angeles 

County Sheriff's Department, in fact, has won a Freedoms Foundation award 

for their Student and the Law program. 
Commission research indicates 

that almost 30 percent of the programs reported in its survey of police

community ~lationsefforts are focused on the schools (see Chapter 12 

for elaboration). 

police involvement in school programs is undoubtedly ,a sound use 

of resources. 
While this study did not evaluate the effectjlveness of 

Eel' !Le , it did uncover considerable infomaticm indicating 
such programs 

that they have positive benefits When properly integrated into both the 

police agency's and the school's overall activities. Beyonel recognizing 

the value of police involvement on the school grounds, however, it is ~ 
appropriate to consider how the educational system generally inf~uences 

the development of attitudes toward the police and how it mediates the 

face-to-face citizen contact. 
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First and foremost, 'the teaching role of the educational system 

makes it be a major source of information about government, social 

problems and tGa considerable degree the prevailing philosophy of 

right and wrong in our ,society. Historically, the school curriculum 

has not focused on the police as a major segment of government. 

Civics courses have emphasized the federal governmen~, t~e structures 

of state and local governments, and generally the way democratic theory 

prescribes their activities should occur. With the exception of infre-

quent "social problems" courses generally offered on an elective basis, 

students did not critically analyze the roles of the va~ious forces in 

society, such as the criminal justice system. 

In recent years, this t'rend has changed. Greater student interest 

in the tuDUlltuous social changes occurri:4g around them has stimulated the 

development of more comprehensive courses on government and social prub,-

1ems. Th€!re is a realization that young people, who constitute a primary 

source of face-to-face contacts with the police, really halTe little objec

tive information upon which to base their perc,~ptions. Meet of their 

information about the police and about the propriety of the police role 

_ and police tactics is provided by families and peer relatiG~ships • 

Neither these sources nor the picture they may paint of the police are 

necessarily objective. 

The school system also stimulates perceptions of the police role 

through the way it responds to conflict situations ~Jhich can require 

police' intervention. For example, if the police are only brought onto 

---- .. -------~-------
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the school campus to quell serious distu~bances or to make arrests for 

serious criminal offenses, this is likely to convey a heavily enforce

ment-oriented and control image of the police. Students quickly perceive 

how the authority system of the school relates to~e authority system 

of the community at large. Behavior often impresses them more deeply 

than textbooks or lectures. 

Both the police and the school system must recognize the nature 

of the school's impact upon student attitudes toward law enforcement. 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 

Goals recognizes the centrality of the educational system to accomplish

ing the necessary task of developing a public \mderstanding of the: 

police role. They str.ess the need for the police to participate in 

the programs of every school, in the jurisdiction. They also emphasize 

I the need for cooperative school-police development of curriculum materials" 
:\1~~' 

The schools and the police exist side by side in every community. 
\ 

" 

,I 

They serve the same people and many of their objectives are parallel. 

That they currently influence one another's efforts to accomplish objec

tives is undeniable. What remains is for them to work cooperatively to 

mediate the development of stu~ent attitudes toward law enforcement and 

the 3·dministration of justice. 

i' I)'; 

It is not sufficient that local school distri~ts ging1y determine, 

that c1aases stressing law enforcement shoulGlhe offered to students. 

The pervasiveness of youth-police problems demands a broader attack 

than that. School programs through California shouIa, in a uniform 

fashion, attack the many facets of this sensitive need. 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State Legislature and the 
California Department ofE~ucation take the necessary steps 
to require courses covering laws, the juvenile justice system

5 
and the consideration of crime and, its related problemsiDL 
elementary and secondary school curricula. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California Department of 
Education stimulate the development of appropriate training 
courses for teachers to prepare them to teach the courses 
recommended above. 

Colleges and Universities 

The relationship of the police to colleges and universities is 

considerably d1ffere.ut than to elen\entary and secondary schools. '!he 

campus-based violence of the mid- to late sixties did much to alienate 

police and campus from one another. Few successful efforts have been 

made since that time to bring them closer together. 

Once again, the significance of this segment of the educational 

system to the development and maintenance of attitudes toward the 

police is based partly on, the numbers of persons 1. t affects. While 

college enrollment has slowed its rate of increase, we still have more 

students involved in some form of higher education than at any time in 

our history~ From tlle COl1ll1U1lity colleges to the most highly acclaimed 

,gradut;lte universities, thousands of Califom1ans are studying thousands 

of subjects. 

Every one of these institutions of higher lea~~ing is located in 

the jurisdiction of at least one general enforcement police agency. 

Thus, althoughth(! campus may have its own police or security force, 

it is bounded by another agency with broader powers and responsibilitieEI. 
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Typically, large numbers of the students reside in the surrounding juris

diction and interact regularly with the local police agency. 

Over the years, a negative relationship has developed between law 

enforcement and most colleges and universities. Even those campuses 

with large administration of justice or police administration prog~ams .. 
have experienced tension. The many riots of the past several years 'polar-

ized attitudes significantly, and we continue to experience the ramifiea-

tiona of this today. 

The college student is encouraged by the system of higher education 

to be more inquisitive, more questioning about relationships in society. 

This extends to questioning prevailing vallles as expressed through the 

existing mechanisms of social development and control, including the 

police. Additionally, the col12ge community is closely identified with 

the liberated lifestyle which can include drug use, long hair,' and ~asud 

dress •. These are all things which the police generally correlate with 

potential disorder and criminal behavior. 

It is not unusual for the college student to have a number of bad 

experiences with the police. Even if he is not personally involved in 

a negative cantact, everyday on campus he hears stories of those his 

associates have had. Since the eampus and his peers constitute his 

primary social contacts, it is not ,.musual to develop an extremely 

negative perception of the police; this perception receives constant 

reinforcement, particularly if the basic mode of contact with the police 

continues to be through enforcement-oriented interactions. 
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On many campuses, the fact that there is a campus police unit 

further exacerbates this dilemma. Often, two standards of behavior 

prevail~ The ca~us police take a more liberal view toward behavior 

that local police officers regard. as suspicious or potenti,ally dis

orderly. When this double standard occu~s, it reinforces the percep-
. . 

tion of the local police as a repressive agency of gove~ment. 

On~e agldn, as in the, case of the secondary schools, the posture 

taken by the colleg~ administration toward conflict~ridden situations 

which may ultimately require police intervention can reinforce or alter 

student perceptions of the police. If the administration only deals 

with the local police agency during periods of high conflict or violence, 

the perception of the polic~ as an armed tool of the establishment is 

reinforced. 

This is not to suggest that administrators do not have a valid 

concern in wanting campusea to retain a free atmosphere for ~tudy and 

inquiry. It does suggest, however, that, administrators and local police 

officials should endeavor to emphasize interactions in situations which 

have not escalated to the level of confrOntation. 

For example, the resources of any college or university campus can 

be helpful to the police in refining their responses to local problems 

of crime and social services~ Despite this, most police agencies restrict 

their contacts on campus 'to the police administK'ation programs, ignoring 

the valuable resources of the psychology, sociology, law, education, or 

physical education departments. There are literally taousands of students 
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and faculty members who could contribute to surveys o,f the lClcal 

provisi~n of diversionary counselling for juvenile of1:enders, or analysis 

of crime and service needs. 

Beyond cooperative use of campus resources, there is room for 

campus police and local police to cooperate in the deH.very of necessary 

_..-r hams' ity ""Ie University of California at SS"lta seLV~C~S to t e c pu ~c~un • ~, 

Barbara, in cooperation with the Santa Barbara County Sheriff's Depart

ment, for .example, have developed a cooperative storefl!~ont police center 

in the Isla Vista residential area adjoining the university campus. 

Campus officers and sheriff's deputies jointly patrol the area on foot 

,and on bicycles. The student response to this project has indeed been 

encouraging. 

It is extremely important that campus police offi,c:et's and the local 

police ag.ancy develop contingency plans for the vario\ll~ problems which 

occur on the campus. Theft.a, assaults, and rapes are unfortunately not 

uncommon in the campus environs. Responsible officials should definitely 

articulate joint plans for responding to these needs. Additionally, joint 

training of campus police and local officers could begin to deal with the 

double standard of enfo'rcement which contributes to the tension surround

ing the police-campus interface. 

The obvious confli~ting pressures exerted by a campus public which ~ 

wishes to retain some significant degree o~ f-reeaom from external police 

involvement and yet wishes to be as cr.imefree as otheraegmants of the 

I~ommun.ity are difficult for the police to resolve. They are unwilling to 
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accept any suggestion of igqoring drug violation~, for example, While 

enforciJlg the major criminal laws. There ,is even occasional pressure 

from students to ignore the burglar as long as the property is recovered. 

there are no easy ways to deal with such conflicting, pressures. The 

philosophical ariclment over the propriety of police on campus is likely 

to continue for some time. In the interim, it appears that only conscious 

effort on the part of pol~ce and campus administrators to develop jOint 

problem-solving strategies, such as police-campus advisory committees, 

are likely to help. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT campus police and polic~ in 
the local jurisdiction develop and participate in joint 
training efforts relating to areas of mutual concern. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State Legislature include campus 
police officers under the provisions of the POST reimburse~ 
ment program. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT c~pus 'po1ice develop plans 
for jOint efforts required to deal with the law enforcement 
and service needs of the campus 'community. 

THE CaMMISSION RECOMMENDS Tn.~\~ local police agencies develop 
appropriate and formal liaison mechanisms between themselves 
and the students, faculty, and administration of colleges 
and universities in their jurisdict:l.ons. 

The News Media 

The news media are one of the most influential forces affecting 

police-citizen interaction. The media represent th~ most accessible 

source of a variety of information about current events available to 

the p .. ,t.blic. This is particularly true for informati:~n about crime and 
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the police. The public's fascination with the crime theme is reflected 

in the~large volume of crime-related news which may be read in every 

daily newspaper or heard on every radio and television news broadcast. 

The police and the news media ha~e a truly unique and in some 

respects dependent relationship. Few organizations which operate in 

the public arena are so consistently covered by the media which, by its', 

very natllre, places great signif1.:ance on what may be isolated or chance 

incidents. The very nature of police activities, the kinds of individual 

and community crises with which they deal, their power in the community, 

and the sanctions they can impose combine to make a large portion of 

their activities newsworthy. The media r~ly on such news as a staple 

for their publications and broadcasts. The p~lice, in turn, rely on 

the preBS as an informational outlet to tell their story to the public. 

The press role in the community is two-fold. Through tt$ co~,erage 

of the news, the press informs the public about significant activities 

which have impact upon their daily lives. Through their editorials, 

the press endeavors to serve as a prod to the public conscience, high

lighting those things which its representatives feel are particularly 

right, particularly wrong, or simply worthy of special note. 

Obviously, the! picture of the police, of crime, and of related 

social problems reflected through stories in the news media affects 

citizens' perceptions. 
D 

Additianally, the police role as interpreted 

by the ~edia's feature cove~age of the police and by any editorisl 
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opinions expressed about police-related issues also contributes to 

attitude formulation. In light of these factors, it is essential 
. 

that the news media~e included in any analysis of the community and 

, police interface. 

Formali~ed Police-Media Relations~ 

A high degree of formalization characterizes police and media 
, '. 

relationships. The poliee perceive a need for su~h formalization, for 

they feel..,. responsibility to control me~ia a' cce's' s 
'" to certs.in kinds 

of information. This results from the confidentiality of'many police 

operations; the nature of many investigative ac.tivities, as well as 

the sensitive nature of many of the personal relationships which 

become kn~Nn to police in the performance of their duties, ,requires 

the exercise of some discretion by those involved. Formalization is 

characterized by the existence of, both writtfm poliCies and written 

procedures gl.)verning police i'nt~raction wi th n~Ysmen and includes the 

is~uance of press passes by the police to members of the press. 

COmmiSSion resea~ch eXamined a number of issues related to police

media relations. Over 50 percent of the California law enforcement 

agencies provided information. A majority of the responding depart

ments indicated that they have written policies (77.4 percent) and/or 

In 
procedures (75.5 percent) governing relationships with the media.* 

both cases, departments with formally established community-police 

relations units replied affirmatively' o'ver 96 percent of the time. 

*Statistical information is considered in greater detail in Chapter 12. 
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In over 70 percent of all departments responding, there was at least 

one person designated through which all public information is rOl);ted. 

This is especially true for agencies with community-police re1atioDS 

units, indicating f;hat this unit p~01.lab1y has collateral responsibility 

for public information. 

This is particularly significant in light of the fact that the police 

are the source of most news relating to crime. All news gathering and 

disseminating organizations are limited by a number of factors in their 

efforts to obtain information, synthesize it into a story for release, 

and ultimately publicize it through their particular medium. All media, 

with the possible exception of the weekly newspaper, are constrained by 

the news deadline. This limits their ability to spend time investigating! 

and getting background on stories and can result in occasional super

ficiality. In the case of the radio broadcast field, many on-the-scene 

reporters broadcast remote "flashes" with virtualiy no editorial review 
I 

or verification; they additionally broadcut segments of developing stories: 

I 

'""" 
lIt; 

as they occur, a fact which can result in a confusing picture of developlel~ 
•• I 

Other const~aints which force news representatives to rely heavilyonr 
police news sources include the limited number of reporters themselves. 

Quite often, the police beat reporter also covers other government agencW;c: 
~ , 

His limited time forces him to rely upon written police reports and inter-l 
vie~~ with police agency representatives ~or .uch of his information. 

, CJ. 

The heavy media reliance on the police has resulted in no small aDIOUIII(" 
{ 

of criticism of the press for being less than objective in its reporting 0\ ' 
! 
! 
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some incidents. It is interesting to note that the police tend to be 

critical of the news media and also to believe that reporting is often 

inaccurate; this despite the fact that police sources account for much 

of the information upon which stories are based. This is discussed in 

greater detail in a later section, Police-Media Perceptions. 

Closely related to the fact that the. police are prime information 
". 

sources, is the issuance of press passes to 'members of the news media. 

Members of the press are authorized to enter certain areas closed to 

the general public . for the purpose of gathering news. Many police 

agencies are concerned that without some controls, frea access could 

deteriorate into a problem with many different people representing 

full-time; part-time, or free-lance interests claiming press privileges. 

They thus have developed a system for issuing passes to nevsmen. The 

passes are generally r.estricted to full-time representatives of news 

media outlets which regularly cover police news. 

Some difficulties have arisen between various news media and the 

police over the issuance of press passes. The original purpose of the 

pass system was to protect the reporter and to identify h:f:.m to the police 

as an authorized news gatherer. Over the years, addit'iemal benefits 

have accrued to the holder of the press pass. They have been used by 

some members of the press to a~uire privileges totally ',mrelated to 

the practice of reporting news. The police recognize such problems 

and have taken steps to tighten up their press pi!1SS poliCies as a result. 
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Nonetheless, it is important to realize that the press pass has taken on 

a significance that implies accr.editation as well as identification. 

This creates a number of difficulties. Large metropolitan news 

outlets Which have no problem obtaining press. passes seem generally 

satisfied with the process. Smaller newspapers or broadcFst stations, 

howeve-r, particularly those in the minority community which may employ 

large'numbers of part-time ~eporters, question the propriety of the police 

basically controlling access to the news. They argue that a legitimate 

news gathering agency may not necessarily be interested in r,~.portinf~ 

daily crime news, but may have a very resl inter~st in press conferences 

and other major police neW3. 

Few people question the fact that some form of uniformly recognizable 

identification is necessary. They do question, however, whether eurrent 

regulations gov~rn1ng issuance of passes is working to the disadvantage 

of certain segments of the media. Many law enforcement agen.cies are 

responding t,o this difficulty by considering modifying their current 

policies to accommodate the weekly or special interest news outlet. It 

would seem that joint police and press consideration of policie& might 

stimulate reasonable alternatives to current methods. Additionally, 

they might develop regional pa.sscs designed to serve the needs of all 

.. t es To a large degree, this is police and press interests ~n agven ar • 

acoompli.shed in the Los AD,geles metropolit~ area where most police agen

cies honor the press passes issued by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's 

Department or the llos Angeles P~lice Department. 
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Police-Media Perceptions 

Despite the close relat~onship which exists bel1ieen police and news 

media •. there is evidence of significant t.ension between ·the two institu

tions and between the persons who comprise them. Naturally, the tradi-
.. 

tional "watchdog" aspect of the press role has particular connotations 

for an agency such as the police which exercises tremendous discretion 

aud is often involve4 in incid~~ts of violence. Beyond this, however, 

interviews conducted with both police officers and representatives of 

the press indicate that there are often other elements of tension and 
. , 

. distrust under~ying their relationshipse 

The establishment of official police channels for routing information 

to the'press have reduced much potential friction between tha police and 

press as agencies. While ideological differences still occur on this 

level, often expr~ssed as public disagreements between police executives 

and editors,' the channel~ remain £ai1:1y open. 

Most newsmen and police officers interviewed by Advisory Commission 

staff agree that individual attitudes are generally involved in most 

police-press conflict. Conflicts can arise from inexperience, overeagerness, 

personal style, or external pressures inherent in many of the emotional 

situations which throw policemen and reporters together. The most common 

experience that seems to turn an officer against the press is an instance 

of misquoting or distortl.on. The officer often assumes this is intention-al 

news twisting, although in~he ov~rwhelming number of cases it seems to 

be another structurally define,d problem due to pressures of time and 

the procedural difficulties of recording each word. 

. ... 
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Negative press perceptions of the police seem to revolve around 

the belief that the police are hypocritical in their use of the media. 

The perception tha't the police want to print only those things that 

make them look good and to ignore negative aspects of performance was 

mentioned to Commission interviewers by several reporters. There is also 

the occasional suggestion that the police try to keep too much informa

tion from the press; reporters recognize the need for confidentiality 

in ma~y police matters, but they often perceive the police as using con-

fidentiality as an excuse to restrict information in non-sensitive 

matters (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of this by a California law 

enforcement administrator). 

Some degree of tension between police and press is inherent in the 

nature of their relationships. Our democratic sYfjtem demands that the 

press play the role of community guardian. ' This obligates them to be 

occasionally critical of all agencies of government. Considering the 

tremendous influence which the press has on community attitudes toward 

crime, the police~ and social problems, it is crucial that any unnecessaq 

tensions be avoided. 

Unfortunat.e]y, there is little information available on tht~ dynamics 

of police and press interaction. It would be extremely valuable to be 

able to identify when attitude changes occur. The police; fo~ example, 

receive a minilllull. amount of press training in their basic academies. Our 

survey data :tndicate that some 46 percent of the police agencies respon

ding provide training tn press relations; 84 percent of those agencies 

provide it as recruit training and 74.7 percent provide it 2~ refresher 

r\ 

( 
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or in-service training. Further data sugg~st that about 2.8 hours 

per year per officer is the average of press-related training (see 

Chapter 12). 

As we indicated in Chapter 2, i~ seems possible to predict when 

police officers are most susceptil'le to va.:d.ous socializing influences 

during their training and early police experience. It would be appro-

priate to identify when they are susceptible to an intensive considera

tion of the role of the press: vis ~ .!!!. the police and the police mission. 

Such additional training could do much to mitigate the development of 

negative attitudes. 

It is.more difficult to deal with press attitudes toward the police. 

At the outset, one must be aware of the dangers inherent in any att~mpt 

to "train" reporters or to manipulate their attitudes toward any agen~y 

of government. This is not the intent of this discussion. It do~s seem 

important, however, that members of the press be mad~,~ore awa~~ of the 

police role, police operations, and police methodoJ.ogies if they are to 

adequately deal with the news generated by this ,.~~gment of lo:::al govern-

mente This could be accomplished in a number of ways, such as through 

participation of reporters in police training progr~'8t developaent of 

police-press ridealong programs, or occasional informative meetings at 

which the two parties discuss subjects of mutual interest. The Los 

Angeles County Sheriff's Department regularly holds luncheons for members 

of the pres~ at which the department's organization, mission, and other 

pertinent subjects are discussed. 

Media Portrayal of the Police Role 

The media influence the perceptions of, &nd attitudes toward, the 

:'~ 
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police developed by the citizens in any community. Further, they in

fluence the extent to which people retain or alter their perceptions and 

attitudes. In most instances, the media influence is only one of many_ 

The pervasiveness of the news media, however, and the unique role they 

fulfill of providing the majority of the crime-related information which 

the public receives makes them particularly important. 

The picture of the police role portrayed by the news media is 

heavily weighted toward its law enforcement aspects. This is unde~S&mldab'l!~. 

eonsidering the media's sensitivity to what the public likes to read or 

hear and what constitute significant occurrences in the community. The 

emphasis on crime and law enforcement duties tends to obscure what the 

police spend more of their time dOUIS, however, namely providing a wide 

variety of social services. 

Even in stories which could discuss tije wide range of non-criminal 

tasks performed by the police, the emphasis remains on "cops and robbers". 

For example, recent stories about the future of women police officers 

concentrated heavily on their performance in potential criminai activities 

and treated 'the benefits they may bring to solving social prpblems 

lightly if at all. 

In some respects, the police themsel.ves contribute to this portrayal 

of their role. They identify heavily with the law enforcement elements 

of their jobs, and they reflect this in the news they provide through 

their internal information channels. The abundance of crime news is to 

some degree a fac~or of the easy access which the media have to police 

incident reports. The police are a primary source of newsworthy infonM

tion for the press, and the. most available information is crime related." 

( 

Certainly'the police disseminate internally-preparednewa releases 

which describe other kinds of activities. In the main, however, these 

releases deal with acade.y graduations, medal of honor awards, athletic 

teams, and other image-building items. Much of this material ends up 

in media wastebaskets labeled "unnewsworthy". The exception, occasionally, 

is the smaller news outlet which prints such 'stories because they involve 

a member of the commimity who is ~Tell known there. 

There are indications that the media treat police ~ews releases which 

dir~ctly affect the community in a different manner. Such releases relate 

to basic car programs, anti-burg1a~ information, or tips on how to deal 

with other problems of concern to residents. -A frequent concern expfessed 

by representatives of the minority media, for example, is that their 

communities feel isolated from the mainstream of society and that they, 

as community spokesmen and communicators, would welcome police news that 

attempts to bridge the gap. 

We perceive a general failure of the police to use the media creatively 

as part ~f its efforts to p~ovide a broad range of community' services. 

Such creative use speaks not to image-enhancing stories of what good humans 

the polie~ are, but rather addresses the real problems which the community 

and the police must attack cQoperat1vely. Any police news program which 

reg~rds itself solely as a public relations device is not likely to ex

perience siguificant success. When the police work thr~ugh the media to 

identify local problems p to generate discussion of causes and possible 

clllres, and to mobilize broad-scale efforts to ameliorate them, they Will 

indeed tap a major resource for community improvement. 

'\ 
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It seems obvious that the media' 8 influence on attitude formulation/·r 
,,;~ 

will continue. It will a180 likely retain a heavy law enforcement orienta"! 
,':;:r 't 

tion9 This is inherent in the police role and in the publi~'s interest 
~ 

in that role. . There are ways in which a more accurate picture of the 
Ie ,-

police can be portrayed, however. Their success and impact will depend upon' 
.~ 

the police and 1I1edia outlets. 
: r , 

Tbe police must be willing to deal openly t 
'i 
-,f with a wide range of problems; t.ney must actively and creatively use the l 
t , 

media as an extension of their efforts to provide community services. TIle .t 
J 

media must be liirilling to serve this function and must occasionally interpre~ 
, 
" the police role" in the cOlJlmWliity in much more detail, including more than. I' 
f 
~ 

just the IICOpS and robbers" aspgcts. 'rhey must critically analyze the ",. l 
t 
f, 

complexity of the tasks the pol.ice perform .and their relationship to the" t 
; 

quality of coumunity life. 
.. ~. 

It is al~lays sens1.tive when any agency of government solicits press 

advocacy of a particular approach to its duties. Every local jurisdictiOlq 

will have to work out its own relationships between police and press. This: 
,'1.. 

t ' .~ 

might well bE~ accomplished through the establishment of local police-press;:' 
r 

forums to re,gularly discuss problems of mutual conc\!t~n and to " devise method~ 

of working together for the good of the community. 

TIlE COMMISSliOlll RECOMMENDS THAT the California Commis-
sion on Peace' Officers Standards and Training, in 
cooperation with other criminal justice system agencies, 
determine t.he feasibility of developing a special training 
ueminar in media relations for police officers assigned to 
press relations duties. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT a joint media-police' 
analysis of police related news be conducted to determine 
the viability of existing information distribution pro~ 
cedures and tQ develop guidelines for effective police
media relations. 
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THE . COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement . 
agencies increase tbe amount of training about the. 
role of the media and-media relations for all police 
officers and that they furtheremphasite the effec-: 
tive use of the media_ as a valuable resource in 
mobilizing community. assistance. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the media assist in 
promoting community-police re1at~ons by publicizing 
the community resource development concept as defined 
by this report (see Chapter 13). 

The Entertainment Media 

It is difficult to pinpoint the exact nature oitha relationship 

between news media coverage and attitudes toward the police. It is -

even more difficult to pinpoint such a relationship betwee~ the enter-

taimaent media's portrayal of crim~ and the police and public attitudes 

and perceptions. there seems to be a relationship, however, if only 

because of the tremendous volume of police-related material comprising 

the popular media today. For example, a Los Angeles Times story noted 

in the fall of 1972, that eighteen and one-half of the 63 hours of prime 

time network television were devoted to law enforcement themes of one 

kind or another. 2 The shows involved include two in western settings, 

a number of spy thrillers, and several of the private eye genre. In each, 

however, the theme is the battle between crook and croo~ cateher. 

This preoc~upation of the entertainment media with crime themes is 

not new. Any cursory look at best seller lists, movie listings, or comic 

strips over the period of the last thirty or forty years will show a 

similar balance. It once again reflects the public's fascination with 

the doing and trappings of crime. Too often, however, the media portrayal 

of this'theme has resulted in a far from accurate picture of the real 

world. 

" 
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An article prepared by Dr. Robert M. Carter of the University of 

Southern California in conjunction with the law enforcement students of 

the 52nd C1~ss of the Delinquency Control Institution points up quite 

well what the thrust of the entertainment media's portrayal of cops and 

criminals has been. Titled "Supercop and Supercriminal", this article 

traces the path of the cops and robbers theme· through the last 40 years,3 

Car.ter. develops a typology of media portrayal of this theme which he calls 

the "Dick Tracy mentality". The essential features of, the typology 

include: 

17 "The crimefighter is no mere mortal, but rather a 
SUPERcrimefighter .... '~ Noteworthy examples, of course, are 
Dick Tracy, Superman, and the Green Hornet. 

if "The criminal is distinctive, unique, readily identi
fiable, and different." From Batman's nemesis the Penguin 
through the gangsters in pinstriped suits of the 30's, .one 
can always tell the crook from the good citizen. 

17 "The best way to stamp. out· crime is through the use of 
gimmicks and hardware", Wrist radios, Batmobiles, and the 
crime lab personify law enforcement's superiority over the 
criminal. 

17 "Good always triumphs over evil; crime does not pay." 
Ii the entertainment media, the evildoers are virtually 
always caught and punished. 

LI "Members of ethnic minorities may fight crime, but only 
in a sup,porting role". The fldeputy supercrimefighter" is very 
often a member of a minority group; Tonto assisted the Lone 
Ranger and Kato supported the Green Hornet. 

I I "Violence is central to the crime problem." Every 
entertainment depiction of crime ineludes its fight scenes, 
gunfights, and in modern day versions, high speed automobile 
chases with fiery crashes at the end. 

I! "Unifoitlls, costumes, and masks provide the crimefi$hter 
with anonymity and identity and conceal any emotional involve
ment in cr1mefighting." The cr1mefighter must at all costs 
remain unknown to the. public. He must never become emotionally 
involved, fat' h:1$ objectivity is part of hiu superiority over 
the criminal element. 
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I I "operatini outside the law is appropriate in dealing 
with major crime and criminals". Such a value is in part 
reflected in the private detective shows so popular on 
television. When crime problems cannot be solved within 
the law by the establishment's police, the independent 
investigator contrives to streteh the rules a bit and saves 
the day. 

I I "There are two kinds of people in society'--good guys and 
bad. n Tais simplistic dichotomy, of COUIC'se, lies at the heart 
of the media's portrayal of the crime drama. 

It is useful to consider verbatim Carter's concludi~g summa~~ which 

reacts to the "Dick Tracy mentality", for it focuses on the basic issues 

underlying the entertainment media's portrayal of one of our more signi-

ficant social problems. 

It is impossible to evaluate precisely whether the public 
does or does not believe one or more of these recurrent 
themes. But it seems reasonable to assume that if a 30-
second television commercial can persuade millions of 
Americans that life can be more beautiful by unclogging 
nasal passages or using ~articu1ar underarm deodorants 
and cleaning dentures with an opposite-sex-appea1ing product, 
a 40-year barrage of these~rime themes has had some impact. 

The tragedy is, of course, that the themes are erroneous: 

Police are not superhuman; criminals cannot be identified 
by looking at them; 

Gimmickry eannot alleviate or control the conditions which 
generate crime and delinquency; 

Crime, for some people, does pay; 

Minority-group ~ers have more than a subservient role 
to play in crime control; 

Violence is but a part of the total crime problem; 

Being anonymous yet I identifiable and concealing all display 
of emotion produces more problems than it solve.s; 

Operating outside the law presents a basic threat to the 
system of law; and, the world is not made up only of "us" 
and "them". 
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To the extent the public believel3 these themes, the 
cb~ces of meaningfully meetil1g r;he c:hallenge of crim.e 
in a free society are reduced; til,) th~ extent the police 
and other criminal-justice perso'Anel themselves believe 
these l*emes, an operational tragedy exists. 

It is questionable whether such themes play a significant role in 

structuring the police response to problems of crime. It does not seem 

unlikely, however, that they do aftect the public's perceptions of what 

the police do. In addition to family, peers, and news stories, thE~ 

entertainment media's portrayal of crime and the Ilolice is perhaps th~ 

most significant source of people's information ab,out crim.e and the 

polict.~ • 

In light of this, it is more than appropriate that the police and 

various representativ.es of the entertainment media gi\Te serious considera-

tion to the impact of such portrayals oD,public attitudes." While it 

cannot, be said that the entertainment media have an obligation to portr~ 

the police role in minute detail, it can be said that they should have 

an int,erest in pL-oviding a picture more congruent with realities. One 

noteworthy exception to the normal television portrayal of the police 

role is a television show where the officers in v.niform far outnmnber those 

in plain clothes, despite television's emphasis to the contrary~-and it 

further shows that they dontt always catch the.transgressors. 

The Commission is unable to make any specific recommendations about 

how to deal with the inaccurate portrayal of the police which so often 

surftlces through the various entertainment media. We can suggest" how-

ever, that some cooperatiV'e efforts be ~dertaken to identify ways to 

make the portrayal more congruent with reality. Additionally.·~ can 

suggest that the police and the media consider the possibilities of 
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State of CulifDrniu Oepurtm,ent of Justice 

Memorandum 

To 

From 

Those requesting a copy of the Report 
of the Attorney General's Advisory 
Commission on Community-Police 
Relations 

Office of the AHornt1ly General 

Date 

File No.: 

Subject: Attached Copy 

We are very pleased that through the Office of Criminal Justice 
Planning, we were able to reproduc'e a limited number of additional 
copies of the Attorney General's Advisory Commission Report, "The 
Police in the California Community". 

Therefore, we are sending you the attached copy per your previous 
request. 

Due to the limited number of copies that have been made available, 
and the l?J.rge amount of requests we have received from interested 
agencies and organi:?,ations throughout the state, we are forced 
to limit our response to one copy per organization. 

Your organization. is free, of course, to reproduce any of the 
materials contained in this report, with appropriate credit to 
the Advisory Commission. 

Thank you for your interest. 

mci 
AttachmEmt 

Gw...~ Mr~: ;~~e Sherwood 
Director, Crime Prevention 
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conveying t~e police mission, the need for citizen involvement in 

crime control, and similar social service messages to the'public. A 

United Sta~~s Senate Committee recently heard testimony that a youngster 

today who watches television to a "moderate" degree will likely be 

exposed to some 80 p OOO commercial announcements by the time he reaches 

the age of 16 years.4 It seems possible that at least a few of these 

commercials could include themes related to citizen's responsibilities 

" for controlling crime ~nd helping to solve ether social ills. 
0' 

, " 

THE CO!'IMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT a joint comml.ttee 
of representatives of the entertainment media, the 
advertising field, and the police be created to study 
the portrayal of police, crime and their impact upon 
the formulation of citizen attitudes. 

" ~ Community Organizations 

Law enforcement exhibits many characteristics of a closed "system". 

This fact has been alluded to by many authors and mentioned in other 

chapters of this report. Even for those holding this opinion, however, 

there is the realization that the police exist with a larger system -

a dynamic system that can be described as lIopen". 

This open systeffi is ,.society; it is the environment, the interrelation-

ships between people, t!t~! problems ensuing fro1!l those interrelationships 

that circumscribe the dimensions of a police department's sphere of in-

fluence, and the community forces described in previous sections of this 

chapt~r. 

An important set of interrelationships in this open system includes 

those that define community organizations. These are organizatio'ns that 

are both intergroup and intragroup mechanisms for the socialization and/or 

politici:1:a.tion of the individual - including individual police offic~i-<'i. 
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They constitute a crucial variable in the formulation of perceptions 

that condition behavior in the poli~e-citizen interaction. 

"Community organization'I can be loosely defined as any group of 

psople following some cODlllon means to achieve a generally accepted goal. 

This definition allows for a broad range of behaviors, and it implies 

that a majoldty of the !X>pulation are involved in a broad network of 

community organization types. Furthermore, unlike governmental or 

bUSiness organizations, community organizations are not necessarily 

bound by written rules or constitutions, regular meetings and fixed 

meeting sites, appointed or elected hierarchies, or treasuries and 

letterheads. There can be meetings at the local coffee shop whenever 

people happen to showup, or telephone networks and mass letter-wri'dng"} 

by anonymous but limited segments of the population. Thus the behavior 

of community organizations is, in general, less predictable and less 

easily regulated than traditional fo~,l organizations. This has a 

great impact on the police-citizen interaction: the exercise of dis

cretion by an offjLcer toward a citizen is made without the officer's being 

aware of the network of community organizations of which the citizen may 

be a member. Ov, the other hand, the impact may be intensified if the 

officer qualifies his response due to perceptions of community organi

zation membership b1 the affected citizen. 

Using the context of the police as focal persons, these heterogeneouS· 

community organizations can be considered as a specific set of forces, 

or role senders, influencing the impact of police-citizen contacts (see 

the desc~iption of the role paradiga developed in Chapter 2). These 

organizations transmi.t role expectations to the police; the messages can 

be representative of a w~de range of opinion and behavior, and are often 

conflicting and distorted. 
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Prior to analyzing the structure of these expectations, and the 
, 

communication mechanisms by which community organizations make them 

known t9 the po~ice, the major groupings of these organization will 

be identified. This task of identification is one that every law 

enforcement agency should systematically undertake within the context 

of its service role., Though this is done more often for intelligence 

purposes in the enforcement-order maintenance framework, it is also a 

critical prerequisite for the kind of community-police relations p~o

gramming designed to respond most effectively to community needs. 

Role Senders: Catalog of Community Organizations 

The following catalog of community organizations is neither 

exhaustive nor completely representative of every community. The purpose 

of this section is 1':0 pinpoint .the najor kinds of community organizations, 

as role senders, of which the police should be aware~ Though the police 

may choos.! not to respond to the role expectations of all of these groups, 

circumstances may arise that will provoke a response to an identifiable 

group or its representative. In this case, a blowledge of the structure 

and orientation of the community organizations within a particular police 

jurisdiction, as weil as those external organizations having impact on 

local. groups, will aid the police in making an effective response that 

will go beyond order maintenance to the establishment of a positive 

police-citizen contact. 

Civic Groups. Within every community there are groups whose existence 

is based on "civic pride", "community esprit", and the "duty" of every 

citizen to support local government. These groups meet regularly, have 

some written rules and procedures, and exhibit continuity relative to 

local government. They are usually pseudo-partiCipants in the governing 

'.:GQ.~ : 
:.: Il' 
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though some can be provoked into a watchdog rale. 
process, 
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As Chapter 12 w~ll illustrate, civic groups are more often 

viewed by<police, especially in larger cities, as self-sufficient loci 

of support f~r police programs'rather than the target groups of these 

programs. The perceptions of these groups are more likely to be 

included in the formulation of police policy as indices of acceptance 

for actions directed ~t other community organizations. 

Ciyic groupS can 'be generally classified as organ:Lzed either by 

purpose with regard to local government or by orientation to a particulM 

1 They are mos t often ~ompcsed of volunteers. 
social casso 

Those 

civic groupS organized by purpose with regard to government are usually 

and vehicles for the maintenance: of political order in the 
supportive 

community. In either case, these groups pay heed to government process. 

Whether it b~ to support or reform this process, they exhibit regular 

behavior with regard to government functions and utilize 
the "proper 

channels". 

Civic groups develop primarily as a result of the existence of 

government. 
However, there are some civic groups that may display very 

d government, but are initiated by the 
similar behavior with regar to 

i ....... unity These groups are 
presence of distinct social strata n a co...... • \:~; 

b Of simil,.ar economic and social classeSj ·',i:.·,~.·. 
founded by people who are mem ers 

b d b S"-ilar tastes for the use of leisure 
for example, they often are oun Y ~ 

time. 
Because of the resources they have to offer, their interest in 

1 d and the contribution of manY 
efficient local government and socia or er, 

from their ranks to elected alij high appointed positions in government, 

they choose involvement in government as one of their organizational 

even though their pd.mry" goal remains to meet socially. 

'.-, .,~~ 
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Civic g!'o~&PS can represent a great challenge to the police. Not 

only do they have the resou~ces to effectively communicate their expec

tations to the police, they often have the power to make their dissatis-

factions felt. The police, as focal persons, must be able to evaluate 

the representativeness of civic group expectations and resolve any 

subsequent conflicts. between perceived power and the broader police 

mission. 

Service Cluba. Another set, of community organizations draw some 

of their members from the same social interest and civic groups described 
I 

above. These groups, however, have a broader base of membership and are 

founded on a community service bas~. Their organizational goals imply 

more than supportive consent and acceptance; they are more often doers, 

and they focus on goal actualization rather than goal development • 

Service clubs are usually well organized under a written framework, 

and are characterized by a relatively low turnover of membership. They 

exhibit wide variations in member participation and are committed to 

the concept of volunteerism, though some have limited paid staff support. 

Some of these service clubs are founded upon a commitment to ideology, 

e.ge, Shriners, Daughters of the American Revoluti.on, religious clubs, etc. 

They promote community service as an application of their ideological 

commitment. The police must consider how this ideology compares with 

the beliefs of individual officers, and anticipate the repercussions of 

ideological discrepancies in police-citizen contacts. 

A second type of service club is that based on camaraderie and the 

social and character development needs of member~ dS an adjunct to community 

service, e.g., fraternal organizations, Rotary, Toastmasters, etc. 

Like civic groups, service clubs are most often viewed as supportive 

'. '1 
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by police. For example, service clubs are often the co-sponsors of 

community-police relations programs. Furthermore, the perceptual align

ment of pQlice and service clubs may approach uniformity since officers 

often compose a significant portion of these clubs' membership. 

Social Service ~~encies. Another set of community organizations 

devoted to service if,.!.clude t.hose that do not consider among their organi-

In zational goals a conscious response to the social needs of members. 

these organizations, a paid staff may generate volunteer support, rather 

than the previous cases where a large organization of volunteers finds 

that a paid staff member is needed. These are usually referred to as 

"non-profit" organizations; their services are usually free, though some 

require payment of a minimal fee. 

The social service agencies can be divided into two groups; this 

. ~; 

., 

J. 
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) 
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division illustrates some dimensions of camnunity-law enforcement support I If 
\ 'i 

t 00. 

bl t r vide or that citizens choose to provide I.··· 
and acceptance. The first type provides supportive social services the 

local government is not a e 0 po, \ 

These include the Red Cross, rehabilitation serviceli," . 
in lieu of government. 

. i i itizens "'ud other protective senices.\ for the retarded, serY ces to sen or C a I 

t 
These agencies engender little conflict and much cooper.ative effort with I 

t the police. Their expectations of the police are clearly defined and 

rarely misperceived. 

The second elassification of social service agencies is more likely I 
d '- f h unity and a skeptical!· 

to stimulate non-support· from a broa -~"aSf! 0 t e corom t . • Q 

Th'ese include abortion clinics, drug counseling, view from the police. 

and legal aid. These may be services that .local government and/or other 

"legitimate" social service agencies are unwilling to provide. They may 

1.' 
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challenge the standard"oearers of commfJnity values. However, due to 

the nature of the pro1;~,ems at which these services are directed, these 

agencies may have staff and clientele that cross Bocial and economic 

strata; they are thus quite likely to generate conflicting and distorted 
( 

messages on ueeds and support from other community organizations. 

Special Interest Groups. Every community has a network of special 

interest groups; their membership, resources, and goals-tend to overlap 

and often form a basis for conflict. They are characterized by great 

diversities in structure, continuity, and community support. They may 

control a community or be SIWblimated by it. They may be supportive of 

and supported by the polic'e ,l or: antagonistic towa'rd and negatively 

regarded by law enforcement. Here we have identified seven classifi-

cations of special interest community organizations: unions, business, 

ethnic g'l'OUpS, local political groups, homeowners and tenants, transi'l'!nt 

sub-populations, and issue--oriented groups. 

There are two m~jor types of business interests in a community: 

(1) internally based, with complete operation within community boundaries, 

and (2) externally based, with subsidiaries or branches located in the 

communtty. These are then divided into those providing services or goods 

directly to the citizens (markets, car dealers, hardware stores, etc.), 

and those involved in activities with little or no direct contact with 

the public (f~ctories, shippers i distributors, et~,,). 

The acce~tance of these business interests and their subsequent role 

relationship with the police will derive from several factors: 

L dependency of the community on the service or goods provided; 

2. fiscal dependency of the economic base of the community on th~ 
business, i. e., tSllt bae,e; 



3. 

4. 

5. 
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depend,enc:," of the local labor market on the business; 

the level of conflict of interest between business and 
other groups (e.g., zoning, pollution, etc.); and 

i~tegr.ation ofi:he firm's employees with local government 
and significant cODm\mity groups' members. 

With regard to this last factor, the local Chamber of Commerce pro-

videa a mitigating force between business 9 community, and local govern

ment. It stands as a legitimizing agent for business/commercial involve-

ment in community affairs, and can act as an intermedio1ry between business 

interests and the police. 

Contrasting the community ~rganization represented by business 

interests are those represented by employee interests--unions. In this 

case it is necessary to make a distincti.on between three types of unions: 

. (1) puhlic employee unions ~ (2) private iudustry and service 

(3) public safety employee unions (police and fire). The precisely 

defined interes:s of each of these union-types indi~ates: 

1. the extent to which they can affect or ,stimulate community 
support or antagonism; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

the measuze of success they will iichieve through the appli
cation of various bargaining and conflict-resolution techniques; 

the potential forinvolvemeng in or conflict with local govern~ 
ment and/or the poliee; 

the J;Otentia.1 fa!.' cammun:l.cating cO'nflicting expectations bordering " 
on community cr!ses, ee g~ a police strike. 

Unions have historieally st~~tated a major expectational conflict 

a!1.i~ng·the:l.r membei;rs with regard to police. Though union members traai

e:ILonally ,are of a law and order orient~tion and. often share a simil.ar 

socio-economic status with police personnel, the nature of their 

tactics have provoked countless confrontations with law enforcement. 

conflicting messages and expectations received by the police from some 

members reached a peak in the late 1960 v s when some work~rs a"tempted t~~:s;. • 

,,' , 

, , 
'-
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"take the law into their own hands" to provide "support" for the, 

police against student rioters. 

The residential patterns of most communities have great impact on 

the expectations for and delivery of police service. Homeowners and 

tenants are an informally organized but potentially powerful constitu-

ency of both the police and local government. ~hey ca,n represent a 

significant base of support or a challenging agent of antagonism against 

imposed policy. This is demonstrated ~n Chapter 12 by the presence of 

commUnity-police relations programs to protect these groups (vac~tion 

house checks), ·to elicit support in preventing crime (neighborhood 

alerts, block parents), and to resolve conflict (landlord-tenant programs). 

Every community has some configuratio~ of partisan and non-partisan 

local polit~cal groups. Their importance to the police in the determina-

tion and hplementation of policy is related to the following factors: 

1. the representativeness of their constituencies, i. e., the 
breadth of their base of support in the community; 

2. the integration of these groups with the local government power 
structure (city council, ~ivil servants, boards and commissions); 

3. the representation of th~se groups within the police department; 

4. the relationship between these groups and significant 
a. business interests 
b. unio~ interests 
c. minority interests 

The ~llolice have been characterized in this ::eport as being part of 

the political system. Although police .are not involved in partisan poli

tics, the strength of local po11tical groups and the expectations they 

communicate will often have an impact on certain police-community group 

contacts. 

Many com.unities are inhabited by highly visible transient sub-

populations that can have a great effec.t on locE,l policy, particularly 
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in terms of police response. These include college students, farm-

workers, and workers living outside of the community. They act as role 

senders to police and local government by: 

1. competing for resources with established community interests; 

2. making demands on existing service levels and calling for 
additional services; and 

3. claiming a voice in the ~etermination and implementation of 
local policy. 

These sub-populations, by their very nature, are not structured in 

the sense that other community "organizations" &re, nor a~a they bound 

by written rules or regular meetings. However, they may exhibit a 

purposive and homogeneous b~havior, and this behavior can have great 

relative to the evnectations of traditional commu-impact on the police -~ 

nity groups. 

Issue-Oriented groups are perhaps the most difficult to describe due 

to their short life-span, yet they ,present seme of the most challenging 

demands on the police. These groups may be highly organized but their 

di b1 Their existence usually longevity and membership are unpre cta e. 

some established interest in the community, whether implies a threat to 

it be oriented toward a controver6ia1 local election issue, anti-war 

sentiment, the environment, an -=lIxtremist political ideology, or an anti-

Since these groups do not expend great amounts of resources police stance. 

on organizational maintenance functions, they can mobilize a much greater 

in the achievement of their portion of their constituencies and resources 

goals. This fact, together with conflicting expectations from a tradi 

h P·lice ability to respond to their community organization, complicate t e v 

service needs. 
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Finally, a crucial community organization category is represented 

by ra,cial/ethnic groups. As a sub-population and 8S represented by 

various minority organizations, racial/ethnic groups may encompass, all 

of the above types of community organizations •. They are the most 

identifiable grouFs either due to color, geographic concentration, or 

socio-economic statu~. As evidenced by recent modifications in govern

ment and law enforcement responses to their needs and/or attitudes toward 

the rest of society, they are important role senders. They can have , 

impact as organizations based on one or a combination of the following: 

1. promoting civil rights; 

2. ensuring minority welfare; 

3. gaining minority participation in police and gvvernment 
policy-making. 

Aleernative Classifications of Role-Senders 

The analysis of the relationship between the police and community 

organizations may be strengthened by ~tiliziug mare general systems of 

classification. This is most s:.:..ficiently achieved by developing a frame-

work with the goal in mind of maximizing perception of needs and effec

tiveness of response for the police. These alternatives include fr~using 

on (1) the source of a co~ity organization's initiative for its 

creation and maintenance, (2) its perm,anence, and (3) its goal-orientation. 

Sources of Initiative. First, a community organizatioa may be 

initiated by either public or private sources, i.e., government or citizens. 

Public agencies may communicate to the ~ommunity that they wish to see a 

particular kind of community organization created or an existing one main-

tained or enlarged. These public agency initiated groups may include 

those acting as mediators between the government and a group it is having 
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difficulty dealing with; group's to stimulate support for government 

policy; or groups to provide challenges to other governmental units 

which are~competing with this agency. 

These community organizations can thus have an important impact on 

police policy-making and response acco1:'ding to the degree to which their 

alignments with local government parallel each other and are perceived 

as legitimate. 

Citizen-initiated community organizations are created in response 

to a diversity of needs. These include socio-economic status, poli.tical 

mobility, geographic location, community power base, perception of social 

welfare, etc. These factors are highly diversified and often difficult 

to anticipate. They can function as both a stimulus of and reaction to 

the police behavior.' They must be carefully considered. Any action 

directed toward them may generate unanticipated conse~uences. 

Organizational Permanence. A ,second method for analyzing community 

organizations is to axsmine their longevity. Police beh8vior must respond 

to long-range consequences as well as short-term goals. Tht1s~ an organi .. 

zation exhibiting a high degree of longevity and continuity is dealt with 

in a different manner than one which is oriented to a cause or issue with 

a short life expectancy~ 

Goal Orientation. Finally, community organizations can be classified 

by the type of toals they are pursuing. This is an important analytical 

framewG~k for policy makers to utilize since it helps them pinpoint poten-

tial goal conflicts and misperceptions between groups or between a group 

and the police. 

A group may pursue one or a combination of the following types of 

goals: 

'J 
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1- social satisfaction; 

2. maintenance of status quo; 

3. change-agent; 

4. appeal-redress; 

5. promotional; 

6. financial; and 

7. conflict resolution. 

Role Expectation: The Law Enforcement Function 

FollOwing the preceding description of community organizations tl}.e, 
police should constder as role senders 

, , it :is appropriate to consider 

the role expectations of these groups. If certain expectations of commu-

nity organizations are not embodied in the execution f h o t e police mission 

then some degree of conflict must: be 3I'.ticipated. 

~t is helpful to examine these expectations in terms of the two 

primary police functions - lew enforcement and community service. 

Gne can make the generalization that conflict between community 

organizations and law enforcement over the law enforcement function is 

focused on the nature of a police response, i.e., it is a reaction. On 

the other hand, conflict over the service function is most often action 

stimulated by a perceived lack of police responsiveness. 

In analyzing the role expectations of community organizations for 

the police with regard to the law enforcement function, there are four 

major factors that may influen~e their character.' (1) legal interpre-
tat:f.ons, (2) selective enforcement, (3) enforcement capability, and 

(4) enforcement target groups. 

, 
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Legal Inte!Eretations~ Given the volume of laws and ordin

ances which gove~ our actions, expectations of communityorganiza

tiona will often depend on how they interpret the meaning and impact 

of those laws. Of course the primary conflict occurs over laws 

that regulate morality or that have a tendency;'to isolate enforce-

mant on particular groups. 

Expectations based on legal interpretations are manifested in 

three forms. The first is legal initie.tive, or the expectation that 

new laws should be made. The second is legal reform, or the need for 

changing old laws. The last is legal maintenance--keeping the old 

laws lust the way they are. 

Selective Enforcem~ Except in the case of local ordinances, 
,-

which ~te infrequently the subject of any substantive conflict i com-

munity organizations will not impose expectations for legal reform or 

initiative on the police. Alternatively, they focus on selective en

forcement, which is a very sensitive area of police-citizen interac

tion. In particular, selective enforcement expectations by community 

organizations imply (1) perceptions of yhich laws should be enfor~ed 
with regard to themselves, and (2) perceptions of which laws should 

be enforced with regard to other groups in the community. The impact 

of these perceptions vlll be d2termined by the ability of the police 

to ascertain acceptance of these standards by Cil'ther groups. Moreover, 

police I!esponses to tb.E'Jse expectations will depend upon whether the 

have historically incorporated public perceptions of selective enforc
e
-

ment into their decision-making process. 
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Enforcement Capability. Apart from communicating expectations 

of what laws should be ellforced, community organizations 9£ten react 

to perceptions of police willingness to enforce particular laws. They 

may further have expectations about the ability of the police to en

force certain laws. These revolve around community perceptions of 

availability of manpower and equipment, levels of training, and so 

forth •. 

Finally, v~rious community organizations relate expectations re

flecting their awareness of pressures outside of their police agency 

that influence the capability to .enforce laws. These may include pres

sures from other law enforcement agencies, higher levels of govern

ment, the courts, industry, etc. A good example of how these expecta

tions can create distortion of the messages received by the police and 

how they translate these into police-citizen contacts is the landmark 

Miranda decision. The decision by local law enforcement to accede to 

the Supreme Court's orders certainly is influenced by the expectations 

of various groups for the police to do so. 

~forcement Target Groups. Related to legal interpretations and 

selc"f.:::I.ve enforce&ent are the expectations relating to whom should be 

the subject of order-maintenance police responses. Expectations of 

this sort communicated to the police are easily distorted by differentisl 

perceptions .of need versus applicationo Thus, while certain groups in 

the community may communicate to the police a desire to have certain 

other groups heavily policed, the police response will be tempered by 

a host of other considerations. 
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Role Expectat1o?s: The Service Func~ 

The police and a significant segment of the community have his-

torically given the law enforcement function the highest priority--
,-

while the police were allocating the majority of their time to ser

vice tasks. This fact, together with the nature of service expecta

tions which are often P90r1y articulated, can result in a weakened 

ability of police to assimilate seryi~e expectations from community 

This in part evnlains why the task of assimilation has 
role senders. -I:" 

fallen heavily upon community relations personnel. . 

d Community organizations communicate a variety 
Perception of Nee s. 

of perceptions concerning their own service needs and those of others. 

These depend on the goal orientation of the organization, i.e., whether 

police service is directly needed or whether it is' needed peripherally 

to help the group accomplish other goals. Often a group will act as 

spokesman for another group which for some reason is unable to artieu" 

lace its needs to the police. The nuances in emphasis of needs and to 

sh""uld be directed must be carefully examined by police o' 

whom the response u 

order to formulate clear and concise service policies. 
administrators in 

iIi Li'~e tOne previous discuSsion of the law en-
Service Capab ty. ~-

forcement f~nction~ community o~ganizations express ideas on the police 

id i es However, these are much more difd •. ,,' 
desire and ~bility t·e prov e serv c • 

ficult to conceptuali~e for the service funct:J1.on. Furthexmore" sinee 

service is more difficult to measure in terms of resources utilized and 

success achieved» community organizations may e.xhibit a variety of 

methods for 'indicating perceptions of police ability to provide services. 

.---~ 
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Expectation Commuaieation Mechanisms 

the role senders and their expectations of the police have been 

discussed •. However., when the police evaluate the expectations of a 

community organization they consider more than the nature of the ex-

pectation and its source. A critical appraisal is made of the mech-

anism used to comm~icate the expectation to the police. Moreover, 

circumstances may arise that will result in the communication mechanism's 

being most scrutinized. 

These mechanisms can be divided into two basic categories, direct 

and indirect. Direct mechanisms include positive and negativ;e face-to

face contacts between community organizations and the police. A posi

tive ~ontact, for example, could be a program jointly sponsored by the 

police and a community orgaaization. The most obvious examples of a 

negative contact are the riots and campus disturbances of the 1960's. 

A second category of direct c~unication mechanisms of community 

organizations ~or the police focus on access to police policy makers. 

These include advisory bodies, personal contacts, an,d non-work-related 

group affiliations. They also consist of resource contributions, such 

as finanaia1and personnel contributions to support various police p;o

grams. 

Community organizations relate their expectations through other 

mechanisms as well, e.g. voting and mass correspondence, and reactive 

devices such as boycotts and acts of civil disobedience • 

Indirect mechanisms are also available to community organizations. 

these p'!!'imarily depend upon the police perceptions of the group and the 

police role as observer of community aetivity. Thus, internal group 

.'~ ~ , 

.... : 
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conflict, group interaction, action taken on a related issue or 

toward a particular group, and messages communicated through other 

means ~y be effective ways of making a point. 

Communication Interference Factors 

Police pol!eies and responses, and the anticipated consequences 

of police responses by community organizations, may be significantly 

influenced b1 the presence of interference factors during the process 

of communicating expectations. For example, intergroup conflict may 

resule in confusing the sources of e~ectations such that the police 

do not know to whom to respond. Another interference may occur when 

messages are communicated through a third party; the third party may 

then relate a distorted interpretation of the original message to the 

police. 

Summal7.. 

It is obvious from the preceding discussion that the pervasiveness 

and diversity of community groups militate against any simple e~planation 

of their impact upon community and police relationships. Likewise, it is.· .. 

not possible to make precise recommendations which will have wide ap

plicability. A few general statements are in order, however. 

First, it is extremely i~ortant that law enforcement administrators,· 

take stock of the significant comtDuuity groups present in their communi

ties. Whether the typologies in this chapter are used, or whether the 

administrator devises his own categories, it is to his advantage that he •. 

know how citizens have organized themselves and for what reasons. 
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thetically, it is crucial to., the concept of community resource 

development suggested in Chapter 13 that such groups be identified. 

Second,administrators should examine their agencies' communi

cation channels with various community groups. TIlese groups often ex

press expectations about police services, and the members of the groups 

partly judge police ~ffectiveness on the basis of how well taey meet 

such expectations. Therefore, the law enforcement agency definitely 

has an interest in assuring open and regular communication. It need 

not be continuous, but it shoul~ n~t be obstructed during the impor

tant times when expectations are being articulated. 

Third, police administrators should ensure that all personnel 

are trained in the various aspects of community organization. Officers 

are pragmatically aware of the dynamics involved in receiving and inter

preting expectations from various forces in the community. It is impor

tant that they be trained in the proper ways to react to such expecta

tions, rather than learning them on the job. 

Fourth, members of the community should also b,e made aware of the 

conflictine expectations which they may be· placing 1"":1 the police. Ob

vious1y, police priorities result from a choic:e &mOtlg several alternative 

courses of action; not every person who makes his ell:pectations known to 

the police can be satisfied. Di i f 
ssat s action and mjLsperce~tion of police 

motives can often be lessened if the police agency lnakes the reasons for 

its enforcement and service decisions known. 

! 
I 
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Finally, it is important that the police take every oppor

tunity to wurk with community groups in programs of mutual intere.t. 
, ~. 

We are truly an organized society, and when a few persons, such as 

the local police force, need to communicate with many persons, organi

zations provide a useful medium. This does not mefer only to making 

speeches and distributing pamphlets. It refers to conscious efforts 

to stimulate cooperative activities for community improvement (see 

Chapter 13). 

" 
" 
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Chapter 1 

MINORITIES AND THE POLICE 

The Assembly Resolution which resulted in this study was primarily 

concerned with the distrust, hostility, and conflict wll.ich often 

characterize relationships between the 'poliee and certain groups of 

citizens throughout California. This leads us to an examination of 

certain racial and ethnic minority groups where distrust has histori~ 

cally existed. The minority groups specifically addressed include 

those _~erican Indian, Black, Oriental, and Spanish-surname citizens 

of California • 

. At the outset, it must be emphasized that there is 00 monolithic 

minority a"ttitude toward the police. The minority segment of the 

cummunity i~composed of as many varying interests and viewpoints as 

any other. Chapter 3 pointed out that even among minority citizens; 

the greater segment cf the community is favorably inclined toward the 

police. Still:) the proportion e:€ minorities who do express dissatis-

faction is significant. It is far greater thai" that for the majority 

white community, and it reflects one of the most difficult cOmDr~nity

police r~l&tions problems we face. Namely~ t4at the minority citizen, 

regardletl'& of his initial attitude toward the police, is more llUS

ceptible to develpping D.p.gative attitudes than are members of the 

dominant yublic. 

Volumea have be2n written about minority-police relations. Every 

major presidential study nf social problems of the past decade has 
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considered them. Literally hundreds of recommendations for alle-

viating various facets of minority-police conflict and hostility have 

been made. Some of these recommendations have been adopted; most 

have not. 

Despite such intense interest and attention~ this report once 

again finds itself dealing with the issue. And once again, it is 

necessary to say things which have been said vefore. There is hope-

fully a difference in our approach, however. Much of the past effort 

has recognized that the complex issue of minority-police, relations 

has two dimensions. The first is the symptomatic level of disputed 

police tactics, sucn as alleged harassment, brutality, or other 

prejudicial behavior. The second level is that of root causes, basic-

ally the pervasive s~cial and institutional biases against certain 

racial and ethnic DD~norities in our society. Too often, however, 

umpr~vement strategies have ignored methods for reacting to the in-

stitutional characteristica of the minority-police conflict syndrome 

and have concentrated instead on the. symptomatic behaviors. 

By consideringp,olice and community relationships from a role 

development perspective, this report provides an opportunity to remedy 

this shortcoming of earlier approaches. While it has not been possible 

to consider in-depth all the dynamics involved in police role develop

ment, it nonetheless has been possible to identify most of them and, 

more importantly, to establish how efforts diEected at consciousl! 

altering the police role canaraeliorate symptomatic difficulties, 

facilitate their elimination, 'and help to 8lsure that future SymPt~ 'i! 

problems can be responsibly attacked. 
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Obviously, to the extent that such things as harassment, int1mi-

dation, and brutality exist, they require immediate attention. It 

will take time to institute the kinds of role development meChanisms 

suggested elsewhere in the report. Therefore, this chapter alao 

considers the most common symptomatic issues and makes some recommen

dations for their short-term alleviation. 

Underlying Minority Concerns 

The. underlying minority group concerns with law enforcement can 

be reduced to the same three political dimensions as we have consi

dered elsewhere. They wish to have some impact on determining what 

the police do in the co~unity, how the police do it, and how they 

can cooperate in the resolution of common difficulties. Thus, 

although the most vocal minority citizen may decry specific police 

practices, he is not likely to be s~tisfied'with only having them 

change.. On thecontr h Id . ary, e wou prefer to have assurances that 

an ongOing problem-solving methodCllogy is available to ensure both 

that the currently questionable practices d . o not recur and that future 
police responses to i i commun ty cr me and service problems will consider 
his input. 

James Fisk, who is quoted several times in this report, has developed 

a cogent analysis of the basic underlying concerns of minority citizens 

regarding law enforcement. Accepting the basic political nature of 

the police function, Fisk goes on to note that the minority citizen 

(specifically the Bl~ck citizen) has never developed a sense of trust 
in government ~ 

He has never been able to establish influentialcoDmu-
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nication. channels with ncity hall".l This means he has been aliena-

t a significant degree, and collaterally, that ted from government 0 

government has generally not made sufficient effort to oveX'come this 

alienation. 

Since the police are the omnipresent representtatives of govern-

ment, especially in minority neighborhoods which are often high crime 

areas the sense of alienation among minorities applies especially , . 

to them. Lacking influence in government power circles, minorit"y 

citizens have come to regard police actions as manifestations of the 

conscious intent of the majority society., through the government, 

to exclude them from participation. 

h tul ~ d the police role is the embodiment of If, as we ave pos a~e, 

police behaviors or practices; ane further, if that role is developed 

partly by sensing and analyzing expectations coming from significant 

segments of 'the community, then there is soae credence to this minority 

perception. They, T40re than other segments of the community, lack the , 
wherewithal to attain an influential relationship ~~~ the poliee. 

The major police role senders were identified in ChapterS as being 

1 themselves, legislators, elected and appointed police pro:fessiona s 

i interests, racial-ethnic groups, client groupS, executivesl., bus ness 

and ad ~ groups interested in special ~s8ue8. Tais is particularly 

noteworthy when one realizes that minority citizens are grossly under-

( Ch pter 11); • ' ' 
represented in the ranks of professional law enforcement see a ' 

they have historically not comprised significant proportions of local 

legislative bodies;, few .,e in city management positions; and they 

have generally been under-represented in business. Thus, only through 
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their own racial-ethnic organizations and through interest in special 

issues which mobilize broad community support have minorities really 

been able to exert meaningful press~res upon law enforcement. They 

have regularly exerted what many law enforcement officials, consider 

negative pressures, such as complainta about police practices, but 

they have lacked the power necessary to make their pressures cons is-

tently felt. 

An effective response to the conflict and hostility which are 

more likely to exist among the minority publics than other segme~llts 

of the community requires that the police understand and take steps 

t~ accommodate minorities in its goal-setting and role development 

processes. The National Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 

Goals also recognizes this necessity when it says: 

Every police agency which has racial and ethnic minority 
groups of significant size within its jurisdiction should 
recognize their police needs and should where appropriate 
develop mew~s to ensure effecti~~ communication with such 
groups. 2 

The opening of such communication channels is a significant start~ 

It will not 'successfully alleviate the distrust, however ~ if there is 

any perception on the part of the concerned minority publics that the 

communication process goes only one way or that it does not include 

serious c,onsideration of what they are saying. 

The elpecific recommendations relating t:o changing the institutional 

(role development) characteristics which are a part of the community

mino,rity, distrust problem are contained in other sections of the report, 

especially in Chapter 13. We oaly note here that the law enforcement 

administrator is in a unique position to develop' community outreach 

i 
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tactics which can help to alleviate s~~cific symptoms of community 

and police conflict and to improve the ability of the police agency 

to prevent crime, apprehend criminals, and provide an effective range 

of social services. 

The Symptoms of Minoritx-Police Conflict 

A careful examination of the negative aspects of community police 

cited by minority citizens reveals that they fall relations most often 

into four areas: (1) provision of different services in the minority 

community than in the majority commun ty; i (2) use of tactics designed 

i (3) use of both psycho-to intentionally harass minority cit zens; 

logically demoralizing and physically brutal tactics against minority 

(4) thwarting of the fair and thorough investigation citizens; and 

and adjudication of citizen complaints about officer misconduct. The 

latter subject is discussed in some detail in Chapter 9. The remainder 

are considered here. 
.. 

Perceptions of Differential Enjorceme~ 

The police 

of the time. 

cannot enforce all of the laws in an equal manner all 

Not only the monumental number of laws precludes thig, 

but in addition the wide variety of subjects the laws cover requires 

that some priorities of enforce~nt be established. Recognizing this, 

. 1 11 ed the the spirit of American law enforce_ent has traditional y a ow 

police agency and the police officer considerable flexibility to con

sider the circuastances leading up to many violations, particularly 

minor ones. He is able to consider the appropriateness of applying 

.. , . 
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one of the various sanctions at his disposal. Beyond simp~y 

'" ignoring the Situation, sanctions include issuing a verbal warning, 

issuing a written warning (in certain regulatory matters), making an 

arrest, or otherwise resolving the immediate difficulty (for example 

referring the parties in a neighborhood dispute to small claims 

court; it d~esn't resolve the precipitating issue, but it can put 

an end to immediate tens1.on). 

This, ~f course, describes the discretionary attribute of the 

police job. The police recognize and defend discretionary latitude 

as necessary if they are to adequately respond to the complex inter-

play of laws, social conditions, and motivating circumstances which 

underlie the incidents they handle. Even while defending the desir-

ability of discretion, however, many police officers and administrators 

still assert publicly that they do provide equal enforcement. It is 

not uncommon for police agencies to include this in their motto • 

The STAR survey results indicate very clearly that members of the 

community do not believe police assertions of equal enforcement. For 

example; 53 percent of the adults and 52 percent of the teenage res~on-. 
dents do not feel that the polic2 treat all persons alike regardless 

of race or nationality. They also feel that although the police should 

be aware of the problems of ra:ial discrimination, they are under

emphasizing this to a considerable degree in the performance of their 
role. 3 

The impact of maintaining that enforcement is equal in the face 

of a public which believes in significant numbers that it is unequal is 

unrealistic and damages the police image. To a'considerable degree, 

,i 
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police administrators feel that equality of enforcement is an essen

tial oblJgation and that to admit i:n any way that it does not prevail 

is to admit that they are falling short of their professional stan-

dards of attainment. Unequal enforcement is not necessarily bad, 

however. The community expects neither total enforcement nor com-

It does expect that the rationale for l~ss 
pletely equal enforcement. 

than equal enforcement be objective, logical, and visible. Thus, 

the basic issue is not whether there is unequal enforcement over time; 

rather, it is whether the unequal enforcement is a product of reason 

or of individual or institutional'bias. 

Both kinds of bias obviously exist. one cannot examine the history 

of major ethnic and racial minorities in this country without recog

nizing that their exclusion from policy-making and administrative roles 

resulted i n a system for exercising governmental 
in government has 

sanctions which is ethnocentrically rigid. It is dominated by the 

majority segment of the community and until recent years there was tela" 

tively little motivation to respond equally to minority needs. 

In the same way, individual bias cannot be totally avoided when 

one considers the extent and depth of sentiments held about race, 

ethnic heritage, religion, and similar values. They are emotional 

subjects to start with, and the violence of recent, years which many 

peopIe associate with the civil rights movement or simply with rac1a~ 
ethnic groupS has in most instances exacerbated the problem. 

Contrary to the beliefs of many, individual bias can be adequately 

controlled in the context ,of. organizational behaviors, but only if 

.--~--
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the organization itself provides appropriate mechanisms for ensuring 

that bias does not exist at the institutional level. To the extent 

that the organization espouses biased values, individually biased 

behavior will be reinforced and on occasion rewarded. 

Police organizations are aware of this. They have taken a number 

of steps to ensure that individual behavior is appropriately con-

trolled. In many respects, however, they have not sufficiently removed 

those elements of institutional bias which can reinforce less than 

objective practices at the officer level. 

Chapter 11 discusses under-representation of mino~ity citizens 

in law enforcement employment, particularly at the supervisory and 

policy-making levels. This, plus the fact that few minot'ity citizens 

hold significent power positions in the legislative or executive 

branches means that law enforcement policies are overwhelmingly developed 

by members of the majority public. This e;,ften results in distorted or 

imprecise perceptions among key police decision makers about the 

minority community, its culture, its problems, and its needs. 

Many people are unwilling to accept the assertion that institntional 

bias exists in law enforcement agencies. Included ~n this group are 

most police officers. There is the belief that to admit the possibility 

of bias, as in the case of unequal enforcement, is to admit a failure. 

The emotionalism which characterizes the issue does not make achieving 

consensus any easier. 

The defensiveness, cohesiveness " an~ ''we-they'' attributes of the 

police culture are. significant ;factors in this problem. Not only do 
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police officers find it difficult to accept the charges of the 

"outside~s", bi.3t also they regard them as attempts to weaken the 

police role. Change is difficult for anyone to accept; it is even 

more so when one is a member of a fraternity as closely knit as the 

police. 

Overcoming problems of institutional bias requires the concerted 

effort of all segments of the community. First and foremost p it 

requires that the elected and appointed officials responsible for ad-

ministering government services analyze the local situation, determine 

the existence of biaSing factors,publicly recognize these factors, 

and cooperatively, with representatives of all segments of the community, 

develop plans for improvement. At the agency level, the chief law 

enforcement administrator can do this regardless of the stance taken 

by the Test of the agencies in the jurisdiction. In doing so, however, 

he must recognize the sensitivity of the issue. He must carefully 

prepare his department and the remainder of the community for the very 

painful process of developing a plan. It is of utmost importance that 

he emphasize that by ensuring the participation of all segments of the 

community in the decision-making process regarding law enforcement, the 

police mission will ultimately be strengthened. 

Increasing the number of minority citizens in law enforcement 

positions, particularly at management levels, should have salutary 

effects over the long run. In the meantime, however, police agencies 

can usefully find other ways to include citizens from all segments of 

the .community in their crime control and public service tasks. The 
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STAR survey noted the perception of many citizens that the police 

were not adequately involving them. in their operations. Chapter 13 

also considers this in terms of adopting an affirmative resource 

development stance in providing police services. It is sufficient 

to note here that local law enforcement administrators should con

sider ways in which 'community representatives can cooperate in their 

operations, including servicE' as police reserves, i11. neighborhood 

level advisory committees, as paraprofessional c'ommunity workers ~ .or 

in performing other useful tasks. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
administrators publicly recognize both the 
necessity for and desirability of varying 
levels of enforcement to respond to community 
needs which are not constant; further, adminis
tratorsshould set forth the rationales under
lying their decisions to provide differing 
levels of enforcement. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT local jurisdiction 
officials and law enforcement administrators 
carefully consider their operations to ascertain 
where any elements of institutional bias might 
exist and, if such ele~~nts are found, take 
immediate steps to correct them. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT all such efforts 
relating to organizational bias include adminis
trators, representatives of line law enforcement 

. J 
and representatives of all segments of the commu
nity. 

ObViously, removing elements of organizational bias will take time. 

Organizations are made up of people whose very humanness is at the 

hea~t of the issue. Changing at~itudes tha~ may be deeply held will 

not be easy. Beyond that is the practical consideration that increasing 

minority represelltation in law enforcement and other decis;lon-making 

agencies of government will take many years. 

Q. 
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It is questionable whether many minority citizens will be 

content to wait for many years for action directed against w~t 

t:hey perceive as individually biased behavior. This includes inten

. • , ", ~ional prejudicial behavior oli the part of individual policemen or 

. standard operating procedures which appear to discrt.inate against 

the minority public. 

The Advisory Commission firmly believes that there are few 

police officers am.ong the 40,000 in California !ho are so px'ejudiced 

tha.t it results i.u substantial harm to the people they serve. However, 

e'i'~ry human ha6i prejudices; occasionally, these prejudices can ov!!r

come all mediating forces of conscience or management and affect an 

officer's behavior. All the police agency can do to prevent' this is 

to take reasonable steps to ensure adeq'uate psycholog:lcal lZ":Sting of 

candidates for the police service, prop~r training, supervision and 

direction, and~eans for identifying and rectify:lng unacceptable 

behavior. These steps are required to control all governmental 
. 

employees who wield power over the citizenry~ !hey are discussed in 

various sections of this report as they relate specifically to the 

police. It is important at this juncture to conaider some of the 

specific perceptions of differential or p~ejudieial treatment which 

some minority citizens c0Bn9nly perceive. 

HarasSJlle~ 

Many racial and ethnic monority neighborhoods are concoaitantly 

high c~fae areas. In fact, they have a broader range of social prob

leas than DOst neighborhoods in theaa.jority section of thect. .. unity. 

This means that police are heavily deployed in such neighborho(,ds. 
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That the police are thereia not the issue with most residents. 

The minority citizen is as anxious as any othe~ to have crime cur

tailed. He wants the security of knowing that his streets are safe 

to walk and that his home is safe from the threat of cr~nal invasion • 

However, with the police presence in the community comes the corolla~ 

attention to motor vehicle equipment statutes, mOVing traffic viola

tiol~st disorderly conduct, curfew, and public drunkenn~ss infraeticnsQ 

This: is a factor both of having nwnerous police on the streets and 

of the prevailing philosophy of preventive patrol. 

Too often, howeve~, the citizen does not see the relationship 

beeweem the enforcement of such apparently minor regulations and the 

major cr:lmes af burglary, robbery, rape and murder which are occurrin,g 

around hhl. Rather, he regards them as nitpicking efforts my the 

police to make things d:f.fficult. The residents of these neigSllbor

hoods often lack the means to maintain automobiles in tn-e best of 

condition. They are more likely to use the front Yard, street corner, 

or neighborhood st~ra as extensions of their homes than their majority 

counterparts. 
Social and cultural patterns find them congregating in 

these places, particularly in the hot SumMer months. 

When a police officer who has been sociali~ed into a different 

culture enters such a neighborhood, he is likely not to understand 

many of these relationships. His sense of his respoDGibilities tells 

him to prevent crime, ~d h_is li po ce training tells him that he pre~ 

vents crtme by emphasizing interrogatory contacts with citizens. 

Obviously, there are ~nough un~sual occurrences gOing on to support 

his stoPpi~g many persons. Often, however, his percevtion of unusual 
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does not coincide with that of the local resident. 
, 

In such instances, the officer is not necessarily acting out 

of personal prejudice. Hostile reactions from the people he stops 

can combine with the high frequency of actual el~lmina1 incidents to 

~einforce any prejudices he may possess, however, and it does not 

take long to convince him that any "we-theyU perception he has is 

probably accurate. 

The minority citizen is Dot th~ only one with a perception of 

differential treatment at this point. The officer also can develop 

the perception that such treatment is justified, for ,he has personally 

seen that the minority neighborhood, crime, and hostility correlate 

with one another. ,An unfortunate cycle can result. 

The cycle is a product of misperceptions on both sides. The 

policeman and the minority citizen hu~e baSically the same goals, but 

they c~n distrust one another so m~ch that they are unable to agre~ 
o~ common techniques for accompl:tahing the goals • The greater sbare 

of responsibility for resolving this rests with law enforcemeu'c. 

agency of 'govevnment, it is charged to ~e.pond af£lrmatjtvely to C01Jl1lU

"l~ 
."\{. 
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nity needs. ,This requires r eaching out when pro ble.'1D8 of cODl'llUD.ication "c 

develop. 

It is particularlyiaportaut that law enforeemen~ a~~nistrators 

explain to the various segments of the cOimlunity the~~easons under-

lying their ~orceaent policies an prac ~ d tices This requires more 

effort than just placing a copy of the po:t:J;o:.y 1UIl\ML1 :In the local 

divisio~ station or lib~ary. It requires fa~e-to-face cOBaUni~3tion 
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between citizens and police, both at the level of the black and 

white patrol car and at the level of the manager in cha~ge of the 

division. Decentralized police structures, such as that developed 

recently by the Los Angeles Police Department and augmeeted by their 

basic car concept, have such communication as a primary objective. 

The depersonalized .ode at policing ~h1ch has prevailed for the past 

two decades is once again giving way to the value of face-eo-face 

contact. 

Such face~to-face contact must be supported by other evidence 

that the police truly underotand the impact of their taetics on the 

minority popula~e. VOl' exampl.e, aggressive patrol, once explained, 

can still result in a =ajor burden on residenta of the minority 

community who feel in many ways as though they are under the watchful 

eye of an occupyittg police force from another cultural world. The 

benefits of an appropriately aggressive police presence need not b,~ 

surrendered Simply because alternatives to some of its negative aspects 

may be in order. For ezample, greater use of foot patrolmeL\, perha.ps 

operating out of storefront centers, can develop more channels of 

C~~\nicat1an and information than a 'patrol car which only provides 

the opportunity to talk to citizens during an enforcement contact. The 

police are still there. Withmobil~ radios, they are still in communi-

cations with headquarters. But, and this is critical, ~hey are more 

~pt to be regarded as workint ~ith the COllllluuity than working against 

thaa. 

. Certa:1e1y, thiB 11!~'(~~ of delivering polic .. , 8~tv:tcee :18 morc' expen~ 

(.;:1.ve t!um the vehicle-bastttJ type. Such a coat standord, however, is 
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an excellent example of the efficiency/effeetiveness dichotomy. 

While patrol cars may be the most cost-efficient method of responding 

to calls for service~ its effectiveness may be extremely low in 

terms of the alienation, lack of cooperation, and outright hostility 

it can help to generate among a populace which sees policemen omIy 

through the window of the squad car or during a police-initiated 

enforcement or interrogatory contact. 

Beyond getting police officers'out of their squad cars and into 

face-to-face communication with residents, there are other alterna

tives which can help to mitigate the negative aspects of aggressive 

patrol. For example, it might be possible to develop, through high 

school or college 1Jocational education programs, systems by which 

vehicles cited for equipment violations could be repaired by students; 

the value of such a technique is that it can be provided to the entire 

Bommunity if they desire~ but it can specifically benefit the. low 

income resident who is particularly handicapped if his 4riving privi

leges are restricted for failure to br4ng his vehicle up to standards. 

Other approaches to mitigating citizen-police conflict rely upon 

technological devices which have bec,ome standard police tools in 

recent years. For example, the Porterville Police Department bas 

equipped each of its patrol officers with a cassette tape recorder 

with which he records each face~to-faee contact. The record~ngs Berve 

a number of purposes. They provide ,l record of each citi~en contact; 

concomitantly, since the officer tells the citizen that hE~ is record

ingtheir contact, notice is served that any mif!.conduct OIl the part 

of either will inescapably be captul:ed. Additionally, thIS recordings 

'j 
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prove a boon to the officer when he must fill out the inevitable 

police forms. He is able to replay the recording to refresh his 

memory and assure accuracy. 

Another technological tool receiving increasing police use is 

tbe videotape. Erasable, audio-visual recordings are widely used tn 

training and in recording sobriety tests siven to suspected drunken 

drivers. It would seem that they could also be used i~ other circum-

stances, such as to record continuously police booking areas. Many 

complaints of alleged police misconduct arise from the booking pro-

cess. Since most police radio transmissions ar0 recorded, it would 

seem a similar record of all bookings might preclude many difficulties. 

Of course, these and other strategic changes that might be devel

oped work only to lessen a perspective of.differential enforcement. 

which is based largely upon matters of circumstance; high crime, 

low iuc01le, large numbers of police. When deliberate harasSllent or 

unequal enforcement exist, other corrective measures must be takeno 

They are discussed in later sections of this r1eport. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS TEAT law enforcem~nt 
agencies set forth in writing their rationales 
regarding deployment patterns p use of preventive 
patrol techniques, and other pet'tinent enforcement 
p.actices and that they make these available to the 
public. 

THE COMMISSIO~ RECOMMENDS THAT police officers 
be officially eD.~ouraged to make as many non
enforceaent oriented citizen contacts during 
thair bours on duty as is possible within the 
limits of service needs. 

THE COMMISSION UCOMKENDa THAT the Departaent of 
Justice conduct a study of police workload formulae 
and develop alternative workload faraulae which 
accommodate.community serVice contacts. 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
a encies regularly survey the various sega~nts 0: their communicies to determine citizens 
perceptioDs of police goals, tactics, effective
ness, and problems which 1I.&y develop. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies use the resul~a of these surveysi!:Ol_ 
training programs and co.=munity meetings 
viug both police officers and citizens. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California 
Council on Cr:lminal Justice fund an evaluative 
study of the effects of officer-carried audio 
recording devices on citizen-police contacts. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California 
Council on Cr~inal Justice fund an evaluati.e 
study of the effects of videotape reCOrdingfilm 
systeaa mounted in police booking areas to 
all booking proceduteso 

Field Interrogation . 
i inevitably .entioned by citiOn~ particular police procedure s 

. h bripg up differential zens in the ainority neighborhood when t ey .. . 

That is the use of the field interrogation. treatment or barasBllent. 

the field interrogation consists of the A COlEOn police technique, 

1 identification card about a citizen coapletion of an iDforaationa 

who is stopped on the street. The card elicits infol'Jllltion about the 

and (m explanation for his person's identification and description, 

presence in that place at that time. 

Police agencies developed this inforaation-gathering card pri1l$rily 

as a ... ns of capitalizing upon the experienceso£ field officers. 

h an con-im01'lllltion in various COIlbinations, t ey c By ex8IIiniD& the 

files of the BOveaentsof cr.t.inals. struct pro The recurrence of a 
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particular name, always in close proximity to the location of a 

particUlar kind of crime, merits further investigation. The San 

Diego Police Department has done an excellent job in analyzing uses 

of the field interrogation card. 

The obvious value of such information to investigators following 

up on burglaries and other crimes cannot be underestimated. Properly 

used, the Ue1d interrogation is a sound police procedure. There 

are indications, however, that it is often used less for its investi-

gative purposes than to support the principle of preventive patrol 

and to provide statistical eVidence that the field officer is aggres

sively patrolling. Many agencies Visited by the Commission's staff 

do no systematic follow-up proceSSing of field interrogation cards 

to see if they do in fact provide possible crime leads. Some agencies 

file the cards directly in their master index files. There are no 

uniform purging poliCies, and some detectives indicate that they have 

never used a field interrogation card as the basis for investigatory 

action. Sixty-five percent of the agencies responding to the Advisory 

Commission's survey say they have no written policy governing the use 

of field interrogation; 58 percent report having no written procedures 
(Chapter 8). 

It ~s important to coneider that the police officer, who perceives 

part of his responsibility as being crime prevention, knows that the 

field interrogation process does have an impact on redUCing certain 

ki~a-. of crme. Since the officer also perceives that the public wants 

htm to prevent crt.es, he often finds it difficult to understand why 

1, ' 
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a proven prevention tactic generates such an emotional reaction. 

He BU~t,recognize that the citizen often finds it difficult to . . 

understand why an officer stops him to determine his identity, where 

he is coming from, and where he is going. If the officer politely 

and cogently explains that a particular crime problem in the area 

baj led to the contact, the citizen may well be receptive. If the 

officer does not do so, however, and if in fact the purpose for 

stopping the citizen is primarily to reinforce the police presence 

or to provide a statistical product f~r the logbook, the citizen is 

justified in any dissatisfaction he may express. 

THE COMMISSIOij RECOMMENDS THAT local law enforce
ment agencies adopt guidelines stmilar to those 
set forth by the President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and the ~nistration of Justice:* 

(1) Field Interrogation should be conducted 
only when an officer has reason to be
lieve that a person is about to commit 
or basCODlllitted a crime, or that a 
crime has been c01llllli.tted and he has 
knowledge of material valuable to the 
investigation. 

(2) Field interrogation should not be used 
at all for minor cr:lmes like vagrancy 
or loitering. 

(3) Adequate reason should be based on the 
actions of the person, his presence near 
the scene of a crime, and similar factors 
l!'ai.aing substantial suspicion, and not on 
race, poverty, or youth. 

(4) The stop should be 1ilaited in ti1le. The. 
sole purposes should be (a) to obtain 
the citiz .. 's identification; (b) to 

. verify it by readily available inforaa
tion; (c) to request cooperation in the 
investigation of a cri1le, and (d) to 
verify by readily available in£orma~ 
tion any account of his presence or any 
other information given by the persDn. 

*These specifics drawn from the President's Commission are 8uggest~~ 
only. Certain spe~ifics may not apply to Californta. 

'"":. :; 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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The citizen should he addressed 
politely and should receive a suit
able explanation of the reason for the 
stop. 

An officer should be allowed to conduct 
a search of the person only if he has 
reason to believe that his safety or 
the safety of others so require.* 

Officers should be required to file a 
report each t11le a stop is made in order 
to.record the circumstances and persons 
involved. Even gr~ter care should be 
taken with these records than with 
arrest records so that the police do not 
:;ebt:ea to establish the delinquency 

8 character of the person sto ed 
Moreover, the records should not b:P • 
~vailnfable to persons outside of public 

aw e orcement agencies. 

In summary, the deployment f 
o large nuabers of police officers 

using aggressive patrol t 
actics in minority neighborhoods unavoidably 

results in large DUmbe~s of citizen and 
police cont:acts. 

extent that these 
To the 

o . Contacts are justified in the eyes of 

and the police, tbere will be few problems. To 
the citizens 

the extent that they 
are not justified in tbe e e ' 

y s of either, there is potential f 
fli or con-

ct. The POlice 
. agency aust accept as paramount the need to allow 

citizens wbo,are the recipients of 
police service to have a part in 

be provided. When citizens and 
the determination of ho~ it Will 

police together consider the ~__ . 
..~act certain police practices can have 

on overall attitudes andrelationahips, 
they may well be able to 

deter.ine ~tuall 
, Y acceptable ways for accommodating' them. 

*There is specific 
statutory and case law governing this subject. 

f-' 
1 
; 
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police Brutality 

Ttl~raDst sensitive issue raised by those citizens who are dis-

satisfied with the police role in the minority neighborhood is that 

of brutality. WbUe the term "poliee bntality" suggests physical 

violence, the use of excessive force by officers in the performance 

of their duties, it teally encompasses a much broader range of be-

haviors. 'Ihe public construes brutality as going beyond physical 

harm to include verbal abuse, discourtesy, and a generally superior 

and condescending attitude on the part of the police officer. It is, 

in fact, the latter manifestations of "psychological brutality" which 

most directly lead to charges of p~ajudiee and bias. 

Data from the STAR survey show some ambivalence in public per-

ceptions of the two kinds of brutality. Thirty percent of the adult 

respondents and 37 percent of the teenage respond~ts think the police 

often use excessive force in making arrests. However, only 14 per-

cent of the adults and 16 percent of the t~enagers think that the 

police often use offensive ~anguage in dealing with the public (see 

Chapter 3)~ Although these responses were not differentiated according 

to the racial or ethnic backgrounds of the respondents, exami~~ion 
of other res~'rch data suggests that negative perceptions would be 

more prevalent among minority citizens. For. exallple, a survey conducted· •. 

several years ago in the Watts area of Los Angeles found that 47 per

cent of all respondents and 60 percent of those fr~ is to 29 years of 

age believed that there was at least sose police brutality. It is 

important to note that of those who felt that there was brutality, 
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about half said they had witnessed instances of its 4 occurrence. 

Of another survey C()Mucted in th . e same area, the President's 

Counission on Law Enfo'reew.ent and the Adm1 i . '0 stration of Justice said: 

This study also shows that males bel 
were most crit.ical of the poli F

OW 
the age of 35 ye&rs 

of young males reported they ~:. b or example, 53 percent 
inglanguage; 44 percent to a 'POI een subjected to in8~lt-
good reason; 22· percent "0 unn;r,:a:' frisk or search without 
arrested; and 10 percent ~c ~~~ b~~enorce in be~ng 
Well over 90 percent of young males b 1i U

P
dwhlle in custody. 

these kinds of incidents e eve that each of 
percent claimed to hav occurred in the area and 45 to 63 

e seen at least one of th 'Ih 
were no substantial differenc b d em. ere 
NegrO:" ~th higher edueatione;e~;~":o::O~t!"e1S. 
searc es without cause, and stopp~g of ears w1thou~ cause. 5 

Psychological brutality, including discourtesy and abusive 

language, does appear to occur frequently in California. CGa.aissionerlS 

and Cbumlission staff members have themselves witnessed its occurrence 

both before and during the course of this study. While police offi-

cers are much less likely to use trigger words such as "nigger" 

or fIg " reaser than they may have been in the past, 

mens disappeared from the vocabulary. 

these have by no 

Subtler forms of this psychologically demoralizing behavior are 

more common than outright abusive langua~e. For ex~mple, a con~ 

descendilll8 toU! of voice, the \Se of the first name durin.g interroga

to ridicule in front of his friends is tion, or belding a youth up 

not 111<;01lIII0'0. 

Physical brutality i h 1 P DUC ess frequent than its psychological 

counterpart. It i . s extremely difficult to est,ablish just Hw fre-

quently it does f , occur, or there are seldoa. obj ective witnesses when 

it itt alleged t take . .... 0 place. The citizen who believes heMS. been 

abused is as vehement in his charges as the police officer is in hi 

d 

. s 

enuls. Witnesses vb , . e: tbey can be found, are usually so close1.y 

~1 

'li/: 
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Telated to the parties involved or to the circaastancee leading 

up to the incident that their testimony is equally untrwstworthy. 

The emotion and confusion which surround most in~idents of alleged 

brutality do not make it any easier to determine object~Lvely who 

is right. 

Both types of brutality must be controlled through l:he articula

tion of pol,ieies and procedures governing the conduct oi: policemen. 

These policies and procedures must be supported, by proper training, 

adequate supervis1.on, and' the provision of objective mec::hanisms for 

receiving and processing a citizen' s ~omplaints about of:ficer mis

conduct. None of these will be truly effective however, if the 

administrative leadership of the law enforcement agency and of the 

local jurisdiction do not take a strong stand against such behavior. 

Through their public statements and through the attention which they 

give to complaints of misconduct, police chiefs, sheriffs, councilmen. 

county supervisors, police commissioners, and others must let both 

the publi~ and the law enforcement officers in their employ know that 

extra-legal behavior will be detected and corrected. The extern;a 

lleans for atteoding to this are discussed in Chapter 8. Some inl,ernal 

agency aanageaent considerations are addressed here. 

The art:lt.culation of policies and procedures to constrain police 

discretionary decisions is litely to be less than effective if appro

'prate' steps are not tebn to ensure that they are understood and 

appropr:1&tely interpreted by officers aI: all levels of the !lrgani2gtion, .. 

This must be'done tbroughtratriing and supervision. All policies mW 
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procedures raiating to officer behaVior should be the subject of 

regular training programs. Beyond this, supervisors must always 

be aware of officer behavior. to determine 1f it is consistent with 

agency standards. A primary responsibility of the supervisor 1s to 

identify performance deficienCies and to develop individualized 

plans for officer improvement. 

S,1mply defining this responsibiltty as part of the supervieor '.s 

role'is not likely to be sufficient unless it'is institutioA1Slizt!ct 

through the media of written reports, performance evalUl1tions, and 

promotional examinations. For examplEl, every police agency should 

undoubtedly require that officers file written reports with their 

supervisors each time they use any but the most minimal force in 

effecting an arrest; certaialy such reports should be required each 

time an officer;s nightstick, service weapon, or other item of defen

sive equipaent is used. 

There is a definite role for the performance evaluation process 
i b 

n determining that officer conduct is appropriately channeled. We 

have discussed earlieJ: the fact that the quarterly or SeDil\,annllal 

performance evaluation in the police agency often emphasizes the en

forcement and production aspects of the r~lice function. Beyond this. 

it ~arely involves a det~rmination of whether the officer i8 aware 

of any new policies. procedUres, rules, reguiations, laws, court 

decisions, or other developments of Which he should be cognizant. 
It 

would see. that if the evaluati~fi process is to serve its pr~ry 
functio~, DaIlely, to ensure that the officer t 8 ab:llities are adequate 

and that he is capably perforaing his job. an assesStient of knowledge 

f , 
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and skills factors should be a pav.t of the process. Unless he is 

competing in the promotional process, this is not often done. Many 

evaluation fOlt'mS ask sup@,rv:!sor.~ to rate an offi.cer' s skills in and 

knowledge of certain aspects of the job, but ·they require no affirma-

tive demonstrat~ton by the officer that he dOEls indeed possess them. 

Too often, the evaluation process is regarded as a housekeeping chore 

which occurs every' three or six months. In tI".1th, it ilUst be en on-

going process, integrally a part of the agency's assessment of ita 

ability to ad~ately meet its goals. 

Since policttoes and procedures are crucial to ensuing appropriate 

behav:J.or, and since they serve the corollat·y function of setting 

forth th~ agency's objectives, they should also be considered in the 

promotional process at all levels. ~estions reg~ding policies and 

procedures should appear in both the written and oral segments of 

the promotional process. The use of hypothetical c,ases requiring essay 

interpr:etation of Roli.eies~ might prove extremely useful in this regad. 

Once again, howEiVer, we must face the certainty that merely 

. affirmhlg ·the importance of such procedures in eliminating a~hitrary 

or extra-legal behavior by police officers will uot iitmlediately satisfy 

mny 'llinority citizens. Many will see th~ as inadequate to overcome 

. "" the ~qbl._"of police behavior as they perceive it today. For these 

peolilf4 we can ofl~er no 8&8y rea~dies. To the steat that excessive 

use' of force awi psychological brutality exist in any cOllllunity, they 

must be eliaiuated by local efforcs. We can only susgest here that: 

local gwerning bodies, police adJrlnistrll~or8, and citizen representa-

tives join together to analyze their unique local conditions cmd to 

.. 

1. 
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st:1mulate corrective act:ion where appropriate. Additonally, Police 

officers themselves individually and t~gh their various pro

fessional aSpociations, should publicly disclaim ~lIny qUE?stionable 

tactics and should cooperate iu broader community efforts to ensure 

that they do DOt occur. It is nc, more ~dmirable for police officers 

to be blindly defensive than i~ is· for members of the community to 

be blindly accusatory. Effective crime control and ~lice services 

depend upon at least a minimal amount of trust and cooperation between 
officer and citizen. 
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Chapter 8 

DEVELOPMENT AND ARTICULATION OF POLICY 

Properly developed and clearly enunciated policies comprise a 

police agency's primary mechanism for guiding the behavior of its 

personnel. Policies are the broad general guidelines which underlie 

the o~erations of a department; a perusal of policy should quickly 

indicate the baSic values which the police agency is endeavoring to 

articulate thrDugh its operations. 

Wilson and McLaren note that: 

Although policy can be defined to mean a guideline for 
carrying out even the most 4et.ailed action, the term 
usually refers to the broad statement of principle. 
Unless a policy 1s further defined and restricted, it 
allows a degree of flexibility within the limits 'set 
out by . the policy maker. 1 - .' 

Policy statements reflect the agency's perception of its missions 

and role. They set forth what the agency feels should be done and 

what basic methods are appropriate to do so. Within the broad limits 

established by policy, officers are free to perfc)rm their duties. 

They are further constrained by procedures and rtues, but the latter 

are more specific and generally relate to the "hclw-to-do-it" elements 

of the taskD 

Law enfor.eemant policies are particularly vaportant to the 

citit~s in any community, for they are in the final analysis the 

police~gency's primary source of guidance. To the extent that 

policiES are clearly enunciated and widely known, citizens can judge 
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t.he appropriateness of their t'C}lice agency's role, philosophy, 

and perfo~ce. To the extent that policies are not" clear, or to 

the extent that they are not known to the Citizenry, judgments about 

poli~e 

police 

performance "must be based upon personal interpretations of 

acts, ~s perceived individually and collectively by members 

of the public. 

There is obvious value, then, in establishing objective policy 

statements. They prov:!.de standards against which bo~h the agency 

administration, and members of the community may measure police per-

formance and effectiveness. They further provide an opportunity 

for police administrators to· test their perceptions of priority 

problema against those of tbe,citizenry. In many respects, tha 

development of policies provides an excellent opportunity for la~' 

enforcement administration, general government representatives, and 

citizens to coopft?atively consider the role they wish thei~ police to 

play in the community. 

Historically, little has been recorded about the policy-making 

process within law enforcement. This is in part the result of no 

standard, widely accepted definition ~f police policy or of the 

process itself. Further, it was hypothesized by the President's 

Commission on Law Enforc~ent and Administration of Justice that this 

is a consequence of the parami.litary Qrganizational structure adopted 

. by law enforcement agencies.
2 

The internal management of suc.h para

military organizations emphasizes the proliferation of standard opera

ting procedures a~d elaborate rules and regulations. These procedures 

and regulations are usually internally oriented and seldom jeal with 

''t, 
) 
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the really significant aspects of the discretionary decision-making 

responsibilities of the police (see Chapter 10 for a ~onsideratiDn 

of training for discretionary decision-making). Whether this 

hypothesis is valid is not ao significant as the fact that police 

administrators have generally failed to take an aggressive stance 

in developing policies. 

Police agencies too seldom formulate lucid policies to govern 

their interaction with the community. Instead of assuming a pro-

active stance by developing policies designed to anticipate issues, 

police officials have generally chosen to react to problems with after

the-fact policy-making. Most often, judicial authority has stimulated 

the formulation of policy in police organiZations. Recent judicial 

history is replete with examples of this. The regulations now estab

lished as policy governing police behavior in the areas of search and 

seizure, stop and ~risk, and field interrogations are basically the 

consequences of judicial initiative. Prior to the precipitation of 

policy development by the judiciary, federal and state legislatures 

were ofta. the sources of police policy. Police officials depended 

upon legislatures, via their lawmaking function, to establish enforcement 

guidelines; all too frequently, police departments adopted statutes 

as policy instead of using them as bases from which to build their 

own policies • 

Since one of the purposes which policies serve is to guide the 

behavior ot police officers (a fact which is particularly Significant 

in terms of the development of the police role), it is clearly impQr-

taut that every police agency develop them. We concur witt, tile 
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President's Commission which said in 1967 that: 

Pol~ce dapartments should develop and enunciate policies 
that give police personnel specific guidance for the 
common situations requiring exercise of police discre
tion. Policies should cover such matters, among others, 
as the issuance of orders to citizens regarding their 
movements or activities, the handling of minor disputes, 
the safe-guarding of the rights of free speech and free 
assembly, the selection and use of investigative methods, 
and the decision whether or DDt to arrest in specific 
situations involving specific crimes4 3 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies 
develop written policy wanuals covering their operations. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies 
(annually or otherwise) regularly review and update all 
departmental policies. 

The Policy-Maker's Dilemma 

James Q. Wilson discusses police policy-making as a dilemma of 

co.nflicting parts. 4 The initial part of the dilemma involves an area 

which Wilson ter&lS as "order maintenance", situations such as a 

family quarrel, bar brawls and arguments, landlord-tenant disputes, 

and similar encroachments on the public peace. In order maintenance 

situations, the citizen wants something done by the police, but seldo~ 

is there any desire even on the part of the complaining party to have 

any dras tic action taken t. such as the making of an arrest. Normally 

the mediation which is desired is a "sidewalk" solution which requires. 

the officer to be both policeman and judge. It is the peace officer's 

responsibility to collect facts, to determine guilt, and to return the 

situation to a state of normalcy as quickly as possible. 

The second part of the dilemma is incorporated within the more 

traditional functions of law enforc~~nt, These are the law enforc~t 

functions where the application of legal sanctions such as arrest are 
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in order. Burglary, robbery, purse-snatching, auto theft, and 

murder are specific examples of crimes which are included un4er 

this rubric and for which a police officer is either responsible 

fo~ preventing the crime from occurring or for making an arrest. 

The dilemma faced by law enforcement administrators is to pro

vide policies which govern the performance of order maintenance 

functions as well as the provision of strict law enforcement ser-

vices. 

The consequences of this dilemma in smaller more homogeneous 

communities are much less serious than in those communities whose 

boundaries are diverse. In the homogeneous community, guiding norms 

and value systems are normally well defined and accepted. Police 

agencies in these communities experience less difficulty in under

standing what specific modes of organizational behavior the community 

will accept. A problem can develop in smaller communities because 

administrators sometimes lack training and consultative expertise 

necessary for the development of effective policies, but the impact 

is generally not significant. 

In the larger, less homogeneous communities, it is much more 

difficult to identify and understand. community norms and values. 

Due to the complex nature of metropolitan areas in California, law 

enforcement agencies experience difficulty in sensing the needs of 

the c\olDtUllity they must serve. Often, conflicting expectations are 

tr~laitted to the police department by var&oue publics comprising 

thec01llJllunity. Without the ability to adequately sense their 
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operating environment (see Chapter 5), law enforcers cannot com

prehend all of the various community stimuli they ree~1Vfe. 

The National Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals 

indicated in theix January, 1973, Conference that law enforcement 

a~~~istrators need to ensure that adequate information about the 

needs and expectations of tha community is known before.policies, 

5 obje,ctives, and. priorities of police service can be formulated. 

Administrators need to adopt specific programs for public involvement 

in the formulation of policies. Beyond that, administrators nee~ 

to formulate measures to determine an agency's effectiveness in 

delivering police services. The major challenge to the development 

of police policy is to deal adequately with the complex problems 

involved and to do so in a mann .. \~ that is clear and sufficiently 

precise to be meaningful to the officer at the operating 

responsibility i~ is to implement the policy created. 

level whose 

During Commission interviews, it was noted that there is in-

creasing disenchantment among certain segments of the population re

garding the system of policy fCJrmulation appl~ed by law enforcemeIr'..t. 

A major ~puree of irustration frequently mentioned is that the commu

nity being servea by a law enforcement agency is either unaware of 

~olicy decisions internally arrived at or resents the lack of community 

input into the policy-making process .• 

These perceptions are further reinforced by Commission res.earch 

data which indicate that few of the agencies.surveyed utilize any 

non-police input at the policy development level. Of the 53 agencies 
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which responded to the Commission's survey of selected law enforce-

ment agencies, only 3 agencies utilize any source outside of govern-

mant on an official basis to give feedback on policy decisions or 

formulation. When there is official, non-police input, city council 
. 

members and county supervisors account for the largest civilian 

input. Interestingly, the bulk of citizen input in police policy

making occurs in the smaller law enforcement agencies employing from 

one to one hundred sworn officers. Unofficial participation in the 

process follows a similar pattern. It appears that the larger the 

department, the less likely it is to encourage non-police participa-

tion in policy formulation. 

Police administrators should recognize the importance" of communi-

cation with the public and seek to improve the department's efforts 

in this regard. It is vital that police agencies logically and formally 

determine community needs and expectations and react to them. The 

National Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals offers 

some assistance through the following recommendations. 

Every police ageney should immediately adopt policies and 
procedures which provide for effective communication with 
the public through agency employees. Those policies and 
procedures should: 

a. Ensure that every employee having duties which 
involve public contact has sufficient informa
tion with which to respond to questions regard
ing agency policies; and 

b. Easure that information which he receives is 
traasm1tted through the chain of command and 
acted upon at the appropriate level.6 

. Equally import~t 18 the need to involve the citizenry in this 

process. Evidence suggests that the community is given little encourage-

i' 
, . , , 
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ment to participate in police policy development. Fewer than 33 

percent 9£ the agencies surveyed indicate that they utilize external 

private groups or citizens in the formaiating of department policy. 

As a corollary, citizens ar's provided with little or no opportunity 

to review, either informally or formally, the policies developed. 

By not soliciting community input in the determination of their 

policies, police administrators le&ve the door open for continued 

discontent. 

TIlE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement adminis
trators seek greater community involvement and input in 
policy-making and review. 

It is interesting to note that while federal and state legis la-

tures have had impact on the policy process, little bas been accom-

plished at the local legislative level. County boards of supervisors, 

city councils, and other local governmental bodies seldom 1.nvolve 

themselves in police policy-making. Less than 30 percent of the law 

enforcement agencies visited by the Commission t s staff iru:llicated that 

their local legislative bodies have official roles in thle development 

of policy. In some cases, local legislators have not seen the police 

department's policy manual and can only a&sume that one exists. In 

other cases, local legislators show little interest in the qual:Lty of 

policy devel.oped by law enforcellent agencies. There is a tendellcy to 

leave the DUlIlagement to the police professionals until an accident 

precipitate:. widespread citizen concern and att:ention. Then, after 

the fact, lli)cal legislators become very interested in policy and 

operations. 
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Considering the impact pc)lice operations have in the local 

community, it is important th~lt local legislators and e%ecutives be 

continuously aware of and invo,lved in policy' d 1 
~ eve opment. This can 

be accomplished both formally cmd informally, but it essentially 

requires that police management reoard the policy --I-i 
o -~ ng process as 

an open system. This means poH.cy should be developed and r~aviewed 

on the basis of information co~ng in from all segments of the 

community who have an interest in the provision of police services. 

The information can come as totally new input or as the result of 

feedback on actions taken or policies already implemented. In either 

case, it requires that the agency accommodat9_ 
as many information 

sources as appropriate and feasible. 

The COmmiSSion's field interviews with 53 selected agencies 

indicate that the primary participants in developing law enforcement 

policy are the police chief or sheriff and his command staff. In 

departments in Size categories A through D (employing from 1 to 100 

sworn officers), t~e survey indicates there is some effort to include 

cit.y D~agers, city attorneys, district attorneys. county administra

tive officers, c!.ty counCilmen, d 
an county supervisors both formally 

and infOrmally in the process. In the iarger categories E through I 

(101 to 1,000 ff 
or more 0 icers), little involvement of such p~rsons 

is indicated. 

A number of reasons might f 
account or this 4ifference ~n involvement 

levels of non~p Ii . 
, 0 ce persons. Certainly the size of the community has 

a bearing, for in a smaller COWMH-ity h 
~uu t ere is likely to be a higher 

i 
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degree of interaction between the principals on a ~egula~ basis. ~. 

The reasons for the difference are perhaps less important than the 

realization that effective law enforcement requires accurate infor-

mation on community needs and resources. An adequate range of 

information requires input from a broad range of sources. Col1ater-

ally, open lines of communication between police and significant citi

zen groups is an essential element of a trusting relationship between 

the two. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT local law enforcement 
agen:ies involve district attorneys, city attorneys, 
city and COWlty executives, end city and county legis lac> 
tors in the review of policy suggested for adoption. 

B~yoad the involvement of community and government representatives, 

it is important that each police agency involve patrol officers, first 

line supervisors,and middle managers in the I>0licy development pro-

cess. Chief Justice Burger recently pointed out: 

No law book, no lawyer, no judge can really tell the 
police on the beat how to exercise this discretion per
fectly in every one of the thousand of different situations 
that can arise in the hour-to-hour work of the policeman., 
Yet we must recognize that we need not choose between no 
guidelines at all and perfect guidelines. There must be 
some guidance by way of basic conce,ts that will assist 
the ~ffic.er in these circumstances. 

Suprisingly, few p~licemen on ·the street are consulted about pbtential 

policy that will directly affect their performance on the job. There 

is a need for increased particip~cion within. the ranks, and its 

absence suggests a communication gap between the command staff and 

the working patrolman. In any police organization, open lines of 

" 
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. communication ensure that the command staff receives vital "street" 

information essential for effective policy development. There-

fore, it is important that intra-organizational channels of communi-
cation facilitate patrolman input. 

The major burden of responsibility 

for this must be borne by the department's chief executive and other' 

management personnel' who must iD.struct and communicate by example. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement adminis
trators ensure that police officers at all levels in the 

dagenlcy have an opportunity to participate in the policy 
eve opment process. 

While input of an informational variety is important, so is the 

need to distribute policy information. Every police officer in the 

agency should receive a copy of the written policies. It is essen-
tial that all employees within l~w enforcement 

be aware of and fully 
implement departmental li i 

po c es which relate to the performance of 
their respective jobs. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THA 
ensure th T law enforcement agencies 

_ e promulgation of all poliCies among all _ 
so~n~l and develop methods for determining that su::r 

d
PO icies are interpreted conSistently throughout the epartment. 

Policy Coverage 

The Commission's research into the e-+ent 
A~ of current policy has 

exposed seve rial weaknesses. Fi 
rst, there are a number of areas where 

policy statemt.'!llts are either non-existent 
or are so poorly articu-

late.d that they ar~ virt~lly ineffective. Th 
ese iucl:ade: field 
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interrogations where 65 percent of the agencies responding to the 

Commissi,pn's survey have no policy statement; thta use of non-deadly 

force 1I where 37 percent have no policy statement; citizen grievance 

procedures~ where 50 percent of the agencies have no policy state

ment; and finally, the area of civil disturbances, where 50 percent 

of the Commission's sample indicate that they have no policy state

ment. A positive note is the indication that 69 percent of the 

agencies surveyed have written pplicies covering the !,tse of deadly 

force. It does concern the Commission, however, that 31 percent of 

those agencies surveyed do not have such a policy. 

Second, it has been noted that policy established in the tradi

tional manner is usually reactive. Many policies are developed as a 

{ t i i '8' o~ a failure to senae the needs consequence 0 a managemen cr s ~ 

of the environment. They appear to have been established to'protect 

the department from future crises. 

A number of reasons have been offered by law enforcement adminis

trators fOf: their reluctance to enunciate and promulgate policies. 

First, law enforcement administrators ·be1ieve that widespread community 

I 
knowledg~ Qf police policy may have a damaging effect on the departments 

ability to solve crime; they see a need for some element of secrecy 

to protect the effectiveness of tactics. Secon.d, police administratorS 

believe that the guidelines established by the courts and state legis

lature are sufficient to meet their organizational needs. Third, 

. 'f ubj t to police.officialg are not confident that their' policies, i s ee 

public perusal, will not be construed to be laxceeding the boundaries 

of order Eintenance and bordering on harassment. Fourth, police 
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officials are wary that precisely articulated policy statements can 

result in reducing flexibility and in causing the public to evaluate 

police performance against the policy stan&ards. ntis could result 

in a greater frequency of civil suits, especially if field pertor-

Mance is perceived as departing from the policy statement. Last, 

police administrators conjecture that crjlme might increase if the 

citizenry were aware of established "tolerance" levelr& maintai.ned 

by some departments. Regardl~!ss of the extent of their validity, 

these reasons are frequently given by law enforcement to explain a 

lack of articulated policies. 

Unwillingness to develop policy is surpriSing i~ view of the 

police willingness to formulate procedures. The.paramilitary style 

'of -police. organizations requi;res highly forraalized operating procedures. 

These pro~edures are designed to fac~litate uniform and orderly police 

response to certain kinds of s~rvice demands. Administratively, the 

formulation of procedure is a selective process, restrieted to narrow 

boundaries and to areas where little dis<;!retion is req1..d.red. The care 

of equipment, the scheduling of court appearances, the transporting of 

prisoners, and the proper way to conduct a vehicle stop are areae in 

which procedures are easily articulated. 

It is obvious that standard operating procedures are a necessary 

part of police administration and that they have practical impact on 

street practices. It is disconcerting that these procedures rarely 

address the discretionary choices that police officers are rorced to 

make on a da11ybasis. Procedures, unlike poliCies, do not provide a 

t.. 
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framework from which an officer can base his actions. As noted in 

the Challenge of Crime in a Free Socie~, procedures do not affect 

those problems which determine "to a large degree the safety of the 

community, the attitude of the public toward the police, and the 

8 
substance of court rulings on police procedures." 

Comnrlssion research has documented th~t community distrust can 

be heightened by the failure to develop clear policy, or, as mentioned 

earlier,the failure to inform the citizenry of existing policy 

directives. The community perception of those areas where distrust 

is most acute include: police contacts on the street; field interro-

gations; arrest; the use of deadly force and non-deadly force; patrol 

tactics and assignments; investigative techniques; the complaint or 

grievance process; and tactics for handling disorders, demonstrations 

and riots. Of course, there are other aspects of the police function 

'which raise important policy questions. However, the prec~~ing prob-

lems seem to be most relevant to community concerns. 

Obviously:o police and community relatiaeships are partly ci.::te~'" 

mined by the manner in which the police agency guides its office~s in 

the performance of their individual a,nd institutional roles. policies 

comprise the foundation ~.f all other guidance mechanisms developed for 

this purpose. Thus, there is at least a minimal law enforcement 

responsibility to use the policy development process as an appropriate 

avenue .for transforming citizen needs into police services. Doing so 

has obvious benefits for the professional police agency and for the 

various publics it serves~ 

-_.,_ ......... - .,. 
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Chapter 9 

RESOLVING CITIZEN COMPLAINTS 

One of the mechanisms which police agencies use to control offi-

cer behavior is the citizen grievance and complaint proces~. Through 

this formal procedure, citizens who feel they have been wronged by 

a law enforcement officer officially performing his duty may exJ 

press their grievance. The action resulting from such a complaint 

may include departmental discipline, criw1aa1 prosecution, or 

exoneration. 

While it is doubtful that the complaint procedure is ever a 

pleasant experience, it is nece9sary. It furnishes citizens with 

a number of alternati~es in seeking redress for an action taken by 

the police agency or an agent of that organization in responding to ' 

a citizen's need for polic~ service. Many times, the procedure is 

'simply a safety valve for citizens to let off steam, while in other 

situations there may be serious questions as to whether an officer 

abused his authority. The complaint procedure, then, is ~ne of the 

department's ~ternal feedback charmels for developing an uude,rstanding 

of how citizens perceive the behavior of individual officers or the 

total department. If the process works well, it can successfully 

short circuit much of the hostility, conflict, and distrust which 

normally disrupt an agency's ability to provide truly effective police 

seJ:Vices. 
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The discussion in ~h~~ chapter addresses primarily the ~ 

criminal. complaint or the criminal complaint prior to the point at 

which criminal charges are contemplated. When suspicion focuses on 

an officer and criminal charges appear to be imminent, the priorities 

of the legal action must take precedence over the less rigid, depart-

mental procedural rules. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
administrators regularly encourage all citizens 
to of'fer their cODIIDents regarding the level of 
law enforcement service provided in their commu-
nity. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT when alleged police 
misconduct has raised tension in the community, 
writteu dap~rtmental policy should outline the 
appropriate immediate steps that should be taken 
to meet with community representatives and 
jointly mobilize an effective response to the 
problems. 

Citizen initiation is not the only method for generating a 

complaint against a police officer. Through internal department 

channels, a supervisor, fellow officer, or member of the administrative 

staff may initiate and register complaints against an officer who, in 

the performance of his official duties, is thought to be in violation 

of a departmental procedure or regulation. The alternative actions 

taken as a result of a departmentally initiated complaint are essen

tially the same as those resulting from the citize~. cOl'lplaint.. Most 

often these internal complaints result in disciplinary:~tion, in

frequently in criminal charges. They are bA9ically unseen or unheard 

of by the general public. 

The citizen complaint process, in contrast, has high visibility 

at. the outseto It is a metbDd for providing citizens with a mechanU' 

'-
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for reacting against what they perceive as officer misconduct. As 

a technique of police administration, it serves a number of extremely 

important purposese First, of course, it provides an opportunity 

for the communitY,to critique police operations and to bring to admini

strators' attention performance which is below acceptable standards. 

Second;, it provides' a iIleans by wh:iLch administrators can identify 

developing pTublems invol?ing either individual officers or ageuey 

practi.ces. And finally, it provides a trust-building mechanism. 

wh1ch police agencies can use to show the general public their commit-

ment to objective law enforcement. 

Law enforcement and order maintenance require cooperation between 

law enforcement agencies and the general public. The cooperation 

must be achieved through communication and the development and nur

turance of a high level of trust. 

The considerable discretionary authority given to the police raises 

a potential barrier to gaining the public's trust. Too frequently, 

segments IIf the public perceive the police au employing tbeir discretion 

in ways that appear unfair and discriminatory. 

Regardless of the mechanisms devised by departaents to screen law 

enforceaent personnel and regardl~Gsof other devices administrators 

.eaploy to el~nate the opportunity for misconduct and abuse, the 

reality of the efituation facing almost evel'y law euforcement agency 

is that BOlle personnel will probably on on~! occasion or another exhibit 

some form of misconduct. As stated above, the.misconduct will either 

be discovered by a fellow officer· and handled internally or it will 

be observed and reported by a private' citizen. 

'1:,:;' , ~ -~ " . 
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The internal method provides an individual VQlice officer with 

an avem.s~. through which he can register a declaration of misconduct 

against another police officer. This process. entirely pursued by 

the. organization, does not directly iuvolve the community. The 

process is initiated by a police ·officer agaiMt another police 

cffi~er. The investigation of the allegation is conducted by a 

police board, and finally action is taken. 

This internal procedure is normally used either by sJ.!pervisors 

responding to improper behavior or by internal investigators who may 

have uncovered illegal behavior. On rare occasions, it is used by 

officers who, because of their professional pride and commitment to 

the high standards of performance, feel obl.igated to rea,:t against 

bnhavior they feel is unacceptable. One af the leg~tfmate complaints 

offered by the police is that in the reverse situation civilian wit-

nesees often refuse or fail to relate without bias facts which they 

have observed and about which they ~re asked to testify. 

/i.;l"'(, 
, -;: 

An ind:f.vidual who assumes the role of a police officer accepts 

the responsibilities which accompany that role. The average police 

officer in California is expected to handle both a law enforcement 

function a~d an order maintenance functiono The very nature of these 

functions brings police officers into personal interactioBd with 

citizens which are seldom tranquil. A traffic accident, robbery, 

mugsing, ass.ult, or even a follow-up investigation regarding an in

cidentwhich transpired a lIOnth or a year ·before may create the kind 

of eaotioDali~ which precipitates charges of police mia~onduct. 
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Normally, a com~laint against an officer is filed at e!the~ the 

headquarters or a division Bub-station of the police department. 

Complaints are generally in writing on a form designed to facilitate 

further action. The individual receiving the complaint is usually 

the watch commander or the desk officer located at the police station. 

He is responsible fo~ accepting and routing the complaint information 

to the proper investigative unit ~thin th~ police age~cy. From the 

average law enforcement agency's standpoint, the oaganization which 

follows this particular approach to the complaint p~ocedure is 

considered to have at least an adequate procedure for receiving, 

recording, investigating and resolviag a complaint registered against 

a police officer. 

The complaint process is an integral part of effective police 

admini~tration as well ~s effective community-police relations as 

defined by the Advisory Commis~ion. Most sources, such as the 

President's Co.a!esion on .Law ~~~rcement and the Administration of 

Justice, the National Commission on Standards and Goals2, o. w. 

Wilson in Police Administration 3 and Howard H. Earle in Police 

Communi!X Re1ations,4 generally agree that effective police adminis

tration requires not only an avenue for citizen communication, but a 

well articulated citizen complaint process as well. Earle notes that 

"(O)ne of the prime requisites to any adequate community relations 

program is an effective system by which an aggrieved citizen can aUege 

his complaints~5 The Advisory Commission surveyed a selected sample 

of police organizatiQns and discovered that only SO percent of the 

agencies have a written policy governing the citizen grievance pro-

cedure. Furfher,i only 54 percent of the agencies surveyed have written 

,:1 
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procedures covering the grievance area. Without'guidance fram 

writteDe'~lieies or pro'cedures, it is most difficult to provide 

citizens with a relativttLy uniform application of any citizen 

complaint process. 
THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies develoP and publish ~~itten policies 
delineating their complai~t pzocedures. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS TBAT le.~ Anforcement 
agencies establish study c01llllittees_cOlllposed of 
police officials, general government 6f£ic181s, 
and representative citizens to review existing 
policies and procedures for handling complaints. 

While an inconsistent approach to handling complaints is.better 

than no complaint process, it is far superior to develop a procedure 

in writing and thp.n apply it effectively. 

The institution of an effective external complaint procedure 

is DOt a tac~ic designed to limit an ageD.cy'S legitimate activities. 

Quite the contrary, an effective and properly achain1stKed external 

complaint procedure can be beneficial for the public, the officer, 

and the agency. It ~~ssures the general public that the police 

agency respects the rights of citizens and corrects inappropriate 

be'havior. If utUized properly, the coaplaiut process is an asset to 

the police officer because it assures him that if be conducts
h

:lmSe1
f 

in a proper msnner he will be protected from uuwarranted criticism 

and discipline. 
As a management technique, it is a cogent device to measure the 

validity of certain policy and procedural statelllents. Properly 

utiliZed, the comp1d.JJ.t process serves management by providing 

statistical ev~eace of any conflict which exists between tbe .,-oW 

and the departaent ' s policies a:od pxocedul:es. S:iJai1ar1y, continuing 

\ 
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evidence of conflicts between individual officers and citizens is 

a useful 1ii1dication of em.otiona1 problems affecting a particular 

officer or 8U indication that a particular policy may not have been 

well understood by all officers, whether because of poor commanica-

tioDS or ineffective training~ 
THE COMMIS~ION RECOMMENDS THAT local law enforce
ment agencies determine the major and most frequeut 
causes fDr complaints against officers, and when 
necessary, develop and require training programs 
and clinics designed to respond to the problems 
identified. 

nm COMM~SSIOB .RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies carefully review those policies and pro
cedures which are found to be related to numerous 
and recurring complaints. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies maintain records of all complaints regard-
less of disposition. 

EaT.1i~r in this chapter a descri,ption was offered in an attempt to 

clarify the exact procedures commoll in the l!emp1aint process. Brief 1,' , 

tllose procedures include: alternative methods of c01lp1aint reception, 

an agency investigation, a report of findings, and agency action. 

Comp1ain~ Reception 

Traditionally, the location for receiving complaints is at the 

local police headquarters, in care of the watch commander or desk 

sergeant. However, in a number of the larger agencies, responsibility 

for receiving au4 investigating citizen complaints rests with an 

internal affairs unit. The Advisory Commission's research data indi

cate that within the state of California, there are a variety of 

methods established for receiving citizen complaints. Indeed, almost 
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all agencies have unique methods of reception. 

The Advisory Commission also attempted to determine 1£ there 

was any ~ consistency in the investiga1:ion of complaints. Once again, 

while aome agencies surveyed ·indicate that they utilize an internal 

affairs unit, there are equally as many anencies who use detectives, 

investigators, and command staff. One problem pin-pointed in a 

study by the Univer~ity of California at Davis is that it can be 

most difficult to locate police officers responsible for investigating 
, 6 

citir-ens complaints. This can have ramifications for the average 

citizen who is frustrated by the process. The National Commission on 

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals7 offers some valuable assistance 

in formulating effective procedures for overcoming some of the coa-

flict inherent in the COMplaint processe 

Police agencies need to implement procedures 'ihich will facilitate 

making a complaint alleging employee misconduct, wheth~r that com-
. 

plaint is initiated internally or externally. Individual police 

agencies could usefully develop a complete but simple complaint/c~ma· 

tion form. This could be used both to initiate complaints about off!-

cer misconduct as well as to commend particula~ly good police perfor-

&a~~e. Providing checklists for such things 'as physical evidence, 

statGments by witnesses, accurat~ dates and ttmes, and similar facts 

would ensure complete and accurate information collection. 

Making a complaint should not' be accompanied in any aanner by the 

fear of reprisal or harassment. Every person making a cOmplaint should 

receive a receipt verifying reception of the complaint by the police 

agency. This receipt should contain a general description of the 

M.U lad h! 
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investigative process aDd appeal provisions. Further sUPl'Ort for 

this approach can be found in the President's Commission on Law 

Enforcement and the Administration' of Justiee.8 

THE COMMISSION RECOHHENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies establish a specific unit or aSSign a 
carefully selected officer to accept and investi
gate all ca.plaints filed against the department 
and/or it~ personnel. Such officers shauld be 
re-assigned on a regular basia •. 

TIl CClfMISS'ION RECOMMENDS 'l'BAT law enforcement 
agencies establish procedures by which complaintsl 
commendations can be easily accepted. Such pro
cedures may include: ' 

1 • a coaplaint hot line 
2. acceptance of anonymous and 

uDWritten COMplaints 
3. wide distribution and availa

bility of complaint forms 
4. Ati'surance that every officer is 

authorized to accept complaint I 
co.mendatiou foras 

S. Assurance that every officer on 
duty maintains an adequate supply 
of complaint/coaaendation forms 

6. Instruction that every officer ensure 
th3t a citiZen complaint is fortmrded 
to the proper invee'tigating unit. 

TEE COMKISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement: 
agencies ensure that officers not discourage 
the fili~g of coaplaints. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT even if tbe com
plainant wishes t;o. drop his complaint the agency 
complete its investigation. 

Comelaint Investigation 

Once the receptioJ!. portion of the cOllplaint process is co.pleted, 

theiuveatigation begins. It is at this point where a .ajor portion 

of coaun1ty.distrust, whether. real or iaaginecl, develops. Earle 

points outtbat "J?'erhaps as important to the citizen as the ease of 

access to. the grievance proceas.is the belief ~hat his coaplaint will 

" 
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be thoroughly and impartially iuvestiga~~d E~ that real~anctions 

will be imposed against officers found der.elict. ,,9 Generally, the 

invest1~ati~n of citizen cOiIiplaints is conducted by an agent employed 

by the' organization against which the c01'4f.)laint is lodged. A complaint 

against an individual officer is, by extension, a complaint again&t 

the agency, for the officer is its representative. 

While approximately 50 percent of the agencies surveyed by the 

Advisory Commission have indicated that they do have an established 

grievance procedure, the major issue of citizen distrust is the legi-

timacy of that procedure. 

Concerned citizens question how a police agency can be counted on 

to remain objective When investigating an allegation either against 

itself or one of its agents. Distrust, howe.ve~ significant or slight, 

exists; some of it can be directly tied to a perception that there is 

within the "thin blue ~ine" a spirit of fra ternaliSDl which is stronger 

than the commitment to public service. 

Some police science theoreticians argue that most professions in

vestigate their peers when there has been an allegation of malpractice. 

For the private sectors of business, law and medicine, that approach 

may in fact be adequate. But where a public serrlee agency which hall 

been entrusted with the ~afety of the community is concerned, the 

development of public trust may ov.!rride all of these other consf.dera-

tions. The trust and confidence c.£ the coaunity served should be a 

paramouut issue for cOJiSidering a, change in theinvesttgatory portion 

of the complstnt process. In acomaent from the President's eommi8S~n 

on ltaw ltnforcement and the AdIIinistration' of Justice, a deputy chief 

----~. 
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of police fr.'om Cincinnati summed up his observations this way: 

The t~ing that bothers m.e is that polica con
tinue to receive huge numbers of compla4nts but 
there are only a few instances where the com
plainant is upheld. They can't be wrong that 
DlUch--and we can't be '1'ighlt that much.10 

The above coneern is supported ~¥ data from the StAR attitude 

survey. To the statement that "Polic!.! investigations of complaints 

about police misconduct are always fair and thorO\lgh", 32 percent of 

the adults, 33 perc0nt of the teenagers, and 43 percent of the working 

police officers respoDded in the affirmative. It is si~1ficant9 

however, that 34 percent of the adults, 35 percent of the teenagers, 

and 32 percent of the work1.ng police officers disagreed with tbe 

statement. Over one-third of the police sample question the objecti-

11 vity of the current process. 

Obviously, this indicates a significant dilemma for law enforce-

m~nt. If they wish to continue their current methods for investigating 

complaints alleging officer misconduct, they do so at the peril of 

continuing public mistruste Bovever, if they consider significant 

change~ in their current methods, they face the problem of surrendering 

what they consider to be a vital internal management function. 

Obviously, it is necessary to discover some middle ground which speaks 

to both cO!l'llunity perceptions of lack of objectivity and poli,ce per

cepf:lons of the need to control their own disciplinary machinery. 

There are several benefits to such an approach. It reaoves the 

resi~nsibility for investigation from the immediate agency; it facili

tates the use of officers who are not part of the agencyundelr inves

tigation; aDd it· allows agene:r adninistrators the freedom to retain 
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internal disciplinary machinery which they consider appropriate. 

A concept similar to this is currently applied in Santa Clara COtl:aty. 

where the D:I:strict Attorue)""'s office coordinates investigations of 

alleged police misconduct in particularly serious cases. 

At the conclusion of the investigative segment of the complaint 

process, a report of findings is presented to tbe requea.ting autho

rity within the police agen~,. Normally this requesting authority 

is the chief of police or sheriff. This report of findings, as well 

as any other information collected in the case, becomes the property 

of the investigating agency; seldom is it made public knowledge. 

Fears that th$ organization may be bi,ased are not allayed by this 

secretiveness and resultant lack of iU£o~tion inherent in the 

curzent complaint process. 

In reeponse to .the Advisory Commission's 5U'l'Ve1 question "Are tlle 

records of investigations of citizen complaints open to' 'public. exami

nation, a1mo~t 84 percent of the 248 responding agencies indicated 

a negative response (see Api'en~Ux D for a complete b'reakdown) • Thus, 

according to the Commission's research efforts. the investigatory 

repvrt in most cases is not ava1.~able for public perusal. 

The Advisory Commission survey questionnaire further asked if the 

fi~ings of investigations of grievances and/or complaints were made 

known to the complainants. Ninety~f~~r percent of the 252 agencies 

respoDl:dng to the question r&port tnat they do' .inform the complainant ~ 

of the findings in their case (see Appendix). However, various oeg;;:~ntl 

of the community question the methods law enforcement agenct"j.es emploY 

to transmit to a complainant information ~elating to his complaint. 

( . . , 
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A common police response to a citizen complaint which may have 

taken several days or weeks of intensive investigation is a form 

letter which discusses in non-specific terms whether the alleged mis

conduct was de~ed to have basi&, and whether the ctlmplaint was 

sustained or unsustained by departmental authorities. 

Alt~ough a personal interview is the best procedure for notifying 

a citizen about the disposition of a complaint which he registered, 

it is expensive both in terms of time and money. Perhaps the next 

most feasible means of notification is by individuul correspondence. 

HQwever, Advisory Commission research indicates that in this approach 

the past has proven somewhat'unsati~factory to the complainant. Too 

often, a written follow-up to 8 citizen complaint is too sketchy in 

'detail and seldom personal enough to give the citizen the feeling that 

he has accomplished anything by taking the time to file a citizen 

complaint. 

Specifically, law enforcement agencies should spend more time de

veloping ~:In effective response vehicle for answering a complaint. That 

vehicle, whether it be a personal interview or a written statement, 

aho~ld be personal and should contain specific kiL~s of information 

which indicate to the complainant the exact nature of the ~utcome of 

his ease. Regardiuag complaints which may take -sever/u weeks or mO'llths 

to i~estigate, it is su~gested that police administLstors contact 

the complainant at specific time intervals in order to keep the com

plainant up-to-date. 

Finally, Adviso=y Commission research indicates that it is rare for 

an agency when corresponaing with or otherwise informing a complainant 

about the disposition of his complaint to refer specif~cally to the 

',' ~ ,I 
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disciplinary action taken by the agency_ Too often, the citizen 

who takes the time to complain about police misconduct is made 

to feel as if he, not the officer against whom he is lodging a come 

plaint, is guil ey of misconduct. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT records of investi
gations be made available to complainants regardless 
of whether the original ~omplaint is sustained. At 
least the following information should be provided: 

1. Summary of the investigative findings. 
2. Number of witnesses interviE.'Wed, as well as 

all persons, by name, who were suggested for 
interviewing by the complainant. 

3. Extent of physical evidence examined, where 
applicable. 

4. As much additional information as the chief 
law enforcemetlt administrator may find prac
ticable. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT interim reports of 
investigations be provided to complainants at regular 
inte~'a1s when the investigative effort extends over 
a period of weeks. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS tHAT a summary report con
taining as much information as is legally permissible 
be provided to the complainant in the event criminal 
action is initiated against the officer which would 
otherAise restrict publication of agency findings. 

Disciplinary Action 

Following the investigation, the poliee agency is obligated either 

to formally exonerate the officer against whom a charge has been filed, 
t, 

or take SDme form of disciplinary action against him. When a disdpli" 

nary action is initiated by the department, neither the eoaplainant 

nor any other non-police witnesses are typically allowed to be present. 

Rather, the investigating officer presents the case, stating his inter" 

pretation of what the people he interviewed SQid. The department 

essentially assumes the role of complainant in such 9roceedings, 

"~ ~----: ...... "''''''. 
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rationalizing that the officer has violated departmental regulations; 

thus it punishes the officer for that violation, not specifically 

for wronging the complainant. 

The underlying basis for this approach to internal disciplinary 

procedures is the belief that control of police behaVior is an 

integral management,function. Police administrators strongly believe, . ' 
and understandably so, that they should control the di'scipline of 

their officers. They feel that to surrender the disciplinary power 

in any way would be to surrender both a majot- 'personnel control 

mechanisa and a basic ~gerial responsibility. 

It is difficult to dispute the logic of this stand, for it is well 

grounded in management theory. Uowever, without su~rendering the 

ultimate disciplinary authority, administrators can find alternatives 

to rigid police domination of the process. It is not a strict "either

or" mituation. In light of the crucial relationship of the complaint 

process to overall community-police relations, it would appear that 

steps to increase the visibility of the process and otherw~se restore 

f.aith in its ~bjectivity might well be more important to the effective

ness of la.w enforcement than inaistence upon maintaining the status quo. 

The Advisory Commission's survey of California law enforcement 

agenci~s att~pted to determine the e~tent of citizen involvement in 

d1acipliDary proceedings and the stent to which citizens are informed 

of the results of di.cipli~ry action taken. Eighty-five percent 

of the responding agencies (246) indicate that they inform complaiaants 

about disciplinary action taken. Eighty percent of the agencies indi

cat,~, h<lwever, that they do Dot inform the general public. (See Append!x: D 

~or a complete breakdown~) 

" , 
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~ TaE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies regularly publish reports sutmnari:dng 
com;\ilaints, dispositions, and disciplinary acticlns 
taken. These reports should distinguish between 
actions based on internal rule infracti~us and 
those initiated bya citizen. 

On the question of complainant representation during tbe discipli-

nary proceedings wbether in person, by an attomey, or 1>y another per-

son of his choice, the responses were not sufficient to draw any 

solid conclusion. However, citizen participation appenrs to be 

severely proscribed. 

Given these facts, it appears tha"t some accoJllllodatcion is in order 

which will retain the basic features of the current disciplinary 

process as an integral management function and still allow the 

complainant, who has as much at stake in the outcome of the proceed-

ings as the agency, to have some assurance of its thoroughness and 

objectivity. One alternative whi.ch might prove particularly useful 

is the application of a technique sim1la~ to that used by th~ grand 

ju~y. For example, several police agencies on an experimental basiS 

mi.ght allow" the complainant or complainant and his attorney to be 

present during the disciplinary proceeding, but not to participate 

actively such as by cross examination of witnesses." In this way, the 

complainant and his attorney would be privy to the proceedings, but. 

the agency would retain control. The ~omplainant would then be able to 

question in writing or in some fashion any discrepancies or shortcomings 
, 

he identifi~d iu the proceedings. 
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~\lternative Complaint Mechanisms 

There are n variety of agencies which can t.'eceive, investigate, 

or otherwise pro~ess citizen complaints against a police officer or 

enforcement agency. These include the district attorney's office, 

the city manager's office, the city council, the board of supe~r.isors, 

the state att4)rney general's office, the grand jury, and the Federal 

Bureau of Inv,estigation. Alternativeu in the private!! sector include 

the legal aid society, the American Civil Liberties Union, and similar 

kinds of public interest groups. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT la~ enforcelnent" 
agencies publicize those agencies, such as the 
city manager's dfice:, the district attox:ntay' s 

"office, the law enforcement agencies, thE~ eity 
councilII' the county board of superviSors., Ithe 
state attorney generals offi~e, the FBI wld 
·"he legal aid society, which may receiv~ Ct)m
plaints against the police. 

Some of these public agencies, it is charged" helve such close 

and frequent interaction with the police that they are likely to be 

biased in law enforcement's favor. In.the Project STAR survey, the 

following statement was made: 11.\ i i n." c t zen who has a com~laint againt'lt 

a police officer will have a hard time getting the authorities to look 

into the matter." While 48 percent of the adults atld 38 percent of the 

teenagerfJ disagree with this statement . 9 fully 30 percent of the adul~s 

and 37 percent of the teenagers agree. Even when the arena of action 

iG broadened to include the non-specific term "authorities", there is 

considerable $kepticism about government's response. l2 It is important 

that law enforcement agencies and· th'e h " ot er elements of government 

concerned with cit:L~en complaints against police officers' take all 

Possible steps to restol~e any citizen faith l6st as a result of percep-

" 
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tions of laek of fairness or objectivity in the complaint process. 

Skep~icism about the propriety of the way the complaint process 

works is not re~tricted to members of the public. Police officers 

themselves question, of ten with good cause, some uses of the complaint 

machinery. There are indications that the frivolous and malicious 

filing of complaints is becoming a serious problem. It is not unheard 

of, for example, to have complaints of police misconduct filed as a 

pro. forma matter each time certain persons ha-vre contact with a police 

officer. 

Legitimate grievances about such use of the complaint mechanism 

is combini~g with other factors to create a considerable negative 

reaction from Qrganized peace office~s group~ against the current 

complaint and disciplinarY machinery. Police officers are exerting 

influence wherever possible to promote adoptil)n of the Policemau' s 

Bill of Rights, which contains detailed provisions protecting officers' 

rights, including a number of due process provisions. They include 

right to counselor advice during interrogations by investigators, 

res~rieted use of "off the record ll intervie:its, and the right to refuse 

to ~uswer questions under certain circumstances (usually restricted to 

non-criminal matterB). 

The matter of appropri.ateness of the Policeman's Bill of RightB . 

is not at issue in this report. Its applicability is being determined 

through collective bargaining ill California today. It il) germane to 

the Advis~~y Commission's effort~, however, ~o make several points. 

First, the police officer should not be subjected to frivolous or 

malicious charges for any reason. 

i: 
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Second, officers' rights should be clearly set forth in depart

mental rules and regulations, an,d memf)ers of the public should be 

info~gd and aware of these rights. 
. , 

Finally, police officers and pulice ad~inistrators equally have 

an interest ,Ln fair and uniform disciplinary machiner,/. They should 

concentrate their'energies positively on the joint development of 

acceptable ulschinery which has too often not characterized 'past attempts 

to remedy itLequities. 

'l'he Need for Change 

Whethe~r a citizen's complaint is filed or not filed, whether it 

is warrantE~d or not warranted, or whether the outcome of the investi-

gation is fco sl'!stain the complaint or not is in many ways of little 

consequenc:e. What is signifiC'.ant is the COJIDtmity's perception of the 

access tCI the complaint process, and of the equality, fairness, and 

impartiality of the investigation and disposition provided through 

established complaint procedures. It 1s apparent tbat several seg-

ments of the community believe the current system is lacking they 

concomitantly fe4r t~at a major element of control ov.er police be

ha~Jior i~ not effective. This obviously affects the general attitude 

those people hold toward the police. 

Given the significance of the police role in our society, it is 

obvious that the community's opinion of the complaint process 1s in

deed worthy of serious consideration. It is a major bar~ier to . 

attaining that level of trust which is crucial to the improvement of 

cODllunity";'policfllrelationtt.l! the enhancemen.t of the qU31ity of life, 

and the promotion of cooperation in the fight again6t crime. 

1 
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The Advisory Commission finds it necessary to go beyond this 

perceptual rationale to justify changes :f.n citizen coap1aint mecha-
'f " 

nisms, however. Surveys and i.h~;rd.ews have provided evidence which 

suggests that the current process is indeed less than objective. It 

is for this reason more than any other th,at changes must be initiated. 

These changes may take several forms. The broadest and most candid 

consideration should be given to ways of restoring citizen faith in 

the mechanisms which the police use to ensure fair and impartial law . 

enforcement. 

The Advisory Commission concludes that the most effective methods 

for overcoming the problems associated with police misconduct or mal

practice are preventive measures employed during recruit~ent, screen

ing, training, evaluating, and retraining law enforcement personnel. 

. 'To the extent that these methods fail 11 it can be expected that the 

public will look to the complaint process for redress. 

-
, 
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ChaptEr 10 

TRAINING AND EDUCATION 

Training is one of the adaptive mechanisms' that police agencies use 

to respond to problems and to maintain a ~e1atively stable level of 

operadon. Both training and education are methods for promoting behaviors 

which are congruent with and supportive of the role objecti~es of the 

agency. Further
t 

training ~nd education are methods by which organizations 

and individuals can mutually raise thair levels of performance, effective-

ness, and efficiency. 

The quality of the response police individuals and organizations make 

to community needs and expectations is directly affected by the quality 

of training provided. Despite the critical effect that training has on 

police performance and community relations, police management often fails 

to regard training as an integral part of the management process. As a 

consequence, police training programs and activities may relate only 

peripherallJy to accomplishing agency goe-is and objectives and may fa.11 to 

provide re11.nforcement of appropriate police role behaviors. 

To aC!ltieve high quality training, it is essential to view training 

as a process ,. a series of cOlJlllitments and 5teps which must be made and 

implemented to assure the effectiveness and impact of the entire procedure. 

This chapter discusseS police training and education within the framework 

of the steps required to produce effective, quality training activities 

and programs--whether in-hous'e or external to the agency. The discussion 

examines the potential benefits of training for both personal and organi

zational needs in the police service and concurrently. points out the weak

nesses' and problems inherent in most areas of present police training prac-

o 
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tices. Examples of good training procedures, often drawn from model 

programs, are'provided. 

Training the Individual in the Police Service 

In 1959, the State of California, recognizing the importance of 

carefully selected and, adequately trained enforcement personnel, 

the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST). POST has 

set minimum standards for selection, training, ar.1 education which the 

department and individual officers must meet in order to be certificated. 

Certification is now required by departments serving approximately 99 

percent of the state's populatioill. 

By providing financial reimbursement for training, POST m,akes it eaBierJ 

for eligible local law enforcement agencies to send personnel for training 't 
"~ 

f , and education necessary to perform their duties and obtain certification., l' 
To remain eligible for reimbursement, departments must meet the minimum 

standards for selection and training set forth in the POST regulations. 

1972, 24 small departments, serving less than one percent of the ata.te's 

population, did not participate in the POST program. 
J 

There is considerable effort to make training and education convenientlyl 
r 

available to the police officer. Most of tbe POST training courses, which; 
.J 

cover basic, supervisory, advanced .officer, middle-management, executive,' 'f , 
" 

and special and technical areas, are given at local community colleges 8ndol 
i 

police academies in proximity to most of the trainees' agencies. The trend] 

toward establishment of regional training centers will eventually makE! 

training available to departments previously isolated from educational 

tutions. 

" I 
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Adaptation to the police Role 

Training is an important. means of adapting the recruit to the 

police role through the proces~ of socializing him ,and helping him build 

the minimum level of skill necessary to perform and survive until he 

cumulatively develops a broad range of appropriate behaviors. 

socializat!£!!.. Training du'dng a po1i~e officer v s early employment 

belps socialize him'into the agency ~ulture and introduces him to the 

behavior patterns which the prevailing view of the poll.cla role requires. 

(See Chapter 5). This is an extremely important function, for it helps 

ensure predictability of behavior. 

For the in-service officer, training reinforces the prevailing 

concept of the role of the police by emphasizing various aspects of 

the role in course content or in the types of courses offered. Thus 

the image of the police role presented in community college courses is 

of interest. 

A survey of community colleges providing POST-certified courses 

indicated the following: of the 21 colleges responding with a role 

definition, 8 categorically view the role of the police as that of a 

social or public service agency. Four additional respondents qualify 

the service role by reinforcing the fact that the officer represents a 

law enforcement agency. Other respondents express the role in terms of 

the justice system or view thei~ task as helping the officer understand 

himself and his relationship to the community- Another said that officers 

should understand that people want to share in the way laws are adminis-

teredo 
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Some instructors commented that because the police are one of 

the only resources available to the community 24 hours a day, officers 

should be better trained to meet the demands made on them. Others 

indicated an attempt to help officers understand themselves and their 

role position in relation to the attitudes and expectations of the 

community. 
Interestingly, a number of police training officers interviewed had 

a slightly different view of the police role. Of those departments 

offering \I Role of Polic'.';" subjects, most indicate that they describe 

the way the police officer fits into the justice system, detailing 

what he "is supposed to do"; they provide a "balance" of enforcement 

and ~ervice orientation. Several officers state that 75 to 80 percent 

of an officer's time is consumed by service calls, and imply that they 

offer a balance emphasizing the service aspect of the job. 

The role of the police, when adequately defined, shouldpe taught 

at all police levels. Instructions should be given to supervisors on 
1 

how to reinforce the role orientation for their trainees. 

THE Cm~ISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST encourage law enforce
ment agencies and community colleges to prepare adequate 
definitions of the role of the police, reflecting service 
orientation, and to offer instruction in the role of the 
police at all department levels. 

Knowledge and skills. Within the POST-required certified program, 

there are a number of courses which address themselves to building 

officers' skills and to' integrating officers into the police organization. ; 

These courses are s'J,VplementedbY activities devised by police training 

officers to meet local or immediate needs. 

J 
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In spite of the obvious importance of training to the police 

officer and the efforts exerte4 by POST, the Advisory Commission found 

that there were many areas in which trained men and existing training 

programs were lacking: In some departments, men may be academy trained 

before they go on the streets. Many medium and small departments pro

vide an in-house, mini-basic training course which must suffice until 

the recruit can be placed in an academy or until he can be enrolled in 

community college courses. 

Training by departments having 101 or more sworn personnel decreased 

from 1970 to 1972 (see Figure 10-1). In some of these departments, the 

number of trainees ~n community-police relations subjects,decreased markedly. 

Some of the smaller departments, employing up ,to 1.00 s~om personnel, 

increased training to some extent during the same three year period; in. 

some cases, trainees in community-police relations subjects decreased. 

Lack of training seriously affects the officer's ability to perform 

his role adequately. It can result in unsatisfactory police service 

which creates a negative image of the pol:!,ce officer and his organization. 

Implications 'for the Po1ic~ Organization 

Training addresses not only individual needs, but also system needs. 

It i s the most important means by which an organization can create a 

management atmosphere that supports and gives substance to the organization's 

philosophies and goals. Further, it is a vital adaptive mechanism for 

strengthening the organization's capability to respond satisfactorily to 

the community's needs and to changing .role expectations. 

. .•.•... 
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The following are examples of ways in which training, properly 

managed, can strengthen the organization internally and in its 

relationships with the public: 

••• Establishment· of good, clear communications between 

individuals and units within the department and development 

of satisfactory interpersonal relationships are important 

to an optimally functio,ning organization. Adequate com-

munication at all levels can result in better informed 

polic'e. It can eliminate redundant activities and improve 

infOJ:mation flow between components of the organization. 

••• Better communication can also improve the chances that all 

perE.onnel interpret depa1:'tmental policy consistently and 

can. eliminate discrepancies in interpretation between 

,ad'atinistrators and patrolmen. A recent study by Gerald F. Uelmen 

0.1£ Loyola Law School showed that police officers indeed do not 

often interpret or understand departmental policies as in-

tended by the administration. Uelman said, "Most remarkable, 

of course, is the diversity of responses within the same 

departments, indicating a good deal of confusion as to just ~hat 

departmental policy was ••• lt is somewhat alarming that 83 

percent of the officers (in one department) view their depart-

mental policy as allowing the use of deadly force in the third 

hypothetical (case), and 72 percent in the fourth hypothetical, 

differing with the. interpretation of their chief on both 
Ii 

Counts. ,,2 ObViously, this indica.tes a breakdown in internal 

Communication. The consequences for individual officers and 

for the community could be extremely serious. 
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••• Currently, many departments are developing minority recruitment 

programs which do not include components for preparing the present 

staff to work with the minority group officers. Better under~ 

standing of racial and ethnic relations can help promote a suppor~ 

tive environment within the department for minority officers. This 

could preclude interpersonal problems between white and miTlOrity 

officers and could cut down on minorities leaving police work 

because of racial tensions within the department. A model progr~ 

in minority recruitment and acculturation into the police depart

ment is being run by the Oakland, Berkeley, Richmond, and San 

Francisco Police Departments, funded by a CCeJ grant. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement 
agencies provide racial and ethnic relations training 
to all personnel. 

••• Human relations training can be helpful in decreasing the 

number of citizen complaints about police se~vice and for improving 

community perceptions of the j?olice. In the Oakland and Daly City 

Police Departments which, respectively, have made efforts to tram 

personnel in crisis intervention and have used police and 

training sessions, ~here have been noticeable changes in the 

perceptions of the police by the community (see Appendix E). 

• • • Trailling of paraprofessionals who assist in the police agency 

can up-grade their ability to provide services and can prepare 

them t.o take on additional responsibil,ities to free officers for 

more important tasks. 

THB COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST assist law 
enforcement agencies in developing curricula and 
t ... a1ning for paraprofessionals. 
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Clearly, training activities have many ramifications for enforce-

ment agencies and their communities. Y h et t e Advisory Commission has 

found that not many police agencies take full d a vantage of training 

as a management tool. 

Where training is well done, it has great potential for developing 

the individual and the organization. Where it is poorly done, it 

wastes manpower, time, and budget. But, more important, consistently 

poor training produces negative attitudes and hili ost ty toward training 

in general. As·one officer said, "Since most training is bad, police 

uc an att tu e creates a barrier to expect all training to be bad." S hid 

learning which is difficult for even superior training activities to 

overcome. 

Police administrators should influence the quality of train:tng 

offered in their oWn departments and at local colleges. The following 

discussion primarily concerns in-house training which agencies develop 

to meet local or specific agency needs. The emphasis on the need for 

high quality in-house training ptograms in no way implies that these 

programs should compete with POST-sponsored or regional. training and 

educational activities. Indeed, many of the points m~de below pertain 

The equally to programs conducted by colleges and external agencies • 

intent of the discussion is to encourage up-grading of training by 

adviSing coordination of in-house and outside activities and by stressing 

the importance f t i i o ra n ng as a method for improving the entire police 

organization. 

To provide good training which can be an effective adaptive mechan

ism, police ~dministrators must make some serious commitments and take 
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positive action. At the very minimum, a good training program and 

function requil"~s support for the training activity, assessment of 

the organization's training needs, proper planning of the training 

activity or program, evaluation procedures, reinforcement of the 

trainees' learnings, and feedback to trainees regarding their per-

formance and behavioral changes. 

Administrative Sup~rt for Training 

First, effective administrative support of the training function 

is crucial to quality training programs and activities. The police 

administration can support training most effectively if it views 

training as an integ~al part of the management function. Training can 

promote behaviors that facilitate achieving organizational goals; thus 

administrators should specify agency goals so those responsible for 

training clearly understand what the goals of training should be. 

Training is more effective when it is carried out in an integrated, 

rather than segmented way. So administrators should require coordination 

of training activities which meet the needs of the entire organization, 

not only units. 

Administrators can support training and enhance its impact by 

encouraging integration of training and other departmental functions. 

For example, training and community relations personnel, personnel 

evaluatora, and complaint J.nvestigators can provide each other information 

and expertise that should raise the level of personnel training and 

development and improve community relations. 

10-11 

The Advisory Commission's survey shows that of departments with 

community relations units, 46.4 percent of the units regularly parti

cipate in training the agency's personnel. Their activities should 

certainly be coordinated with those of other trainers. 

Further, it is important to maintain continuity of support to 

assure that training is implemented as the ongoing, organization

maintainillg process it is. Administrators should establish policies 

which emphasize commitment to developing the police organization's 

potential through ongoing training programs. Very few departments make 

commitments to training by adopting strong training policies. Conse

quently, with A change in chief or sheriff, there may be a hiatus in 

training. 

THE COl~SSION RECOMMENDS THAT police administrators recognize 
training as a integral part of the management process and 
use training-as an organization development tool to raise the 
level of competence and performance of the entire department. 

In addition to providing administrative and organizational support 

in these areas, a~inistrators must give support in four other areas: 

administrative sanctions, budget, time for training, and adequate 

training staff (who are themselves properly trained). 

Administrative Sanctions 

When the chief and other high ranking officers express their 

approval of training act.ivities and make clear their interest to all 

personnel, the training activity is more likely to succeed. This ia 

important, because officers frequently are resistent to training, 

particularly community~police relations training. 
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Those training officers who highly praise the support,provided 

them by their superiors also comment on the high level of trainee 

. 3 
paioticipation they experl.ence. 

The attitude of the administration toward newly trained personnel 

and toward new ideas ar techniques brought back to the department by 

these personnel can crucially influence a man's motivation to be 

h
. i ~ i t) effect Far too many trainees 

trained and to put l.S tra n~ng n' • 

take a "what's the use" attitude that no matter how many good ideas they, 

take back, they will not be allowed to implement them. To prevent 

trained personnel from acting on their training is to waste vital 

departmental resources. 

OUr study indicates that although administrators in many smaller 

depart~ents affirm the importance of training and education, they are 

unable tu offer their men substantial training experiences either 

in-house orin academy courses. This is most often due to lack of 

replacement manpower to free men for training, inad~quate budget, and 

lack of training personnel. Indeed, lack of replacement manpower is 

a universal problem for departments of all sizes. 

Enforcement: agencies have attempted to find workable solutions to 

the manpower probJ.em. In some cases adjoining cities corttract with 

each other to cover manpower needs. To test the concept of creating 

regional manpower pools, men have been exchanged between departments. 

The difficulty with both approaches is that it takes time ferr exchanged 

ffi i 1 acclimated to the nell area to be effective, 
officers to become su cent y 

Another possible solution, used often in smaller departments is that sOllIe 

men work extra hours to cover for those in training. 

" 

.. 
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A more effective way of relieving some of the pressures on 

departments is to assure that departments have access to POST training 

reimbursement funds. Currently these fund;,; are deposited with the local 

governing body with the intent that they be transferred to the enforce-

ment agency to cover POST-certified training received by personnel. 

However, the total FOST allotments do not always reach the enforcement 

agency;they remain in the jurisdiction's general fund. This cripples. 

the agency's capability to train its men. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State Legislature change 
the present statute regarding training funds t.o assure 
that POST reimbursement funds are channeled through the 
local governing bodies and into the enforcement agencies. 

Some training officers in small deparrments(1-50 sworn personnel) 

indicate that few educational opportunities are available to their men 

due to the rural location or isolation of their departments or due to 

the paucity of offerings at the nearest college. 

The Ca1~fornia Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ) is attempting 

to alleviate some of these problems by implementing the concept of 

regional education and training. The first regional center, The Regional 

Criminal Justice EducQtion, Training,and Resource Center in Modesto, 

is in its third grant year of operation. 
Courses for various 

components of the justice system are given at the Center. Training 

materials, books, and other resources maintained at the Center are loaned 

to local police training officers and are rotated out to four Center 

satellites. 
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involves satellite training sites j,n The Center's outreach program 

four of tbe five mountain counties within the region. These sites are 

video tapes, various films, and equipped with overhead projectors, 

1 ~h~ch use the International Association of individual study carre s ~ L 

Chiefs of Police (IACP) T1:'aining Key series. In-service personnel 

proximate. to the training site can view training materials 

at their own convenience. Courses are also presented at the sites. 

An advisory committee including representatives from allover the 

assis ts with assessments of training needs and eight county region 

cU'l,'riculum development. POST also provides support in this area and 

Courses reflect the Center's philosophy in evaluating the program. 

that the police officer should use his mind and understanding t~ cope 

with problems rather than rely ony on 1 handcuffs and guns; the service 

aspect of police work is emphasi2:ed. 

ill become self-supporting through When funding ends, the Center w 

the clientele it has built up and through POST reimbursements of courses 

which are tied into local community colleges" Currently, the Center 

from Riverside. the Bay Area, and Northern California is advising persons • 

who are interested in developing similar regional centers. 

discusses the Center in further detail. 

Appendix E 

Mobile classrooms might be included in the regional concept to 

facilitate taking training to 'departments that are isolated even from 

satellite training areas. Preliminary planning for mobile training 

should include (a) assessment of local resources on which trainers could 

draw, (b) asseSSment of departments' training needs, 

suitable programs, and (d) eva1uation,and follow-up. 

(c) development of 

POST could encourage 
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development of these uni.ts. However, it should not carry out the 

training, but should remain a catalytic and qualit, control agency. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT CCCJ encourage further devel
opment of regional academies and stimulate development and 
operation of mobile training programs to provide courses 
to officers in small, rural, or isolated cOtmllunit:i,es. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST encourage the regional 
criminal justice training and education center to operate 
mobile training units as part of its 1I0utreach" pro~ram. 

~udset., Training can be costly in terms of trainees and replacement 

manpower salaries; training personnel salaries and unit costs; equipment, 

instructors, materials, and facility costs; and non-reimbursable course 

costs. 

A satisfactory training budget permits the training officer to 

schedule most of the courses required by the department to maintain its 

personnel's skills, rather than solely courses required to maint~in men's 

certificates. It also allows use of up-to-date training techniques, 

adequate tra:hd.ng staff, and monies for specialist training at semi.nars 

alld ins ti tu t.es • 

In general, the Commission has found that budget allotments for 

training are frequentl.y inadequate. Where monies are available, they 

are budgeted primarily for technical subjects. Lack of training funds 

is cited as a problem by a number of t~aining offic~rs interviewed. 

Only 17 percent of all res~ondents to the Commission's questionnaire 

provide any numerical data for any budget category. Thus, our ~mpression 

of budget allotments is probably not rf!presentative. However, it is 
useful t~ consider it. 

Twenty-nine percent of departm~nts xesponding to the budget section 

of the questionnaire state they do not have a training budget. Twenty-one 
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pErcent of these are departments in size categories A (9 percent). B 

(6 percent);,and C (6 percent), the smallest departments (1-50 sworn 

i ing finding In spite of budget l'ersonnel)" This is not a surpr s • 

problems, many of the smaller departments are able to provide some 

training by relying on POST-reimbursable training or. by sharing other 

Indeed, 43 D.ercent o~ all budget respon-agency facilities at no' cost. . 

dents use POST community college courses in lieu of or in addition to 

T"ne imp ....... t of total reliance on outside training budgeted training. Q. 

is expressed in training officers' comments that the broad, general 

are not meeting local n~eds--so the men may not be college courses 

properly attuned to their own communities. 

SI)me respondents say that training money is hidden in salaries or 

in other department budget items. A few departments have separate 

budgets for items such as firearms and community-police relations. 

In four categor es t" , i (C E' F H) represent~\ng, small, medium, and large 

the lowest budget item is defense; it! another four categories departments, 

) the smallest and three largest., the lowest budget item is (A,G,B,I , 

juvenile. Ca,tegory D (51-100 sworn persom1el) departments budget the 

highest percentages of all categories in five areas: first aid, traffic, 

cll."iminal investigation, and juvenile. Category I, the largest departments, 

budgets the lowest percentages of all categories in four areas: 

civil disturbance, law, and teargas. 

firearms, 

Insufficient budget for training has considerable impact on enforr.~~t 

personnel and on the community. When men do not receive adequate trdninS 

before they take acti,,@ responsibility for fulfilling the police role~ th!lr 

proper skills or knowledges for carrying 'out 'their job, do not liIlcquire the 

" .ii. , 
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Further, their learning by experience mayor may not help them develop 

role behaviors which result in effective or adequate responses to 

community needs and expectations. 

Insufficient funds also affect the availability of proper training 

equipment and facilities, the types of training techniques that can be 

used, and the amount of training that can be d~ne. The consequence is 

usually poor training which doea 'not prepare officers to db their job 

in a manner that creates and sustains good community-police relations. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT police administrators ard local 
governing bodies support departmental training activities by 
providing an adequate training budget and adequately staffed 
training unit, and by exhibiting positive attitudes toward 
the time and effortsI'equired to' prepare and implement" an 
effective training pr~gram. 

~. Adequate time must be set aside for training activities. 

Two hours of'" training per year in vital subj ecls is ha~dly enough to 
-" 

make an impression on the trainee; yet this is all many departments in 

our sample offer. 

Budget, trainee availability, and POST requirements influence time 

available for training. To offer higher quality training, instructors 

often must provide more than the recommended minimum hours. When new 

courses are required by POST, training time has to be tz.:.kan from quality-

time and from training aimed at satisfying unique local needs. 

taw enforcement administt'ators should examine priorities in assigning 

time requirements to training. Training officers should learn how to 

maXimize the training time they do have by planning carefully, drawing on 

local resources, and using powerful instructional techniques" 

Training Personn!!. To provide adequate training for police, it is 

~nd&tory that departments have well-trained, experienced training personnel 
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who are capable of devising and implementing effective training programs, 

There shou14 be sufficient crsining staff to support the training needs 

of the department. 

Questionnai~e data show that 79 percent of all 248 departments 

returning questionnaires have training units, training officers only, 

or both units and officers. For several reasons, data on presence or 

absence of training units and officers must be interpreted with caution, 

First, it is difficult to believe that 10 perc~nt of Category A depart

ments actually have training units (see Figulre 10-'2). The five A 

respondents reporting units employ a minimum of four and a maximum of 

13 sworn personnel. In at least two cases, the number of personnel 

hardly seems to justify ,toile presence of a unit. 

A few Band C category respondents state they have part-time training 

officers. Follow-up interviews with a number of training officers indi

~~ate that even more departments havepart-1:ime officers; these departments 

did not provide such data on the questionnaire. Further, some telephone 

calls to Category A departments reporting training officers suggest 

that they do not actually have t~aining officers. 

b.ccording to the data, all the larger departments (Categories G,H, and 

I) 'ranging upward from 251 sworn employees, have training units and officet
s
. 

Only the four categories of smaller departments include departments having 

no officer or unit. 

A January 1973 . 7~epor_t . on ,training ,fficers' t raining needs, 

by Brooks Wilson, provides additional information on this subject. 

Wilson's data are based on responses from 80 randomly selected police and 

sheriff's agencies; agencies employing less than 10 sworn personnel (the 
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'IGURE 10-2. Perc:ent of Responden~s Having Training Units-p Training 
Off~ce~s OUJy, or Ne~ther Unit or Officer. 
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Advisory Commission's Category A) were excluded from his sample. The 

4 following ~finding art.! reported: 

1. "In depart'ments with less than 100 sworn personnel, the 
training unit is typically a one-man operation, usually 
part-time (p. 37) • " 

2. In departments employing 10-18 sworn ~ersonne1, the 
training officer devoted an average oi2S percent of 
his time to training; in departments with 19-28 sworn, 
23 percent; in departments with· 29-49 sworn, 29 percent; 
and in departments '~th 50-99 ~orn; 75 percent. 

3. In departments with over 100 sworn personnel, training was 
a full-time activity in all but the 4 smallest of the 14 
departments .responding. 

4. "In approximately 88 percent of all. departments responding, 
the training officer was less than full-time. Sixty-
four percent of the training officers devote less than 
33 percent of their time to training responsibilities 
(po 37)." 

Interviews by Advisory Commission staff explored the backgrounds 

and training of fifteen training officers from various size departments, 

11any have an AA or BA degree and have teaching certificates; some also 

have experience conducting training in the military service or teaching 

at the junior college or college level. A number of officers have 

moved up through the ranks within the department and have learned about 

training by doing it or by taking POST supervisory courses. Many 

have attended at least one seminar for training officers. Some said t~ey 

benefit from sharing ideas and experiences with their counterparts in 

other departments in their areas; others find their membership in a 

training officer organization useful (see Appendix E). 

In constructing a profile of training officers in California law 

- enforcement agencies, Wilson found that 35 percent of training officers 

are sergeants and 21 percent lieutenants; t.his finding held in .all his 
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size groups. Regarding the experience of the average trainino officer 
<t>G , 

the report states: "Forty percent have less tha~ two years experienc~. 

'Eighty-two percent have less than four years experience •. ThIs lack 

of experience probably indicates a high rate of turnover, underscoring 

a need for an active training program."S 

The Advisory Commission found'that some training offlcers, new to 

their jobs, feel they need to learn what training techniques are 

available and how to use them .. 

Wilson's investigation of training officers' training needs revealed 

a generally high need for training in 21 specified areas. Among those 

areas were the following: 6 

1. 

2. 

3. 

"How to plan, develop, and implement a department-wide 
internal training program." Need for training was expressed 
by 88 percent of respondents, with a range from 71 to 100 
percent. 

"H ow to motivate trainees in the importance of training 
and education." Need for training was expressed by 
88 percent of respondents. 

"H ow to prepare and justify training budgets." Need for 
training was expressed by 85 percent of respondents, with 
a,range from 79 to 100 percent. 

4. "Knowledge of the latest train~~g techniques, opportunities, 
and financial support programs by maintaining liaison with 
the groups t!:tat provide such services and information." 
Need for training was expressed by 84 percent of respondents~ 
with a range from 60 to 100 percent. 

5. 

6. 

lin ow to continually determine training and education needs 
of departmental personnel on both a department-wide and 
an individual basis." Need for training was expressed by 81 
percent of responJents~ with a range from 64 to 89 percent. 

"H ow to counsel departmental perscnnel, indi,vidually, re-
garding their educational and training needs as they relate 
to career development, and to maintain records of individual 
office~s towa~d the accomplishment of tr~ining and educational 
goals. Need for training was expressed by 81 percent 'of 
respondents, with a range from 71 to 94 percent. 
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8. 

9. 

........... ------~~ 

"How to conduct job analysis to determine the minimum 
training required for all departmental assignments." 
~eed for training was expressed by 75 percent of 
respondents, with a range from 64 to 79 percent. 

"Knowledge of resources and expertise, outside the 
law enforcement discipline, providing assistance 
for special training needs." Need was expressed 
by 70 percent of respondents, with a range from 57 
to 79 percent. 

"How to advise the chief of police regarding depart
mental training and education needs and programs." 
Need was expressed by 66 percent of respondents, 
with a range from 57 to 79 percent. 
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The fact that not only the expressed needs but also the ranges are 

high in these areas is a st~ong indication that training officers must 

be providf;;1 proper trainin~~ in how to perform tasks required by their 

role. 

Obviously the quality of the training officer's own training, as 

well as his expertise, affect the quality and cogency of the training 

program. The Advisory Commission found that the range of expertise of 

California police training officers includes persons nel,' to the job 

and totally unfamiliar with training practices; small~department chiefs 

who a:;e responsible for training in addition to their other duties; 

part-time officers who, when they can be spared, attend training semin

ars and run training activities; experienced officers who have developed 

fairly sophisticated tralaing philosophies and programs; and officers 

who havilZ access to a sta£~ psychologist experienced in the design and 

evalua.tion of training efforts. 

Up-to-date information is important to the development of expertise. 

Many training officers interviewed say they do not receive adequate infor

mation about new training techniques. ,Though others feel they receiv,e 
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sufficient information, they say they often lack time to read all 

the tt'aining bulletins or use many of the techniques. This may be 

because the training officer is responsible for other fUllCtioilO as 

well as trai~ing, because the number of training personnel is inade

quate, ox because training time is limited and manpower constraints 

make it difficul.t to schedule training activities. 

Sometimes train~>"lg officers do n~t receive or pay attention to 

information that could be vitally important to their execution of 

their job. For example, POST provides a consulting service to all 

training officers who wish assistance in learning their role~ or in 

.planning and impl~enting training programs to meet their departments' 

needs. However, it is clear that not all training officers ere 

aware of the existence of this service. 

Although training officers need more information on several 

subjects, the solution is not to send them more bulletins. Rather, 

consolidation and centralization of information should be considered .• 

For example, POST, in conjunction with the training officer associations, 
, 

could either expand its current bulletin, POSTscripts, or create a 

single bulletin to meet information needs. It is more likely that 

training officers would read one h:Lghly informative bulletin than 

several less significant ones. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST and the training officer 
associations consolidate and centralize information needed 
by training officers and disperse the information in an 
expanded version of POSTscripts or in one new bulletin. 
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The resourceful training officer can compensate for his own 

lack of expertise, lack of information, and limited budget by 

drawing on resources available in his community or local area. He 

should be able to find local area persons,justice system and social 

service agencies, schools and o'Xganizations willing to exchange or 

share training modules and programs or share or loan equipment for 

training. For example, working with a community relations officer, he 

could survey local organizations to determine how they could assist the 

enforcement agency in the areas of crime prevention, service and 

enforcement-related activities, and training. Data obtained could be 

compiled in a resource catalog to be used by both training and community 

relations units. The planned POST repository of resources could also 

benefit the training officer ap could exchanging information about 

training techniques and ideas with other training officers. 

Further ~ police training officers and administratclrs should consider 

maximizing their resources by pooling, consolidating, and coordinating 

resources, facilities, budgets, and expertise and working jointly with 

other area enforcement agencies, criminal justice training centers, and 

regional POST training consultants. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT police training officers 
develop and maintain catalogs of community and local 
a~ea agencies and persons and stat~ agencies and asso
ciations which can provide or loan resource materials, 
instrucdoual equipment, assistance or instruction to 
training programs the officer may develop. Officers 
should file this information with the POST repositbry 
of resources. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST continue to develop 
and maintain a central resource repository which all 
departments can use. The repository should include 
resource catalogs developed by training or communi,ty 
relations officers. 
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In summary, the training officer in most departments is in 

an unenviable position. Though he is responsible for'a most imp or-

tant management function, he is often not given adequate administrative 

support; he is sometimes required to wear several hats, with training 

the lowest priority one; he is often not trained to carry out the 

functions he is supposed to perform. Many officers reach the position 

of training officer through the rotation process regardless of their 

affinj.ty fo.r the job or of any qualifications or abilities they may 

or may not have. By the time the neophyt~ receives training or learns 

by experience, he will probably be rotated out; this precludes any 

continuity in the training process. It is especially damaging if the 

officer has been offering high quality training. 
~ 

Solutions to this problem include hiring qualified civilian 

trainers to assist in the development and implementation of all depart-

mental training programs and activities. To help the civilian under-

stand police work and establish credibilirj with department personnel, 

the civilian should be given some police training and should ride patrol. 

Solutions also include encouraging training officers to develop and 

maintain closer coordination of their efforts with those of regional and 

POST training consultants. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST require personnel 
assigned to training duties to meet certain minimum 
standards including training in the following areas: 

1. How to make a departmental. training needs 
assessment; , 

2. How to examine the needs in terms of the 
total organization's development; 

3. How to plana program using assessment 
feedback, organizational goals, appro
priate community and area resources, and 
effective training techniques; 
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4. 

, 

How to evaluate both the effectiveness of th~ 
program and the trainees' reaction to it. 

THE C~MMISSION RECOMMENDS Ta~T law enforcement agencies 
consider employing qualified civilian train~rs within 
their training units in order to assur\~ tra.ning ex
perience and continuity in the training units. 

Assessment of Training Needs 
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We have seen the importance of adequate support for training. 
. , 

Relevance of a training program or activity to tra1nees and the organ-

ization's needs is a second major requirement to assure the impact of 

training. To integrate training and other functions and to encourage 

cooperation and effective operation throughout the organization, it is 

necessary 

context. 

to determine relevance within the organizational or system 

Thus the training officer, in conjunction with the administra-

a formal assessment of the.entire department's t~aining tion, must make 

needs. 

Generally, training activities are specifically developed to teach 

knowledge necessary to the improved performance of a skills or impart 

particular ~ole. To this end, the training officer must evaluate training 

needs in terms of the department's perception of the police role and of 

its own organizational goals and methods for fulfilling these. Thus, 

f ki d it is necessary to define before devising police training 0 any n, 

the police role. 

are beginnin~o' to .define the police role and make Two organizations 

i i d l ' Wi th an eye to job analyses which will und~rlie future tra n ng mo u es. 

C!hu~se, POS.T is assessing the needs and defining the imprc:,ving its basic .., .. 

Tole of the recruit. Pr~ject ST~ (Systems and Training Analysis of 

Requtrements) is also determining the parameters of the police role 
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" ••• through identification of their roles, functions, objectives, 

knowledge and skill requirements ••• " for the purpose of "deve10p(ing) ••• 

needed educational recommendations and train1ng programs.,,7 

However, with respect to in-house training programs, the Advisory 

commission found no evidence that training officers systematically define 

~ role of the police from which they develop training modules. This is 

probably also true of much externally developed training: Some consultants, 

in the process of determining what steps office~s go through in accomp

lishing certain tasks and in making decisions, do, to some extent, define 

the role and use their findings in planning training activities. 

Withxegard to assessment of training needs, only 6 of the 15 training 

officers interviewed indicate they make any kind of assessment prior to 

developing training activities. Three officers say they make thisaosess

ment by giving the men questionnaires or by surveying them; four (including 

one who used questionnaires) say they exmsdne complaints or problem areas 

to determine needs, Several indicate that officers or supervisors suggest 

areas for training; usually these requests concern up-dating in laws and 

patrol procedures. Many officers say they d,o not offer the men any choice 

of topics but simply decide what training to offer. 

Some information about needs comes frqm the community's perceptions 

of the way the police carry out their role. Questionnaire data show that 

in departments claiming community relations units, 31.6 ~ercent of the units 

indicate they regularly suX'vey community aU.itudes about important issues; 

43.9 percent occasionally do so; 15.8 percent seldom and 8.8 percent never 

do so. It is not known whether the results of such surveys are made 

available to training officers snd, if so, if th~y are used to plan 

training activities. Since con:t"dunity attitudes and expectations bear 
, , 
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heavily on training ~equirements, there should be exchange of this type' 

of information between training and community relations units. Training 
. ~ . 

officers from the smaller departments more often state they are in close 

touch with the community and so know the training needs without resorting 

to formal means. 

If the sample interviewed is at all representative, most departments I 

especially smaller ones, are not using formal assep~ment methods to 

determine training needs in their departments. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS 
develop training pl:ograms 
needs of their agencies. 
should be made. 

Planning Training Progr~ 

THAT police training officers 
to meet identified tr~ining· 
Evaluatious of all programs 

Development of a plan and program structure which promotes optimal 

learning is the third r,equirement for effective training. Good planning 

includes designing an ilntegrated program, providing a balance of subject 

matters that approximates the balance of skills and knowledge used 

job, and selecting teaching techniques which maximize learning. 

There is a considerable body of knowledge about how people learn 

and a.bout what methods and techniques promote optim&l learning. However, 

police training planners seem to be ignoring the great bulk of research 

that has been done on learning and organizational-educational theory. 

Rather than use proven methodologies, too many planners seem to start fr~ 

scratch, devisi.ng their own meth.:lds or trying to see if older methods will 

~work for police. It would be far better for persons involved in building 

polii;e training programs to work with educators who, though they may not 

unde~stand police work, do undel'E!.tand learning theory that is applicable 

to all humans. 

~ ,,,,-
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What is ct'itically impot'tant is that proven methods be employed or 

adapted to meet specific, identified training needs. In this regard, it 

is important that departm~nts,!stablish policy concerning consultants or 

instructors who eithe~ assis\.. I'll developing training progt'ams or develop 

them themselves. Too frequently J consultants attempt to llllpose programs 

that have little relevanc.e for the particular department; or they make 

no effort to establish rapport with the men to be trained. ~onsequently, 

progrwas fail, leaving the trainees with one moxe piece of evidence that 

trainiltlg is a waste of time. 

To mitigate this problem, polic.e training officers and administrators 

should require training program consultants to spend some time riding 

patrol, familiarizing themselves with departmental procedures~ and 

develClping an understand.ing of the particubl' tlrobletliS and concerns clf the 

department and community. 

A well planned training or educational program progresses in logical, 

sequential steps. If one is developing the police role in the course of 

a tra.ining program, then one must di~cover what sequence of subject!!; and 
•• i.. 

of skill-building sess1.ons is most eilectual. 

When sequencing poJj.ce training, planners should consider that police 

work involves a great deal of conflict and self-reliance in ct'itic2l1 

situations. Development of self-awareness, self-under~\~~ding, and self-

acceptance should be addressed first in police training to pr6viae a 

foundation on which to bv.ild understanding and awareness cf others. Actually, 

very little is done to heighten officers' self-awar~~esp. In some cases i 

this type of training is avoided because police fear it or ;~sent it as 

intrusive. 
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Following self-awareness training~ skill-building should be 

sequenced in conjunction with field experience which provides opportunities 

to utilize the training and test the skills being built. Decision-making, 

use of discreticln, and h1.Ullan and cOl!lLl.Unity relations training should not 

only be offered a5 separate courses~ but should also be included as a 

crud.al part of eve.ry skill-building course. The complexity of the police 

task. should thus be addressed by interweaving and interrelating all elemenh 

of police work. 

At some time in their careers, officers are probably optimally ready 

for instruction or skiil-building refated to specific job tasks. 

should be made to determine when optimal readiness to learn specific 

subjects occurs for most officers. To ensur~ the greatest impact and 

learning, officers should then be trained in subjects at the time they 

are optimally ready. 

The AdvisoryConnnission has found that even when training officet;s 

obt.a:.tn information on training needs, there is no guarantee that they will 

use those needs to (a) structure an orga~ized and integrated program which 

speaks to the department's goals, or (b) see that personnel are sent to 

the appropriate POST or external agency COHrses. The result is 13ell'Jlll:!IU,aU""~ 

inappropriate balance of subjects, and poor learning due to use of 

inadequate instructional techniques. 

'Segmentation of Training. In general, trainiIl,g i~'il segmented into 1'IAt:TOl,lllf"i 

specialist~ or supervisory/management activities. Thi,s c~m dissipate the 

impact that training should bav~ on the organization. When $uperviso'{s 

receive the same .training as their men, they are better prepared to deal 

with potential changes in procedures and in the officers' behaviors and 

attitudes. a While supervisol's and patrolmen do need separate courses, they. > 

I 

,.; 
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. also need major. programs, such as crisis intervention or community relations, 

devoted to full staff participation. These courses can be provided in-

house a~ are some of the successful programs in Bay Area departments 

(for example f Richmond, Oakland, and San.Francisco, which ~r~ discussed 

later in this chapter). Or departments can send personnel to 'establishl\~d 

courses such as the Community-Police Relations Leadership course at Cali-

fornia Stste Univer~ity~ San Jose. 

Segmentation .occurs because courses are frequently offered without 

planning for continuity of learning and without concern for logical or 

sequential structuring. Theory and information are not usually combined 

with development of r.e1.ated job skills, even though this is requisite to 

im'provea laarning capability. 

Further, training is segmented into enforcement- ~nd service-oriented 

subjects. Though many firearms and defense courses include discussions .of 

discretion, they infrequently include the impact of the subject on community 

relations. This also contrib~tes tQ segmentatiDn. 

Ba1anct~ of Training. The amount of training given in any subject should 

be related ito the actual use .of that information or skill on the job and 

to the subject's complexity and importance to the trainee's role and job. 

Figure 10-3 'shows the pe,t'cent of average hours of training devoted to ten 

subjects in 1971. Clear13', d(.\partments in different size categories vary 

widely in the amount of tin:.le t,hey devote to some of the same subjects. In 

most cases, correlation of t:raining time and use of the subject matter on 

thej ob is low. 

Unusually high percents of hours are shOwn for Category B traffic, 

E juvenile, &;'d Categories F and H c~nity-police·relations. In each 

c;lise,either one traitlee or tvo ft.'om the' same d~pai:'tment attended a 100 
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hour or more course. Thus, one may conclude that isolated departments 

spent a high percent of training time in these areas; the percent does 

not reflect the average training hours of the majority of departments 

in the category • 

Since the selected list of training subjects is heavily loaded 

with enforcement-oriented subjects, it is not fair to interpret the data 

as overly emphasizing enforcement.. But it is of interest to look at the 

proportionate balance of enforcement- and service-. (first aid, e~ity-

police relations, juvenile) oriented training (see Table 10-1). The high 

percent of training time that Categories A,B,D,G, and H devote to enforce-

ment subjects, and the average for all categories suggest that time spent 

in enforcement- or service-oriented training does not come close to 

corresponding with the 60 to 75 percent of time actually devoted to 

service (or community-police rela~ions related) activities and 25 to 40 

percent of time to enforcement activities. 

Table 10-1 
Percent of Average Hours Dev.oted to Enforcement

or Service-Oriented Subjects 
(1971) 

Category of Percent of Time 
Department enforcement service 

U 
72 28 • 0 

68 32 
1 .... 100 sworn 60 40 

72 28 n 56 44 
101-500 sworn 59 41 

80 20 . HJ 61 39 
I 500+ sworn 81 19 

all (average) 68 32 

One training officer said, "There is's great need to teach the men 

",-," 
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that all tra.:tning is; eomtUUni.t:~-PQliee r:elatiQns training; wh.en to UfJe a 

weapon. has, its cOllllll~it1 re'lations aspe.cts ~ tl If offi.eelt$ a:re t.o gain. the 

confidence. and skills r:e.q,uisite: to an adequate. job, th.en the.y mu.st be. 

trn.in.ed, as thoro.ughly in. the: h~an an.d eomnrunity r~lation$ aspeets Qf 

their enforcelnent role as they are.: in the mechanics of fi1,"ing a gun ot 

defending; themselves .. 

TaR CO~l!SSION RECO~~S THAT police training officers 
and college inst:ructors assure: that every su.bje<;:.t taught 
to police include: an analysis of its impact on community~ 
police relations and on comunity lZesource development~ 

'tHE COMMISSION 'RECOMMENDS 'tHAT police training officers 
and college. iwstroctors in<;:.rease training in skills 
r:e1ated to the. service. aspect of tile police task; 
emphasis on skill-building should be expanded to 
approximate the need for such skills on the job. 

Training Teclmiqu(~s. The type of training techniques employed in 

teaching any subject matter can influence the effectiveness of the 

training or education~ Active techn1ques~ such as role play. group 

discussion, sensitivity, are generally preferable to passive techniques, 

such as lecture, handouts> or films, because they involve the tt:'ainee 

in the learning process.. When the trainee participates, he learns more 

effectively.. Use of active, participative training techn.iques is vitally 

important. to the effectiveness of c01l!ll1unity-polif!e relations-related 

training which. deals with human interaction and response. 

Tbis; study' found that, in general, the larger the police agency t 

the mor'e likely it is to' use a wider variety of training te~hpiques. 

'Yurtner f' the: larger agencies are more likely to use techniques that involve. 

tra:1ttee8 actively.. The International City Management Association made thest 

s'tl'CiIe ob$ervaeions in its study of community-police relations. 9 The smaller' 

depa:ttmen:ts: often do not have budget» faeilities; time, or personnel to 

employ.t:he 1liOl'e ,effectiv.e te¢hniquesorcarryout awell-:plannedtra;~ing 

:program •. There areso.me exce,ptions,usually departments located ::in. ,an 

area with many training and edueational resClu:r.ceseasily available. 

T4b1e 10-2 shpws. the percent .of respondents using the val:'.ioustraining 

techniques listed on the Advisory Commission's questionnair:e.. Lecture is 

used bya considerably higher percent of departments than a~e other 

techniques. Figure 10-4 als.o illustrates the predominant use of lecture 

by departments but shows that group discussion is most frequently used by 

Category D department:s and is used equally with lectures and 'role play by 

Category F departments, Lecture may include roll-call' training; talks by 

cOlh.'!Uunity people, a pSlychiatrist t a representative from the district 

attorney's office, or the chief or deputy chief. 

, 

Table 10-2 
Percent oj: Respondents Using Various Training 

Techniques 

. Technique 

Percent of 
Respondents to 
Question 

(N=179) 

Percent of 
Sample 
Respondents 

(N=248) 

Lecture 
Group discussion 
Printed handout 
Audio visual 
Role play 
Video feedback 
Other 
Sensit.ivity 

87 
67 
66 
61 
22 
20 
15 
8 

63 
48 
48 
44 
16 
13 
10 

6 

Percents do not add to l;PO because respondents 
used several techniques. 

~'------------.----------------------------------~----
For several reasons, the data on use of training techniques muy not 

reflect a true picture of police training methods. In Catego~~es A and 

," ... , 
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Percents of Respondents Listing Variou~ Training Techniques, 
by category and by Grouping of Categorl.es. 

N=29 (76%)* 

ll~6 

11% 
11% 
1&/0 

14% 

2~/o 

8% 
18% 

8'7'fo 
82',6 

71% 
63% 

1000/0 

75% 
88% 
75% 
75% 

14% 

7/0 
14% 

*percent of all respondents in 

................... LECTURE 

PRINTED RANDOOT 
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~ the smallest departments (1-25 sworn personnel), only 58 percent and 59 

percent of the possible 'respondents answered the question; the 82 percent 

of A respondents using lecture techniques thus constitute only 48 percent 

of all possible A respondents. In Categories C,D, and E,' 79 percent, 76 

percent, and 88 percent ~swered. Second, it has been noted that some 

respondents may have misinterpreted this question, for they apparently 

construed ntechnique~~H as those used in community relations programs, rather 

than in police training. 

Follow-up interviews have shed some light on use of various training 

techniques and practices. Interviews indicate that much of the training 

is simply roll-call training given by the supervisor; such "training" 

usually involves 10 to 15 minutes of lecture, reading bulletins, or 

question and answer. In most cases~ it is considered highly ineffective, 

even by police. Supervisory personnel should be encour~ged to take greater 

responsibility for providing adequate roll-call training., 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies 
strive to improve the quality of roll-call training. 

With the exception of most of the smaller departments, a great 

many departments of various sizes set up simulated incidents for recr.uits 

to handle; training officers frequently refe~ to this as role play. Simu

lation is widely used to train in crime scene analysis, stop and search, 

moot court exercises, accident investigation, crisis situations, arrests 

of drunks and prostitutes, and abuse situations. These are all subjects 

for which simulation is a highly and perhaps uniquely effective teac~ing 

technique. Simulation also provides a good way to test-evaluate personneL 

A trainee's participation in a simulated incident may ravenl hiG lack of 

skill in a particular area; he can then be retrained to an accc~table ski.ll 
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level. 

Eigh~ percent of departments providing information on techniques 

reported using sensitivity training. This was interesting as police 

generally are resistent to such t~aining activities. The term Hsensi-

tivityff can be interpreted quite widely, however. Many of those using this 

technique stated in interviews that the sessions are awareness training 

not deep, interpersonal encounters. A few departments do provide encounter 

experiences either within the department or with department and community 

persons. The stated objectives are to allow people to say what is 

bothering them about other personnel~ about department policies, or about 

community-police relations, and to achieve some better working relat.u •• g .... ~" 

The category "other" includes a day spent at the probation facility, 

internship programs, ~1de-along programs, and empathy experiences. The 

Covina Police Department has sent many of its officers on empathy 

leaving them on skid row to survive for an evening and make their way back 

to the department, or putting them in jail. Such experiences also include 

assigning the men to visit welfare agencies as clients. These training 

methods help the men understand something about the poor and the value of 

sending people to a • 0 j il Their success sugGests that more training programs, ", 

both in-house and external agency-initiated, could usefully include empathy 

experiences. 

A number of departments also use the International Association of 

Chiefs of Police Training Keys. "k \I This series includes 60 different eys. 

an aspect of pol,ice work. for example, search and seizure, Each key concerns • 

1 ding Each key runs fer it consists of 30 to 60 slides p us a tape recor, • 

10 to 15 minutes. One or several officers can use the keys at any time, as 

1 i t the system With earphones or can, iilS a group, hear the they can p ug n 0 

.. MU ~. ___ •• 
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sound port.ion over a speaker. 

Departments also use half hour per month sessions with' a representa-

tive of the district attorney's office, the Department of Justice closed-

circuit television programs, and films. Though some rich tr~ining 

experiences are cited under "other", they are used by very few departments. 

Indeed, most departments listing other techniques are in siZe categories 

C,D, and F, the smaller and medium size departments. 

As discussed above, the training officer's knowledge of traini~g may 

derive only from a seminar or from unguided experience. Obviously, the 

officer's ability to use techniques effectively affects the quality of 

the training he can provide; his confidence in his own ability also deter-

mines to some degree what techniques he uses. Therefore, it is vital 

that all officers responsible for implementing training receive a~equate 

instruction and pr.actice in the availability and use of training techniqu~s 
and resources. 

Training officers should particularly be made aware of the advantages 

of using participative instructional techniques. They are probably the 
I 

most effective means of teaching police, for they either provide experience 

or ~he next. best thing to street experience, and they provide an opportunity 

to practice skills and refine them. These are important factors in 

overcoming the diSinterestedness of officers who believe their street 

experiences are far better teachers than any training. 

To summarize, then, the AdVisory COmmiSSion has found that in-house 

police training activities are often poorly planned and, for the most part, 

are not likely to prOvide experiences foropt:lmal learning and skill 

development~ Activities and ptogr~ms are too frequently segmented; lacking 

in service-oriented subject ma.tter, even though the majority of police time 

'j 
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is spent in service tasks; and lacking in techniques which involve the 

trainees fn the learning process. There appear to be sporadic efforts 

to coordinate in-house activities with regional programs. 

THE CONMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST encourage a study 
of the use and comparative effectiveness of various 
participative and passive training techniques or 
instructional methods used to teach community-police 
relations subject matter_ The study should include a 
longitudinal survey of students who receive the different 
kinds of instruction to see if theiT professional 
behavior is related to instruction by any particular 
teaching Lechniques. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT police training officers 
and college instructors employ more par.ticipative learning 
techniques and experieQces in their training programs and 
human relations courses. Techniques should include role 
play, simulation exercises, field experiences, empathy 
experiences. 

Evaluation of Training 

The fourth requirement for an acceptable training function is that 

training programs be formally evaluated. Evaluations of training progr~s 

provide information regarding the effectiveness of the training and any 

necessity for change in program format, materials, or instructions. Only 

by assessing the value of their training activities and programs can 

training officers determine whether they are doing an adequate joh. 

To this end) training officers should develop methods of obtaining 

feedback, not only on trainees t i1llll1ediate reactions to the program, but also 

on any behavioral changes or attitude changes that may be related to a 

training effort. 

None of the trainin'g officers interviewed indicate that formal 

evaluation procedures are designed and employed to test the value of 

their training. In several cases, officers note that some training, 

such as firearms, drivet' education, and self-defense, could be evaluated 
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by m~ans of proficiency tests. They feel there is no way to evaluate 

non-technical subjects to decide how well the trainee would actually 

perform in the field. However, test-evaluations of non-technical 

subjects have been do~e using simulation and peer evaluation of the 

trainee's ability to handle given situations. Other than direct obser

vation of :the trainee in the field, this provides the best measure of 

learning in non-technical courses. 

Two training officers say they observe whether training has helped 

eliminate problems in the department and the community. One other officer 

states that although no formal evaluation was built into an original 

crisis intervention program in his department, staff are examining data 

on injuries to officers, call-backs, and so on, and comparing them to data 

prior to training. 

Community relations officers were asked by OUL survey if the community 

relations unit analyzes the agency's training program (see Chapter 12). OVer 

70 p'~rcent say they regularly or occasionally do. This is encouraging 

conSiidering the critical role txaining plays as an adaptive mechanism 

for achieving and maintaining good community relations. It is suggested 

that training units or officers and community relations units or officers 

jointly develop analYSis and feedback procedures to evaluate community 

relations training on an ongoing basis. 

. Several training officers report that they ask trainees for feedback 

regarding their feelings about the training activity; many officers do not 

e\l'entio that. Where feedback is obtainllad, the officer can modify future 

pr()grams ot:' materials. However, in most cases there appears to be little 

concern with future· activities or programs.. FurtheJ;, many departments 

do not monitor outSide" speakers, instructors, or programs and activities 
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designed by cons~ltants; this is despite the fact that some officers 

perceive a~great need to monitoT instructqrs and eliminate unsatisfacto~ 

ones. 

In general» training evaluation is inadequate. However, in one 

notable case, an evaluation component was emphasized in the San Francisco 
10 

Police Department's crisis intervention program. Staff of the Langley 

Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute conducted a series of inter~iews with 

participants and nonparticipants in the training program; made field 

observations of four participants at work; and examined course materials. 

Thsir evaluation report is extensive and quite thOlr.OUgb.. This evaluation 

model should be examined by persons designing police training programs ~d 

evaluations. 1t would also be a useful model for colleges and agencies 

that present police training seminars and courses. 

Trainees As Resources 

When personnel are t3:ained, they become valuable resources to the:!.! 

organization. Placing trainees where they can practice the skills they 
51 

have learned reinforces training; this is a requi~ement for a properly 

managed training fUl1ction. Further~ under certain conditions--not with 

trainees completing basic training--pairing of trainees with officers who 

did not receive special training provides an opportunity to disseminate 

the effects of the training in the department. 

The Advisory Commission found that too frequently the trainee is 

not allowed to maximize the value of his trainitlg for his organization 0'& 
\ " , 

himself. .One reason is that he is often placed where be cannc,t use the 

t!ain:ltlg he received. Inm~:ny she'tUe s departments, ftorexatDpl,et deputies 

are assigned to jail duty . immediately after basic tra:Lnipg. Jt might be . 
better.to train a. manp~rtiallYt l~ut him OIl jail duty, al'1d let himco!llplete' 
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the training relevant tOl street duty before he starts street service. 

Another constraint on trainees is the attitude of ~;dministrators 

and super-dsors toward new ideas brought back by tr"J.:f.n(~es. Comfort.able 

with the status quo~ administrators may.. resist attempts at ·chang~. Trainees 

soon le~rn that no one is interested in their idealS or new skills--

.and re\'ert to older, safer modes of behavior. In this case trainin.g has 

failed to adapt the trainee to his role and the organization to th'e trainee. 

In contrast, the Los Angeles Sheriffts Department operates a Most 

Esteemed Offi~er Program in which select~d 'officers are trained in the 

need for and advantages of good community-police relations. This model 

employs the peer influence of Esteemed Officers to set and maintain 

standards of behavior and proficiency. Further, it provides an opportunity' 

to develop a cadre of "trainers" who perpetually train new personnel in a 

chain process.11 This type of activity maximizes training and personnel 

resources. 

THE COMMISSION T-'ECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies 
s~lect their most esteemed officers, train them in the 
most effective community relations ~nd service techniques. 
and teach them how to use their skills to help train recruits 
and others who work with them. 

Feedback to Trainees 
.~ .. -

A final requirement is that feedback be given to perfJOnS whet have 

been trained. Providing feedback to personnel subsequent' to their training 

can reinforce their learning and help them see themselv.es as evolving in -
their role , proofi ting from their experiences t and modifying their behaviol's 

and attitudes as needed. It is particularly important that feedback be 

given when personnel have handled service-related tasks well. Rewards for 

high .. ctuality ser.vicepehavior should be as att-cactive as those for 

2nforcement behavior. 
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The Advisory Commission found that with the exception of routinG 

performance evaluations, little feedback is given to personnel subsequent to 

their participation in a training activity. Notably, trainee follow-up was 

an optional part of Oakland's crisis intervention program. Officers could 

return to families whose disputes they had mediated and could see if the 

families had used referrals suggested by the officers. Trainees found that 

over one-third of the families had made appointments for assistance; 80 
12 

of these actually kept their appointments. Thus trainees perceived that 

their interventions had in many cases produced good results. They received 

direct feedback from the persons most intimately involved--their' clients. 

A profession which requires hUman beings to ~eal with persons who 

repl:!atedly make the same mistakes can be very discouraging and demoralizing, 

Police officers often ~hake their heads and say "What's the use?" '.L'hus 

feedback which gives a glimmer of hope that the officer can effect change 

for the better is a critical factor in changing the police perception of 

both their o;m role and of certain publics; it is also extremely important 

in effecting better commtmj.t~'-police relationships. 

Personnel Evaluators. One of the persons who does provide feedback to 

officers on a regular basis is the personnel evaluator. Some evaluators 

receive training in eva~uation methods; many do not. Departments would be 

well advised to train their eval,~ators in order to make them 1IOre 'toi: ~able 

and bette'r equipped to deal with personnel as resources vital to the 

organization. 

Training for personnel evaluat.lrs and promotional oral bo~rd ~~embers 

shoul~ be standardized so that all e'Y"aluators rl!ceive the same training in 

basic methods of determining criteria to be considered aud assessed, in 

intervie~'~, techniques, objective 'assessment, and evaluative counseling. To 
'\\~ I 
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develop the standardized program, a Delphi technique or Policy Capturing 

method could be used to determine what criteria ar~ important to 

effective performance in the various police ranks. 

Well trained evaluators can reinforce and enhance training efforts 

by providing feedbsck on changes in an officer's behavior or attitudes and 

by counseling him or: needed change. The effectiveness of a trained eval

uator may be further increased if he correlates personnel inputs from the 

training officer, the community relations officer, and the complaint unit, 

with his own information. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST develop a new type of 
personnel appraisal course which emphasizes the efficiency 
and effectiveness of personnel evaluators. 

Summary 

In summary, the Advisory Commission has found that many police 

organizations in California d~ not sufficiently use training as a tool 

for accomplish~ng the vital rnanag~ent taak of developing behavior which 

is responsiV'\,;! to a broad range of agency, community, and officer needts;· 

further, very few departments make commitments or take actions described 
I 

herein as essential to an adequate departmental training function. 

Community-Police Relations Tra:f,ning and Education 

Curr~nt training programs, for the most part
j 

prepare 
an officer to perform police work mechanically, but do 
not prepare him to understand his community, the police 
role, or the imperfections of the criminal justice system. 13 

The purpose of community-police relations training is purportedly to 

help poJi~e officers develop understanding of the various publics they 

serve, of their role, and the function of police in the society and in the 

context of the, justice' system. It further attempts to give officers 

opportlJ..i:1ties to examine their attitudes and prejudices regarding their 
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interactions with citizens and to help them realize, if only cursorily, 

the many ways in which their behavior can influence all police and conmunity 

relationships. 

Too often community relations courses have gained a reputation for 

being a waste of time. The chairman of the criminology department of one 

community college stated, "I feel that the result of some of the poorly 

conducted classes is to have developed a 'psychological block' to the title 

'Police Community Relations' rather than an understanding of the need for, 

or concepts of, Community Re1ations. 1I 

Hostility to training in this subject area was expressed by ODa 

training officer interviewed, "There f s only so much community relations you 

can cram down their thro,ats--we don't offer much." Another said it is 

nece~sa~ to sensitize officers to c01llll1unity relations by "devious ways" 

such as ride-along programs in which the officers explain their Toles to 

civilians; coffee klatchEls; and meet the people programs. Ostensibly 

community relations activities for the benefit of the public, these 

techniques are also used to expose the recruit to the public and help hw 

learn something about his community. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST seek funding for a definitive 
and evaluative study of human relations training. The study 
should examine (a) what human relations training currently 
includes, (b) how effective and useful such trai~ing 1S t (c) 
what such training should include, and (d) how its effectiveness 
can be d41!termi,ned on an ongoing basis. 

POST attempted to improve the. image and impact of community relations 

courses by providing a Community-Police Relations I.eadership course which 

The included experiential as well as lecture instructional situations. 

course was offered at California State Univ.ersittes at San Jose and San 

Diego and at the, University of California at Los Angeles BO.that office:rs 

-----_ ........ 
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from allover the state could attend at a location reasonably near their 

homes. After three courses, the UCLA course closed due to insufficient 

enrollment; this school's evaluation of the impact cf the courses giyen 

shoWS little implementation of learnings. However, impact does not always 

show immediately; too little time has elapsed to draw conclusions regarding 

the effectiveness of the course. The course at San Diego met problems 

created by militant.groups which did not want police on the campus. Currently 

only the State University at San Jose is still offering the course. 

The course at San Jose is a six week live-in course for community 

relations officers from allover the state. Guest speakers discuss subjects 

ranging from crime prevention and minority recruitment to management by 

objectives. Students participate in a class project which requires them to 

plan a cotnlTlunity relations survey, develop a questionnaire, and then ,go 

out in the local San Jose area to interview people. These people may be 

students, businessmen, citizens in general. The students discuss the 

results obtained and e~a1~ate them; they then make a presentation of their 

study and findings to an audience that may include their chiefs and city 

managers. I 

Although class size is limited to 20, the second offering of the 

course this year only attracted 10 students; 15 are signed up for the 

third offering. It is un;likely the course will be given next year, largely 

due to inadequate attendance" 

Sometimes poor attend(.,nce at courses is due to a poor evaluation; but 

this course received praise from those who have taken it. Sometimes few 

people learn that a course is being presented; but the University mailed 

2000 flyers provided by POST to law enforcement agencies and organizations 

throughout the state. It may be that the length of the course prohibited 

~lOme officers from attending. 
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This presents a dilemma: police are n~t motivated to attend training 

courses unless they feel. the courses will be wo"thwhi1e. But schools and 

agencies offering training a~tivities are not motivated to put forth the 

effort to provide high quality learning experiences if they cannot find 

adequate support to make the present&tions worthwhile.. Resolution of such 

dilemmas requires communication of needs, expectations, and desire for 

commitment. Police agencies and colleges must coordinate their interactions 

more effectively. 

Community Relations Courses 

Courses in community-police relations and related subjects are given 

at POST-certified colleges and academies, at individual enforcement agenciesl 

and at some external agencies. Table 10-3 shows the percent of respondents . 

citing various persons and agencies providing them the community-police 

relations related subjects listed in Table 10-4. 

Table 10-3 
Percent of Respondents Citing Various Persons 

or Agencies Providing Community Relations-Related Training 
(1971) 

Person/Agency 

POST 
POST courses (40) 54% 
police academies(10) 14 
sheriff's dept. ( 9) 12 
FBI (6) 8 

OWn department 
Other agencies 
District Attorney's office 
Psychologists 
DCI 

Number/Percent Cit~ng 

(65) 

(32) 
( 9) 
( 4) 
( 4) 
( 3;) 

88% 

'* 55 
12 

5 
5 
4 

Percents do not add te 100 because respondents 
use several sources of training. 

*22% of this figure is clearly roll-call 
training. The remainder inc1ud~s training 
by chief, training officer, staff, and 
possibly unspecified roll call. 
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Table 10-4 
Community-Police Relations Related Courses Attended 
by Trainees from Each Size Category of Departments 

(1971) . 

Course 

CPR 

Ethnic relations 

News relations 

Public relations 

Role of police 

Decision making 

Role play demo. 

Human relations 

Procedures 

Crisis interv. 

Ethics 

, Disorder 

Juvenile 

Psychology 

Percent of 
Categories 
Citing Course 

100% 

77 

77 

64 

64 

64 

64 

55 

5,5 

55 

55 

44 

44 

44 

Category of Departments 
ABC D E F G H I -------------
xxX-xxxTxT 
--XxT-xxxx 
--To-oxTox 
----XxTxx-X-
-O-X--xxx-T 
--oox-o-O··X 
--xTTxT-x 
--X-OOX-X 
--X--X----XX 
-xxoxT---
--X-x--o-x-T 
--X---X--X-X 
XXXo:---' ---X

-X----XX----X-

X· 4 or more hours per man'p~r year of training in course. 
o • 2 or 3 hours per man per year of training in course. 
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The courses listed in Table 10-4 are cited by departments in at 
. 

least fou~ of the nine size categories as community relations-related <!Our~el 

taken by their personnel in 1971. In addition, there are isolated courses 

covering: the criminal justice system, administration of justice, industrial 

and labor relations, changing society; crime and violence, history and 
,. 

development of revolutionary factors~ family services, semantics, and 

community service assistance programs. These are termed isolated, as 

departments in only one or two categories mention them and list as few 

as two or three hours for some of them. 

The figure shows that departments in Category A (1-15 sworn personnel) 

send trainees to very few courses. Those in Catgories Band H send trainees 

to a few of the courses listed; however, Catego):'y B (16-25 sworn personnel) 

cites a number of courses mentioned above ars isolated. Of the group of 

smaller departments (A-D), Category C (26-50 sworn personnel) cites the most 

courses, as many, in fact, as the catego~r of largest departments (I). 

Course Attendance 

As shown in Figure 10-5, community-police relations, race and ethnic 

relations, human relations, news media relations, and public relations ate 

the topics most trainees are exposed to; however, it is important to note 

that trainees from departments in three si:~e categories receive only two 

to three hours of ne~s media training per person per year. This is a 

somewhat cursory exposure to an i!Uportant· topic. (See Chapters 6 and 12) 

Courses titled "CPR" (community-police relations) are taken by most 

persoIls. Some of· the training offered under the title "CPR" may be specificr 

locally developed courses ;lIlost is attTibutab1e to POST-certified commuttity 

police relations courses • The POST course unit. comprising 20 percent of 

the 200 hour ba.sic course, includes decision-making, general public relatiorJ, 

Community-Police 
Relations 

N~w. Re1atiOD.s 

,Public Relatio»a 

Role of Police 

Decision Makiag 

Role Play 

HUJIlal1 Rel,iltions 

Procedures 

Crisis 

Ethic. 

Dillorder 

JUvenile 
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FIGURE 10-5: Tot~ Number of Persona TakiAg 
Varl.ous CPR-Related Courses (1971) 

••• 1 

••••••• •••••••• ••••• , 
• ••• 11 

•••• 
•••• 

•• 11 
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human relations, news media relations, race and ethnic relations, role 

of the police, and role play demonstrations. Therefore, these subjects 

are probably taken by considerably more people than is indicated in the 

data. Correspondingly, more people may be taking the community-police 

relations course units. 

The quality of these courses is highlyvariab'l~" as is the amount of 

time d.evoted to them. Except for race relations and news media relations, 

the to:p five topics stress the relationships between police and commun:f.ty 

in what might be termpd general or public relations terms. There is not 

much e:mphasis on the urban scene) the politics of the community, cultural 

impli(:ations in the connnunity, and so on. In this sense, the highly 

specified courses described above aaisolated appear to offer much needed 

subject matter; it is unfortunate thai::, so few trainees are expose4i to these 

courses. 

One way of up-grading community' relations courses and making them 

more stimulating is to present the courses on an interdisciplinary basis .• 

Indeed, persons responsible for designing community relations training, 

whether in-house, at colleges, or external agencies, sbould consider the 

benefits of interdisciplinary training. Exposing police officers to 

points of view different from those promulgated.by the police perspective 

can have a positive impact on police-community relations. Some attempts 

are being made to encourage combined justice systeJil personnel training; 

for example, Delinquency Control Institute classes now :f:nclude a good 

number of probation officers among the juvenile office):'s. In comn\urtity . 

college cours\es (see Appendix F ), police are generally outnumbered by 

non"':police; !'.tlstructors should Jli.aJCillli~e "the situation by encouraging 

of viewpoints. Efforts should be made to increase interdisciplinary 

training. 
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Training Inadequacies and Models for Change 

Data presented in earlier chapters indicate that there are many 

problems in the areas of ethnic relations, communi ty-pol:tce relations, 

citizen complaints, and media t'e.1ations. Many of the catllses for police 

inadequacies can be (li'raced to inadequate and insufficient training and 

education. Office~s must he taught the skills and knowledges they need 

to carry out their role in a manner that satisfactorily m~ets the expecta

tions of the community. Further, officers must be given ()pportunities to 

up-grade their skills to meet changing needs and technologies and must be 

provided learning experiences which allow them to assess their own attitudes 

and behaviors. Sterling says: 

Police experience appears to modify a man's personality 
e~ as to make him less able to perform the major part of 
his job, service to people, 'without abrasiveness and 
conflict. On the face of it, one is led to daplore 
what police work does to policemen in terms o£ th~air 
ability to carry out their service functions. 4 

This points up the importance of ongoing training and educational 

experiences to help officers handle the conflict inherent in their role 

and attempt to establish and maintain a level of performcmce that provides 
I 

good service to the public. 

The Advisory. Commission found numerous inadequacies in community 

relations-related training; at the same time, it discovert~d some exciting 

,model and experimental programs and activities which seem to be successful 

in creating positive police-community relations in the co~unities exposed 

to them. 

1angpaBe Training. Although California includes some substantial 

minority groups which speak a non-English language,most enforcement agencies 

ex~end little effort in encouraging police offic~rs to learn the languages 

. of dominant minority groups in their communities. Some do make it attractive 

j 
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for their men to learn a second language by offering classes through the.' 

department and by offering bonuses to those who can demonstrate their' 

proficiency. FOST sponsors three reimbursable Spanish language courses. 

All departments which serve areasincludiuga large non-Eng1ish

speaking population should offer bonuses to officers for learning the lo~l 

second language. Proficiency should be developed in enforcement- and 

se~.ice-oriented vocabulary. Training in local languages should improve 
, 

officers' ability to communicate with minority group persons and should 

improve the minority group's pe'i'cep.tion of the police. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State Legislature and 
local governing bod:l.es take necessary stf?PS to stimulate 
the provision of Spanish or Asian langaage training for 
local law enforcement officers. 

Decision-Maki 11g and Discretion. Decision-making and usa .)£ discretion 

are the essence of the police role. Yet officers receive very little 

training in these vital processes. Though decision-making is listed by 

at least one depa.rtment in each of six size categories (there are nine 

total), it is offered for only two hours per man per year by departments ~ 

three categories. Follow-up interviews with training officers of various 

size departments indicate th.at discretionary decision-making is mentioned 

in most courses; rarely is decision-making handled as a separate topic w 

which it is presented as a process requiring certain skills and certain 

steps. It is absolutely necessary that discretionary d~cision-making be 

a substantial part of all courses taught police; this topic must not be 

brushed over lightly. 

Community college irlstructors were asked to state what techniq,raes they 

uset:Q teach decision-making and discretion. It should be noted that most 

instructors llse se'Veral techniques for each subject. Of 18 respondents.~~M 
')": 
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cite techniques for decision-making courses, 11 use role play; 5 use audio 

visuals or film; 4 each use videc! tape or small group discussion; and 3 each 

use lecture/speaker or problem sellving. Methods mentioned only once 

include research, community acthrity work, reports, conference method, handouts. 

Seventeen respondents cite techniques for teaching discretion. Ten use 

role play; 6 utilize audio visuals or film; 4 use lecture/speaker formats; 

and :3 each use video tape or problem-solving decision situations. Others 

use case studies, research, community activity, reports, panel discussions, 

and handouts. 

It is not sufficient to lecture to police on the use of discretion 

and on decision-making; officers must be given an opportunity to practice 

decision-making and refine their decision skills. Participative learning 

techniques must be employed in training police in these subjects. Thus, it 

is encouraging to see the predom1nant use of role play and the use of 

problem-solving techniques. 

Juvenile Training. The need for training both juverdle officers and 

patrol officers in juvenile procedures courses is ongoing. However, 

departments in less than half the size categories report courses in juvenile " 

matters; these categories include t~e smallest three (A,B,C) and the 

largest one (I). It is interesting th~t departments having 1 to 50 sworn 

personnel seem to be doing more training in this area than medium size and 

some large departments. This may be because personnel in smaller departments 

must be generalists; larger departments more lik(~ly have several juvenile 

$pecialists. Also, it should be noted that j almost in conflict with the 

above finding, some Category A departments allocate their lowest percent 

of budget funds to juvenile training • 

Cat;egory E departments spend the highe'st ntimber of average hours for 
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juvenile training reported on the questionnaire chart of training subjects; 

none of these departments mention juvenile course~ in response to the 

question requesting a list of courses considered pertinent to community-

D.epartments in Categories G and H report the lowest police relations. 

i all categories for juvenile training. average hours of departments n 

Patrol officers as, well as specialists should ·receive training in the 

handling of juvenile offenders; this can improve the application of :Ju8tiee 

by helping patrol officers understand wha.t happens to the juvenile a.fter tie 

is arrested. Patrol officers' training should include decision-makj:ng 

regarding field dispositions of juveniles, and the community relatil.:ms 

aspects of handling juveniles. 

Of the 17 conununity college instructors providing data on t.raiLning 

techniques used in juvenile courses, 8 use audio visuals or fil11nS; 6 use 

lecture/speaker formats; and 4 each use role play and video tape. Others 

use problem solving, reports, field trips, case studies, group dil3cussions, 

discussions with delinquents, ,and projects. Role play, video tape, and 

the techniques listed under other are excellent teaching methods for courses 

in juvenile procedures and practices. 

Crisis Interventiop ~nd Management. Despite the growing teltldency to 

use' police as. professional mediators in disputes, su~pri~ingly few 

1 trait'ing in crisis interve'lltion or crisis ma.nagement. give many personne • 

five of the categories list crisis intervention; two of Departments in only - 'i 
per man .per year of training in handling crises .. l these offer only two hours 

One tx:aining officer said, ."The men don't like to handle family disputes 

, h fid they can deal and c1;isis situations beca~sethey don t have t e con ence 
·11 

with the problems; they'need tr.;liniTlg to help them build the c.onfidence. 

Lack of crisis management training isext~emely unfortuJ;18t-e,as the 
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manner in which police handle crisis situations of all kinds--family 

and neighborhood disputes, landlords and tenants, gangs, students-- has 

considerable impact on tne wa~ the community perceives the police. Fureher, 

ineffective management of crises frequently results in injur.ies to officers 

and call-bac,ks. Thus it is important to the ind:Lvidual officer, the 

department, and the community that crisis management training be increased. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST require that crisis 
management training be givEtu greater emphasis in e;r.;i;sting 
certified courses. Participative training wh~ch stresses 
both understanding the conflict and developing skills for 
handling conflicts and crises should be provided. 

The Oakland, Richmond, and San Francisco police departments have 

developed model training programs in crisis intervention. The Oakland 

program is of particular interest because it us,ed peer trainers and required 

trainees to make follow-tIp visits to familie.s ~lhose disputes they mediated. 

In many cases, officers found that the fami.lie,s had actually gone to referral 

agencies; further, the rate of call-back drop'ped to tl.fo per family for most 

15 af those involved. 

The Richmond crisis training program, developed by staff psychologists, 

was the first in the nation to attempt training an entire department. The 

psychologists made concerted efforts to understand departmental procedures 

and policies, to ride patrol, and to gain understanding of the problems 

faced by the departmen~. Their program combines lecture, programmed learning; 
. \ 

role play, and other participative techniques .to giv~ trainees a firm 

foundation in the subject matter and help them build specific skills. 

The Richmond program was modified and used for the San Francisco 

Police Department; as mentioned above under evaluation of programs, an 

extensive evaluation was made by an outside agency. In general, the 

evaluator~' considered the program highly successful; they stated that 
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personnel who were not trained frequently asked trainees for 
\\ 

suggestions )) 

on haw to handle crisis interventions. 
:\;?i 

Trained personnel apparently 

behaved more effectively in intervention situations; they stated the 

i 1 helped them in other, non-crisis situations. Thus training techn ques a so 
16 

the \..:~a:.,,;,:"ng was highly transferrable to other aspects of police work. 

It is strongly recommended that police agencies familiarize themselves 

with the Oak} ,j and San Francisco :tntervention programs and consider 

, d 1 f t ining The San :t'rancisco model is using these programs as mo e s or ra • 

currently used 1n the local college for basic training. 

It will also be important to watch the POST-certified Richmond 

program for juvenile officer training. Developed by the 'team that· designed 

the crisis inte~ifention program, and based on concepts similar to those 

unde:rlying the crisis training, this program is being operationalized this 

~pring. If this course receivE!s as high an e'laluation as did the San 

Francisco program, it should be made available in community colleges 

throughout the state. 

Police ane Cotmllunity. police and community do not often work together 

activities t o develop skills or attitudes that in training programs or 

would help them achieve a common goal. However, the Daly City police 

The Department has engaged in a police-community sensitivity session. 

department has a committee of community people, primarily minorities, who 

act as a buffer between the community and the police. Complaints are 

channeled into this group before th2Y reach the police. 

This committee and members of the police department, including the 

1 i it and the training officer, spent a day and community-police re at ons un 

a half meeting to deal with the problems. the community people brought. Each 

component of the group stated, then discussed, . what its members felt the 

lO-5~ 

role of the police should be. According to department spokesmen, the 

ses~ion appears to have made a difference in community relations in that 

the committee now trusts the police and listens to the police view •. This 

is vitally important. in any community with large minority populations. 

It is suggested that all police departments consider designing and 

implementing training actiyities that can include police and community. 

This particular type of activity requires careful coordination by training' 

and community relations personnel. 

There is great need for wider u~e of training and edtlcational programs 

and activities such as those described above. Rather than build such 

programs from the ground up, training officers and college instructars 

should employ successful, evaluated programs, adapting them as necessary to 

meet local needs. To facilitate wider use of good training models, infor-

mation about the models should be made available to training officers and 

instructors through the centrali~ed bulletin recommended earlier. 

In addition to training activ.itif!s specifically oriented toward 

community relations, expanded activities for in-service p~rsonnel and super

visors are needed. Maintaining an up-to-date, skilled personrtel force is 

as crucial to community relations as is establishing a trained force. 

Training officers want more POST courses for the "man on. the beat", follow

up for supervisory personnel, and an expanded Advanced Officer course to 

accommodate the heeds of in-service personnel. Some officers would like 

more spec;i.al.,';st courses offered in their communities. 

THE COMMISSION RECOlIfMENDS THAT POST stimulate the development 
of an Ad~anced Supervisor training course to give supervisors 
new ~;echniques and management tools and feedback on their 
methods of operation. 
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Community Colle~ 

Commuqity colleges I,ffer most of the certified community relations 

courses. Of the 29 POST-certified junior colleges responding to the 

Advisory Commission's survey, 22 indicate they provide a police-community 

relations course; 20 of these require the course for a degree. Eight 

offer community relations courses and two offer ethnic group relations 

courses. One offers a c:!)urse titled "Black Man and the Law" t one a course 

on the "Minority Police Officer". There is great need for the latter course. 

One school's course in juvenile procedure emphasizes community relations; 

another offers "Interpersonal Relations for Peaii:e Officers". 

While most schoQls follow a fairly standard format, a few appear to 

be striking out in new directions. One offers courses Ifconcerned With the 

entire community, not only segments": "Black Political P~oblemsft, "Urban 

Development and Problems", "Social Problems", "Minority Society and Minority, 

Psychologytl, and a number of behavioral science courses. 

t1iramar Co,llege,. provides a course ot~tline that sets forth what appears 

to be a very well planned training and educational program. Each session 

includes background information, information on techniques for handling the 

subject being discussed, and practical experience (role play) in using the 

techniques. FlOr example, the topic "Juvenile" subsumes: (a) background 

of juvenile delinquents; (b) techniques for talking to juveniles; and (c) 

practical experience ,in conducting field interrogations with j~veniles. 

"Introduction to Local Social Service Agency Personnel" subsumes: (a) pre

sentation of local ~~rvice agencies, their specialties, clientele, and 

opcrat~~g proced.ures, and (b) compilation of a list of referral agencies 

for field use by class members. The practical experiences used in the 

beginning of the course are situations sel(}l!ted' by the instructors; at 
, 

i 

" 
,~ 

If i ' , 

, i, 

the end of the course, students select and participate in situations 

relevant to their specific needs. 

This format is unique among those submitted. It would be of great 

interest to e.valuate .the performance of students who attend courses of 

this type compared to the performance of students attending more traditional 

courses. It is hypothesized that students who immediately practice what 

they have learned will retain the learnings longer and w~ll'exhibit more 

skill in the behaviors being taught. 

Commitment to Qualitx Training 

The steps described early in this chapter as vital toa quality 

training function must be applied to all training and education, whether 

it takes place in an enforcement agency (as was emphasized ahove) or a 

communi ty college t uni vers :tty, or external agency. 

~e impression gleaned from the community college data is that 

schools .are offering cou~ses which ar~ not, for the most part, very 

challenging or effective for police officers. Lecture is the predominant 

instructional method. Techniques which involve the trainee in the learning 
,,~. 

process could be used more frequently, especially since the subject matter 

being addressed in most of the courses concerns the officer's behavior in 

interpersonal interactions with the community (see Appendix F ). 

There is also considerable question whether the courses are providing 

the kind of information and skill-building activities that police officers 

really need. Police training officers, especially those from smaller 

departments, fre1quently say that small departments have little or no voice 

in planning course curricula. The result is courses selected and put 

together by the colleges, withinsuff1cient heed to. local. applications. 

Qne officer said he felt such Htraining"w8sted his department's manpower 

1 
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and budget. 

Thel'e~a,re several possibilities for improving the situation. To 

increase the relevance of courses, colleges should conduct a needs 

°aSsessment among departments sending students and should use data so-

generated to plan their courses. Representatives from concerned depart-

ments might help develop course plans. 

Curriculum development committees for the community colleges should 

include representatives from the smaller departments and should accord 

their needs the same attention as the needs of the larger departments. 

In an effort to move ahead in developing the regional education concept, 

Santa Clara County enforcement agencies and POSTMaccredited schools are 

consolidating the POST courses in one area academy. The curriculum deve~ 

opment committee for the consolidated schools includes chiefs or representa-

tives of small departments in the county; their opinions and needs are 

considered as important as those of the two largest departments in the area, 

A serendipitous consequence of this program is that personnel from the 

larger departments are learning from those in smaller departments, becoming 

aware of small departments' problems and methods of operation. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT community college law 
enforcement cur'J:'iculum committees regularly include 
several members from the smallest concerned enforcement 
agencies as well as from the larger ones. 

Another ~lay to meet local needs is to offer a POST core course which 

meets for a specified portion of the required hout's and a local applications 

course which is conducted locally for the balance of hours. The local 

portion would concentrate on hoW' to apply theories and, techniques learned 

in the core 'course to the needs of a specific community; it could be given 

by the department, following a POST format, or,given by a POST course 

.) 
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instructor. This concept is quite compatible with the regional training 

concept. 

Such steps might help make traifiing more effective for the officer 

who, aware of his own tim,e. constraints and energ~ expenditures, constantly 

asks, "How can this help me on mv job?" E h i ~ mp as s on local applications 

would certainly benefit the commu~lity which is, after all, paying its 

men to serve and learn to serve the local needs. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT curriculum development 
committees in educ~tional institut~ons develop police training 
activities or pr('!?~ams by: 

1. Making an in£ormat1 •• al Reeds aasessment of the 
departments sending students to the school; 

2. Planning a course which meets the needs and uses 
appropriate local and area resources and partici
pative learning techniques; 

3. Planning a balance of general information and 
theory with practical, skill-building 
opportunities; 

4. Planning a balance of general information and 
local applications; 

5. ~Including evaluation methods to determine whether 
the instruction is meeting the students' needs 
effectively. 

Summarx 

Some of the problems associated with <~olice t i i r ra n ng are obviously 

more amenable to solution than others.. Th . e manpower, time, and budget 

constraints are universal despite,departmental size and sometimes despite 

administrative a~d governing body support. Problems createdoby these 

constraints are more difficult for outside f orces, such as the Advisory 

Commission, to influence. 

,However, there is much that can be done to p~ovide integrated training; 

serv1ce-oriented training commensurate with the 'service-oriented nature of 
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police work; and localization of courses and subject matter. Pre-

requisite~ to chauges in these. areas are (a) developing and implementing 

required, adequate training for all training officers or officers who 

must e •• duct any training; ana (b) skillful and explicit correlation and 

coordination of the educational and training goals of the police department 

and the educational institutions offering POST-certified courses. Efforts 

in these areas must be based on good communication between police adminis-

trators, training officers, college instructors, and others who influence 

police training, including the trainees. Goals, police r(.les, and training, 

needs and expectations must be defined and made explicit. 

To provide, good trainilllg departments need training officer.s who have 

knowledge about how to do'.·needs survey, even a simple one, within their 

department; how to plan aud implement an integrated program or activities; 

how to find resources within the community and local area to support 

training ind:f.cated by the survey; how to evaluate the effectiveness of their 

~ctivities; and how to develop a resource sharing program with other area 

departments or agencies. 

At the present time, not all administrators are willing ~:o accept the 

need for such sophistication or for well planned training programs. Yet 

awareness of community resources and sharing of, resources are very 

effective means of getting around budget limitations on training and 

concomitantly ,of moving toward conmunity resource, development as discussed 

in Chapter 13. Evaluating instructors or training acti'vities provides 

an economical basis for deciding cost-benefits the nexttim~e an instructor 

is hired or an activity planned. 
4 

Similarly, educational institutions must make .more attc~pts to evaluate .~ 

what is needed by departments sending trainees to their co~rses. If it is ; 
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not feasible t.o develop the suggested main course/local applications 

course, then it is necessary to think about projects or other 

methods for making a general course meaningful on the local level. 

Departments can no longer afford to spend their manpower and budget on 
t:o ' 

training that is not applicable where it is needed most. 

Above all, both training officers and educational institutions should 

be taught how to use their training and teaching time and budgets more 

effectively. This may require an analysis of the training methods and 

techniques used and a future emphasis on methods that involve the trainee 

more activel.y in the training or learning process. It may mean that courses 

must be revamped so that the learning process and experience provide a 

dynamic integration of subjects, concepts, and skills vital to the police 

role. 

In order to provide the kind of education and training that is 

needed to prepare police adequately for their ro·les, educators and train.era 

must reevaluate their owr:; roles and activities. Considerable effort will 

be required to provide effective, challenging education and training programs. 
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Chap,ter 11 

THE MINORITY IN LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Law ~nforcement administrators whose departments serve commun-

ities with significant minority populations are increaSingly cog

nizant of the importance of employing minority citizens •. Since 

the basis of supp10rt for policing our society must come frOm all 

citizens, it follows that police agen~ies should be representa

tive of the popullation they serve. To be otherwise reinforces the 

perceptions held loy some minority citizens that law enforcement 

agencies represent the force of the dominant society and are 

institutionally d,esigned to maintain the status quo. This has 

obvious ramifications for police-community relationships. 

Besides enhancing the image of the police in the eyes of 

minority citizens, a realistic evaluation of law enforcement 

problems in minority communities suggests that improved minority 

representation will have practical operational significance. It 

has been suggested by the President's Commission on Law Enforcement 

and the Administrat::f.on of Justice as well as other research studies 

that the interaction of white officers with officers from minority 

groups on an equal basis can assist in reducing commonly held 

stereotypes and prejudices. Officers from the minority community 

elm provide a knowledge of its neighborhoods, its subculture, and 

its language. Du~1.ng AdVisory Comntission interviews held throughout 

California, minority citizens si-,oke often of unnecessary police-
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community conflicts which might hava been avoided had the beat 

officer understood the mores and language of the area in which he 
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was working. As most policemen know, personal knowledge of the comm

unity often leads to information not otherwise available, to 

earlier detection of potential problems, and to increased solutions 

of crimes committed. Thus, the employment of qualified minority 

citizens in police work cannot be viewed as a measure designed 

simply ~o pacify vocal minority publics. Instead, it is a realistic 

means for improving the modem police agency's capability to provide 

an eff ~tive range of services. 

The Dimensions of the Problem 

In order to determine whether California police agencies are 

in fact representative of the popUlations they serve, the Advisory 

Commission surveyed 429 state, county, and municipal law enforcement 

agencies to ascertain their minority recruitment and employment 

practices. Interviews were also held in several locati(.)ns to 

provide opportuniti~s for law enforcement officers, personnel depart

ments, concerned. citizens, and c@tlJ'.llltmity action groups to comment 

on this sensitive area. Much information was gleaned from these 

endeavors_ The personnel data from the survey indicate that 

California law enforcement agencies often do not reflect the publics 

they serve. Black, Amer1~an Indian, Oriental, and Spanish-surn~me 

citi~ens are consistentl~ under-represented in the ranks of law 

enforcement~~ome member~ ~f these publics are employed~n police 

11-3 

work $ but seldom in proportion to their presence in the community. 

Generally. it is the line officer level which has the highest rate of 

minority group employment. This is expected considering that this 

is the entrance level f~r sworn personnel. Of significance~ however, 

is the observation that greater ~nority citizen employment in 

policy-making ranks is achieved in the smaller departments than in the 

larger agenciesc In the larger departments, minority citizens do 

not. appear 1n significant numbers above the.rank of sergeant. ~owever, i~ 

spite of the fact that minority citizens are able to achieve higher 

ranks in smaller departments, the Advisory Commission's data indicate . 
that a sizeable num'ber report leaving the smaller agencies in search 

, 

of greater promoticlUal opportunities in larger departments. In 

the $maller police agencies there is a lower turnover of personnel 

at policy-det~~ining levels. Conseq~ently, although minority 

citizens may be more readily accepted into policy-making ranks 

in smaller departments, there are generally few of these positions 

available. 

Employment of minority group personnel in a ciVilian capacity 

is much more common than employment as sworn personne,!. As might 

be antiCipated, minority group employaent 1.8 h1.ghest in metropolitan 

areas and lowest in the rural areas of Califc)rnia. Of the four 

major minority groups, Spanish-surname citizens are the more widely 

represented and have achi,eved highe.r ranks within law enfo'rcement. 

Graphi~ evidence of these findings is displayed in Appendix G. 

The fact that the pers'onnel. structure of California iaw enforcement 
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does not reflect the general population can have serious ramifications 

for comn~nt~y-police relationships. During Advisory Commission 

interviews, certain segments of various minority communities indicated 

a hesitallcy to call upon the police for assistance in times of 

emergency. Minority coummnities and police officers eften suspect 

one another's motives and intentions. Many people within the various 

minority communities do not believe that they have.sufficient input 

or influence with police pelicy makers. They see themselves in 

the role of powerless clients of the police profession. Many minority 

citizens are unaware of much that the police department in their 

community is doing on their behalf. Much positive police community 

work goes unnoticed because of insufficient or improper communication 

between the police and the minority publics. Instead, as we dis-

cussed in Chapter 7, some lllinority citizens believe th.at the 

treatment they receive from police departments is of poorer quality 

than that provided to other segments of the commwtity. 

It is generally accepted that an individual'a perception of a 

situation defines that person's reality. Whatever justice the above 

perceptions have, it is significant that mino~ity eitizens often 

believe that they receive differential treatment from the existing 

police force. They further believe that the situation could be 

ameliorated by hiring additional minority law enforcement officers; 

this would enhance the image of the police as the· legal guardian of 

all the puhl:!.c.~ 

The publie op;l.nion !!Juney (Project STAR) participated in by the 

Advisory Commission indicates that only 22 percent of the sample 

population believe that police administrators assign enough minority 

group officers to minority neighborhoods. Elected and appointed 

officials should public~y affirm their support of law enforcement 

efforts to attract qualified minority citizens into the police 
I 

profession. In order to achieve a personnel structure that is 

reflective of the community being served, all elements of ~he system 

must cooperate with ,enforcement agencies. Consequently, it is 

important that the State Legislature, local governing bodies, and 

law enforcement agencies respond to the population's perception of 

the situation. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State Legislature by 
resolution reaffirm their commitment to the vaiue of full 
employment,and utilization of minority citizens in law 
enforcellent. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAr local jurisd1,ctions by 
resolution affirm their commitment to the goal of full 
employment and utilization of minority eitizens in 
law enforcement. '. 

THE COMMISSION REC~~S THAT law enforcement agencies affirm 
their commitment to the value of full employment and util
ization of minority citizens in law enforcement. Law enforce
ment agencies must take steps to ensure the adequate 
represent~tion of racial and ethnic groups in all ranks. 

Recruitment 

Much of the hostility held by some segments of the minority 

community is a consequence of historic police-community relationships. 

A brief review 'of some historical causes for undel'-representation of 

minorities wilii suggest the Mgnityge of today's t-'robletllS in attracting 
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them into the police profession. 

The police have continuallyncted a lack of qualified minority 

candidates. According to police agencies, many minority citizens 

who were interested in law enforcement ca.reers were unable to meet 

satisfactorily at least one of the five basic entran~e requirements~ 

the written examination; the oral interview; the background invest-

igation; the physical examination; or the physical agility test. 

Also, although departments varied in their requirements for applicant 

height and education, most agencies specified a minimum height of 

five feet eight inches (or taller) and a minimum of a high school 

education. Generally persons with a history of jU'fenile or adult 

misbehavior were not seriously considered. 

The corolla-.:y to the lack of qualiiied candidates has been that 

the minority citizen who could successfully meet the requirements 

was also eligible for more app~al;ing jobs in private enterprise. 

Police agencies have not traditionally viewed themselves ~s being able 

to compete successfully with the private sector. 

The police explanation for under-representation of minorities 

is questionable", Generally speaking, in the pasts> most minority 

group members were not seriously considered for employment with salaries 

commensurate to those offered by law enforcement. Instead, they were 

channeled into mO~e menial tasks such as farm and custodial labor. 

Pel'haps a more factual explana,t.ion for the dearth of minorities in 

police pOSitions is that histo1,'ica11y they were not seriously 

recruited and were in fact discouraged frl'.'l:tr .,'l-pplying.. The few 

,; .J 

minority citizens who did become police o~fieers were segrel\~ated 

into special units and assigned to patrol with members of their own 

race. ~ subtle yet systematic pattern of exclusion was evident which 

ensured that few minor~ty officers would ever achie~e policy-making 

r6111<8. The prevailing sp-' ~ ':/,,1lnt during this time was that police 

work was an occupation reserved for white citizens. 

Of the departments that responded to the Advisory Co1ll2!1issiont's 

questionnaire survey, the over-whelming majority i;;;\dicate that thev 
._~-- J" 

experience major difficulties in recruiting personnel from minority 

'communi,ties. The data indicate that some of the most common 

problems inte,rfering with successful recruitment include: the poor 

image of the police profession held by segments of the minority 

community; failure of many minority applicants to meet entrance 

requixcmcnts; the belief held by many minority citizens that the 

selection procedure in terms of entrance and promotions is 

discriminatory; the police departmenes perceived inability to 

compete with private enterprise in hiring competent minority 

citizens; and the turnover rate of minority o~ficers once admitted 

into the ranks. 

~~y recr.uitment prcgramdesigned to increase minority 

representation within a police force must deal with all of these 

factors~ it mu,st begin by persuading qualified candidates to apply. 

Recruiting cODlpetent minorities into law enforcement work will require 

deV~loping a more attractive police image. . To sell police work to 

young minority men and women, agencies should emphasize the human 

~ \~ " .~" '>",' 
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relations aspects. By informing the citizenry of the tremendous 

amount of aervice-related functions performed by police agencies, the 

sometimes negati~ely valued enforcement aspects of police work can 

be placed in their proper perspective.:- This should de-emphasize 

the militaristic image often held of the police department. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST continue to implement a 
state-wide recruitment campaign for the purpose of describing 
the challenge of law enforcement and the available 
opportunities for qualified candidates within the state of 
California. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT during the recruitment effort, 
law enforcement agencies emphasize the human relations and 
service related aspects of police work. 

To reach potentially interested minority citizens, law enforce

ment agencies must utilize recruitment sources in-the minority 

community. In addition to the usual recruitment vehicles of 

newspapers, television, radio, posters, and emplO.yment agencies, 

PO.lice departments need to aim their recruitment efforts directly 
. 

at minO.rities. They can advertise thrO.ugh minority newspapers and 

radio. stations where these are available. Community service ceaters, 

minority organizations, and church organizations need to get involved 

in the recruitment effort ,alS well. Indigenous minority Qrganizations 

such a8 the Urban League, NAACP, MAPA, LULAC, Chinese and Japanese 

Citizen Leagues, ar;'id'Indian organizations are valuable resources 

which must ,be incQrporated iuto any recruitment endeavor. They 

are key organizations and exert vital influence in the minO.rity 

cO.JIIIIlunity. If willing and sufficiently motivated by tl1e sincerity 

',J 
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of the police recruitment effort, these groups can act as referral 

agencies by directing recruitment material through their cOmmunica

tion channels, assuring that it reaches interested and qualified 

candidates. These gro~ps are aleo in a posit:f-on to reinforce young 

men's and women's interest in the la~ enforcement profession. 

Further, they can be valuable in police attempts to reduce the 

stereotyped image ol the "cop" in the squad car. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT minority organizations take 
an active role in cooperating with and assisting law enforce
ment agencies in their efforts to attract qualified minority 
applicants to police work. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS tHAT law enforcement agencies also 
use minority newspapers, television, and radio stations 
whenever possible in their recruitment campaignsl. 

ObViously, California minority communities are not monolithic 

in their opinions regarding law enforcement. A few citizens are 

genuinely supportive of police rec~iting effors. They perceive 

that change must occur both in their own cOtmllUnities' actions as 

well as within police agencies and are cognizant of the important 

role the community must play in improving communitY-PO.lice relation

ships. At the opposite end of the continuum is another segment 

of the minority community. This portion perceives the police as 
~, 

being the most visible arm of a powerful white society. The police 

are enemies to be dealt with severely. This minority public distrusts 

and ostracizes the minority member who joins the police force. 

'Epithets of "oreo", "Uncle Tom", uTi~ Taco", and tlc:oconut" are 

frequently used to describe these minority officers. The implication 

I' , 
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is that a minority citizen forfeits his minority identification, when 

he is assimilated into the police. structu~.The minority officer , 

faces a real dilemma: should he be loyal to his community first or 

to his profession. It weighs heavily on the minds of potential 

recruits. 

In order to partly cour~eract this problem, minority police 

officers can be used extensively in recruitment efforts d1.recte.d 

at the minority community. 'minority office~ is better able to 

relate to a potential minority candidate's concerns about the impact 

of joining a police department. The minority officer task force, 

an innovative approach utilized by the Los Angeles Police Department, 

is producing encouraging results. A number of minority police 

officers have been assigned to recruit in the minority communities 

on a full-time basis. Not only are they responsible for attracting 

minority candidates. but more significantly, they are charged 

with assisting the candidates through the application ~rocess. 

This promising technique should be tested in other metropolitan 

areas throughout California. For optimal results t the concentration 

of recruitment efforts may be~t be aimed at the inner city. This 

would have obvious practical significance to the suceess of minority 

recruitment efforts. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State Legislature establish 
a subsidy program which will pay the partial cost of cert~\i1i 
innovative recruitment techniques, such as the minority recruit-
ment task force. . 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT whenever possible law 
enforcement agencies include minority officers within their 
personnel units, particularly to assist in minority recruit
ment efforts. 

The success of any recruitment gri~e is determined in large 

patt by the ability to stimul~te qualified candidates to apply. 

11-11 

In order to attract qualified minority citizens, police departm~nts 

must make a sincere effort to improve the image of their departments 

i,n various California minority cotrmlunities. Qualified minority 

candidates must be convinced that once accepted into police ranks 

they will experience equal treatment. Past discriminstion or even' 

the belief that discrimination does or has existed within a depart

ment, unless it is objectively disproved, has~~~h the same impact 

as present discrimination. Quite obviously, this sentiment can 

seriously threaten the success of any recruitment drive aimed at 

the minority community. 

Selection 

During the recruitment effort. it is important that standards 

as well as the selection process be carefully explain~4 to the 

potential minority candidate. Misunderstanding can develop if 

sel~ction criterta are not properly understood. The time period 

required for c~)letion of the process must be emphasized to the 

potential ~lnorityrecruit. Some minority applicants are dis

enchanted by tile process, particularly if they are not immediately 

accepted for employment. This is of particular concern today when 
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so many police agencies have long lists of certified candidates. 

Natural emg~ions of frustration, and animosity occur unless fore

t3t,alled by positive and suppo'rtive police contact during this time. 

Acceptance into the ranks of the departm~nt requires that all 

applicants successfully com~lete five hasic steps: the written 

examination; the oral interview; the background investigation; the 

physical examination; and the physical agility test. Special efforts 

may be required to assist the minority candidate through the various 

steps of the application process. Several minori'ty police officers' 

associations have initiated programs to do this. The Oscar Joel 

Bryant League, the Black peace officer's association connected with 

Los Angeles Police Dep£rtment, provides a good example of what 

can be accomplished wh~n the deSire to assis t is genuine. , 'This 

organization of officers has established classes designed to prepare 

minority applicants to pass entrance exams. While this type of 

assistance is really too new to evaluate statistically, it appears 

to offer great promise. It provides a realistic means for law 

enforcement agenCies to attract recruits from low-iu~ome minority 

:groups without lowering police standards. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies 
use police officers' associations, including minority 
peace officers' associations, to recruit and assist 
minority candidates through the selec,tion process. 

The.Validity of Entrance Requirements 

This is not to say, however, that police forces should not 

re-examine their entrance requir.ements. The Commission discovered 
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that so~e basic qualifications probably have the unintended consequence 

of barring minority applicants who could adequately perform police 

work. The minimum height requirement prevents many Spanish-surname 

and Oriental citizens from joining police departments. Eyesight standar~ 

cause further problems for many otherwise interested Orientals. 

The relationship between such physical standards and the officer's 

ability to perform successfully on the job has yet to be determined. 

Further, no Commission data from either the questionnaire survey 

~r the statewide hearings indicate that comprehensive studies have 

been condueted to determine the relevance of the complex of selection 

standards to job perfc.rmance. 

There is also the possibility that the required written examina

tion ma, have a cultural bias which favors the dominant white 

society. Recent federal action requires that these tests be impartially 

validated. 1 The Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) and 

the Equal Employment Opport~uity Commission (EEOC) have developed 

criteria to assist in determining the validity of various law 

enforcement examinations. 2 If police agencies would use examinations 

that had been validated both in terms of job relevance and cultural 

bias" it would do much to restore an image of impartiality in the 

recruitment process. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State Legislature give 
budgetary support to thE State.P~uonnel Board to ensure 
the development of a validated culturally ,unbiased entrance 
examination series for California law enforcement agencies. 
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THE COMMISSION B1':COMMENDS THAT the State Personnel·Board do 
~ validation study to determine that promotion and entrance 
e~ are designed to test skills ~d knowledge which are 
relevant to the succes~ful performance of the p6sition sought. 

THE C~ISSIO~ RECOMMENDS THAT the.local personnel boards 
evall~te police job qualifications to ascertain whether such 
qualifications are job related and/or discriminate against 
minority candidates~ 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST, in cooperation with the I 
State Personnel Board, complete a feasibility study to deter
mine th~ possibility of constructing an unbiased process for 
determing qU!\lifications for promotions. 

One tech~ique which can have positive results in achieving 

imRartiality in selection is the inclusion of representatives of 

minority publi~s in the process. This can have the additional value 

of shoWing the minority group it has a voice in selecting police 

personnel. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies serving 
a population with significant minority elements include 
representatives of these significant minority groups on all 
oral interview boards. 

Careful considf';rat:i.on of the background investigation process 

suggests that the minority citizen who has grown up in a high crime 

area runs a bigh risk of acquiring a p0lice record. In view of this, 
'j; 

arrest records or convictions for mino:r offenses cannot automatically 

be assumed to he valid indicators of irresponsible behavior. Unless 

certain crime patterns can be established, the record can only be 

evaluated r.eal1sticaJ.ly in terms ()f the total character of the 

applicant and not as a basis for aut~mtic disqualification • 
. ~" j A 

A.lmost as a recognition of the p:!.'oblems associ.,ted wit:h certain 

*",~" Iii -- I---~· ,~.--- .. -,-~.,-.--.-. 
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entrance requirements, some agencies in California have implemented 

a credit system which gives them the flexibility to waive certain 

physical req~irements when the applicant possesses skills and 

qualities particularly 'valuable to police work. For example, 

the candidate who is bilingual can be accepted into the department 

despite his failure to meet-the'established height requirement. 

The credit system app~Ars to be a cogent adjustment to the expanding 
. , 

needs of the professional police department. R~alizing the organ-

izational problems associated with implementing this system, it appears 

that some sort of incentive program might stimulate adoption of the 

credit concept. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies develop 
and incorporate into the:1r entrance requirements a system 
for accomodating persons with particular skills or abilities 
valuable to the agency. 

Due to the complexity of police work, the fact tbat police 

, officers are required to make deci8~ons which affect the quality 

of life enjoyed in the community, and the realization that police . 
officers are frequently placed in str~~s and conflict-ridden .ft-

uations, it is important that as part of the entrance requirements 

applicants be examined for emotional stability and mental maturity. 

POST alludes' to this necessity in their regulations relating to the 

purpose of the physical exam. Many police agencies ~lready require 

this type of examination, but as of yet, no uniform standard exists. 

Where appropriate, psychiatric intervie,~~ can, supplement written 

,examinations to identify and pinpojlnt serious cha'l'acter disorders 

,] 

" 
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expressed by potential police recruits. Early detection of an applicant's 

emotional problems can prevent future embarrassment to the agency 

and can assist in improviug, police relations w:t.th the community .. 

Equally fmportant to identifying emotional problems in potential 

recruits is the early identification and treattnent of behavior 

problems among veteran police personnel. The law enforcement profession 

requires that instanteous decisions be made by its personnel which 

may ultimately affect the safety of the police officer, the citizen, 

and the community at arge. 1 Therefore, law. enforcement administrators 

should develop and utilize means for assessing an individual's 

'mental stability. Periodic assessments should be a standard 

procedure for all police personnel, but particular attention should 

be directed to those members of the police force who experience 

major difficulties !n interacting with the public or w~o exhibit 

a greater willingness to employ ~orce when dealing with the citizenry. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THA:r POST continue ·efforts to develop 
and require a v'tdid emotional maturity and mental stability 
asaessment for all potential police candidates as part of 
their mimimum standards. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT lawenforcemen't agencies make 
periodic reassessme~ts of police officers' me~tal .and emotional 
stability; reassessmen.ts should particularly,'~e made of those 
officers exhibiting behavior patterns suggesting problems. 

One effective method for increasing the social base of the 

police profession is to increase the use of the para-professional. 

By utilizing the position of the para-professional as a basis for 

recruiting into the police.force, minority citizens who are temp-
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orarily unable to meet certain entrance requirements can provide 

useful assistance to police departments. For those para-professionals 

who are interested in eventually becoming police officers$ the para-

professional position· provides a way to gradually work toward ful

filling all entrance requirements. For example, para-professionals 

who have a sub-standard educational backg~ound can attend school 

on a part-time basis .in order to eventually meet this standard. 

For those who are solely interested in community service in a non-

sworn capacity, the para-pro~essional pos,ition provides ample oppor

tunity to tmprove police relations with the community. Additionally, 

law enforcement administrators should direct efforts toward the 

development of a career ladder for para-professionals within their 

departments. In order to attract talented Civilians, the para-

professional position must offer both a challenge as well as pro-

motional opportunities. This requires that the position be integrated 

fully into the department. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement ~8encies 
expand the use of para-professionals to accommodate both 
persons who Wish to become poliee offj~ers as well as 
those who are familiar with the community, its people, and 
its culture but who may not wish to pursue a ~orn police 
career. 

Further, poliee cadet programs can be utilized in the same 

manner, thereby expanding the recruitment bases of law enforcement. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement agencies use 
their current cadet and para-professional programs as one 
of their affirmative aetion tools to assist intereated persons 



to meet required entrance standards; such programs should 
reflect the racial and ethnic balance of the community being 
served,. 

Promotion 
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Very closely associated with the success of minority recruit-

ment is the assessment minority group members make of their oppor-

tunities for promotion once employede Increasing the number of 

minority police officers at policy-mak1ng ranks is as important 

as recruiting new minority officers into police agencies. It is 

important that minority citizens see members of their minority 

group participating in police policy-making. Unless a minority 

citizen believes he can contribute to an agency and/or has sufficient 

opportunities available for promotion, he will more than likely 

avoid that particular agency. It is noteworthy that data from the 

Advisory Commission's survey of law enforcement personnel. practices 

show members of minority groups resigning from police agen~ies 

in order to accept employment in other law enforcement agencies. 

(See Appendix G ) • Particularly in the smaller departments, 

minority employees indicated in supplementary comments that there 

were too few avenues of promotion available in the agencies which 

t~ey were leaving. It is significant that our data indicate most 

of tbe minority employees leaving police agencies repor.t that they 

are leaving to join another law enforcement agency. This suggests 

that although minority employees believe that some police departments 

lack promotional opportunities, they do not perceive .this as a .reason 
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for changing occupations; hence, they are willing to accept employ

ment in another department. 

This points up the need ~or further study of lateral entry. 

If, as our data su:gges~, minorit.y officers are willing to move 

to the agencies where promotional opportuniti es are more numerOqB, 

then we sh~uld determine the feasibility of developing and imple-

menting a system for open transfer of qualified 1 • personne~ .among 

California police agencies. This could prove valuable to all 

C~lifornia police officers and could enhance the general quality 

~f police service provided to California communities. 

I 

THE C~MMISSION RECOMMB'b'DS THAT the State Legislature fund 
a stu lY to detet~ne the feasibility of open t~ansferabilit 
among aw enfo~cement agencies. Y 

Minority citizens ~ not figure significantly at the ranks 

where policy is determined and crucial decisions made. As the 

PreSident's Crime Commission indicated, there is an obvious dis

proportion of minority police superviso,t's to minority police officeX'Es 

when compared CD their white co~nterparts.3 ObViously, some of this 

disproportion is a function of the recency of minority employment 

in law enforcement. The Advisory COmmission is aware that it will 

take several years of diligent effort before recent minority 

recruits will be eligible for promotional consideration. 'Because some 

minority officers do tl.ot possess the levels of education required 

or have not de~el~ped other skills sufficiently to qualify for 

pr01llotional eonsidf!ration, r~'2dial action may b,e in order. 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT' lQcal law enforcement agen.cias 
establish comprehensive ca~eer. counseling programs which 
inclu4e both developing· extensive career tracking prOCedl(lreS 
as, well as providing training prograras designed to enhan,ce 
employees' promotability within the agencies. 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law ~nforcement,agencies encourage 
minori ty employees to improve their pr01l1otabiU.ty by 
participating in career development programs. 

Discriminatory practices affecting promotional considerations 

are difficult to pinpoint. Several factors intervene which affect 

the final outcome. Crueia1 decisions are made by supervisors 

throughout the agency about the quality, efficiency, and ability of 

all officers. This process can have a detrimental impact on minority 

officers unless supervisorial opportunities for expressing ethnic 

prej~diceare minir.d~zed by, proper training and peel: reinforc~ment. 

This is discussed somewhat· in Chapter 10. . , 

Competition from the P~ivate Sector 

The final aspect Qf minQrity employment to be considered is the 

belief of police departments that they are unable to compete '1ith 

private enterprise. This has obvious ramifications for their 

recruiting efforts. Law enforcement agencies of~en do not view 

themselves as being able to offer the tangfble incentives, such as 

higher salaries and automatic promotions, that private enterprise 

does in its attempts to lure qualified'~nority ·citizena. However, 

again referring to the Advisory Commis~ion surv~y data on personnel, 

few minority citizens employed in law enforcement list this as a 

reason for their resigning from the department. (See Appendix G ). 
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Our da~a on turnover indicate that not all minority officers 

leave the department to join private industry. Many leave to join 

other police departments. The combination OJf starting salaries 

and fringe b~nefits available to California 1 f , aw en orcement officers 

today is competitive with private enterprisJ~. Civil service status , 
the service orie~tation of the police function, and the variety 

inherent in the police job serve to make law enforcement e~ployment 

Consequently, it appears that the threat posed by private attractive. 

enterprise is less significant than othe~ circumstances considered 

earlier in this chapter. Unfortunately~. this will not be positively 

established u~til police assume an appropriately aggressive stance 

in their minority recruitment ~fforts. 

Affirmative Action Programs 

Much of what has been described, analyzed, or recommended in this 

report revolves around the central concept. of affirmative action. 

The t~m "affirmative action" as defined by the Department of Labor 

in the "Federal Register" is "action to ensure that.app1icants 

or employees are treated without regard to race, color, religion, 

sex, or national origins." It is further described as a Itpo~itive 

action in affordl~g employment and training to all persons regardless 

of race, color, l:'eligion, sex, or national origin." 4 Affirmative 

action programming in no way suggests the imposition of a quota system. 

As of March 1912, With the amen&ment extending Title 7 of the 

CiVil Rights Act of 1964 to all governments and governmental agencies, 

it is illegal to discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, 
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sex, age, or national origin unless such exclusion is based 'on a 
, 

bona fide operational occupational qualification which is Uniformly --
enforced. 5 There are sev£ral legal subtleties involved in equal 

employment, but basically as it relates to this portion of our 

report, it is illegal for a law enforcement agency to discriminate 

in its personnel practices against racial or ethnic minorities. 

If minority citizens believe themselves to be discriminated against 

in terms of hiring o~ promotional opportunities, they may file a 

complaint with the Fai,r Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) or 

the Equal Employment Opportunities CoIDUlission (EEOC) who t .. 'ill investi

gate the allegation. If the allegation is deemed valid, iegal 

proceedings can be initiat~d against the offtnding police agencies. 

If the complaint is sustained, the offending department wi.ll be 

required to ameliorate the complaint by positive remedial action. 

In the last 2 years, FEPC has handled 12 such complaints against 

6 
California law enforcement agencies. 

It is important to remember that neither federal nor state law 

requires the implementation of affirmative action progra~~. Instead, 

an ,affirmative action program must be voluntaril.y de'lleloped b~ an 

organization. Ruwever, judging f~Dm the volume of federal and state 

laws that relate to equal employment opportunities, it is becokning 

increasingly important for law enforcement agencies to respond 

proactively in this area. 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT local jurisdictions establish 
affirmative action programs to assist law enforcement agencies 
recruit qualified minority candidates. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the Bureau of Criminal 
Statistics include the racial and ethnic composition of law 
enforcement agencies in its appropriate annual reports. 

It is not sufficient for law enforcement agencies to pu~sue 

neutral employment practices. Rather, law enforcement administ£ators 

must take positive steps toward assuring that the1~ agencies follow 

equal employment practices. Development of an affirmative action 

program includes a policy statement; an evaluation of police re

cruiting techniques to ascertain whether they are inadvertently 

discriminatory; validation of all exams utilized by the department 

for entrance and promotional conSiderations; an analysis of the avail-

able minority labor population and an identification of problem 

areas; an analysis of the personnel structure of the department; 

development of timetables and goals to correct existing personnel 

deficiencies; and an evaluation component to ascertain the level 

of success achieved by the affirmative action program. 7 

As Appendix G indicates, many California law 

, enforcement agencies have already enunciated and implemented affirma-

tiva action employment programs. At least half of the large police 

agencies responding to the CommissioIl~S questionnaire report that 

their departments have ongoi~g affirmative action programs. Since 

the ~jori~yof California law 'enforcement affirmative action programs 

were initiated in 1971 and 1971, they are too recent to evaluate in 

1 
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terms of their Bue:f!SS in attraction of qualified candidates. 

Because the concept of affirmative action programming is relatively 

new, no specific guidelines or standards have been developed that 

specifically relate to law enforcement agen~ies. As mentioned 

earlier, the FEPC and the EEOC have offered some direction in this 

area. However, because of the unique role of police agencies in 

society as well 'as their unique personnel needs, it is important 

to the ultimate success of affixmative action progr~~1ng that . 
guidance be provided to law enforcement administrators to develop 

and to implement realistic and effective affirmative action programs. 

Many federal, state, regional, county, and city resources are 

available to law enforcement to provide valuable assistance in the 

establishment of affirmative action programs. However, as is too 

often the case, law enforcement agencies are not sufficiently informed 

of their a?ailability or are not aware of the services they provide. 

POST can provide a valuable service to law enforcement administrators 

by developing and implementing an informgtion center of affirmative 

action programs in the.state of California. Useful information 

'relating to innQvative techniques in recruitment and promotion 

could be circulated to interested police agencies through this center 

'~eeulting in obvious benefits to both the community at large and the 

pclice department. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT POST through Project MOaB study 
and develop guidelines and stm~dards for affirmative action 
programs. 

t/ ' 
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THE COMMISSION RECO~~NDS ~T POST through Project MORE 
estahlish an information system which law ~~forcement agencies 
can utilize to keep law enforcement agencies informed on model 
affirmative action programs. 

In conclusion, the Commission can only re-emphasize the need 

for California law enforcement agencies to actively seek out, to 

hire, and to prOmote qualified minority citizens. By doing so, 

the cause of positive communit.y-police relat~_onships wil! be furthered. 
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Chapter 12 

THECOINCEPT OF COMMUNITY-POLICE RELATIONS 
AS APPLIED BY THE POLICE 

The police have long been aware that their relationships with 

the eommunity are in ~ constant state of flux. It is seldom possible 

to predict when a particularly sensitive incident - a sensational 

crime, an accidental shooting, or a riot - will precipitate signifi

cant changes in community attitudes and behaviors toward the police. 

Such occut'rences and the probability that they will affect citizen 

and police i:elationships are inherent in the.police .ro~e. When the 

exceptional incident occurs, crisis management techniques are required. 

However, tqe effectiveness of such techniques and, in fact, th~ impact 

of exceptional occurrences on commu~ity-police relationships are 

directly related to the level of trust, understanding, and communi-

cation which prevails between the police and significant publics in 

the community" 

Chapter 5 discussed briefly the three kinds of management pro

cesses which together control police behavior at the individual level. 

Several aspects of these guiding, controlling, and a.dapting mech

anisms have been discussed prior to this point. This chapter addresses 

the final mechanism and that which is most directly relat~d to the ie, 

~ 

concern of the report: the concept of community-police relations as 

it has been institutionalized by the California police. 

A number of definitions of community-police relations were 

examined in Chapter 2. We noted ther~ the difficulty of developing' 

an adequate definition of a concept whilC!h engenders conside.rab1e 
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emotionalism and lacks any significant consensus on either its sub

stance or its form. These difficulties complicated the Advisory 

Commission's endeavors to obtain information on what police agencies 

were doing in the area of' commcJity-po1ice l~elations. We accomodated 

the lack 'nf a precise definit;;;,~n in our resll!arch by asking simply that 

police agencies eooperating in our survey efforts describe those 

activities which they individually identified as being part of community

police relations. Their 'f.'esponses were then analyzed to uncover the 

trends which form the basis for the discuasions in this chapter. 

In iilSny respects, community-police r:elations as a concept separate 

and distinct from the seneral value of bleing "people-minded It in the 

performance of the police role is a product of the turmoil of recent 

years. It has never been well~received by the rank and file po1ie~ 

officer, who too often feelB that corumunityrelations programs detract 

from the performance of basic law enforcement tasks and further serve 

to weaken the police position in the face of their detractors. Such 

attitudes have worked against the community relations concept frofA 

the beginning. The success of some community relations programs has 

largely been due to the efforts of commtlnity relations officers and 

administrator3 who have seen the value of the concept in imr.~oving the 

capability of the police to provid(! their full range of services. 

The fact that the community I'elations concept was conceived partly 

in reaction to exceptional occurrences such as the riots of the mid

sixties emphasizes its role as Ian ad~Ptive mechanism of police manage

mellt. Polic~ administrators realized that traditional mechanisms were 

not adequate to respond to the issues underlying the riots and disturb

ances. They reacted by establishing new'organizational units whose 

<1." 

responsibility was to sense, analyze, and develop responses to symptom

atiC issues of hostility and conflict. These typically have been 

identified as Community-Police Relations Units. 

A paper distributed at the National Conference on Criminal Justice 

(January 1973), The Community and Criminal Justice: ~ Cuide for Organ

izing Action, emphasizes a point that should be an underlying factor 

in all police-co~unity relations programming:1 

, . 
•• ;Americans '1.8.1.'1 no longer rest, on the comfortable assumption 
that the establiE~:mtent of institutional machinery to deal with 
crime constitutes ,an adequate response to the problem ••• Citizen 
concern about crime must be translated int~ action. 

Community-Police,R~lation$ in California 

Police Agencx Organization 

Composition of Sample 

Of" the 429 law enforcement agencies in California, 248 responded 

to Part D of the Advisory Commission's questionnaire: Community-Police 

Relations. This represents a significant sample of 57.8 percent of 

the State's police and sheriff ageacies. 

Complement.f:.n~ the questionnaire section were individual data 

collection sheets for specific community-police relations programS. 
',. 

Over 70 percent of the responding departments submitted at least one 

program sheet. 

. Community-Police Relations "Units. " ,'In response to questions 

regarding the presence of community relations in the organization of . ' 

the law enforcement agency, 60 departments indicated that they have 

fc~lly constituted community-police relations (CPR) units. These 

represent almost 14 percent of the law enforcement:agencies in the 
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State and 24.2 percent of the Advisory Commission's responding sample 

(see Tables 12-1 and 12-2) •. 

As expected, the majority of these- units are in larger depart-

ments. Of departments with more than 50 sworn personnel (size cate-

gories D through 1),51.8 percent have community-pulice relati~ns 

units. Seventeen departments (10.3 percent of the sample) in size 

categories A through C (1-50 sworn personnel) indicate the presence 

of ~ommunity-police relations units; however, the Advisory Commission 

questions the 4efinition of a formal CPR unit i'n these smaller agencies 

(see Tables 12-3, 12-4, and 12-5). 

International City Management Association Survey. The above 

data roughly correlate with the International City Management Associ

ation~s 1970 survey of 650 cities nationwide. 2 The ICMA results 

showed that 44 percent of the responding departments had a community-

police relations program. Of the cities polled, all but one of the 

cities with over 250,000 population had such a prog~:am, while only 22 

percent of cities with populations between 10,000 and 25,000 had 

community-police relations programs. 

Police-Community Relations Officers. The survey information can 

be 'further expanded because c.,.unity-police, relations "progr~" may 

not indicate a formal unit but instead refer to traesignatedipolice-

community relations "officer." Eighty California departments, 32.3 

percent ef the Advisory Comm1ssion'a.samp1e of 248 dep~rtDlents, indi-

cated that at 1east, one officer is assigned police-commuLlty relations 

responsibilities on either a fu11- or part-time basis (see Tables 12-1 

and 12-2). 

One-third of the agencies with 50 or less swo~f parsQnnel responded 

• 

Table 12-1 ~~~~~~"l 
Respondents to CPR Section of the ~)uestio " • ;< 

Nu " 1 D" ., "nnaJ.re.( 
mer~ca J.strJ.bution of Departments 

Size w/CPR 
Category Units * 

A 2 
B 5 
C 10 
D ' 14-
E 12 
F 5 
G 5 
1:I 3 
I 4 

To'l:al 60 

w/PCR 
Officer** 

21 
11 
23 
18 
4 

'0 
1 
1 
1 

80 

Other*** 

50 
15 
28 

9 
2 
1 

3 
0 
0 

108 

Total 

73 
31 
61. 

41 
18 

6 

9 
4 

5 

248 
*agencies indicating the presence of a CPR unit. 

**agencies indicating the presence of a PeR ff" but 
,no CPR unit. 0 ~cer, 

***agencies having, neither a CPR unit or PCR officer. 

Table 12-2 
Respondents to CP~ Se~tian of the Questionnaire: 

Percentage DJ.str~bution of Departments 
~ 

Size Percentage of Size Percentage of CPR Organiz-Cate- Categor;y Total 
gory Units Off. Other 

ation Categorl Total 
Total Units Off. other Total 

A 2.7 28.7 68.6 100% 3.3 26.3 46.3 29.4 
B 16.1 35.5 48.4 100% 8.3 13 .. 8 13.9 12.5 
C 16.4 37.8 45 .. 9 100% 16.7 28.8 25.9 24.6 
D 34.2 43,9 21.9 100% 23.3 22,,5 8.3 16.5 
E 66.7 22.3 11.1 1009& 20.0 5.0 1.9 7.3 
F 83.3 0.0 16.7 1000,,6 8.3 0.0 0.9 2.4 
G 55.6 11.1 33.3 100% 8.3 1.3 2.8 3.6 
1:I 75 .. 0 25.0 0.0 1000,,6 5.0 1..3 0.0 1.6 
I 80.0 20.0 0.0 100% 6.7 1.3 - 0.0 2 .. 0 

Total 24 .. 2 32.3 43.5 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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that they have a "PCR officer" but no comnunity-police relations unit. 

Just under one-third (30.1 percent) of the larger agencies (over 50 

sworn personnel) designated a PCR officer. Therefore, the presence 
, -

of a peR officer is not significantly related to agency size; thisie 

not surprising because this assigDl.'ment is not nec~asar:1ly tied to 

organizational constraints such as ~~npO\'er and budget. 

Over 56 percent of the respon.ding sample have some form of 

community-police relations organization, either in the form of a unit 

or a designated officer. The size categories A through C (1-50 sworrt 

personnel) contained 86.1 percent of the sample agencies responding 

negatively to both questions regarding the presence of formal CPR 

organization. 

Relationship with Programs. An important cr.iterion for measuring 

the impact of these community-police relations units and officers is 

through evaluation of th~ types of c~mmunity-po1ice relations programs 

being conducted by the department. Over 85 percent of the departments 

responding with CPR units p and 81.3 percent of the agencies responding 

with PCR officers, returned specific program data. 

Full-time and Part-time Officers. Designated ~olice-Community 

Relations Officers fall into two categories: full-time and part-

time. Seventeen of the 80 agencies in the PCR officer group respond 

that at least one officer has full-time police-community relations 
~ 

responsibilities. Though the sample is not la~ge, it is significant, t 
i 

and there.- is a tendency for full-time assigum~dt to be dire«tly related t 
t 

to agency ~ize. This, as with-the formal CPR unit distribution, is E 
I 

also expected, as officers in smaller departments are more likely to 
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Table 12-3 12-7 

Respondents to CPR Section of the Questionnaire: 
Numerical Distribution of Departments by Size Group 

Size \or/CPR w/FCR 
Gr'OUE Units Officer other Total 

Small*. 31 73 ·102 206 
Medium*'" 22 5 6 33 
Large*"* 7 2 0 9 
Total 60 ~ 108 248 

Table 12-4 
Respondents to CPR Section of the Questionnaire: 

Distribution of Departments by Percentage of Qize 'Category Total 

Size \'l/CPR w/FCR 
GrouE Units Officer -other Total 

Small * 15.1 35,,4 49.5 ,100';6 
Medium * * 66.7 15.2 18.2 100';6 
Large*** 77 .. 8 22.2 0.0 100';6 
Total 24.2 32.3 43.6 100% 

Table 12-5 
Respondents to CPR Section of the Questionnaire: 

Distribution of Departments by Percentage of CPR Organization Category Total 

Size w/CPR w/FCR 
GrouE Units Officer other Total 

Small * 51 .. 7 91.3 94.4 83.1 
Medium** 36.7 6.3 5.6 13.3 
Large*** 11.7 2.5 0.0 3.6 
Total 100';6 100';6 100% 100'}6 

*departments in size categories A-D, 1-100 sworn personnel 

**departments in size categories E-G, 101-500 sworn personnel 

***departments in size categories H-I, over 500 sworn personnel 

• 
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have their time divided among a number of otn2r duties, such as train-

ing, records~ etc. 

Conceptual Problems in CPR Classifications 

i in the responses to the There are some possible discrepanc es 

community-police relations section of the questionnaire. First, many 

community-police relations as the duty of every officer; agencies regard 

officer 's contacts with the public involve community that is, all the 

relations. Agencies professing this philosophy could have responded 

h ti s regarding the affirmatively or negatively to ,either of t e ques on 

presence of a CPR unit or PCRofficer. 

Second, as demonstrated in part by the presence of un a CPR" it" 

there could be some misunderstanding among the smallest departments, 

of what constitutes a "unit" as opposed to a full-time PCR officer, 

11 agencies indicated that they have train(just as some of these sma er 

ing "units" when, in fact, interviews revealed that 

one officer who is assigned training as part of his 

they have only 

regular work load -

see Chapter 10). 

therefore, that the size of ~he agency will indicate It appears, 

t he status of community-police relations in the to a great extent 

formal organizational structure of the agency. It is postulated that 

this might not ~e true in only two cases: 

1. 

2. 

. i with chiefs adhering'to a generalist theory 
Those agenc es hi h ity-police of community-police relations, in w c cO.mmun t 
relations is consciously subscribed to as a vital componen 
of every existing function of the department; and 

Agencies bound by a traditional view of the law enforce:ent. 
function. in which community-police relations ~s treate as 
a desired but not actively sought after, by-produc~ of his 
"'e ular ~lice operations, where if the officer per arms 
~p:ace o~ficer" functions efficiently, there is no ~eed f~r 
any assigned community-police rela..tions unit or 'des gnate 
personnel. 

12-9 
Regrettably, few large departments exist in municipalities 

where the boundaries of the law~enforcement function permit the latter 

idealistic view of efficiency. The cOnstantly changing relationships 

of individuals and groupa prevent a policeman from being a 'tgeneralist" 
expert on people. 

Verification of Need for Formal CommunitY-Police Relations 

The need for consciously applied community-police relations in 

California is supported by the International City Management Ass~ci
ation survey referred to previously. In 1970 the Western region of , 

the country, which is dominated by California, had a higher propensity 

for community-police relations organizations and programming than 

other regions. Certainly in part this is due to the dynamic nature 

of the demography in which the Western police must work. The need 

for community relations spe~ia1ists and ~ire~ted cO~ity-po1ice 
relations programs has become apparent as, unlike some portions of 

the East and South, the police officer finds he d~es not know, much 

less understand, all of the people and value systems that pervade his 

aSSigned jurisdiction. 

California police officers are more likely to need a consciously 

applied philosophy of community relations as an orientation mechanism 

to integrate the new officer into the community he will be serving. 

The officer in California, unlike many of his counterparts in other 

sections of the country, usually does not grow up, attend school, and 

then work as a policeman in the same community. Moreover, when he 

joins a particular police fo£ce, he may not know the community _ its 

problems, leaders, civic groups, merchants, minority representation, 

or even other oZf:tcers on the force.. The office~ may not be aware of 

: I , , , 

"'. 
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local socio-political factors that affect the police response to partic-

i d· d crises~ he may have to learn which individuals 
ular. commun ty nee s an ~. 

the dep~rtment is more sensitive to when police-citizen contacts occur. 

California has developed the reputation as a national "trend

setter" in the experimentation with and adoption of new life styles, 

and, on occasion, has experienced citizen violence challenging various 

1 ~- The ~olice are ultimately involved in 
values of the estab iSl=ent. r 

the dynamics of these trends in one or a combination of the following 

ways: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

As implementors of the "establishment" response to challenges 
by some segment of the community, e:f.ther by enforcing contro-
versial laws or by maintaining order; 

As the object of the discontent of a particular group; 

As independent protectors of traditional values and community 

standards. 

As a result of the constantly changing co:nditions and demographic 

patterns of individual communities that eltcit these police responses, 

the officer is inextricably in'TOlved in the ongoing "relat:l.ons" of 

the community. Ris response must be founded on continually revised 

policy and legal interpretation, rather than traditionally held and 

taken-for-granted principles of the police mission. 

Therefor~, community-police relations, as a philosophy of police 

response, becomes a vitally needed tool for continued revision of the 

poliey guiding an officer's behavior in a particular situation. In 

California, as muc~ or more than in any other part of the country, 

community-police relations is required as an initial component of 

recruit orientation and the continuing edu1cation of every officer, 

thus enabling them to b~tter understand tbe community they serve and 

empat\lize with the fluctuating needs of i'I:s citizens. 

12-11 

~~l Organization of Community-Police Relatio~ 

Communi'ty-police relations, formally constituted, is a :t'elatively 

,new phenomenon in police 9rganizations. It remains in a state of flux, 

as its substantive boundaries are largely undetermined; there is no 

consensus regarding'the relationship of community-police relations to 

other components of the police organization. 

Dev~lopment of Community-Police Relations Organization 

Sixty-nine of the 140 CPR units/officers responding indicated the 

'yea~s in which their formal cODmnlnity-po1ice relations programs were 

established. The earliest was begun in l~62. However, over 60 percent 

are less than four years old. (See Table 12-6.) 

As expected, the larger departments have taken the lead in estab

lishing f.ormalizad community-police relations programs. Of the 27 

agencies with a unit or PCR office1t' established prior to 1969, ~ll but 

one were in departments employing U10l.'e than 50 sworn personnel. This 

result is clearly consistent with the fact that community-police 

relations developed in response to turbulence directed at central cities 

with large metropolitan police departments. 

Furthermore, a majority of the violence of the 1960's was racial 

in nature; the original philosophy of "CPR" as defined by the Natio1'1al 

Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders is almost totally committed to 

the improvement of police relations with the minority community.3 Again, 

this would explain the leadership of large police agencies in the 

community relations fiel'l. 

Medium size departments, in satellite suburban communities on 

the periphery of most of the conflict, began to develop ~PR units and 

programs more as a preventive measure in response to citizen fears. 

" 

. ! 



Size 
Category 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

Table 12-6 
Distribution of Departments by 
Dates IVhen C cJIrlllluni ty-Po1ice 

Relations Units \'iere Established * 

1962 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 -- -- -- ._-- - .. - - -- '-

-- 1 

1 2 5 
1 1 1 1 

2 2 

2 1 

1 1 

1 2 1 

5 

3 
4 

2 

1 

2 

4 
2 

1 

2 <> 

4 1 

4 1 

3 1 

2 

1 
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~ 
3 

5 

13 

19 

12 

5 

5 

3 
4 

Total 1 8 1 4 12 14 10 16 3 69 
Percent 1.5 11.6 1.5 5.8 17.4 20.3 14.5 23.2 4.4 10~h 

*12 of the 69 respondents were departments indicating they had 
a FeR officer but not a CPR unit; the 57 remaining departments 
have CPR units and constitute 95~6 of the sample CPR units. 

Command Structure of Community-Police Relations 

Considering the seriousness of the crises whi~h provoked the 

initial c~eationof CPR units, it iG not surprising that of the 61 

agencies -responding that they have peR office'rs, 53 answered that 

this officer reports directly to the chief administrator (chief of 

police or sheriff). For the remaining 13.1 percent, the PCR officers' 

supervisors are located in the admini$trative, services, patrol, or 

~tnvestigative, units. (See Table 12-7.) 

Apparently there is a realization on the part of law enforcement 

administrators that successful community-police relations will have 

a hearing on the necessity for and resultant dimensions of police 

responses to citizen,needs. This in turn depends in large part on 

the quality of the job perfo~ed'by the PCR officer in two main areas: 

J;.~f\'", 

_~_._J. .·_l.;~.~ 

-----~ 

1. 
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Communicating positive images of the police to potentially 
antagonistic segments of the community; and 

2. Communicating symptoms and Sign~ls of potential conflict 
back to the agency. ' 

Certainly the chief wishes 'to be the primary transmitter of the 

il)rtller.:: an~ the initial recei'ITer and translator into policy of the 

latter. This directly implies that the chief of police provides the 

primary leadership for community-police relations. . 

Due to the position that a majority of CP~ units an~ officers 

occupy in the command structure, they may depend only on the chief 

for resources, conceptual orientation, and programmatic direction 

(hence survival). This can mean. that the CPR unit/officer does not 

become institutionalized within the formal organization structure of 

the department. This sometimes has the following ramifications: 

1. 

2. 

Established units, such as patrol and investigation have 
historical claims on resources, and thus hav~ a com;etitive 
edge in the allocation of resources. In terms of program
matic effectiveness, this can neutralize whatever advantage 
th~ PCR officer may have in direct communication with the 
chief. ' 

If the chief gives preference to community-police relations 
due to its status in the or.ganizational hierarchy, community
police relations program effectiveness can be detrimentally 
affected as a result of hostility from other departmental 
units (if it is assumed that CPR units should include among 
their functions the stimulation of positive community relations 
among the rest of the department's personnel). 

If a change in the chief administrator is impending, the 
dependency of the CPR unit/officer on the chief can create 
a hesitancy among both agency personnel and community to 
invest resources and trust in community-police relations 
programs. 

In their initial stages of development,there are substantial 

reasons for placing the CPR unit/officer under the direct command of 

tbe chief. Primarily, these reasons focus on the agencyts ability to 

. respond quickly and efficiently. to community needs •. The chief can 



Size 
Cate- Chief of 
s.o~ ~ 

A 

B 

'0 
D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

Total 
Percent 

Po1ic!-
16 

10 

14 

6 
1 

47 
77.1% 

Table 12-7 
CCllmDllZidUnd~r Which the PeR 

Officer is Assigned 

Admin. Services 
Sherift Section Section Patrol 

4 

2 1 

1 
1.(1% 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 
4.9Ji 
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Inv@sti-
gaticm 

--
2 

--

Total -... 
17 

11 

21 

9 

:5 
0 

0 

0 

0 

61-
100% 

*this total represents 76.3% of the sample FeR otticers. 

Size 
Cate
gog 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

0-10 

3 

:5 
2 

--' 
1 

---

Table i2-8 
Distribution of PCR Officers by 
Percentage of Time Assigned to 

Community-Police Relations 

1l'!"20 _ 2l-2!2 ~l.Jto 41-22 21- 60 
1 , , 1 1 

3 .2 3 1 1 

5 4 .2 4- .2 , 5 2 

1 1 

-... - ---
.... -

6l-2Q 7!+ 
---

1 

2 

1 

.---
----
~--
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ereate an optimum Tesolution of the friction between the agency's 

capaci,ty to respond and the expectations of the community for apartic

ular response. With regard to the latter,the chief should best be 

able to ascertain loci of community support and resou.rces which may 

luintmize the commitment of police responses while optimizing respon~e 

effectiveness. One important function of the CPR unit/officer, and 

thus a justification for a direct line to the chief, is to provide this 

continual assessment of community needs and resources. 

The unit's placement in the command structure, therefore, should 

depend on the following basic factors: 

1. Initiative for the creation of the unit or pOSition (i.e., 
criticality of the provoking issues), and the willingness 
to consider the impetus that "can come from the criminal 
justice system professional who identifies and recruits 
community resources for application to existing programs 
or for the development of new efforts;"(4) 

2. Size of the agency and projected dimensions of the CPR 
operation; 

3. Relationship of the community-police relations unit or 
officer to functions of other units in the agency (e.g., 
youth bureaus, traffic); 

4. The community relations goal orientation of the department. 

Commitment of Part-Time PeR Officers 

Almost 80 percent of those departments indicating the presence 

of a PCR officer gave data on the percentage of time t~at officer 

devotes to community-police relations activities. Over 85 percent 

stated that at least one officer is assigned CPR duties for less 

than SO percent of his time. (See Table 12-8.) 

Of the 104 sample departments in the small size group (size 

categories A through D, departments With under 100 sworn personnel) 

that indicated some community-police relations organiz&tibn, 73 
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designalte a PCR officer. Only 12 of these are full-time assignments. 

The Advisory Commission estimates that when this data is combined with 

previously presented data, approximately 70 percen.t of. the 206 l"espond-

ing depa7tments in size categories A through D have either no formal 

CPR unit or officer, or at best one man rlevoting less than 50 percent 

of his time to CPR-oriented activities. 

These facts are further magnified by the possible intensity of 

the duties occupying the remainder of the officer's time. If no clear 

priorities are established, then a part-time PCR offic~r's job can 

become very difficult. For example, if a community crisis arises, the 

PCR officer should be able to be on the scene immediately. If he i.s 

committed to a non-CPR funct:l.on that prevents his immediate attention 

to the problem, his response and the response of the police department 

in general may be seriously impaired. 

of c~urse, the impact of this will in great measure depend upon 

the overall community relations training level of the remainder of 

the department. 

Cpmmunity-Police Relations Budget 

Of the 248 depertments submitting the community-police relations 

portion of the Advisory Commission's questionnaire, only 34.3 percent 

answered questions on the CPR budget. However, of the departments 

indicating the presence of a CPR un·it, 80 percent responded. 

Internal Budget Allocations for CPR. Of the sample departments 

with CPR units, 85.4 perce.nt indicated that their agency has a distinct 

budget for community-police relations. OVerall, 72.9 percent of the 

responding departments indicated that a budget category exists for CPR. 

About half of the responding non-CPR unit departments have a 

I _ 

Table 12-9 
Community-Police Relations Budget: 

Distripution of Respondents by 
Departmental Organization of CPR 

Community~Po1ice 

Relations OrSanization 

community-Police 
Relations ''l1nit'' 

Po1ice~ommunity 
Relations "Officer" 
(FU1l- & Part-Time) 

Neither O~ Unit or 
PCR' Officer: "otherll 

Total 

Have 
CPR Bud~t. 

# % 

41 

19 57.6 

2 .50.0 

72.9% 

7 

14 

2 

~ 
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I 

Percent 
of Spmple· 
til % --

14.6 48 80.0 

42.4 

It 37.0 

~e total sample ~6 comprised ot 248 law enforcement agencies; this 
1ncludes 60 agenc1es with CPR Units, 80 agencies with PCR Officers 
and 108 "other" agencies. ' 

Table 12-10 
O1tside Funding for IJPR: 

Distribution of Respondents by 
Departmental Organization of CPR 

Community-Police Beceive Do Not Receive 
Relations Organization Qltside Funding CUtside Flmding -

# ~ # % 
COIIII'DW:li ty-Police 24 43.6 31 56.4 Relatione "Un! tit 
Police-Comnnmi ty-

1). 29.7 26 70.' Relations "Officer" 
(FU1l- & Part-Time) 
Neither CPR Unit or 
PCR Officer: "other'! 42.9 4 57.1 

Percent 
of $ample· 

.iL ...L 
55 91.7 

37 46.3 

7 6., 

Total. ,8 28 .. 4 61 61.6 99 39.9 
~ total sample ie comprisod of 248 law enforcement agencies; this 
~ncludes 60 agencies with CPR Units, 80 agencies with PCR Ottioers, 
and 108 "other" agencies. 
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community-police relations budget. These are predominantly dspart= 

ments with designated PCR officers. By size categ('Jry, there is almost 

an equal likelihood that a department with a CPR. unit ha.s a CPR budget: 

74.1 percent for departments in the small size group (1-100. sworn per

sonnel); 7o.e6 percent for medium size departments (101-50.0. sworn per

sonnel); and 71.4 percent for large departments (over 50.0. sworn per-

sonnel). (See Table 12-9.) 

Oulbside Funding for CPR. A majority of the departments indicated 

that they receive no funds from any source outside of the agency budget. 

By size group, medium size departments were the least likely (13.9 per

cent) to utilize outside support. It seems that the very large and 

small departments more typically receive funds from outside sourcas. 

(See Table 12-10..) 

Very few departments provided specific budget category data, 

especially in terms of revenue from external sources. In general, most 

of this external money originates from the Federal government, private 

foundations and service organizations, and state agencies. The major 

share of this funding is provided by the Federal government through 

the Law Enforcem~nt Assistance Administration. The Advisory Commission 

has no hard empirical evidence to establish a direct correlation becween 

the establishment of CPR units and the passage of the Omnibus Crime 

Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968; however, it is interesting to 

note that a majority of sample departments established CPR units or 

designated PCR officer positions after the passage of the ~afe Streets 

Act. ,The Act provided a major conceptual and fiscal stimulus which, 

combined with the social and political pressures of that era, invoked 

the primary motivating force for community-polic~ relations organizations 

and an awareness of the non-1l1aw enforcement" dimension of the police 

..--_. ____ ,_.~ 
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mission. 

Based on the re.su1ts of the International City Management Assos:i-

adou's 1969 survey of police departments across the country, it can 

be estimated that roughly a third of the California agencies with 

community-police x'elations programs utilized Federal funding to pro

mote these programs. S 

Police departments have been stereotyped as representative of 

the classical bureaucratic model. ,As do all bureaucr.atic organizations, . . 

police departments actively join in the "battle of the budget," the 

"scramble for funds," and the desperate effort to gain a "piece of the 

pie. II It seems 11.kely that this fiscal response to the recent avail-

ability of Fede.'ral funds was responsible for the initiation of m.any 

community-police relations labeled programs, not all of which had the 

benefit of a conceptual framework. From a fiscal standpoint, community-

police relations pr,ograms are certainly the most difficult to evaluate 

in terms of the relationship of dol1arR sp~nt to results, or to fit 

into a cost-benefit f~amework. 

Community-Police Relations Training 

In many departments there is a close relationship between train-

ing and community-police relations. This relationship can have a 

very positive impact on the quality and consi~tency of application of 

the police response. 

P~rticipation in Agency Traini~. Of those responding to a 

question on whether the CPR unit participates in training agency per

sonnel, 46.4 percent of the agencies with CPR units in the sample 

indicated that they "regu1ar1y u do 80, while only 7.1 percent said 

they never do. All of the latter are in size categories A through D 
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(less than 100 sworn personnel). 1.b1s is inter!!sting, since these 

agencies are lesa likely to have a formal training unit or officer, 

and officers are likely to wear more than one hat (especially CPR 

and training officers). The answer may be that the agency depends 

on an academy for most of its training while sponsoring little recruit 

or in-service/refresher training itself. (S~e Table 12-11.) 

All but one of the responding agencies in size categories E 

d h th "- 1 rly" through 1. (~ver 100 sworn personnel) answeret at ey ~egu a 

or "occasionally" participate in training agency personnel. The 

direct implication is that when an agency runs it~, own training pro

grams, it utilizes its own CPR personnel to handle at least some of 

the cQrAmunity relations training. 

CPR Analysis of Agency Training. A second question demonstrates 

a further relationship between CPR units and training. Though 1508 

percent of the responding CPR units ind~cated they never analyze 

agency training programs, over 70 percent said they regularly or 

occasionally provide this evaluative input .. (See Table 12-11.) 

This is a verycru~ial aspect of community-po11ee relations. 

Since most agencies, 'particularly larger ones t probably construed 

this questicm as applying to refresher/in-·service. training, the 

CPR unit has a major.influence on the character of the police response 

as it is projected through training. If the CPR unit is performing 

its job well, it can i,nject into the police training programs com

munity variables and social indicators by which a police officer ~r 

field. supervisor might estimate the sensitivity of a desired police 

response. 

( . 
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CPR Influence· on Pollcy ·Making and the Police Response 

Based on response$ to further questions, the CPR unit has the 

potential for both planning and monitoring the implementation of a 

"conununity-related" police response. There is however one major inhib-

iting factor~ as will be demonstrated later in this section. 

First, the largest percentage of CPR units responding "regularly" 

review complaints made by citizeus (56.9 p~rcent), and "occaSionally" 

(43.~ percent) or "regularly" (3l.6 percent) survey co~unity attitudes 

about important issues (see Table 12-11). This would demonstrate that 

a majori':;y of responding CPR units fulfill the responsibility to pro-

vide community feedback and information to the department. This is 

crucial for effective community-police relations, as indicated by 

. the Nation~l Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 

Goals: 6 

The American police service is foun~ed.upon the principle that 
the police are a part of and not apart from the people ••• This 
principle dictates tha~ the police make a determined effort to 
seek information from the publi~, to weigh conflicting demands 
and ideas and to arrive at considered judgments. It also re
quires that the police inform the people how to protect them
selves against crime as well as how to cooperate with police 
to reduce crime. 

Second, the largest percentage of the responding CPR units uregu-

larly" review agency policies and procedures prior to their imp le-

mentation. Therefore, the CPR unit may influence pol:f.cy making by 

providing decision-making information to administrators and theil, 

after this. information has been translated into policy, by providing 

further input on probable community response to a selected police 

response. Frcm the community's standpoint, if the CPR unit is object

ively doing its job, an effective communication-monitoring device is 

~h~refore available. In a sense, the CPR unit ,can provide the capability 

:, 

i 
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Table 12:'11 
Summary ot Questions Directed to the Internal Belatianships 
ot Communitr-Police Relati01S with other Police Operations 12-22 

Percent ot Responden~s Answering :_ Percent Does the CPR Unit/ 
Ofticer ••• RegularlY ~casionalll Seldom' .l!!!.!!!:- of Sa!np!! ~ 

A. SURVEY OQfMUNITY £l 
ATTITUDES ABOO'!' '~t 
DlPORTANTISStJES? .~ 

~~ 
CPR Units 31.6 4:;.9 ,1.5.8 8 .. 8 95.0 ·~~t 

PCR Officers 20.0 28 .. 0 40.0 12.0 31.3 . ~]I 
othor 40.0 2.0.0 40.0 0.0 4.6: =2t 

Total 28.'jj 37.9% 24.1% 9.2% 35.jj-·~ 
B. ANALYZE AGENCY '. H 

TRAINING PRCGRAMS? lit, 

~ CPR Units 35.1 :;6 .. 8 12.3 15.8 95 .. 0 'l:i 
PeR Officers 39.1 26.1 21.7 13.0 28.8 ~fl 

=~ ~:; ::~ ::~ ::; ,~:~ ~ 
C. PAm'IOIPA'fE IN} 

TRAINING? d 
CPR Units ~.4 35.7 10.7·7a 93.3 tf 
PCR Officers ,37.5 37.5 16.7 8.3 30.0 1'~ 

> -;.,:; 

other 75.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 3.7 n 
Total 45.2% 35.116 li.9% 7.1% 33.9jl~ 

~. 

D. REVIEW AGENCY i'i 
POLICIES AND ~l 1 .• 
PROOEDURES? n 
CPR Units 39.3 30.4 12.5 17.9 93.3 n 4-'! 
PCR Offi.cers 30.4 21.7 21.7 26.1 28.8 It 

~". 

other 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 .. 6 n 
Total 1fO.5% 26,,2% 14.:3% 19.1% 3}.9'$ l~ d 

E. REvIEw CITIZEN ~i 
C<l4PLAIN'fS? .~ 

~l 

CPR Units :,6.9 12.
8
1 13.8 17 .. 2 ~.·07 ft., 

PeR Officers "tl.7 20. . 12.5 25.0 ,/"'.r 
~!, 

other 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.3 II 
Total 57.1% 13.2%12.1% 17.6% 36.1t- ";} 
~==~==~~--------------------------------.-------------- ~ F. REVIEW CIFJ?lOER • .J 
EVALUATlOO' REPORTS . ~ 

CPR Units 22.8 7~0 21.1 49.1 95.0 : ~ 
!~ 

PeR Ofticers 29 .. 6 18., 7.4 44.4 33.8 c ;F. 

:: ::~% l~:~ ~::~ ::~ 3~~-=.1 
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to test-eval'latepolicy. Furthermore, 7 

• •• most desirable as a foundation fGr, the development of programs 
and activities is au overall evaluation of the local criminal 
justice system to identify priority needs. What also must be 
recognized and used to advantage is the vast reservoir of skill 
and expertise that exists within the private sector of the community. 

thus an effective use of this assessment-review process not only mit i-

gates the potential for conflict in police-citizen contacts, it also 

stimulates positive interaction in the application of citizen resources 

to police problems. ' (Se.e Table 12-11.) 

Unfortunately, the iDhibiting factor, which can and often does 

cause this process to become less consequential, is that almost 50 per-

cent of the respond:i.ng CPR units "never,lI an.d 21.1 percent "seldom" 

review officer evaluation reports as a means of identifying afid solving 

problems (see Table 12-11). The previous policy-making process can 

be a waste of effort, especially in terms of community-police relations 

problems; if there is no review on the bsti5icdly independent discretion

ary action of the officers who will represent and 1mp1emant the police 

response by those charged with the duty of "knowing" the ccmmunity. 

Thus the exclusion of CPR officers from the evaluation process 

me-ans that (1) important measures, such as the effect of an officer's 

performance on relations with the community, are not being ("',llsidered, 

or (2) the officer's execution of his duties is being consid~red by 

persons who are not intimately aware of developing cOlll!l.\unity prolblems. 

The character of a department's personnel policy can be il1us-

trated in somewhat'more depth by correlating size of departments and 

CPR intervention in the officer's evaluation. The small departments 

equally responded at the extreme: "regularly" (10 departments) and 

"never" (also 10 departments). The medium size departments over-
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whelmingly replied "never," while large departments wer.e evenly 

divided at the extremes. 

Personnel Management Applications. This data may ,illustrate the 

nature of personnel management as applied to police behavior. The 

departments at the top and bottom of the size scale e~~ibit similar 

characteristic!; :tn terms of the relationship between the:i.r CPR units 

and officer evaluations. One possible explanation for the definite 

negative ~esponse to this question by the medium size departments with 

101 to 500 sworn personnel is that they are generally found in com

munities characterized by various combinations of the following: 

--dynamically shifting population bases 

--close proximity to major urban areas 

--relatively higher income levels 

--relatively higher educational achievement levels 

--a greater degree of political flux among party organizations 
and governmental administrators 

--relatively lower percentages of ethnic and economic minorities 

--higher proportions of property crimes than violent crimes. 

There are other factors, but the abo~e are sufficient to state 

the point: officers in the medium size departments may be less uilling 

to be subjected to CPR intervention ,in the officer evaluation process 

because' of the political, social, and economic pressures that exert 

control over the execution of their duties. In very large departments, 

this is not as great a factor due to such intervening conditions as 

impersonality and a tendency for greater apecificity in the range of 

assignments. In smalle~ departments, every one knows everyone else, 

so it doesn't matter: ' 0veryone will inevit~bly ha~e an evaluative 

input into every) 'other officer's' standing t:egardless of the p'iescribed 
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formal procedure. 

The preceding data on policy making and the police response must 

be qualified on two l~vels: (1) the time frame involved, and (2) the 

dtmensions and character of the survey and review instruments. For 

example, if a department answered the question on surveying the com

munity regarding its OWll policies, it may "regularly" survey the C()JIl

munity only every three or four years. On the second level, some 

aglanc;.ies truly see reviewing p,olicy as merely getting a,,1vance notice 

of tmpending action. Also, community surveying may oniy involve such 

measures as random polls of participants in ride-alongs or open house 

tours. 

Orientation and Direction of 

Community-Police Relations 

Stated Goals of Community-Police Relations 

Community-police relations is certainly one component of the 

police function upon which no purposive consensus has yet been reached. 

During tha1960's, t~e.major purpose or goal of Community-Police 

RelaUons units was to improve minority relatiolts and reduce racial 

conflict. The boundaries of community-police relations have since 

broadened immensely; this breadth is illustrat.ed by data dest!ribing 

programs ranging from transsexual counseling 'to police-sponsored 

Easter egg. hunts, burglary prevention to pol:1.ce honor guards, and so 

forth. 

A CPR unit must have cl€larly defined gClals in order. to be an 

eff.ective adaptive mechanism for the police, a vital input agent to 

the overall police. response, and an objective ~gent of the cODDDunity" 
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These goals must exhibit thl:ee important characteristics: 

1.. Both short-range and long ... range components; 

2. -Realistic expectations of success; 

3. An optimum resolution of expressed community needs and 
action necessary to secure overall law enforcement 
objectives. 

Goals are meaningless if they do not provide the guiding frame-

'work for action, i~e., if they are not executede The Advisory Com-

misSion has found,: as will be shown later, that this execution is not 

generally goal-dirlected; that there is little clear and definitive 

correlation between stated goals and current programming efforts. 

This is a difficult area to evaluate due to differential per-

ceptions of goals by various administrators. Thus one administrator 

may perceive the goal "to promote understanding" as a successful ride-

along program, while another may actualize this goal as an intensive 

citizen contact program in a high crime area. 

The goals most often listed by agencies with CPR units in the 

sample are to "promote understanding" and to "open communication 

cM'nnels. If These represent 19.6 percent and 12.0 percent, respect-

ively, of the responses to the question "What are the stated goals 

of this (CPR) unit'l" (See Table 12-12.) 

The qu~stionnaire data illustrate the lack of relationship between 

9.t~ted goals, target groups, and actual programs. For example, the 

tenth ranked goal is "to improve youth," yet youth is the most often 

identified target group and is the s~bject of the most programs. 

The third ranked goal is to "identify and solve community prob

lems." These three top-ranked goals represent over 40 percent of 

the response. In contrast, the following two goals comprise less than 

,_"'.:i.. 

• Table 12-12 
Select10tt of Goals for C~_·~4tv P l' n~_ 

~~ ~-o 1ce ~e~tions p • 
Per.centage Distribution of Responses rograms. 

Goals 
Identified 

Pl'omote 
Understanding 

-
Cpen Communication 
Ohamtels 

Identity & Solve 
CommunitY' Problems 

I 

Crime Prevention 

Develop Police
Community Involve
ment 

Oowmunity Resource 
Community-POlice 
Relations 

Human Relat10l1$ 
Training for the 
Police 

Department Resource 
Improve Youth 
others· 

*others include: 

Cormrruni ty-Police 
Relatioas Units 

18.5% 

12.6 

.. -~mprove communi ty'·police rela.tions 
--1mprOV'e police' iJlUlge 
"'-divers~on, delinqf~enC1 prevention 
--make t1eld o!ficert~ job Simpler 
--improve minority relations 
--~nvestigate community complaints 
--1mprove school relations 
--S"J.pp(.\rt chief' 
--press rela.tions 

All Respondents 

19.(1,% 

12.0 

7.0 
6.3 

4.4 
3.8 

18 .. 4 
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"i li image" and "make the 7 pexeent of the r~sponses: mprove po ce 

field officer's job simpler. II However, thifi;l is not reflective of the 

fact th~t 25.1 percent of all programs submitted fall into the public 

information typology (to be defined in the following section of this 

chapter) in which most "public relationsl! or image enhancement type 

programs are located. 

For all respondents, the goal of "improving minority relations" 

represent less than two percent of the goals listed. This is inter

esting in that ethnic and economic minorities are listed as target 

groups in 22.9 pe,rcent of the responses. Moreover, this represents a 

major conceptual ~hange from the community relations emphasis of th~ 

1960's. It should be emphasized again that this data is related to 

stated goals. 

Altogether, 19 different goals were listed by the respondents. 

This indicates to us some major trends in commuaity-police relations 

thought: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

There is no consensus of goal orientation for CPR units. 

There is a lack of resolution between action theorized and 
theory applied; this is demonstrated by the discrepancies 
between stated goals, target groups, and programs. 

This lack of goal consensus could explain the tendenc1 to 
merely group existing programs of a community natur2 under 
a 'new organizational label - community-police relations. 

Progrmm App,lications. Twelve; of the 19 goals listed relate to 

"improvingl! relations or existing conditions with some se~ents of 

the community or to some problematic issue aff11~ting the community. 

The ocher seven aTe either directly related to prevention or are 

directed toward improvement of the departRent's resources and/or internal 

relationships. These seven represent 17.1 percent of the responses. 

The remaining 82.3 percent, therefore, imply a change-agent, evaluative 

role for the CPR unit •. This means more than public relations, or public 

educatiotl or "crime specific" type prevention programs. If one were to 

project the major thrust of CPR programs according to these goals, 

the major concentration of programs should be in the program typologies 

representing police strategy changes, police work role and work conduct 

changes, and police training (these will be discussed in the following 

section). Some would fall within the yout.h education and services area. 

However, if the youth area is held constant in both goals and program 

areas, ,78.5 percent of the stated goals 'and only 7.6 percent of the 

programs submitted by agencies in the sample are in this change-agent 

category. 

It is therefore clear that departments are not applying their 

intention to their programs. Especially in the case of change-agent 

programs, ther~ are several possible mitigating factors: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Inability to get resources to conduct the programs - either 
new resources or resources that would have to be drawn away 
from existing programs of a more traditional orientation; 

Internal conflict between administrators promoting the goals 
and officer,s who would have to execute them (and possibly the 
reverse situation); 

Intervention from external sources, such as local politicians, 
business interests, or strong community groups that do not 
wish to see the programs implemented. 

Clearly, to maintain an efficient capability to execute desired 

community-police relations goals; a department must gain cQmmunity 

Support and possess effective leadership_among its administrators. 

For example, the recommendations o,f the Community Crime Prevention' 

Task Force of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 

Standards and Goals' are based on the assumption that the national 
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impac~ on crime must include responsi'ble, purposeful, and concerted 

involvement of people in local communities and neighborhoods • .8 

Th~ rankings of goals vary somewhat among size groups. "To pro

mote understanding" remains the number one ranked goal for the medium 

and large departments, and is number two ranked for the small agencies. 

"Opening cotmnunication channels" is the number two preference for large 

'departments and number three ranked for medium size agencies. The 

"other" category is ranked one by small departments and two by medium 

size departments~ Small departments rate IIcommunity-police relations" 

as their number three goal. 

From this information, it would seem that a certain goal con

sensus is reached as department size increases. This follows from 

the larger departments' greater capacity for planning and functional 

allocation of tasks. 

In 1969, the International Association of Chiefs of Police polled 

the attitudes of policemen in 286 state and local law enforcement agencies 

across the country.9 Sixty-nine percent of these officers felt that 

community-police relations programs were important vehicles for depart

ments "to open lines of communication, build respect, and gain citizen 

cooperation." This certainly corresponds wits the goal pr;Lorities of 

our respondents, yet the discrepancy between this ideal and existing 

programs remains. 

Target Groups of Community-Police Relations Programs 

A major cQ1l\ponf!nt of the establishment of community-police relations 

goals is the identification of target groups. This is essential since 

a large portion of CPR-r.elatedprograms are directed at particular seg

ments of the e~nity or their design limits the practical size of 

-

their audiance. 

F~rthermore, the target group selected lIlay greatly modify the 

expectations for geal success. For example, the goal of "promoting 

understanding" wi;t.h local businessmen is much different from that of 

promoting understand,ing with rival ethnic gangs. 

T~e data relating to the groups targeted by law enforcement 

agencies for community-police relations efforts is divided into five 

majo,r categories: (1) ethnic and economic minorities; (2) civic and 

serv~ce clubs; (3) youth and the elderly; (4) general public; and (5) 

other. (See Table 12-13.) 

The ethnic and economic minorities category includes the following 

specified groups: Blacks, Spanish-surname, and Asian. Indians and 

Orientals were not listed as target groups on any of the returned sur-

veys. Some responses indicated the general ethnic-racial groupings 

as a target population, and some agencies made refer(mce to "poverty 

groups." 

The second category includes agencies of a private and service 

nature; for example, local chambers of commerce, P.T.A., Y.M.C.A., 

Rotary Clubs, etc •• 

The third category specifies age groupe;. This is a youth domin-

ated category; only two responses related to. the elderly. 

The general public constitutes the fourth target group category 

and includes responses listing ,rallll as the target population. 

Finally, the "other" category incorpor;ates all other responses 

not included in the above groupings. These represent a wide range'of 

target groups, both in terms of significance and program/policy 

application. In order of number of responses, these are: 
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Table 12-+2, 
, Percent of Respondents Indicating 

Target Groups Identi.fied for CPR Programs B,. Type of Cl:IR Organization 

Type of CPR Ethnic & Ci..,ic & Youth 
Organization Economic Service & 
in Agency t!inorities Clubs ..!e:lder1y 
C 0IIllIIUIl:L t;y-Po1i ce 24.3% ll.8% 30.9% 
Relations Units 
Police-Community 17.9 23.1 33.3 
Relations Offi~ers 
(Full & Part-TiiIle) 
Nei ther CPRUni t 25.0 25.0 25.0 
C1I' PCR Officer: 
"Other" 

Gener~(1 

Public 

18.4% 

12.8 

25.0 

22.9% 11;.5% 31.;% - 17."5'1 Total of 
Respondents 

... "other" includes: own agency! merchants, press, homeoWners, 
and bicyclists. 

Table 12-14 
Percent of ReSpond~ts Indicating 

Target Groups Identified for CPR Programs 
by l>epartme.at Size Group 

Department 
Size GrOlll? 

Categories A-D: 
Small De~artments 
(1-100 sworn) 

Categories E-G: 
Medium Depts. 
(101-500 sworn) 
Ca.tegories· If-I: 
Large Dep~~tments 
(O"Ier 500 sw~) 

Ethnic Be Civic Be 
Economic Service 
Minorit:\!!.C _l;;;:,;u;:.::b;.;::s __ 

16.2% 

youth 
8< 

E1d~rly 

:;6.lfJ6 

28 .. 6 

General 
Public 

14.:; 
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other· -14.~ 

12~8 

0.0 

14.0% 

~ 

pan~'cBt 

other" 

15.2% 

14.3 

8.; 

" uOi:,her" ;includes: own agenc hant . ;y, more s,press, homeowne,ra, parents, 
and bicyclists. 
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-merchants (9) 

-homeowners (6) 

--the responding agency (4) 

--press (2) 

-~bicyclists (2) 

... -parents (2) 

Using the framework established earlier, i.e., dividing agencies 

into' "CPR u1.'lits," "PCR officers," and "others, II significsnt differences 

can be g,een between the espoused target groups and the emphasiS of 

actual programs. 

The youth category is the most heavily emphasized. This is com-

p1emented by the data on individual programs wi~ich shows over ten per-

cent g~e.ater emphasiS on yo~th services and education p~ograms than 

on any eIther area. 

Thc~ divergence is seen in the second ranked categories among 

target l~roups and protgr,llfi\ typologies. Every type of agency category 

(CPR unit, PCR officel~, and other) shc»ls ethnic minoriti,es as thf"A 

second most fmportant target group. However, the programs which are 

primarily oriented to,"ard ethnic groups are included in the typologies 

represe:nting only 7.6 percent lof all community-police relations pro

grams Elubmitted. The second ranking typology is public information, 

which IIlOst often includes the gene:r.al public and civic/service club 

target. groups. 

Minorities~ It is possible that many programs directed at the, 

whole community may have the most tmpact on minorities. Certainly' 

any pc)lice progra~ focusing on improving thf:~ police image is· seen by 

law e:nforcement as most needed in youth andeth~ic minority sub-
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populations. The fact re~ins, htil\tever, that program:J implemented may 

not reach the desired target groups 'set forth by the agency. 

"Other. "'I The "other" category demonstrates that the variety of 

groups falling under the CPR umbrella is limited only by practical 

constraints, articulation of group needs, and the imagination and 

innovation of police policy makers and CPR personnel. 

CPR Units. Furthermore, the relatively recent development of 

CPR as a formal component ,of the law enforcement organization engenders 

much indecisiveness over its role~ This explains in part why four 

"CPR unit" agencies listed themselves as target groups. 

Merchants. Merchants represent almost five pe·t.'cent of the tar-

get groups s,pe,cified. Supported by the data on commercial crime pre

vention programs, merchants are an important community-police relations 

constituencY/. 

Civic Groups. One possible explanation for this configuration 

is that organized CPR units envision civic'groups and service' clubs 

more asa supporting base for community-police relations programs 

than as a t,arget group. Many of the mC/st successful community-police 

relations programs are conducted under the joint a~spiceB of police 

departments and serv;j"ce organizations. This reflects' the assertion 

that "whatever the c;:~ta1ytic age\\t~ crime preventio\:.l activities must 

be .. 'sponsored and ?rganized. ,,10 

As was noted previously, almost 50 percent of the CPR units in 

our sample receive some funding for programs from sources outside of 

the agency hudget; though the Federal government provides the majority 

of this funding, a significant :portion ,is solicited from and/or donated 

by private groups. Moreover, these groups constitute an eJl:tremely' 
'".,. 

'r'"' 
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valuable resource in. tems of volunteer time they contribute to 

community-police relations programs. 

Civic groups may have some effect on the program emphasis on 

youth and ethntc minority groups. Considering the two majt;l~ thrusts 

behind a CPR program, (1) antagonism by an easily definable group and 

(2) perception of needs for help by peripheral groups, police and 

service clubs may both see themselv"es as playing a helpe-: or inter-

'l'ening role with youth and minorities. 
I 

General Public. Though public information programs are among the 

m~st prolific, the "general public" is a relatively low-status target 

group. This may be because it· is. much easier for law enforcement agencies 

to conduct such programs within traditional organizational boundaries 

and resource conMtraints. It is relatively easy to send officers out 

to speak~ to get fundingror pamphlets, to get public service time on 

the radio, to conduct tours of the department and hold open houses. ' 

Given the financial constraints and police personality framework, it 

is much more difficult to design and implement in-depth, objective 

. coeunity analyses followed by comprehensive attacks on identified 

prob:ems. This is particularly true if the apparent solutions rest 

on the service side of the dichotomou,s law enforcemeut/seriice v:Lew· 

of the police missicn. 

Within the~size catego'ries, and focusing on agE!ncies with CPR 

units, only Category A (1-15 sworn personnel) does not list ethn:l.c 

minorities as a target group, while five categories (A,. B, F, H, and I) 

do not list. civic and service clubs. Size categories C, D, and E are 

the only ones listing every target group category at least once. 
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Trends by Agency SizeGrou~. Further illustration can be made 

by examining the sample by size groups. The foll4lWing major trends 

develop (see Table 12-14): 

i. In.terest in ethnic minorities increases with size of the 
department. This is not surprising since larger agencies 
are more likely to have high concentrations of minorities 
in their jurisdictions, as well as a historical emphasis 
on minorities as a major stimulus of CPR efforts. 

2. The targeting of youth decreases with agency size. This 
c~n be explained by the i~crease in minority emphasis since 
undoubtedly a good portion of, the minority group referred to 
is also in the youth age bracket. 

3. As mentioned in the goals section, larger departments are 
mo~~ likely to have clearly defined guidelines for target 
groups; thus the "other" category declines as agency size 
increases. 

4. Interest in civic groups and service clubs shows a decline 
with agency size increase. On the other hand, the general 
public category decreases between the small and medium size 
groups, and then is doubled in the large size group. This 
may,further substantiate the notion presented earlier that 
formal private organizations, relatively speaking, are looked 
upon by larger .agencies more as supportive groups than as 
targets for CPR efforts. Also, since minorities comprise 
a significant part of the "general public" in larger com
munities, .' there may be some program overlap in target group 
selection. 

The priority given to the youth and ethnic minority categories 

should be considered a reflection ,of the CPR unit's commitment to 

surveying of community issues and reviewing citizen. complaints. Roughly 

speaking, the goals and target group priorities would indicate that 

the needs assessment function of tbe CPR organization is being ful

filled. The gap is created when this assessment is translated into 

dynamic programs reflecting changing needs. 

Training Applications. Training should be influenced by this 

target group identifica.tion. Certainly the policy impact on the police 

response 'co group·~targeting is critical; if this is not reflected in 
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training, officers may not be properly prepared to execute policy. 

Furthermore, if a particularly sensitive gY-oup is targeted for CPR 

response, a lack of proper training may o~ly exacerbate an already 

difficult police problem. 

Finally, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the 

Administration of Justice asserts that improving community relations 

involves the re-examination of fundamental attitudes, as well as 

inst;tuting programs and changing procedures and practic,es. ll This 

can be accomplished only if police policy-makers and the co~unity 

mutually wish to make an objective assessment of their needs and 

resources in order to arrive at an optimal solution; and if police 

can begin to resolve intradepartmental problems of copperation in

volving training, budgeting, and so on. 

Community-Police Relations ~}?rogra.iUS 

The final product of community-police relations needs assess

ment, policy ~king, policy review, and Tesources assessment, is the 

community-police relations p~ogram. This is the mechanism through 

which the police and community will, at least theoretically, interact. 

Sources of Program Information 

Due to the relatively recent appearance of community-police 

relations programs in formal police organization, many agencies must 

rely on outside sources of information about new or existing programs 

in other jurisdictions. Such information is frequently useful to 

agencies planning their own programs. Furthermore, the "grass roots 

development of a lay component to the crtminal justice system often 

occurs in response to information programs def~ning problems related 
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to crime. tl12 

The responses to a question on the Advisory Commission's question-

naire xegarding these sources of information are divided into two major 

categories~ crimipa1 justice oriented and non-criminal justice. Each 

of these has four subcategories: 

1. Criminal Justice 

a. professional publications and organizations 
b. non-local law enforcement agencies 
c. other police agencies 
d. community-police relations organizations 

2. Non-Criminal Justice 

a. community agencies/commissions 
b. personalcontacts 
c. news media 
d. other 

Criminal JUGtice Sources. OVer 50 percent of the responses are -
accounte-d for by the categories "professional publications and organi-

zations" (30.6 percent) and "other police agencies" (21.0 percent). 

.; OVerall, the ct'iminal justice sources are indicated in 72.9 percent 

of the "!.'espOnSf!s. Agencies without a CPR unit have a slightly higher 

tendency to rf~ly on these sources (75.9 percent) than agencies with 

CPR units (7'0.9 percent) or with PCR officers (72.0 pere~nt). Thus, 

in general, the nature of the community-police relations organization 

does not make any significant difference in the utilizatiQn of criminal 

justice versus non-criminal justice sources'. (See Table 12-15.) 

However, within these categories there are some major differen~es. 

Responding de'partments with CPR units relied on non-local law enf'orce"" 

ment agencies only 1.4 percent of the time, while 23.1 percent of the 

"other" agency category used these sources. This is probably due in 

part to the heavy dependency of small departments (which dominate the 

tC 
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Table 12-15 
Percentage Distribution ofR3spondents: 
Sources of Information for CPR Programs 

By Type of CPR Organization 

CPR roR other 
Sources of Information Units Officers AS!neiea 

:..o.~ 

1. Professional Public- 25.6% 31t.2% 32.4% 
ations & Organizations 

2. Non-Local Law Enforce- 7.4 9.7 23.1 
ment Agencies . 

". other Police Agencies 23.1 21.1 lB.5 
4. CPR Organizations 14 .. 8 7.0 1.9 

5. Community Agencies & 4.1 7.0 2.8 
Commissions 

6. Personal Contacts 13.2 10.5 3.7 

7. News Media B.3 6.1 6.5 

8. other 3 ... 3 4.4 11.1 

Criminal Justice~l-4~ '70.9 72.0 75.9 
Non-Qriminal Justic@(5-8) 29.1 28.0 24.1 

Table 12-16 
Percentage Distribution of Respondents: 
SQUrces of Information for CPR Programs 

By ~ntal Size Group 

12-39 

Total 

30 .. ~ 

9.3 
7.0 

6.1 

72.9 

27.1 

~ . ~ ~ .... jJCateg. A-D 
Sources ot Informaticm---':' L-l00 Sworn 

categ. E-G 
101-500 Swn 

categ. B-1 
Over 500 Swn 

Professional Public- 30~5% 
ations & Organizations 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
.5. 

6. 
7. 

Non-Local Law Enforce
ment Agencies 

other Police Agencies 

CPR ~ganizatiQllS 

Community Agenoies & 
Commissicms 

P~rsonal Contacts 

Ne~'S ~ Media 

8. other 

13.6 

20.3 
13.6 

1.7 

l3.6 

1.7 

5.1 

20.0% 2, . .5% 

2.2 0.0· 

26.7 23.5 

17.8 11.8 

8.9 0.0 

11.1 17.7 

11.1 2'.5 
2.2 0.0 

Total 

;o.6J6 

1,.1 

21.0 

8.2 

4.7 

9.3 

7.0 

6.1 

Criminai-JUs"tice b=4) 
Ncm.-Cr:LiGinal ~ Jv.s\~ice;·t(55:-8[)r-2:Ur---uT---~;-;;-~-~~~ 

78.0 66.7 58.8 72.9 
22.0 ".3 41.2 27.1 -
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"other" category) on California Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ), 

California Youth Authority, and Peace Officer Standards and Training 

(POST) resources. As expected, a much greater percentage of CPR units 

(14.8 ~percent) utilize community-police relations organizations for 

information than do "oth~r" agencies (1.9 pe:rcent). 

Non-Criminal Justice Sources. Within the non-criminal justice 

category, the~nly significant factor is that there is no difference 

of any consequenc~ betwe~n unit, ?fficer and other agencies except in 

the "other" category of information sources. The agencies with no CPR 

unit or officer have three times as many responses in the nother" 

category as those with units and officers. 

In analyzing this data by size group, there is a reduced tend-

eney to rely on criminal justice sources as agency size increases: 

78.0 percent of the small departments' responses are in the criminal 

justice category~ while only 66.7 percent of the medium and 58.8 per

cent of the large departments fall into this category. (See Table 12-16.) 

Possibly due to the quality of the metropolitan printed and 

electronic media, there is a very direct relationship between agency 

size and dependency on news media sources. Only 1.7 percent of small 

departments utilize these sources and 11.1 percent. of the medium size 

group, but 23.5 percent of the large size group rely on news media 

for information. 

Medium size departments indicate a g!:eater response in the "other 

police agencies" and "CPR organizations" subcategories than either the 

small or the large departments. 

The data on information sources implies 'that there are apparently 

no regular information channels that cut across organization and agency 

) 
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size boundaries. More important, departments do not appear to depend 

on the input of community or academic sources; this violates one of 

the goals of the CPR miosion, i.e., to survey and assess community 

needs and;resou::-ces. Certainly many programs in their conceptual form 

could draw heavily from a broad base of community knowledge and exp~r-

tise. 

Concepts of Program Developmen~ 

J 
The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of JU8tie~ identified a number of principles for community-police 

relations programs. These include the fact that community-police rela

tions is not merely a public relations effort; it is "a long-range, 

full-scale effort to acquaint the police and the community with each 

other's problems and to stimulate action aimed at solving those prob

lems; and the CPR business is not exclusively that of a 1mit, but of 

the whole department.13 

Dr. Bruce Olson lists three primary ways of initiating a com

munity-police relations program: 14 

1. Use a program model that has been successful elsewhere; 

20 Adopt a program which a loca,l interest group is demand_ing; 

3. Develop new programs based on existing resources and interests 
in the department. 

However~ as Olson points out, none of the above necessarily respond 

to the actual needs of the total community. He suggests an alternative 

utilizing a ~rketing research. methodology. This plan has two primary 

objecti'Ves:1S 

1. To dete~mine which community-police relations programs would 
be "consumed by the most residents in a communi'ty; and 

2. To examine how socio-political consuml~r differences may be 
related to pr.ogram differ.encese 
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Dan G. Pursuit, John D. Gerletti, eta al., in their book !'olice Programs. 

for Preventing Crime and Deli!!gueny, discussed a number.01E types of 

conm~ty-police relations programs as models for develop,mentby depart;. 

men~s around the country. They used the following criteria:
16 

Programs selected were those which had one or more of the fol
lowing characteristics: were innovative, used evaluation pro
cedures, aade maximum use of officer time at reasonable cost, 
used volunteers, could be implemented in various sized com
munities, involved citizens effectively, reached youth at var
ious stage of development, and tended to improve the police 
image because of more service oriented activities. 

Inherent in the selection of programs, which impl.ies the selection 

of community-police relations goals and target groups, are problems 

similar to those experienced in programs to maximize prevention. For 

example, Carl Shoup states that the goal of minimizing crime for the 

total community is likely to be accompanied by the cost of distributing 

police protection unequally.17 In Shoup's example, the community would 

desire the ideal of equal distribution of police protection; similarly, 

the community would desire, and probably expect, au equal distribution 

of community-police relations programs (in terms of police effort, not 

necessarily types of programs). However, equality of distribution does 

not necessarily imply an "equitable" distribution of programs, partic

ularly in large metropolitan areas with many disparate socio-economic 

classes of publics with varying needs. 

Public policy, as Joseph Metz advocates, Da\st identify the sources 

and amounts of needed funds to executive c01!lDltmity-police relations pro

grams; this assumes that another me~hanism, ide.~ly the CPR unit, has 

identified the programs most needed!!!! desired by the targeted groups. 

Metz cautions policy makers to efJtablish an objective cost-benefit analysis 

so that certain costs of the problem (i e comm it • ., un Y costs such as 

security guards, alarm systems, etc.) are not excluded from police 

calcula.tions • 18 
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Furthe~ore, costs of a somewhat intangible dimension, such as 

personal harm, must somehow be included. Eff ective community-police 

relations programs do not necessarily have to involve a complex eost

benefit analysis, such as the above implies. However, this may be 

cr:tical for long-range success and for diagnosing the potential for 

community acceptance if the program must exist in a dynamic demographic 

system and a departn,ent burdened with intense competition for resources. l9 

In The Community and Criminal Justice: A Guide for Organizing 

Action, communities unfamiliar with the processes involved in the devel

opment of community-police relations programs are urged to review the 

experiences of selected existing programs. The manuscript, prepared 

for the National Conference on Criminal Justice, lists the following 

as program considerations for decision makers: 20 

--needs of the population to be served 

- -classification of ,individuals, organizations, i b involved or agenc es to e 

--definition of componen~~ or activities 

--criteria for participation of target population 

--time span for conduct of activities 

--number of individuals to be involved over time span 

--determination of resource requirements 

--determination of costs of resou~ce requirements 

--identification of source and amount of funds to implement programs 

,,, 
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Programs Identified in the Questionnair~ 

Based on the survey question regarding number of coulDl1.mity relations 

prog~ams conducted by the agency in each of the years from 1968-1972, the 

data from the individual program sheets represents a significant sample 

of programs. 

Over 90 percent of the general program figL~res submitted in response 

to the survey question were conducted by agencies with CPR units or offi

cers. In contrast, 63.9 percent of the departments submitting program 

sheets were agencies with CPR units or officers. 

Rather thAn analyzing the raY numbers of programs indicated in the 

survey, a brief examination will be made of the percentage increase/ 

decrease in number of programs listed between 1968 and 1972. 

Total programs increased by 148.6 percent~ However, the effect 

of the creation of the majority of CPR units after 1969 is shown by the 

251.8 percent increase in the programs conducted by CPR unit agencies 

over this period. 

Within the category of CPR units, the relative increases are greatest 

among larger agencies. Programs indicated by respondents in the small 

size group (under 100 sworn personnel) increased by 170 percent between 

1968 and 1972; in the medium size group (101 to 500 sworn personnel), 

by 420 percent; and in the large size group, by 595 percent. (See 

Table 12-11.) 

This illustrates the advantage in resources, program needs, and 

possible conceptual motivation of the larger departments. 
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Table 12-17 
Percent,age Increase!Decrease in Programs 

Conducted Between the Years 1968-1972 
By Type of CPR Organization 

Siza Category CPR Units PeR Officers . other DeEts. 
A 0.0% 244.1;% 150.0% 
B -200.0 416.7 0.0 
C '590.0 128.8 22.5.0 
D 140 .. 4 1763.6 -100 .. 0 
E 7fi:J.0 -39.7 0.0 
F .500.0 0.0 0.0 
G 285.7 -16.6 400.0 
H 300.0 0.0 0.0 
I 846.2 0.0 0.0 

Total 2.51.~ 124.~ 168.1;% 

Small Depts •. 
A-D l70.CJ'fo 

Medium Depts .. 
E-G 420.9% 

Large Depte. 
H-I .595.8}6 

Development ()f a Typological Framework 

Tot'al 

190.5% 
312.5 
137.8 
228.4 

-4 • .5 
500.0 
102.9 
300.,0 
846.2 

148.6% 

There are many views on what prog~ams properly fall within the 

boundaries oj: community·-police relations. Fer example, in its report, 

State-~ocal Relations in the Criminal Justice System, the Advisory 

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) suggested that there 

be an increased emphasis on the role of the citizen in crime reduction 

and prevention. The ACIRencourages the citizen to provide three ser

vices: (1) informing, (2) testifying, and (3) refot'lDi'ng and reVitalizing'. 

These could be translated into such community-police relations programs 

as policy boards, information booklets, crime "alerts," and aiding in 
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police recruitment. The ACIR further advocates that 'police be increas

ingly integrated into the life of the co~~ity they aerve. 2l 

The Task Force on Police of the Presidel.1t's Commission suggested 

the following program a~eas for community-police relatians: 22 

1. educating the public conceming some of the aspects of 
police work; 

2. programs to prevent crimes; 

3. programs to p'l6vide services other than law enforcement 
to the community. 

The lnt~rnation~l City Management Association, in Municipal Pol~ce 

Administration, outlines the three basic "legs" that community relations 

stands on: 23 (1) public relatione; (2) community service; (3) community 

participation. These are then manifested in the following types of com-

24 munity-police relations programs: (1) educational (including police 

and commun:1l.ty leaders); (2) police institutes in community relations; 

(3) police t~aining; (4) metropolitan police and community relations 

programs; (5) special theme projects. 

In 1968, the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders estab-
2~ 

lished the foll~~ng guidelines for response to, minority relations proble~: 

1. effective communication between ghetto residents and 
local govemment; 

2. improved ability of lot:al govemment to respond to 
needs and problems of g~etto residents; 

3,. expanded opportunities for indigenous leaderlship to 
participate in shaping decisions and policies affecting 
their community; 

4. 1rtcreased,accountabilit;:1 oipubl,icofficials. " 

These can be adapted into a framework for community-police relations 

programs hy generalizing themto encompass the entire community: 

--effective communication between police and community; 

--ability of police to respond to needs and problems of the 
people; , 

--provision of opportunities for active involvement of 
community members in program leadership roles; 

- --through review of citizen complaints and SUrvt1Y of 
issues, provide for accountability of police in their 
responses to citizen p~oblems. 

In 1970, the National Commissiou-on the Causes and Prevention of 

Violence, through its Task Force on taw and Law Enforcement, re-emphasized 

the importan~e of individual community members' involvement in crime pre-

vention and commt.mity relations. 'l'he Task Force, placing an additional 

emphasis on personal responsibility, suggested the fQ3.lowing citizen

police programs: 26 

--improved crime reporting; 

--preventive patrol; 

--community centers; 

--anti-crime organizations; 

--auxiliary groups; 

--block mothers; 

... -youth patrols; 

--youth activities. 
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o. W. Wilson and Roy McLaren, in Police Administration (third 
" 

edition),p~ovide four classifications of police-co~unity relations 
... '". . 

programs;27 (1) training; (2) storefront centers; (3) preventive ser-

vicles; (4) community councils. Wilson and McLaren reiterate the impor

tanlce of public support for effective police administration. It is 

crucial that the police engender both support and personal responsiblity 

eong citizens. 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Standards and G9als 

listed several alternative pl~s for citizen action related to the crim-

28 inaljustice system: 

--crime-reporting campaigns" including su!.!h neighborhood efforts 
as Crime-Stop, Proj ect Alert, COImll1.ini ty Radio Watch, and iT -:ormer
oriented programs such as Project TIP (Turn in a Pusher). uther 
types of community anti-crime programs include street-lighting 
cillIlpaigns and programe to reduce auto theft. 

--the Commission also lists recreational programs such as summer, 
camps for disadvafttaged youth, sports activities and tournaments, 
though these are not viewed as a panacea for crime. 

-the ComnisGion indicates the purposes of Youth Service Bureaus 
to be the a,iversion of youth from the c:riminal justice system; 
advocacy, brokerage, and crisis intervention on beh~lf of youth; 
and youth development. 

Program Classificationo There are, as demonstrated above~ a great 

variety of ways to classify c01lUl1UDity-po1ice 'relations' programs. (.:e 

method is to divide them according to their client group, la.g., youth, 

minority, merchant. Another is to classify them according to the ~rocess 

by which the program is at':hiev:1ng 11 goal: diversion" public information, 

'f, 
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training. A third method is that of classifying programs by their pur-

pose: crime prevention~ ~~affic safety, police st~ategy change • 

There aTe few available resources that list existing community

police relation0 ~ograms according to the framework we env1sio~ here. 

One example is ,give~' - by Pursuit and Gerlettiwho utilize a progrtdll

matic division in th-ait' book on police prevention programs which has 

tqe following framework: (1) cmmmlnity relations, including Basic' Radio 

Car Plan, community service unit, coffee klatch, mini-town meetings, 

youth bureau~;' (2) prevention programs for specific offenses, including 

family crisis intervention, Operation Identificat.ion,burglary and auto 

theft prevention, block parents, drug abuse prevention; (3) educational 

and school related programs, including cop on campus, cadt?)t~l, Officer 

'¥dendly, ride-alongs, and scho()l rasource officers; (4) recreational 

programs and youth involvement, including clubs, sports and activities 

leagues; (5) and technological programs, including "Sky Knight" and com

puterized crime fighting. 29 

Olson's Typolo~. The most complete model, utilizing all of the above 

methods, was constructed by Dr. Bruce T. Olson, who has granted the Com-

mission permission to use his bmdc catalog of types of community-police 

relations programs. 30 

The Commission staff has made some modifi!l:ations and developed general 

categories within each of Dr. Olson's seven typologies. These ar~ not 

meant to be, exhaustive, but merely reflective or the programs submitted' 

to the Commission: 
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A. PUBLIC INFORMATION 

1. Police Image Reinforcement 
2. Community Exposure to Police Operations. 
3. Community Education-Awareness Services 

B. CRIME PREVENTION 

1. Crime Specific 
2. Business-Commercial Protection 
3. Residential Protection 
4. Personal Protection .}-
S. Citizen Support Recognition 

C.. TRAFFIC 

1. General Traffic Safety 
2. Bicycle-Pedestrian Safety 
3. Motor Veh.icle Safety 

D. POLICE STRATEGY CHANGES 

1. Community Involvement in the, Police Function 
2. Community Research and Resource Development 
3. Rehabilitation and Counseling Services 
4. Community Outreach and Police Image Rejuvenation 
5. Police Innovation and Functional Diversification 

E. YOUTH EDUCATION AND SERVICES PROGRAMS 

1. Youth Expo8ure to Police Operations 
2. Youth Services Organizations 
3. Youth Development 
4. Education and Training 

F. POLICE WORK ROLE AND WORK CONDUCT CHANGES 

1. Image Modification 
2. Interagency Cooperation 
3. Citizen Policy I Operations Inter/ention 

G. POLICE TRAINING 

1. Career Development 
2. Pre-Service Tr~ning end Orientation 
3. Auxiliary Serv.t.ces 
4. Minority Recruitment and Development 
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There are three major assumptions in this typologieal framework: 

1. a majority of the programs are of a traditional orientation, 
and are thus present in four of t~e seven typologies; 

2. coumunity-police relations iFl a dynamic field with a poten
tially major impact on police policy making and the role of 
the indiv~dual officer; this is reflected in ~o typologies; 

3. there is an inextricable relationship between community-police 
relations and police training~ as represented by the final 
typology. 

Appendix H wi1l include a discussion of specific program examples ' 

within five of the program typologies. 

General Respondent Data 

Of the 248 agencies returning the community-police relations section 

of the Advisory Commission's questionnaire, 180 or 72.6 percent, of them 

also submitted program sheets. These 180 agencies include: 

--52 with community-police relations units (28.9 percent) 

--63 with police-community relations officers (35.0 percent) 

--65 with no designated CPR unit or officer (36.1 percent). 

Thus almost 65 percent have some formally designated CPR organization, 

either a unit or officer. Thig ~ompares, with only 56.5 percent of the 

total respondent sample that have a CPR unit or officer. However, it is 

not surprising that these agencies are more likely to submit program 

data since they have specifically directed some segment of their depart-

ment to conduct suCh programs. 

The analysis of the programs of these 180 agencies is viewed as sig

nificant; the agencies represent 42 percent of all law enforcement agencies 

in California. 
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Eight of the 60 law enforcement ag~ncies in the sample with CPR 

units and 15 of the eighty agencies with designated PCR officers did , . 

not submit program data. Only four of these 23 depa~tmentQ fall into 

the medium or large size groups. These 23 agencies represent 9.3 per-

cent of the. sample. Some f<sc.tors explaining their lack of' program 

response include: 

--newly created positions responding to the very recent and 
pervasive trends toward police-community relations; 

-~different typological conceptions of the community-police 
relations philosophy. 

Integration of Actual Programs and the, Typological Framework 

Using the typological framework outlined previously, the program 

types submitted by the sample agencies are classified. This should give 

a clearer picture of the boundaries fmplied by each typology and each 

category within the typology: 

A. PUBLIC INFORMATION 

1. Police Ima~e Reinforcement 
-honor guard 
--police appreciation week 
--welcome programs 
--displays and exhibits 
--participation in civic meetings 
--speakers bureaus 

2. CODIDunity Exposure to Police .. Operations 
--ride-alongs for the general public 
--tours/open houses 

3. COIIl1Ilunity Education/Awareness Services 
--hunter safety 
--general safety 
--radio and television spots 

'r. ---:.,' 
f Co 

--rumor control 
--public information requests 
--pamphlets 
--Itkoffee klatches" 
-radio alert 
--senior citizen classes 

B. CRIME PREVENTION 

1. Crime Specific 
--crime prevention aids 
--Operation Identification 
--anti-fraud program 
--auto-theft prevention 
--burglary-theft prevention, general 

2. BUSiness/Commercial Protection 
--burglary prevention 
--shoplifting prevention 
--check alert 

3. Residential Protection 
--vacation house check 
--cittze~/neighborhood alert 
--resid~~tial burglary/theft protection 

4. Personal Protection 
--female defense tactics 
--senior citizen protection 
--anti-child molesting program 

5. Citizen Support Recognition 
-~awards to citizens 

C. TRAFFIC 

1. General, Traffic Safety 
--general traffic safety education 
--hitchhiking 

2. Bicycle-Pedestrian Safety 
--bicycle safety 
--pedestrian safety 
-safety patrol 

3. MOtor Vehicle Safety 
--vehicle safety 
--drivers education 
--motorcycle t dunG buggy, trail bike safety 

~
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D. 'pOLICE STRATEG'f CHANGES 

1. Community Involvement in thE~ Police Function 
--community liaison officer 
-agent programs 
--citizen report form 
-community/minority adv:!:solry councils 
--neighborhood workshops 
--clergy patrol 

2. Community Research and Resource Development 
--general employment referrals 
--law enforcement career development for minorities 
-urban study 
--community survey 

3. ReL3bilitation &ld Counseling Services 
--prisoner work program 
--drunk rehabilitation 
--transsexual counseling 
~-English school 

4. Community Optreach and Image Rejuvenation 
--community special events 
--boosters clubs 
--police choral groups, bands,. horae troopers 
--social use of the pistol range 
--emergency gas 

5. Police Innovation and Funct.ional Diversification 
~-Basic Car Plan 
--police dog program 
--neighborhood police service center 
--community-police relations unit development 
--staff briefings 
--judges' luncheon 

E. YOUTH EDUCATION AND SERVICE PROGRAMS 

1. Youth Exposure to Police Operations 
--youth ride-along program 
--government day 
-court visits 

2. Youth Service Organizations 
--youth services bureaus 
--teen councils 
~co~ity service officers 

'-~" 
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F. 

G. 

3. Youth Development 
--Explorers, Boy Scouts 
--police cadets 
--police and sheriff act1.vities leagues 
--sport$ programs 
--special program (e.g .. , summer camps) 

4. Educa~ion and Training 
--school classes 
-rap sessions 
--School Resource Officers, Cops on Campus 
--Officer Bill, Officer Friendly 
-drug education 
-field trips 
--non-school classes 
--liaison with educational administrators 

POLICE WORK ROLE AND WORK CONDUCT CHANGES 

1. Image Modifica.tion 
--officer of the month/year 
~-non-uniform blazer 

2. Interagency Cooperation 
-foreign internship 

3. Citizen Policy/Operations Intervention 
--citizen jailer 
--campus police 
--citizen gram 

POLICE TRAINING 

1. Career Development 
--career development training 
--~eputy training 
--police reserves 

2. Pre-Service Training and Orientation 
--pre-Civil service test school 
--recruit orientation 

3. Auxiliary Services 
--women's auxiliary 

4. Minority Recruitment and Development 
--minority police internship 
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Obviously there are a numb~r of program typfes that are not included 

above, including some very crucial ones such as community-police relations 

training under the final typology. However, it must be emphasized that 

we have developed this fraaeworkfrom Dr. Olson.' s outline as an example 

of how community-police relations programs may be classified. This 

serves the purpose of our examination of the p;'cogram data. This framework 

. can, and should, be modified by each law enfot:cement agency to conform to 

the community needs and departmental resources present. 

Analysis of Specific Program Data: Agency Participation 

An examination of the participation of agencies in each of the program 

typologies demonstrates the di.fferences in individual agencies' program 

emphases and diversification. The followil1g data was based on the number 

of agencies submitting at least ot!e program in a particular typology. 

Distribution by Size Category. Therf! are no real surprises in this 

general ranking of typologies by percentage of sample departments submitting 

programs in each typology: 

1. youth education and services (90.6 percent) 

2. public information (65.6 percerLt) 

3. crime prevention (~O.O percent) 

4. traffic (50.0 percent) 

5. police strategy changes (16.7 percent) 

6. police work role and work cotlduct changes (3.9 percent) 

7. police training (3.3 percent) 

Siz~ categories A, B, F;and H have noprDgrams in the police work role 

and work conduct changes typology; size categories A, D, E, and F have 
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no programs in the police training typo1ogyo With these exceptions, each 

size category is represented in every typology. (See Table 12-18.) 

The typologies previously identified as being of a more traditional 

orientation - (A) Public Information, (b) Crime Prevention, (c) Traffic, 

and (E) Youth Education and Servi~es - have a much higher average level 

of agency participation than the other typologies, 70.8 percent to 16.6 

percent. 

Distribution by Size Group. When the size categories are broken down 

into size groups, a major shift in typology priority develops between the 

small and medium size group ( under 500 sworn personnel) and the large 

size group. The, rankings of typologies for the small and medium size 

departments parallels thet listed above for the overal1,samp1e. For 

large departments, youth services and public information are also ranked 

first and second; however, police strategy changes and crime prevention 

are juxtaposed in the third and fifth positions, as are police work role 

and work conduct changes and police training in the sixth and seventh 

positions. Traffic remains fourth ranked. (See Table 12-19.) 

In terms of relative commitment to individual program typologies, 

the larger departments are much more likely to participate in the non-

traditional typologies than are small or medium size departments. Also, 

large departments are more involved. in public information programs and 

less committed to crime. prevention programs than small or medium size 

agen<!ies. Departments in the small size category have a lower ),eve1 of 

participation than medium or large departments in every typology e~cept 

crime prevention. -
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Tab1e·12-18 
Numerical and Percentage Dist~ibution ot Departments 
Submitting Program,. in Each Typology by Size Category 

Number ot De;eartments in Each T:;eo1oQ Total 
Bize Category ABC D E F G Dep~tment6 ----.-. ----- ~ - ----- .......-- .....-...-

A 19 17 18 2 30 ...... - Ito 
% of departments 47.5 42.5 45.0 54,0 75.0 100% 

B 13 12 11 J. 18 1 20 
% ot departments 65~0 60.0 55.C 5 .. 0 90.0 0 • .5 100% 

C 29 35 26 6 49 a 1 50 
% of departments 58.0 70 .. 0 52.0 12 .. 0 98.0 4.0 2.0 100% 

D 28 22 13 4- 31 ' 2. 34 
% ot d~partm~nte 82 .• 0 64~7 38.2 11.8 91.2 5.9 100% 

E 12 10 12 6 15 1 16 
% ot departments 75.0 62:.5 '75.0 3'7 .. 5 9.3.8 6.3 100',6 

F .5 .5 1 2 6 _¥3"" 6 
% ot departments 83.3 83.3 16.7 33.3 100 .. 0 100% 

G 6 4 5 It '7 1 2 7 
% of departments 85.7 57.1 71 .. 4 57.1 100.0 14.3 28.6 100% 

H 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 
% of departments 100 .. 0 100.0 50.0 50.0 100.0 50.0 100% 

I . 4- 1 3 ~ .5 1 1 5 
% of departments Bo.o 20.0 60.0 80.0 100 .. 0 20.0 20.0 100% 

:, Total 118 108 90 30 163 '7 6 180 
% of departments 65.6 60.0 50.0 16.7 90.6 3 .. 9 3.3 1~ 

"" __ Mlll)l". 

i 

Table 12-19 
Numerical and Percentage Distribution of Departments 
Submitting Programa in EachTY,pology b,y Size Group 

Numberot Del2artments in Each '.£lPoloSl Total 
Size Groul2 A B C D E F G Departments - -.- - - - -

A-D 89 86 68 13 128 It 2 144 
. (under 100 sworn) 
% of departmenta 61.8 59.7 47.2 9.0 88.9 2.8 1.4 100% 

E-G 23 19 18 12 28 .2 .2 29 
(101 ... 560 sworn) 
% of departments 79.3 65 .. 5 6.2.1 41.4 96.6 6.9 6.9 100% 

Ii-I 6 ::; 4 .5 7 1 .2 7 
<t .:t (over .500 SWCll"ll) 

% of department. 85.7 42.9 57.1 71.4100.0 14.3 28.6 100% -:i 118 108 163 180 . ;'t Total 90 30 7 6 
i % of d.partments 65.6 60.0 :'50.0 16.7 90.6 3.9 3.3 1~ 
~ 
1 

I __ 
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Program diversification, in terms of general agency participation, 

can also be ~asured by the number of various size departments in each 

size category submitting programs in several different typologies. For 

example, no department in Category A has more than four typologies repre

sented, whereas no department in Category G has less than three typologies 

represented.. There is a ~irect relationship between agency size and the 

number of typologies represented. (See Table 12-21.) 

Distribution by CPR Organization. Referring back to ty~olcgy rank

ings, there are some significant differences between the par.ticipation 

le~~ls,of agenCies with CPR units and those without. As would be expected, 

these roughly correspond with the differences attributed to agency size. 

For example, 32.7 percent of the agencies with CPR units have programs 

in the police strategy change ty-po1ogy; only 7.7 percent c)f the agencies 

without any formal CPR unit or officer are l"1i!presented by' ,th;is:ttypol~gy. 

Those agencies in this "othern category made up this difference by a much 

higher concentration in the youth services typology (95.4 percent to 80.8 

percent for agencies with CPR units). (See Table 12-20.) 

Analysis of Program. Data: Program Distribution 

A more reliable evaluation of the community-police relations progr~

ming effort can be gained by using the distribution of the programs them

selves as one dimension for ~alysis, rSlther than genera! agency parti

Cipation levels. Overall, the rarikings of typologies are not significantly 

different between the program ,md agertl~y participation dimensions, but the 

relative indices of commitment ttl various types of programs are quite 

changed. For example J in the previo~s discussion the small agency size I 
" I 



, 
• 

Table 12-20 
Numerical and Percentage Distribution of Departments 

£ulimitting Programs in Each TypGlogy by CPR Organization 

Typol~ 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

T(lta1 

CPR 
Units 

1_ % 

39 75.0 

39 75.0. 

31;- 65.8 

17 32.7 

42 80.8 

2 3.9 

if. 7.7 ---
52 100% 

Full-Time Part-Time 
,Officers Officers other Total 

:;; % '# % ~#" % ............ ----- ----..--.......... 

12 85.7 ,31 63.3 

7 50.0 30 61.2 

7 50.0. 20 40.8 

4 28.6 4 8 .. 2 

12 85.7 47 95.9 

:7 21.4 --.,.. -...... -
1~ 7.4 1 2.0 -- --

14 100% 49 100% 

Table 12-21 

:;6 55 • .4 118 65.6 

32 49.2 108 60.0. 

29 44.6 90 50.0. 

5 7.7 30. 16.7 

62 95.4 16:; 90.6 

2 3.1 

-.-..... --
65 100% 180 100% 

Nl1lmerica1 and Percentage DistributiOJil of Departments 
by N'wnber of Typologies Represented Among Submitted Programs 

Within Each Size C(:1.tegwy 

tI- of de;ets. With :2rograms in 1-7 t~01. :rotal 
Size Cate.s2!l:. 1 ..,L.,.2....... 4 ..L 6 -1-. Departments - - -
A ' # 11 17 8 4 --... ---- --- 40 ...... -.. ---""-~-% 27.5 42.5 20 .. 0 10..0. 100% 

# :; 4 7 6 ...... ...,- 20 B---"~--"''''--% 15.0 20. ... 0 35.0. 30.0. 1~ 

# 10 7 11 19 2 1 _ ........ 50. O--... ......... --... --.at 20.0 14.0 22.0. 38.0. "4.0. '2.0 1~ 7iJ 

# 4 7 12 7 3, 1 34 D ... --. ....... -_ ..... % 
11.8 20.6 35.3 20..6 8.8 2.9 100% 

E # 4 4 ..... _-- 5 2 1 16 ... _ .... _ ... __ ......... % 
25.0 25 .. 0 31.2 12.5 6.3 100% 

# 2 2 1 1 6 F----~-...... ....--% ---33.3 33.3 16.7 +6.7 1~ 

'# .3 1 2 1 '*'~-.... -' ... 7 G----.. -CII ......... -% 
4;~.9 14.3 28.6 14 .. } 100% 

Ii! .. -... ~r,. ... _ 1 1 2 H--.. -----......... , 
,~ 50,,0 5,0.0 .. l()()% 

~~ ----. 1 2 1 1 5 ,..~-.... I _ ..... _____ ~ ........ ca-~, 
20.0 lK>.O 20.0 0>.0 100% 

12 ... 60' 
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group (under 100 sworn personnel) has a higher pat'ticipation level tha.n. 

the larger gr.oup in only one typology. However f when using the measut'e of 

percentag~ emphasis on individual typolc?ies (i.e., percentage of the 

total progt'ants in this size category in an individual typology), the small 

departments showed more emphasis than large departments in three typologies. 

(See Table 12-23.) 

In terms of general program development, agencies with CPR units seem 

to be more productive. Of agencies submitting program data, CPR units re-

present only 28.9 percent of the sample and have 43.4 percetlt of the programs 

submitted. In contrast, agencies with no identifiable CPR unit or 

officer represent 36.1 percent of the sample and pos6ess only 25.5 percent 

of the programs. (See Table 12-24.) 

However, there is a much more impoZ'tant conclusion that imp:Lnges 

on the ~onduct of community-police relations in California. 

With the exception of Police Strategy Changes (admittedly, an impor-

tant exception), there are no significant differences betwee~ the percentage 

distribution of program typologies in departments with CPR units and 

"ot.her" departments. In other tiords ,on a relative basis, both departments 

with CPR units and those without are executing basically the same types 

of programs. 

In both of these types of departments, youth education and services 

repre~';nts the heaviest program concentration. This is followed in order 

by public information, crime prevention 9 and traffic. Note that these ate 

the ·four typologies previously identified as "traditional." Furthermore, 

these two ~ypesof departments closely approximate the average distribution 

(across size ca,tegoties) of program typologies. 
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Table 12-22 
Numerical and Percentage Distribution of Oommunity

Police Relations Pro,arams in Eaoh Typology By'Size Oategory 

Typo1og:{~/ A __ BCD E _ F G _ TarAt 

~~m~~~%~% #~~%~i~i~~ 
A 

(% of category) 

B 
(% of category) 

C 
,(% of category) 

D 
_ (% of category) 

E 
(% o.f cat~gory) 

F 
(% of categ01'7) 

G 
(% of oategory) 

H 
(~ of category) 

I . 
(% of categor;y) 

TC1l'AL 
(% of category) 

2? 10.1 
(23.1) 

23 8.6 
(25.3) 

78 29.1 
(26.5) 

62 23.1 
(28.3) 

29 J.o.8 
(26.1) 

11 4.'1 
(24.4) 

17 6.3 
(29.3} 

3 1.1 
(13.6) 

18 6.7 
(15.9) 

20 10.8 
(17 .. 1) 

14 '7.6 
(15.4) 

59 31.9 
(20.1) 

41 22.2 
(18.7) 

19 10.3 
(17.1) 

13 7.0 
(28.9) 

8 4.3 
(13.8) 

5 2.7 
(22.7) 

6 3.2 
f 5.3) 

'21 15.7 
(17.9) 

15 11.2 
(16.5) 

35 26.1 
(11.9) 

29 21.6 
(13.2) 

15 11.2 
(13.5) 

1 0.7 
( 2.2) 

5 3.7 
( 8.6) 

2 1~5 
( 9.1) 

11 8.2 
( 9.7) 

2681~ 185 100% 134 100% 
(25.1) (17p3) (12.5) 

2 3.2 
( l, .. ~) 

1 1.6 
( 1.1) 

47 11.7 
(40.2) 

3? 9.2 
(Lio.?) 

8 12.7 III 27$6 
( 2.7) (37.8) 

5 7.9 
( 2 .. 3) 

9 14 .. 3 
( 8.1) 

2 3.2 
( 4.4) 

4 6.4 
( 6.9) 

2 3.2 
( 9.1) 

30 47.6 
(26.6) 

80 19.9 
(36.5) 

38 9.5 
(34.2) 

18 4 .. 5 
(40.0) 

19 4.7 
(;2.8) 

9 2.2 
(40.9) 

43 10.7 
(38.1) 

63 100% 402 100% 
( 5.9) (37.6) 

---- ..... -.... -~, .... ---- Ii? J .. 0 .. 9 

2 28.6 
( 0.7) 

(100%) 

1 9.1 91 8.5 
( 1.1) (100%) 

.1 9.1 294 27.5 
( 0.3) (100%) 

2 28.9 __ w_ ---- 219 20., 
( 0.9) (100%) 

1 14.,3 
( 0.9) 

1 14.3 
( 1.7) 

_ .... - .. ~-

1 14.3 
( 0 .. 9) 

-........ _--.... 

4 36.4 
( 6.9) 

III 10 .. 4 
(100%) 

45 4.2 
(l~) 

58 5.4 
(100%) 

1 9.1 22 2.1 
( 4.6) (100%) 

4 36.4 113 10.6 
( 3.5) (100%) 

? 100%. 11 100% 10'70 100% 
( 0~7) ( 1.0) (100%) 

~OLOOIES: A-.-; Public Information, B ::: Crime Prevention, C = Traffic. D = Police Strategy Ohanges. 

E = Youth E:lucation & Services, !' ~ Pol.ice Work Role & Work Oonduct Changes, G = PoXice Training 
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We conclude from the above that the major stimulus for change and 

innovation in community-police relations is difference in agency Size, 

not the presence of any formally constituted CPR unit. 

It is significant that agencies identifying part-time CPR officers 

(27.2 percent of those submitting program data) have the highest concen-

tration of youth and traffic programs and the lowest concent:l:at;tons of 

police strategy changes and police work role and work conduct changes 

types of programs. 

In contrast, those agencies having full-time personnel but n() fomal 

units, have the lowest concentrationo£ youth and traffic programs, but 

the highest concentration of publieitir~rmation programs. However, this 

represents only 7.9 p4arcent of the sample' agencies and only 9.2 percent 

of the programs. 

The greatest number of police strategy changes and police training 

typologies are in the CPR unit agencies. However, these also represent 

a majority of the agencies responding in these categories. 

Another major point is that the agencies with CPR units are more 

likely to have traffic progr'ams than are "other" agencies. nased on 

data for all program. respondents, there is a 50 percent chance that an 

agency will have a program falling within the framework of the traffic 

typology. The likelihood for agencies with fo'.rmal CPR units is 65.8 

percent, while for agencies in the "other" category it is only 44.6 

percent. Also, CPR units are more likely to have youth service programs 

than are agencies in the u()ther" category. 

, . 

----~ 
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This fact, combined with the lack of any difference in p40gram diver-

sification, has great bearing on the supposed purpose of CPR units and 

innovation,stimulated by the creation of th~se units. Admittedly. this 

does not take into account that, over time, departments may develop more 

sophisticated and extensive programs within the traditional typologies. 

This diversification factor further implies that: the programmatic 

application of a community relations philosophy depe~ds on factors other 

than the functional specialization equated with si~e. These other factors 

may include: 

1. attitude of the chief and his commitment to community 
relations; 

2. statewide trends i.n program application; 

3. community needs of a commonly accepted nature; 

4. availability of common conceptual and informational 
resources related to specific ~ types of programs; 

5. programs related to the operational routine of the 
police mission (e.g., bicycle safety, displays, tours, 
operation identification); 

6. availability of financial resources to undertake 
particular kinds of programs. 

Two factors, attitude of the chief and perception and demonstrati~ of 

community needs, particularly influence the programs falling ~ithin 

innovative, change-agent typalogies. 

Most Common CPR Programs. The listing of the 14 most often listed 

community-police relations programs (see Table 12-25) illustrates the 
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Table 12-55 
Sl,leoted Communi ty-Police R~lations Programs 

TypoloS'Y A: Public Information 
Public Ride-AIOllg 
Speakers BUlc-eaus 
Tour/Qpen. H()USes 

Typology B: Crime Prevention 
Qperation Identification 
Business Protection 

Typology c: Tl~affic; 

Bicycle-Pedes1trian Safety 
Vehicle Safety/Drivera Ed. 

Typology E: Y0I1th Services 
Explorers, BSA 
School Classe~> 
Drug Education; 
Officer Bill 
Ride .. Along 
SRO' sIC op on C'iUlIpus 
Rap Sessions 

TCJIlAL. ~ ••••••••• '1 ••••••••••••••• 

#0£ %of %of 
PI'OF!!! t:ypoloS'l tot~ 

71 
7I,."? 
53 

89 
25 

94 
21 

72 
55 
Ito 
31 
28 
27 
24 

1Q2. 

~7!± .. ?>% 18.6% 
~ b .. ~ 
28.0 7.0 
19.8 5.0 

6l:&A -10.6% 
~.l 8.3 
13.5 2.3 

_85.~ 10.8% 
70.2 S.a 
15.7 a.O 
69.0% 2i·'i% 
r/.9 .7 
13.7 ,.1 
10.0 3.7 
7.7 2.9 
7.0 2.6 
6.7 2.5 
6.0 2.2 

62·~* 
*Total number ot programs reported ~ 1070. 
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dependency of this "new wave" of community relations enthusiasm on 

programs related tl) either historical pl,'ecedence, narrow and/or outmoded 

perceptions of cODlllunity needs and desires, or the basic functions of the 

police mission. FOIl,' example, tbe total progrems submitted for the three 

typologies previous,ly identif:1ed as "l\on-traditional" number less than 
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the Operation Idel\tjtfication programs reported. 
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Furthermore., the "community· ,~ 
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police relations'" pl'ogram most often identified was bicycle-pedestt'ian safety, ,~ 
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;" 
Community-Police Relations and the News Media 

A significant porti~ of the total survey respondents (over 75 

percent and up tc 93 percent on specifie questions), provided answers 
\\ 

on the ,questions ~amined below. Thus answers were obtained from over 

50 percent of the law enforcement agencies in California. (See Table 

12-26.) 

Written Policies and Procedures. A majority of ~he responding 

departments indicated that they have written policies (77.4 percent) 

and/or procedures (75.5 percent) governing relationships with the media. 

In both cases~ departments tlith formal community-police relations units 

replied affirmatively over 96 percent of the time, while departments 

with only PCR officers or those in the "other" category were in the 

66 to 77 percent range. It thus appears that the presence of a CPR 

unit implies a greater cognizance of the need for established relation-

ships with the press. 

The above is supported by the fact that a majority of the depart

ments with CPR units provided training in press relations, while only 

36.7 percent of the departments in the "oth(;~rtl category did so. Only 

46.1 percent of all responden~s in the sample provided such training. 

P1ess Relations Training. For thoee departments providing press 

relations training, 84 percent provided it as recruit academy training 

and 74.7 percent as refresher/in-service training. 

About half of those indicating that press relations training was 

aVailable provided data on number of hours per person per year spent on 

this training. For both in-service/refresher and recruit academy, this 

worked out to about 2.8 hours per year per person. 



Table 12-26 
StlDlDlar7 of Questicms Directed to the 

RelationShip ot Community-Police Relations to the Media 
BY' Type of CPR Organization 
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Percentage of 
Respondents 
Answer;ing : CPR Units 

PCR 
Officers 

Other 
Agencies 

Total 
Respondents 

•• -nOES YOUR AGENCY HAVE WR.'tTTm POLICIES GOVERNING RELATIClfS WIm THE M.·", ....... ,.,'" 

Yes 96.~ 67.2% 68.~ '75.5% 
No 4.0 32.8 31.2 24.5 

~ of Saffip1e 83.3% 76.3% n.3% ?5.ai:: 
·.~CESYOUR AGENCY HAVE WRI'J.'Ta{ PROOEDtTRES GOVERNING RELATlafS WITII MEDIA?., 

Yes 96.4 77.1 66.3 77.4 
No 3.6 22.9 33.7 22.6 

% of Sample 91.?i 87.5% 8 .?S, 
.r;eHAS YOUR AGENCY !\~IGNATED PERS(!{{8) '.i:liKWGH WHICH ALL 

, PRESS lNFORMATlm IS Rotl'.rlO?··· 

Yes 87.9\ 71.6 7.5.8 77.5 
No 12.1 28.4 24.2 22.5 

% of Sample 96.1& 92.5% 91.7& 93.2% 
·.·DOES YOUR AGENCY PROVIDE TRAINING IN PRESS RELATlmS FOR PERSctmEL?u. 

Yes 6'1.~ 41.9 36.7 46.1 
No 32.8 ;8.1 63.3 53.9 

!! of S!ffiP1e 96,.'i% 92.5% go.~ 92.~ 

.... IS THE TRAINING PROVIDED AS RmRUIT ACADEMY?·" 

Yes 82.5 77.8 92.6 84.0 
No 17.5 22.2 7.4 16.0 

% of SUple -'-:- 66.:8 33,,8%- 25.('jj 37 .. 9%_ 
···IS THE !rRAINING PROVIDED AS REFRESHF .• '£VIN-BERVICE TRAINING?" 

-,:t.. 

:.6 62.9 91.7 '75.0 74.7 
No 37.1 8.3 25~,O 25.3 

~ of Sample D.S .' 36.8j 2'.. Ie. 7% 
"~OES yoon A<m(CY .ISSUE PRESS PASSES TO MEDIA REPRESmTM!IVES?·" 

Yes 42.1 27.8 19.4 27.8 
No 57.9 72.2 80.6 72.2 

~ ot Suple 95.d,i . go.Oj 90.1& ~i'-.~5%~-:: 

···ARE THESE PRESS PASSES GOVERBED AllD AU'l'HORIZED BY: ••• 

LOcal OrdiJumce 11.5 985 0.0 
Agency Policy Bo.8 8:;.7 83.3 
Neither 0.0 0.0 11.1 
Other J:i; 4.8 i·6 
~Olf Sample 26.$S l·iS 

.. 

7.'7 
8,.1 ,.1 
6.2 

\ 

) 
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~ignated Information Officer. Over 70 percent of all departments • 

responding designate at least one person through whom all public infor

mation is routed. This is especially true for agenci,~s with CPR units • 

Tnis data ~omhined with data on written policies and procedures, makes 

it apparent that the police feel a great need to control and manage infor

mation emanating from the department. 

Press Passes. Of those responding to a question om, police, agency 

issuance of press passes to media representative, only 27.B percent 

indicated that they do .so. The affirmative response was ~ch higher for 

agencies with CPR units (42.1 percent). Furthermore, of those CPR unit 

agencies issuing press passes, BO.B percent of the passes are governsd 

by local ordinance. 

The major implication is that law enforcement is by choice regulating 

interaction with the media. The fact that this see~ to be more common 

in agencies with CPR units implies that they feel a great pressure to 

control the image of police and police activities as it is projected by 

the media. 

Size Group Trends. Some other interesting dimensions emerge from 

eXB-~nation of the data by size groups (see Table 12~27). 

1. Larger departments (over 500 sworn personnel) are more 
likely to have press passes and also to have them governed 
and authorized by local ordinance. 

2. Over BO percent of small departments (under 100 sworn 
personnel) indicated t~at they do not issue press passes, 
while 59.4 percent of the medium departments (101-500 
sworn personnel) and 88.9 percent of the large departments 
said they do issue press passes. 
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S1PUIIal7' o:tcQuest1one Directed to the 
Relationehip ot Community-Police Relations to the Media ',~ 

By Departmental Size Group , ~ 

Percel1tage of SMALL MEDIUM, LARGE ~f 
Respondents Categ. A~D Categ. E-G Categ.. H-I Total. " ,;~ 
AJl.6lIering: .1-100 sworn 101-500 ,I3WB over;;oo sWD:, Respondents H 
"·D,OES YOOR AGENCY HAVE WRI'l!TEN POLICIES GOVERNING RELATICfiS WITH MEDIA?". '~i 

Yes 72.8% 96.9% 100.0% 75.5% ~t 

No 27.23.1 0.0 24.5 ,'J #.l 
~ ot §ar!lple 85.9& :. ::: 92~V9% : : 88.13% : 75.S : 'I 
".DOES YOUR AGENCY HAVE WRITTEN PROOEDURES GOVERNING RELATICtiS WITH MEDIA?., h 

ft' 

?l.1 ".1) .. $8.9 77.4 H Yes 
P:s: 

28.9 18.2 1]:.,1 22.6n 
'! J 

No 
, .. 

22' ot ~le 13.jS §l.8i lOO.Oj 87.5% _ d 
."HAS YOUR AGmCY DE..$3IGNATED PERSOO(S) THROUGH WHICH ALL it 

. ~.{ 
PRESS INFORMATICN IS ROOTED?**" 11 

Yes 

No 

% oX S!mP1e 

75.8 93.8 
6.2 

55.6 
44.4 

100.0% 

.UDOES YOUR AGENOY PROVIDE TRAINI:."iG IN PRESS RELATIClQ"S FOR PERSOONEL?u, 

Yes ~1.0 63.6 100.0 46.1 
No 59.0 36.4 0.0 53.9 

% ot Sample 21.?i 100.6% ~8.ag 92.1% 

U·IS THE TRAINING PROVIDED AS RECR'UI'f ACADaa?*** 

Yea 79.4 94.4 100.0 84.0 
No 20.6 5.6 0.0 16.0 

~ 0' S!!!,le 33.0%': : 5~.~ '_ 88.8% '7.9% __ 
·"IS THE TRAINING PROVIDEDAS' lrErnESHE:R/m-BERVICE TRAINING?·" 

Yes 78.3 60.0 71.4 74.7 
No 21.7 40.0 28.6 25.3 

% of§.am21e ~.l& : : ;:S.!!1 77.'* - ~6.7% 
··*DOES YOUR AGENCY ISSUE PRESS PASSES TO MEDIA: aEPRESENTATIVES?·" 

Yes 19.3 59~4 88.9 27.8 
No 80.7 40.6 11.1 72.2 

% of §!mPle 90.$' 9~ .. 9% 100.0% 91.5% 
U*ARE ~ PRESS PASSES GOVERNED AND AmrHORIZEP BY: 

Local Ordinance 2.8 0.0 40.0 
Agenc1 Policy 85.7 9.5.0 50.0 
Neither 5.7 0.0 0.0 
other 2.7.5.0 10.0 
% ot Da§le 16. 2l§ 60.6% 100.0% 

,..,'; 

/) 

. 3. Small and medium size departments are more likely to have 
designated a person through whom all information is routed 
(75.8 and 93~8 percent) than are larger departments (55.6). 

4. Smaller departments do not usually provide press relations 
training (41.0 pe~cent), while medium (63.6 percent) and 
large departments (,~OO percent) usually do. 

Small departments are not as likely to have a need for control of 

information and press relations training, particularly in relation to 

urban areas, because: 

1. th~ unity of command is much tighter and generally 
prohibits wide-ranging flows of information; 

2. the presence . of electronic media is not as intense as 
in large metrcpolitan areas; 

30 smaller departments a~e not as likely to come under the 
scrutiny of a wide variety of media outlets, especially 
non-local ones; 

4. the nature of crime and subsequent police response in 
small departments' jurisdictions are not as likely to 
bring the police into the spotlight. 

Chapter Summary 

The £oll~~ng is a summary of the findings of the Adv!sory Commission 

included in this chapter: . 

1. The presence of a formal CPR unit in a police agency is 
directly related to the agency's size. 

2. The presence of a designated PCR officer in a police 
agency is ~ directly related to the agency's size~ 

3. Less than fifty percent of the PCR officers'time is 
allocated to community-police relations for the majority 
of FCR officers in responding agencies th~t had no; formal 
CPR unit. 
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4. The overwhelming majorit:r ',10£ designated PCR officers answer 
directly to the chief a&ni~istratorof the agency (chief of 
police or sheriff). . 

. ~ : 5. A majority of the CPR uni.t~; in our sample were established 
following the turbulente.r~L of the 1960' s, and after the 
passage of the Omnibus Criule Control and Safe Streets Act 
of 1968. 

6. A maj ority of the CPR uni:tE.. have a designated share of the 
agency budget, but most of them do not receive sign!ficant 
funding from outside sourlcelS. 

7. A majority of the respond'inl~ CPR tmits participate in and 
analyze agency training projgrams. 

8. A majority of the sample CPR units review complaints by 
citizens, survey community attitudes on important issues, 
and review agency policies and procedures prior to their 
implementation. 

9. A majority of the sample CPR units do not review officer 
evaluation reports as n nw~ans of identifying and solving 
problems. 

10. The stated goals of commu~ity-police relntions most often 
listed by deps1:'tments in our sample were: a) to promote 
tmderstanding; b) to open communication (!hannels.; and (c) 
to identify and solve commtmity problems. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Among the goals least often l.isted were those applying 
to improving relations ~~th youths and minorities •. 

Youth and minority groups were the most often identified 
target groups of cOWBtmity-relations programs. 

Agencies most heavily re.ly on criminal justice sources for 
information on CPR programs - primarily professional publi
cations and organizations, and other polic~ agencies. 

Larger agencies have increased their CPRprogrsmming at a 
greater rate than.smaller agencies. 

Traditional programs. - bicycle-pedestr:t.an safety, Operation 
Identification

" 
ride-alongs, speakers, .and Explorers - were 

those most often identified byrespcnding ag~ncies. 

The majority of programs submitted fell 'into the youth edu
cation and services typolo~f, followed<by.public·information 
crime preven~ion, and traffic; larger departments tended to 
have more program diversity. 
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17. A majority of the responding departments have written poli
cies and p,rocedures on the media; a majG'l"ity ,also have press 
relations "training and .a designated person through whom all 
public information is routed • 

18. A majority of responding departments do not issue press passes; 
of those agencies that do, primarily the larger departments, 
press passes ~lre authori.zed and governed by the agency rather 
than local ordinance. 

The following are .selected conclusions derived from the above find-

in~s of the Advisory Commission: 

1. Community-police relations in California has not yet achieved 
an established place in the police organization relative to the 
traditional organizational divisions of police administration; 
thus it haa not developed the ba~gaining power required f~~ 
intra-departmental competition for personnel or fiscal resources, 
or a credible base of legitimate policy from which to engender 
broad community support. 

2. The influence of community-police relations personnel in the 
policy-making and training phases of police operations is 
mitigated by the tendency to exclude CPR from participation 
in the evaluation of the personnel who will execute·~olicy 
and apply training through police-citizen contacts. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

There is a lack of goal consensus among co~unity-police relations 
perstlnuel;and units; depending on the socio-economic and political 
environment inwhich the agency operates, CPR is limited either 
to race relatiol1s, public relations, or delinquency prevention, 
rather than bein.g viewed as a broad philosophy of community re
source developroent. 

There is little r.elationship between stated goals, identiiied 
target groups, and the prugrams implemented; this results in a 
retardation of innovative processes, a distortion of community 
needs assessment &; measured by its actualization, and a reduc
tion in overall police accountability for the service aspects 
of the police mission. 

Program diversification and innovation is hindered by a lack of 
established channelR of communication on CPR pro~ram information
that cut across organizational, size, and geographical dimension. 
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6. In general., CPR programs do not reflect: innovati va, change-agent 
program typologies; while there are many specific programs of 
this type in existence, a majority of departments adhere to a 
policy which has created new organizational compartments in the. 
form of CPR units to house traditional programs. 

7. Both agencies with C.~R units and those without are conducting 
programs within the .. same range of diversity and program-typology 
emphasis; thus major changes in community-police relations are 
more directly related to agency size than to the presence of a 
CPR unit; while it may be argued that this is due' to the philosophy . 
that CPR is the duty of every officer i.n the department, rather 
than a special unit, the prevalence of this way of thinking is 
not supported by data on agency-wide community relations' train~g. 

8. Police agencies, especially those with CPR units, have by choice 
regulated police interaction with the media and the flow of 
information to the public through devices (written policies and 
procedures, public information officers, press passes, and public 
relations programs) intended to stimulate police image reinforce
ment among the many "publics" the police s~rve. 
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Chapter 13 

A STRATEGIC RESPONSE TO IMPROVING COMMUNITY AND POLICE 
RELATIONSHIPS: THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNITY. PJeSOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

'!he concept of it 11 commun y-po ce relations, as it is currently 
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applied, has a numbei. ,," 'leaknesses. In the main t these weaknesses 

stem from the fact that there has been neither a specific definition 

of what community relations specialists and units are supposed to do, 

nor a widely successful effort to integrate community relations 

activities into the fabric of the police role as it is perceived and 

acted out by the police. We noted in Chapter 2 that co.munity 

relati~s is, in essence, a philosophy of police administration. to 

be effective, it must pervade every element of administrative, supportive 

and field operations. The evidence presented in the preceding chapter 

suggasts that this pervasive influence does n9t exist currently. 

This is not to say that good and sound efforts have not been made 

'to establish community relations as an integral part of modern policing. 

Many inroads have been made; much Wisdom has been collected. It appears 

that' now, howevler, considering the promin,ence of the crime and violence 

issues, is a mos~ opportune ~ime to capitalize upon both the wisdom of 

past eridea/{T(irs and the growing public concern with the critrdnal justice 

system. It is a good time to devise an approach to enhancing community 

and police relationships while concurrently improving the police capa

biH.ty to provide their wide range of services. 

This cha:pter suggests a realistic 'approach to achieving these two 

desirable ends. It does so by capitalizing upon the unique character

istics of the police role in society and by paying deference to the three 
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political dimensions of the community-police relations dilemma, namely: 

what~ 'services the police 1frovide; how they provide the!a;and how the 

police and the meiiih;ars of the community resolve common problems. 

Designing a Mu1ti-Purpose,Response to Problems of 
Community Police Relations 

Any effol't to respond adequately to theman.y elements of the com-

munity relations complex must be acceptable to the members of the 

police profession and the various publics most intimately involved. 

The objectives of. such a response must concur%ent1y address the needs 

and concems of both. As a minimum, the respcmse must: 

1. Optimize accomplishment of police gOlus without compromising 
either the law enforcement or service needs of the community. 

2. Optimize citizen involvement in the ,accomplishment of 
mutually valued goals. . 

3. Provide viabie mechanisms for ensuring that the above pur
poses are accomplished. 

'ibis once again reduces to a question of behavior, both at the 

individual and institutional levels. '!bus, efforts to enhance community

police relations must include the identification of those conditions under 

which the various elements of the social-order ~ystem function most 

effectively. This includes inter-agency relationships .and inter

personal relationshir~s. In the cue of the latter, it includes iden

tifying those conditions which promote trust and other qualiti.s which 

are essential to an effective one-to-one working relationship. This 

'iii •. 
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effective, one-to-one relationship is, a prerequisite to any cooperative 

efforts. 

Developing trust is obviously not an easy task, particularly con

sidering that the police function as authouity figures. They are often 

mistrusted by members of the communityp basically because they must 

make people adhere to a set of standards so diverse and so all-
I 

encompassing that ev~ryone at some time violates one or more. Beyond 

that, the police are regarded by large segments of the minority public 

as consciously,keeping them out of the mainstream of society. 

There will likely al~~ys be some degree of distrust of the police 

if only because t\ey do b~ve enforcement responsibilities. This does 

not imply that inroads cannot be made into distrust. For instance, an 

affirmative police response to the problems identified in the citizen 

complaint procedure can begin to reduce some distrust. In the same 

fashion, increasing the numbers of l~Ority citizens employed as 

police officers can mitigate the perception of some that the police 

are exclusively a white man's tool for maintaining the status quo. 

lhese tactics focus basically upon surface issues, however, and they 

will not be ISufficient to promote the kind of trust which will maxi-

mize partnership effotts in controlling crime and providing services. 

Just as JI18I1:' of the tasks inherent in the current police role 

stimulate much of the distrust, other tasks hold the key ~o easing it 

on both the individual and instituttonel levels. these include basi-
. ", 

cally the social service and order maintenance tasks of the police. 
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They, JIlOre than any agency 1)£ government, are in a pos:f.tion to identify 

the social problems which correlate with crime and disclrder and to 

bring them to the attention of the s,ppropriate persons or agencies 

who can ameliorate them. 

We considered in Chapter 6 that the police officer is often forced 

into a failure syndrome when he :lsunable to respond adequately to the 

wide range of needs which underlie many of the call2 for assistance 

he l~eceives. He is generally restricted either to applying a "band 

aid" by commiserating with the individual involved, or he resorts to 

his unique power and authority to take some legal action. In either 

case, he is unable to provide much-needed belp, a fact whicb is lost 

neither on him nor the citizen. Such failure can be construed as 

incompetence, insensitivity, or deliberate lack of concern. Mote often 

than not~ it is just a matter of not being geared up to deal with root 

causes. The. police react to surface behaviors and their repertoire 

of responses is singularly restricted to dealing with Quch behaviors. 

Given these facts, it would seem that one way of increasing the 

level of trust people have in the police is to use their unique, front-

line exposure to all manner of· social problems as the first step in a 

process of getting tbekind of help needed to people who need it. 

There are numerous benefits which would acCrue both to the police 

and to the c01llllU1lity if law enforcement were to undertake such a mission. 

On th~ police side, it is envisioned that it would: 

1. Enhance the image of the police and improve levels of 
trust and communication with the various publics they 
serve. 

2. P;rovide an additional opportunity to reduce crime cy 
attacking causal factors as well as symptoms. 

3. Facilitate the assignment of dealing with such social 
problems to other, more appropriate agencies whose 
personnel and resources are capable of providing requi
site services. 

On the public side, it: is envisioned that such a role would 

eventually result in: 

1. Institutionalizing a pxoblem identification and response 
mechanism which can deal with both symptomatic ana causal 
problems. . 

2.- Establishing a greater level of trust in the agency of 
government .which is most accessible to them at all times. 

3. Providing greater opportunities for partiCipation in the 
determination of specific police services that are appro
priate to the needs of a particular public. 

'!be Concept of ColllllUtlity Resource Development 
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the role we are suggesting is one which the police are uniquely 

qualified to fill. It does not require that they surrender their 

responsibil~ties for responding to tbe problems associated with crime. 

It simply capitalizes upon their current, use by the community as a 
• 

multi·~urpose problem solver. That the police alone cannot solve 

all of the problems with which the community confronts them is obvious • 
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As Fisk points out: 

.. The police are only a subsys tem which 'in turn functions 
within a larger system to produce a livable society. There 
are organic functions and relationships within these systems. 
While these subsystems do have a discretene~st their effec
tiveness is nullified or reduced by flnlctioning as entities. 
The community at large contains most of the resources neces
sary to establish the desirable level of social order. But 
they are not likely to be used .m.ost effectively unless the 
police assume the role of moiilizing these resources and 
producing a cohesive effort. 

It is not Bufficient merely to identify problems. All possibl.e 

resources for solving problems must be identified and convinced as 

to the value of bein.g involved in the overall effort. We are talk-

ing about a police role which includes the responsibility for the 

development of community problem-solving resour.ces, including: 

1. Sensing and identifying s wide range of social and cri~ 
inal problJ.!ms. 

\I 

2. Identifying the reso~'!rces in the coununity which can 
attack the problems identified. 

4. 

5. 

Working with various publics in the commUnity to estab
lish priorities, including consideration of which prob
lems are best served bya direct police response and 
which should be passed on to other agencies., 

StimulatLug an appropriate response to various problems, 
includiag insti~utionalizing on-going meochanisms. 

Analyzing and providing feedback on the effectiveness 
of the proeess. 

By assum1ngresponsibility for community reS01?:rce development, 

the police will be filling a void which too often eXists at the local 

mr ... Or 
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government level. At the present time, there is a prolife1"ation of 

pdblic and private agencies which are supposed to deal witb social 

pzoblems. Their services are often limited, however. by an eight

to-five working day and by the fact that people in need of help must 

come to the agency. Additionally, there are many problems which 

exist in segments of the cOJIIDunity not identified as "socially deprived" 

which go unanswered by both governmental and private resources. Prob

lems of family deterioration, alcoholism, drug use, and poor physical 

planning of public facilities are not restricted to the ghetto or 

barrio of the urban C'!!1lter. Inevitably, the police officer encounters 

symptoms of these problems wherever they occur. 

Obviously, the concept of community resource development would 

address many of the weaknesses of the currerut community relations 

approach by laying basic responsibility for the bulk of the task on 

the shoulders of the line patrol officer. It would also require dif

fusion of respons:Lbility through the administrative and supportive ele

ments of the agency by requiring that deploymeat formulae, training 

programs, and communicatioas systems accommodate the needs of sensing, 

identifying, and reaeting to a broad range of problems beyond the .. 

traditional law enforcement genre. In effect, it further professional

izes the job of the line police officer by consciously recognizing that 

he deals .with the same kinds of complex problems as other professionals. 

We are essentially suggesting that the poliee broaden their eurrent 

repertoire of ~eaponses to the problems they encounter. This may entail 
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training to enable the officer to handle family crises on the Bcene; 

or, .it mayenta:tlproviding him with the .option of referring a husband 

and wife to a family counseling center or of bringing a family counsellor 

to the scene of the dispute with him~ Whatever the case, broadening 

the repertoire of potential police responses is not without risk. 

Some of the risks a.re external. 'The community is composed of 

many pUblics. Each of these publics, as we have noted. has its mm 

sense of needs and p~iorit1es. There is little guarantee, that any one 

of these publics truly reflects the sentiments of the ,particular segment 

of the c01l'lllunity they purpose to represent. Therefore, when a government 

agency like the police publicly recognizes such a group it implies some 

degree of legitimacy. It can, in effect, give credibility to the group' 

whieb it does not deserve. The police hava historically been wary of 

this. They have preferred to deal with the various publics through the 

foriJal medium of elected representatives. Adopting the concept of com

lJIuuity resource development would require that they forego this "safe" 

approaeb and establish lia1.sous with many publics. Iuherent in the con

cept of resource developlIlent and 1IIObilization is the- need for the police 

to ·work with .a wide diversity of community groups. This cannot be taken 

lightly. It is a realistic problem. It would seem, however, that a 

forthright and publicly v1sihleeffort .. to deal\!"ithcommm1ty preble,IDS 

provides a vehiclewbich aan1ll:i.nillize the dangersefmanipulation by 

unscrupulous interests. 

. '~. 
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Tbereare cou~terpart internal problems to the adoption of community 

resource development as an integral part of the police role. For 

e~le, one might anticipate some resistance by the rank and file police 

officer who is l~kely to regard the concept as further encroachment of 

social welfare duties into what should be a basic law enforcement role. 

HoweTer, the police are already called upon to deal with the symptomatic 

behaviors of social problems. They are responding to these behaviors 

under a severe handicap_ What we are suggesting in ensence gives them 

alternatiwa to the failure syndrome which they so often face today. 

Additi~~ally» community resource development is not restricted to purely 

social problems. It also applies concretely to problems of crime. Com-

munity resources can be applied effectively to control and prevent crime 

just as they can be applied to ameliorate aocial ills. Neighborhood 

alert groups, for instance, can reduce the number of burglaries occurring 

in residential areas. Concerned citizens willing to act as counselors to 

pre-delinquent youth can help to reduce the desire to commit antisocial 

acts on the part of many youngsters. And, the development of a higher 

level of trust between the police and pub1~c can result in a more cQoper-

ative attitude When it comes to providing information on crtminal acti-

vities~ 

These and many other risks or probieu wil..1 confront the police 

agency which emdeavore to adopt thecOiu:::ept of community resource deve10p-
~ 

llent. A weU-planned respents3 to the problems, however, can -do much te 

minimize their detrimental effects. 
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THE COMMISSION CONCLUDES THAT the current concept of community
police relations should be expanded to become community resource 

~ development. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT community resource development 
be defined as the process by which law enforcement develops 
8111 sustains cooperative roles and'relationships between poliee 
and citizens emphasizing their partnership responsibilities 
for correcting the problems of crime and providing the social 
services required of the police. 

Local Responsibilities 

Since we are dealing with a philosophy of providing police services, 

in ess·ence a question of role, it is important that all segments of the 

local community be included in its development (see Chapter 5 for a 

discussion of the importance of broad involvement in the determination 

of police role statements). The parties who should be involved include 

the local governing body, the administrative leadership of the juris

diction, police administrators, line police personnel, other govern

ment agencies, and significant interest groups. The major implications 

for action rest with the police. 

Police Action Required 

The police administrator is the key figure in stimulating consider-

ation of community resource development as a viable part of the police 

role. He must ultimately bear the respons~ility for making th~ concept 
.. 

work. ~gardless of how many other groups becOL,e involved in helping 

the police to control crime and provide public services, the chief of 

police or sheriff remains the accountable figure. 

.. T'" 

-. 
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'l'he adlillinistrator's first task 1s to achieve some consensus /In 

the concept of community resource development and its applicability 

to the local scene. Just as communities vary, so will the need for, 

and parameters of', programs designed to meet citizens' ne8ds. The 

police agency must very early analyze its actual wor.kload to determine 

its service-enforcement balance and to id~ntify those tasks which 
I 

officers are clearly handling inadequately. This will requir~ careful 

examination both of the substance of various calle for service and of 

the behaviors cfficers apply to bring closure to such calls. The best 

source of such inforw-ation is the field officer himself; he should be 

encouraged to give his opinions of strengths and weaknesses in current 

role performance. 

The official police perception of significant problems is only 

part of the identification process. It is also important to determine 

the perceptions of needs held by various significant publics in the 

community; their sense of priorities is equally ap'propriate. The variety 

of public! interests depends upon the structure of the commun:1.ty involved. 

In the small, homogeneous community, they may'be eaoily.identified •. In 

the larger, heeerogen~oue community, in an urban setting~ it may be 

necessary to divide the jurisdiction into several more or less homo-

geneous neighborhood •• 

Concurrently with the identification of cODllunity probleuw, there 

should be an intensive effort to locate thoae social agenci~s, govemment 

" 

.... 
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agencl.es~ and" individual"a in the. ar~~ who can. be mQbili2!ed t.o «.'leal with 

sl?~~£ic pt:oblems. ~ Many poU.at\- juvenile units have. cQmpiled l,'esource 

l.ist:"s of lC-u.th-se.rnllg agen.cies, in their jurisdictions. Si\'ldl,s-r efforts 

axe: in aNal:' to create. a file. of a bt:oadel." -range of reSOUl;'CeS it Addi-
~ 

t;;(Ut5!l~ity" th:el!$el.vea const:ttute. a ~luable X'esourc.e. Given adequate 

- di:1:e~t:iou, and s\lllPQrt~ they can, solve man:w of their own problems_ 

"Wh<:m ~rnblems and approp,riate!:esQurces have been identified, 

test the: c.'ou,c.ept "'£ ~bili:dng resour~s and to identify weaknesse~ 

Wi,ch 'Will ine.vitably ari,sa. Fisk says that the n,eed is u to discover 

tn,esa universal. needs that Call unite communities, that provide. the. 

bas,is for uni.versal supp,ort. .. \\2 Thus, in one neigliborhood,the. need 

~' hoe; to, cut: dicwm. on juvenile. street v,t,olence. Itesourees whieh might 

be IIObiliz.ed, include. more police patl:Ols, provisi.on of probation coun-

se:lling; via ;!, local. storefront center, opening of loeal school grounds 

.or: c:h.u:rehes, as; recreation centers, and st:i:amlation of public service 

jt'lbs tOI p;ro;dde: poc:kat lIlOI!l.e.'r.. In another ne.1ghbomO()d, the need .Y 

be; to' d'e.al. nth substandard, hcusisg "irich is resu1ting in. a high fre-

quen,e.y of hw:glHies,. vandalisa, and personal. injuries to which police 

must: :rcesponC! .. , CtoUCtlUeut-l.y to, l:eacting to these basic crime and service 

p:n:iI61ems:" dle;pO'lice can also mob:U.1.ze such -resourc:esas building inspec~' 

tilCll!:3)'f fixe codie: mspe.ctims, ~'ses in cm:pentry and hOme repa1l.rs 

>, 
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through the vocational program of the local high school, and the focusing 

of tsttention on the problem through local government leadership. In both 

eases, the problems attacked are those which attract broad local suppert 

and which the police ~re in a unique position to see during the performance 

of their normal range of duties~ 
" 

If the local police agency gets as far as testing its mt,btlizing 

capability, it will unquestionably have encountered a'number of proce

dural difficulties al~Qg the way. For example, the mobilization concept 

requires a rather sig~ificantshift in the traditional behaviors of police 

officers. They will be encouraged to consider the many e8~usa1 faetors 

underlying calls for service to determine whether a respanse other than 

the giving of advice or the making of an arrest is in order. Officers 

must be adequately prepared for such a shift8 (Chapter 10 addre~sses a 

number of training issues related to this need.) 

Add:!.tion$1lly, there will be a change in the relat:f.onships between 

officers and some publics in the cOllll\unity. The police will be called 

upon to emphasize their partnership 'I'espons'.ibilities for controlling 

crime and providing Rervices. Traditionuly, the pol.ice have assumed 

almost the full measure of responsibility for these functions. There 

will undoubtedly be a strain as officers pass along to citizens the 

responsibility for taking action on problems they have formerly handled 

themselves. 

This strain may include a new version of the familiar polieerole 

conflict. ThG diversity of groups purporting to lrepresent segwants of 

,j 
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the community results in a number of conflicting demands and perceptions, 

The ofiicer will not throw off the problem of conflict,ing expectations. , . 
He can make them less severe II however, because the ,partnership role is 

emphasized considerably more than in traditional community-police 

relationships. 

Finally, there are political considerations. While these will . 
basically have. to be reB",lved at the administrator's level, the line 

police officer will noneth.eless be acutely aware of them. . For example, 

focusing on many criminal and social service problems can result in 

calling into qUE~stion certain st3cia1 values prevailing in the community 

at large. Many people undoubtedly feel that this is not an appropriate 

function for .the police. The only response must be that the police 

are an agency of government. Their every action is already political 

in the ~ense that it involves applying the force of government authority, 
-

Thus, by endeavoring to mobilizt, addi~ional resources for deal1~g with 

cOllmnmity ,problems, the police are essentially expanding their current 

decision-making function to a broader range of participation and making 

it more de~cratic. 

All of" ·the~e changes will require consc1('t ... ~'3 attention. Administra

tors wd supervisors ~st be aware of the dynamics involved in community 

resource development an« they must take care to reinforce behaviors con-

P h t All of the recommendations made earlier in &r'lIent with t e concep • 

this report relating to expanding the base of the personnel evaluation 
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pl~ocess .and providing more training in discretionary decision-making 

and human relations speak to these issues. 

In order to ensure that adequate attention is paid to these issues, 

as >lell as to provide certain crisis 1ll3.1lagement functions during critical 

times, it is suggested that there be specialized staff support for co~ 

rounity resource development. In smaller agencies, this may pe either 

the chief administrator (with special training) or it maybe a community 

resource development officer (the current community relation.s officer 

with additional t~aining). In larger ag~ncies, it should undoubtedly 

be a unit appropriately staffed and located in close proximity to the 

chief adud~istrator. 

The responsibilities of such units or individuals should include: 

1. 

2 .. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 

7. 

Analysis of policies and procedures and preparation of 
community impact reports when appropriate; the analysis 
should include both the semantics of the policies and. 
procedures as well as the.ir c~ntent,. 

Analysis of training programs to ensure that they adequately 
emphasize human relations and community resource issues; 
participation in training when ~ppropriate. 

Analysis of citizen complaints against police officers 
to identify and respond to problems which appear ~o,be 
susceptible. to remedy through changes in procedures or 
through traini.ng. 

Monitoring of f1eld community resource programs to ensure 
their proper functiq.ning. 

Liaison with community groups. 

Performance of crisis iatervention in the field during 
periods of high community-po1ice tension. 

Design of procedures f"r bringing com.un~~ty problems and 
cOlllllunity l'esources t·ogether. 
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Beyond design~ting specialists in community .resource developmant, 

the success of the concept will depend to some 'degree on how close the 

police are able to get to the people they serve. DeanRi~hard Myren 

holds: 

It is possible for the citizenry being policed to participate 
in the process in at least four ways: the simple lending 
of support of various kinds to the police agency, actual 
assumption of police duties under the direction ofregu1ar 
police officers~ formal evaluation of police performance, 
and the setting of policy for police operations.3 

Various combinations of these four techJliques are being tried in 

California and el.sewhere in the country. Many California communities 

use a variety of support-lending techniques, such as neighborhood 

alert g~ou~s and citizen advisary committees. Reserve police officer 

programs allow citizens to perfor~ actual po~ice duties under appro

priate Hupervision. Formal evaluation of polic~ performance is not 

widely used, but both the Los Angeles Police Department and the Menlo 

Park Police Department have surveyed .. community residents for their 

reactions to the police services provided. And finally, although no .... 
Califo~ltlia jurisdictions are known to do so, the Dayton Police Depart

ment is experimenting W1thcitizen pa~ticipation in policy-making. 

Each comunity will have to determine what combination clf community 

involvement strategies is appropriate for its needs. Regardless of the 

combination, the value of maximizing citizen participation must be 

stressed. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement administrators 
, implement the concept of CODnnuuity resOurce development and adopt 
it as .a philosophy of the entire agency and not just: the· responsibility 
of a single officer or unit, although speciali2ed assignments may be 
appropriate to ensure adequate performance of certain functions. 

--, ~ -- -----'- .. 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT communi.ty resource development 
training programs be cL~veloped, both for inclUSion as part 
of existing training programs and for the specialized training 
of those officers assigned full-time to c01lllDUl1ity reSOt1rCe 
development duties. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT community resource develop- , 
mant concepts be integrated into all examinations for promo
tions within the department. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT law enforcement administrators 
maximize the participation of citizens in providiug police 
services. 

Local Government Action Required 

As we noted early in this section, the police alone cannot ensure 

the success of the resource development concept. The remainder of local 
. 

government must also support it. Basically, this support in/dudes 

three components: a strong leadership stance; coordinatioll lof the 

cooperation of other departments; and adequate f~nanc:lal rElsources. 

First, the political leadership of the jurisdiction must under

stand and ,publicly support the concept. While the police de:partment 

Ca make some inroads on its own, major success will depend on the 

backing of those persons responsible for the full range of government 

setvices. The police will merely be playing a mobilization role; 

responsibility for many of the actual services will remain ~rimarily 

with other agencies of government. The adequacy of theiT responaes 

wi~l depend to a g~eat degree upon the stance taken by the mayor, 

councilmen or supervisors. and manager or administrative officer. 
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Second, th~ other departments in the governmental structure, as 

we npte above, must cooperate in the effort. It is important that they 

do not feel that the police are usurping any of their reponsibiltties. 

Rather, a partnership rol.e Tllustbe stressed which ?egards the police 

as an integral part of their problem-sensing tlecnanisms. 

Finally. adequate financing must be available for the concept to 

work. If the police are able only to identify problems and not to mobilize 

adequ~te responses due to lack of financial suppo~t t tn.£) concept will 

have little impact on coDliunity md police relationships. It. will simply 

be a slightly different version of the old failure syndrome in the eyes 

of many segments of the community. 

Private Sector Action Reguired 

There are concomitant responsibilities at the local 'level for those 

forces in th.e private sector which impinge on cOJlll1Unity relationships. 

The news media, for example, can be instrunentalin the success of com-

mUD"ity resource mobilization by publicizing the efforts made by the police 

to deal more adequately with cOSlUDity probleJlS. They can also ser,e as 

a prod to the public conscience, stimulating ~ooperation and invol",ement 

by other agencies and individuals in the community. At the same time, 

the press will continue to serve the function of critiC, identifying 

the shortcomings of programs anclll'.ndeavoring to stimulate their correction. 

Civic organizations, social welfare agencies, and otheT i!ommunity 

groups will also be instrumental to the success of this concept. They 
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constitute both sources of information on cc~ity problems and signifi-

cant resources to attack the problems. They share a great deal of the 

r.esponsibility for the degree of effectiveness the concept may attain. 

State Leadership Role 

Implementation of community resource development programs will be 

the responsibility of local units of goveTnment. HOWever, in light of 

the newness of t'be concept and the fact that there is little available 

information on techniques of implementation, there is a need for strong 

coordinative an(t leadership effort. Such effort is best assigned to 

the state level 9f government. The importance of the concept and the 

fact that it has applicability across the broad spectrum of California 

cQ1lDllunities makes a state interest in its development both sensible 

and timely. 

There are at least four ba::ic needs which should constitute the 

state effort: 

1. PromotiOn of. the value of community resource develop
ment as part of the police role. 

2. Pe~lelopment cmd testing of techniques for sensing 
community problems, identifying resources, and mobil
izing responses. 

3. Design and testing of alternative models for implement
ing community resource development techniqu,e$ in com
munities of various sizes and with various population 
characteristics~ 

4. Provision of supportive services·t;o local communities 
to help them implement the techniques ~uccessfully. 

)1 
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One of the difficulties associated with past efforts to improve 

commbhity and police relationships h2S been their impermanence. Other 

study commissions have come into being, written reports, and disappeared. 

The lack of a concentrated follow-up effort has been taken by many as 

evidence that the intent to improve conditions never really existed. 

This should certainly not happen in the current instance, especially 

since there are available resources to carry on the effort. 

There are logically three unite of state government which should 

have a role in the promotion of the concept. They are the California 

Department of Justice, the Commission (1n Peace Officer Standards and 

Training, and the California Council on Criminal Justice. The support 

and assist~mce of the State Legislature and other elements of the state 

go~ernment system are also crucial to the success of the concept, but 

the direct, daily working relationship which the former agencies have 

with law enforcement mandates their immediate and direct involvement. 

It is the Commission t s feeling that the Department of Justice, as 

one of the integrative elements of the California poU.ce system dis

cussed. in Chapter 4,sbould playa strong leadership role in refining 

and promoting the concept throughout the state. The Department of 

Justice, through its Crime Prevention Unit, is already p1l'act:tcing some. 

facets of CODJllunity resource deveJ.opment. They are actively working 

to mobilize young people and sen'lor cit1.zens. as active crime preventers . 

in selected co_unities. It sftems,logical. that such efforts should be 
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extended and expanded to encomp~ss the total concept of community resource 

deve10pmentt 

'THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California Department 
of Justice expand the operations of its Crime Prevention 
Unit to .include a leadership role in'the development of 
teChniques and programs pertinent to community ~esource 
development, in the coordination of information dissemina
tion relating to comuni'ty resource develop~nt, and in. the 
pr:ovision of assistance to local jurisdictions endeavoring 
to implement, community ,resource development programs. 

. . 
The eevelop~nt of technique~,and programs for cOJlllilUnity reso'urca 

mobilization and d~;el~pment will require both 'original research to, 

define the parameters of the concept as well as the identification, 

analysis, and promulgation of existing p:,ogramswhic:h are achieving 

promising results .. Tne efforts of the Advisory Commission will con-

tinue in this regard until June 30. We areconduct1.ng additional 

research in the areas of minority 'emplQyment, the role of the community 

relations officer, and the content of community relations-community 

resource development programs. We are aleo compiling the initial data 

base for a community resource information system which can be available 

to all interested agencies in the state. 

ff ~ ~here is a ,need for additional andert,akings. Beyond these e o'rt:s, '" 

'. For exaaple, there should be, as a minimum: 

1. Development of a system. including materials. and tech
niques, which local jurisdictions can use to survey 
their comaunities' needs and resources. 

J 
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2. Development of model guidelines for evaluating community 
Telations and cammunityresouree deve~opment programs. 

3. Development of model policy and procedure statements for 
consideration by California law enforcement ag$1lcies .. 

4. Analysis of current manpower utilization practices and 
development of alternative practices which embrace the 
techniques appropriate to c01JIIWnityresource development. 

5. Analysis of current personnel evaluation procedures and 
development of alternative proce~ures which consider 
community services practices. 

The dissemination of information and the provision of services 

to local communities would basically entail: 

1. Gathering pertinent information and establishing a system 
whereby it is accessible to concerned agencies on request. 

2. Facilitating translating of pertinent public&tions into 
Spanish and Oriental languages.. . 

3. FaCilitating the consideratiODl of pertinent issues by 
all California Im7 enforcement agencies, such .siS through 
a regularly issue(! bulletin. 

'n.ese tasks a.re crucial. Tbey should be perfor1'4E!d by professionals 

who are knowledgeabl.e about the operations of the (~:t-:f.mina1 justiee system 

af$ well as attuned to the concept of community resource development. 

Additionally, they require guidance and revi;ew from a broadly represen

tative body.. Th(~ Adviaory Commi~sion hesitates to recoDllllend its otm 

continuation, but it would seem that a similarly eonstituted group might 

valuably contribute' to future endeavors. Beyond this·. it is important that 

. ______ c..; . ___ • 
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research and implement'ation efforts be both concentrated and continuous 

during the foreseeable future. The ~dvisory Commission believes that 

a full-time effort is in order. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the Attorney General either 
continue the Advisory Commis$ion on Community-Police Rela
tions,or er~ate'a similar advisory group to evaluate the 
implementat!l;~l1 {~f the recommendations contained in this 
report and ,'to o"l1srsee. future endeavors. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the Attorney ;General issue 
an annual re~)f:)rt during each of the next three years, de
tailing the progress of ~fforts to implement the community 

. resource development concept among Califomia law enforee-
ment agencies. . 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the State ·Legislature fund 
a Community Resource Development Institute within the Crime 
Prevention Unit of the California Department of Justica to 
carry out the specific projects recommended in this report. 

. 
A number of specific recollllMm.dations are directed at the 'Commission 

on Peace Officer Standards and Training in other sections of this report. 

They embrace a wide range of subjects intimately related to community 

and police relationships and to the concept of community resource devel

upment. The obvious key role POST must play in the success of this con

cept, through its certified training prog~ams and through its provision 

of administrative counseling services, need not be belabored here. We 

need only note that they should be closely involved in the research and 

. development programs undertaken by the Depart!IM~nt of Justice and by 

other concerned agencies. 
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We must give more spec:J.f1ccousideration to the role of the Califotnia 

Cowici1 on Criminill Justice, however, forI) as Chapter 12 indicates, this 

agency is intimately involved in stimu1atins those community relations ~d 

crime prevention efforts which are included undel: the umbrella of community 

resource development. It is anticipated that CCCJ will continue to pro- . 

vide funding for innovative projects. in these areaso 

There are basically two methods 'by which CCCJ can assist in succe8sf~ 

»romotion and • 

and projects. 

implementation of community resource development teChniques 

The first is to require that all agencies applying for 

grants submit a written assessment of the impact their proposed project 

will have on community and police relationships. Some prfij.ects may have 

little or no imp~ct; most, h~ver, even th?se W1thahigh1y techuical 

nature such as communications projects, can be expected to have sODle 

impact. 

Agencies contemplating such projects should ansure the funding agency 
, 

that they have considered the potential results in terms of community 

relations. 

A second way in which CCCJ can encourage .the adoption of c01lillunity 

resource development is thr~ugh the consolidation of its current Crime 

PreventiOn and Commun1!:y Relations Task Forces. The community resource 

i al1 i 1 the consolida~ development concept we are suggesting essent y nvo,ves 

tion of these currently discrete areas at the local 1e': -'11. RecognitiC'D. 

granted by CCCJ through parallel consolidation would provide a meaningful 

illustration of what the concept entails. I 
;&, . . 
" 
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THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT California Council on Criminal 
Justice require that a community relations impact statement 
be submitted with all proposals seeking funding for police 
projects. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the California Council on 
Criminal Justice consolidate its current Crime Prevent:f:on 
and Community Relations Task Forces into a single Co~unity 
Resource Development Task Foree. 

THE COMMISSION RECOMMENDS THAT the CalifolT!ia Council on 
Criminal Justice emphasize the concept of community resource 
development in its planning and funding efforts. 

Conclusion 

Community resource development is obviously not a panacea 'for all 

problems of the community and police relationship. The complexity of 

this relationship is too great for any single solution. The Commission 

feels very strongly, however, that this concept provides a sound basis 
~ 

from which to launch other efforts aimed at ameliorating specific, 

usually symptomatic difficulties. It does so by providing an opportunity 

for police and community r(~p~esentatives to join toge the 5: in determining 

police service needs and responses, and in prov1.ding the vehicle for 

mutual problem-solving. How well the concept succeecs will depend upon 

the commitment and concern of the various publics which comprise every 

community. 
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Appendix A 

House Resolution No. 153 

Relative to police-community relations 

A-l 

WHEREAS, A policeman is a symbol of law, law enforcemen~, and 
criminal justice, and as such is a s~bol to many people of the in
creasing social debate over law and law enforcement and of the society 
from which many citizens feel alienated; and 

WHEREAS, Widespread concern has been expressed over the lack 
of confidence between various groups of citizens--especially minority 
communities and young people--and the police; and 

llliEREAS, There is in some areas of California society a sub
stantial distrust of policemen; and 

WHEREAS, The effect of such distr.ust and lack of confidence is 
debilitating to our society and ha~ contributed to open hostility and 
violence in various communities; and 

l*lliREAS, A major contributor to hostility between the police and 
various citizens is a lack of effective communication channels; and 

WllliREAS, Police-community rel~tions programs are essential in 
increasing communication and decreasing hostility; and 

WHEREAS, Objective evaluation, analysis, and innovation on this' 
subject in California a~e necessary; now therefore be it 

Resolved by the Assembly of the State of California, That the Mem
bers request the Attorney General to study the subject of police and 
community relations within the state; and be it further 

,Resolved, That this study shall include, but not be limited to, an 
snalysis of the expense, scope, degree, and cause of the distrust and 
lack of confidence between the police and certain groups of citizens 
throughout California, ~nelTaluation of the'effect of such distrust and 
lack of confidence, and a review of proposals for the improvement of 
police-community relations in California; and be it further .. 

Resolved~ ~hat this study shall also incll~de an extensive investiga
tion and evaluation of existing police-community relations departments 
in various police agencies; and be it further 

Resolved, That the Attorney General shall report ~is findings, con
clusions, and recommendations to the Assembly not later: than the fifth 
legislative day of the 1971 Regular Session of the Legislature. 

Resolution read, and referred by the Speaker pro Tempore to the 
Committee on Rules. 
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House Resolution No. 61, as Amended 
By Assemblyman Ralph: 

House Resolution No. 61 

A-2 

~e1ative to a study to be prepared by the Attorney General to examine 
the subject of police and community relations within the State of 
California 

WHEREAS, On June 6, 1969, the Assembly adopted House Reso
lution No. 153, as printed on pages 1473 and 1474 of the Journal of 
the Assembly for March 28, 1969; and 

tVHEREAS, The fourth Resolved clause requests the Attorney Gen
eral to report his findings, conclusions, and recommendations to the 
Assembly not later than the fifth legislative day of the 1971 Regular 
Session of the Legislature; now, therefore, be it 

Resolved by the Assembly of the State of California, That the time 
given to the Attorney General to report his findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations as requested by House Resolution. No. 153 of the 1969 
Regular Session of the Legislature be extended to the f1£ th legislative 
day of the 1973 Regular Session of the Legislature. 

Resolution, as amended, ordered to the Consent Calendar. 
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Appendix C 

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH EFFORTS 

The research program undertaken by the Advisory Commission 

was divided basically into five elements. They include: 

1. Review of literature and previous research efforts 

2. Identification of issue areas for further examination 

3. Gathering of information on selected issue areas 

4. Analysis of information collected 

5. Review of information and determination of findings 
and conclusions 

Review of Literature 

Early in our efforts, the Advisory Commission resolved to make 

this study more than a mere repetition of work done by earlier groups. 

The subject of community-police relations has received consid1erable 

attention in recent years, primarily since the Watts riot of 1965. 

Studies completed at the national, state, and regional leveb have 

focused on community-police relationships and have offered numerous 

recommendations for their enhancement. 

More than a dozen of these prior efforts were reviewed by 

Advisory Commission staff during the first months of the current pro-

ject. Drawing upon these as well as several academic research works 

and books, a study document was prepared detailing the symptomatic and 

I underlying aspects 0'£ citizen distrust and hostility which they set 

forth. Recommendations for improvement were analyzed and categorized 

according to subject matter. This study doc'ament became the basis of 
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a strategy meeting during.which the staff and the Advisory Com-

mission determined the specific areas they wished to examine in 

greater detail. These included: 

--Analysis oj': police department organizational st1:'uctures 
for commun:Lty relations operations 

--Analysis of community relations programs in existence 

--Analysis of probable impact of common. police pl'ocedures' 
on community relations 

--Analysis of police training as it relat.es to. community reb'~· 
tions 

--Analysis of minority employment in law enforcement 

--Analysis of police policy formulation ' 

--Survey of selected community and police attitudes tow.ard 
community relations issues 

--Analysis of citizen complaint and grievance mechanisms 

--Analysis of the role of the news and entertainment media 
vis b vis community-police relations 

--Analysis of the community relations problems unique to 
the campus and general youth populations 

--Development of strategic responses designed to improve 
community-police relationships 

Problem Identification 

After these initial areas'were detepn:tned, steps Iwe'lce taken 

to determine their congruence with the pri.ol'ity· issues .in community-

police relations perceived by members' of the law enforce:ment pro-

fession and by segments of. the community involved in related fields. 

A ser.ies of eight "problem identification sessions" werla held around 

the state, bringing together police c01lllllunityrelations specialists. 

Brainstorrn:i.ng and similar group-oriented techniques. were used to 

elicit their perceptions of critical issues. 

." 

At the same time, local human relations a.gencies, prosecutors' 

office~, and community organizations were contacted to determine their 

perceptions of problems. The information gleaned from these sources 

was correlat,ed with that provided by the literature review and by 

the Advisory .Commission membership. Essentially, the subject areas 

described above continued to apply, and they were formally adopted 

for in-depth examination. 

Information Gathering 

Information on these several areas was gathered through three 

basic media: (1) a mass distribution questionnaire to all law en

forcement agencies in California providing uniformed police services; 

(2) on-site interviews and observation of operations with a selected 

representative sample of California law enforcement agencies; and (3) 

public interviews held at various locations throughout the state. 

guestionnaire Distributed 

A comprehensive questionnaire ~1aS developed to elicit informa-

tion from police agencies in five categories: (1) descriptive char-

acteristics of the agency and the jurisdiction; (2) agency personnel 

characteristics and selected practices; (3) training techniqu~s 'em

ployed; (4) procedures for processing citizen-initiated complaints about 

officer behavior; and (5) the agency's approach to community relations 

as a concept. The questionnaire was 20 pages in length and was sent 

to each of the 429 law enforcement agencies listed on the California 

Department of Justice directory of agencies at that time. Approximately 

60 percent of the agencies responded to the questionnaire. Response. 

levels to specific questions varied. 
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On-site Interviews 

Following initial analysis of the data provided by the 

mass distribution questionnaire, a follow-up questionnaire was 

developed. It was essentially an interview guide for use in on-

site visitations of police agencies. It went into greater depth 

in certain areas including: policy formulation and re,riew; selec-

ted personnel practices; turnover rates for minority personnel; and 

roles of community relations personnel/units. 

A selected sample of 57 law enforcement agencies was created. 

This sample was based upon geographic location and agency size (;num-

ber of sworn police employees). Each of these agencies was visit.ed 

by a staff member of the Advisory Commission, of the Crime Prevention 

Unit of the Department of Justice, or of the Commission on Peace Of-

ficer Standards and Training. Fifty-three of the agencies provided 

at least some information to the interviewers, 

Public Interviews 

Concurrently with and following this data-gathering effort direc-

ted at law enforcement agencies, a series of public interviews were 

held in various locations in California to allow members of the general 

public as well as 

mation to the Advisory Commission. 

the local news media. Additionally, local human relations agencies aud 

other groups cooperated in identifying interested parties. The inter-

views, held in San Diego, East Los Angeles, South Central Los Angeles, 

Downtown Los Angeles, Fresno, San Jose, San Francisco, and Oakland, fac

ilitated input from approximately 90 citizens and representatives of 

, 
, . ~ 
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other interested groups, 

Two additional interview sessions were held in Los Angeles and 

San Francisco by the Advisory Commission's Minority Police Officer 

Task, Force. These intervi.ews specifically addressed problems relating 

to attracting, hiring, and retaining minority citizens in law enforce-

ment careers. Representatives from various minority organizations, ci~y 

and county personnel agencies, and law enforcement units presented their 

views. 

Analysis of Information 

All of the information gathered through the techniques discussed 

in the preceding section as well as through other channels (for example, 

many police agencies and community groups submitted information to the 

Advisory Commission through the mail or through telephone conversations) 

was subjected to a n'Ulli.bet' of analytic pI'ocesses. These basically in

volved substantive review of material and statistical analysis where 

appropriate. 

Substantiv~ Review 

Given the complexity of community an4 police relationships, it 

was necessary to interrelate information from a number of discrete 

subject areas. For example, police policy making affects almost all of 

the other areas on the police side of the relationship; its ramifications 

for citizen complaint processing~ training, and enforcement tactics had 

to be considered. Additionally, it was necessary to identify thos~ 

elements of distrust and hostility identified in earliex reports which 

recurred in our own research data. 

The substantive areas were woven into the overall framework of 

the final report, which considered ba~ically the development of the 

police role in the commu:nity. Th~.1'l approach facilitated considering all 
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of the many forces at work in the community-police interface. 

Beyond substantive analysis of the data, certain statistical 

analyses were conducted. They applied primarily to the community 

police relations subject area. They basically tested the.extent to 

which values implied in police agency goal statements and workload 

assignments cO'l'npared with practice as reflected by programs implemented 

and tasks performed. It is hoped that the data can be further 

refined and examined in the future to make a wider variety of correlative 

studies. 

Review and Determination of 
~Lngs and Conclusions 

The analyzed data was organized into several staff reports 

for consideration by the Advisory Commission. Recommendations were 

developed to address the basic needs identified by staff. These 

recommendations were then considered by the Advisory Commission; changes 

thought to be appropriate were made and a draft report, incorporating 

the recommendations, the staff reports, and the findings and conclusions 

of the Advisory Commission into the framework of role development, was 

prepared. This report was then reviewed by the Advisory Commission 

and became the hasis for the current document • 

Appendix D 

THE COMPLAINT/GRIEVANCE PROCESS 
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Appendix D 

THE COMPLAINT/GRIEVANCE PROCESS 

In the complaint grievance section of the in-depth questionnaire 

sent to the 429 California law enforcement ag~ncies, the Advisory Commission 

attempted to d-atermine the various methods established for receiving and 

processing citizen complaints/gri~vanc~s against police officers. The 

responses to the following questions are illustrated in this appendix: 

- Are the records of investigations of citizen complaints 
open to public examination? (Figure D-l) 

- Are the findings of investigations of grievances and/or 
complaints made known to the ~~mplainant? (Figure D-2) 

- Are the dispositions of disciplinary action taken as a 
result of citizen complaints/grievances made known to the 
complainants? (Figure D-3) 

-. Are the dispositions of disciplinary actions taken as a 
result of citi~~en, complaints/grievances made known to the 
general public? (Figure D-4) 

Approximately 52 pe'rccnt of the 429 California law enforcement 

agencies responded to this section of the questionnaire. While the 

answers recorded in this section are primarily yes and no responses, 

they do not constitute the total responses available for the questions 

presented. Some agencies responded to the question with either "no 

answer"or "not applicable" (N/A). Still. other agencies indicated that 

while they mayor may not have permitted information to be presented 

to an individual complai.nant or to the general public, they could not 

answer an unqualified yes or no to the questions asked. Therefore, 

several agencies responded by qualifying that there are times when in-

formation would be released to either a complainant or the general 

public. These qualified responses are indicated in the figures. 
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Survey Section C t figure D-l.: ARE THE RECORDS OF INVESTIGATIONS 
OF CITIZEN COMPLAINTS OPEN TO PUBLIC EXAMINATION? 

# of ResEo~ents=77 

YEs=26.0% 

NO =67.5% 

NA = 5.2% 

QUALIFIED 
NO = 1.0% 

# of ResEondents=22 

YES =22. 0',,6 

NO =78.r::J/o 

# of Resp ondents =64, 

YES =12.5% 

NO =81.0% 

QUALIFIED 
YEs= 4.&,0 , 
NO = 1.5% 

# of ResEondents=40 

YES = 2.5% 

NO =95.0% 

QUALIFIED 
NO= 2.5% 

# of Respondents=l'] 

YES:: 5.g% 

NO =88.0% 

QUALIF!ED 
NO = 5.9',0 

A 

B 

C 

D 

95.Cf,,6 

E 

11' 

# of ResEondents=7 

NO =86.0',0 

NA =14 .. 0',,6 

# of ResEondents=9 

NO =88.0% 

NA =12.0% 

H 

# of Respondents=4 

NO=100% 

# of Respondents=5 

NO =80 .. 0';6 

NA =20.0',,6 

All RO!pondents=252 
YES = 16.1% (40) 
NO - 83 .. 9% (208) 

NA -7 

# of ReePondents=7? 

YES= 88.0';6 

, NO = 9.0';6 

NA = 2.5% 

# of Re§Pondents=32 

l'ES = 96.0',0 

NO = 4.CY}& 

~ of ResEondents=64 

YES = 97..:0';6 

NO = 3.0% 

# of ResEondents:::40 

YES =98 .0';6 

NO = 2.0% 

# of Reeeondents=17 

YES =100% 

A 

B 

c 

D 

98.0% 

E 

# of Respondents=? 

YES= 86.0',0 

NO ::: '14.O'ib 

# of ResEondents:::9 

YESll:: 78.0% 

NO = 11.0}6 

NA ::: 11.0',0 

# of Re§Pbndents~4 

YES=100. Cf), 

# of Respondents=2 

YES= 80.0% 

NO = 20.()j6 

H 

100.0',0 

All RO!pondents=252 
YES ::: 94.4% (238) 
NO = 5.~ ( 14) 
NA = 5 

: r 
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Survey Section C t Figure D-3: ARE THE DISPOSITIONS OF bIS-
CIPLINARY ACTIONS TA:r~ AS A RESULT OF CITIZEN CCMPLAINTS/ 
GRIEVANCES MADE KNO\oJN TO CCMPLAINANTS? 

# of Respondents::: 77 

YES::: 75.0';6 

NO = 14.0';6 

NA = 9.0';6 

QUALIFIED 
YES = 2.0% 

# of Respondents=32 

YES= 94.Cf% 
NO = 6.Cf% 

# of Respondents=64 

YES::: 80 .. 0% 
NO.. 4.0';6 

QUALIFIED 
YES= 16.0% 

# of ResEondents=40 

YES= 70.0'/0 

NO = 28.0';6 

QUALIFIED 
YES = 2.0';6 

# of Respondents=l7 

YES= 53.0';6 

NO = 41.0';6 

QUALIFIED 
YES= 6.0% 

.. A F 

B 

C 

D 

E 

# of Respondents=7 

YEs= 86.0';6 

NA = 14.0';6 

# of ResEondents=9 

YEs= 78.0';6 

.NO ::: 11.0';6 

NA = 11.0% 

# of Respondents=4 

YES= 75.0% 

QUALIFIED 
YES= 25.0';6 

# of Respondents=5 

YES= 80.0';6 

NO ;: 20.0% 

G 

H 

All Respondents=255 

res = 85.4% (210) 
NO = 14.~ ( 36) 

'NA =9 

, """" ~."'--" ... '--.. ---
Survey Section. C, Figure D-4, ARE TIlE DIBPOSIT~ 
CIPL!NARY ACTIONS TAKEN AS A RESULT OF CITIZEN CCMPU 
GRIEVANCES HADE KNOWN TO tHE GENERA~.;.,....;,.P.;;.;UB_L..;.I.;;..C,? 

# of Respopde~ts=77 

YES::: 19.0% 

NO = 60.0';6 

NA ::: 21.0';6 

# of ResEondents=32 

YES= 15.0';6 

NO ::: 70.0';6 

NA = 15.0';6 

# of Respondents=6~ 

YES = 8.0'10 

NO = 85.0% 

NA = 7.00/c 

# of Respondents=40 

YES= 15.0'10 

NO = 75.(J}6 

NA = 10.0% 

#.of Respondents=17 

YES::: 11.0% 

NO = 82.0% 

NA = 7.0% 

A 

B 

c 

D 

E 

82.0'10 

# of Respondents=7 

YES= 29.0';6 

NO = 57.0% 

NA = 14.0% 

# of Resp~ents~9 

YES::: 33.0';6 

NO ::: 44.0';£ 

NA = 22.0';6 

# of ResEondents=4 

YES= 25 .. 0% 
NO ::: 50.0% 

F 

G 

H 

QUALIFIED 
YES::: 25.076 

50.0';6 

# of Respondents=5 

YES= 60.0'10 

NO = 20.0'10 

NA = 20.0'10 

All Re~ondentB=255 

YES = 19.9% ( 44) 
NO ::: 80.1% (177) 

NA = 34 
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Appendix E 

OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT: SELECTED TRAIN!NG ACTIVITIES 

The Oakland Police Department has developed several important training 

activities or "programs: the recruit. academy, the action review panel, and 

the Violence Prevention Unit. 

The Academy 

Oakland operates its own recruit academy. Three years ago, a local 

consulting firm evaluated the recruit school and recommended extending 

the training a month and restructuring the nature and format of the program. 

The result was an increase in community awareness training, introduction 

of video feedback and role play, and importation of role players from the 

community. The pi:'esent academy thus offers a 752-hour (20 week) program 

including 134 hours devoted to community awareness training. 

The comm.:,mity awareness segment subsumes, among O~hers, ~he following 

subjects: 

1. Oakland community: ahistorical overview of the city, how and 
why it came to be as it is now; ethnic composition of the city, 
and the trend. from wh:f,te to Black. 

2. Community field experiences~ recruits spend eight hours in 
assignments to request aid as an unemp1oy~d person, as a welfare 
applicant, as a person seeking part-time work in the residential 
area of the city. The purpose of this experience is to give trainees 
a better understanding of persons who are poor and who are dependent 
on social service agencies. 

3. Internship:, recruits work for one day in a social service agency 
such as the welfare dep~rtment or a health clinic, to see some of 
the problems experienced by these agencies. 

4. Concepts of cultures: Black, Asian, Indian, Mexican cultures; police 
culture; the majority culture; the counter culture. 

<80. 

5. Judgment-Avoiding Con.flict: "Particular attention will be give~'l to 
day-to-day techniq~as which the officer may employ to accomplish 
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his tasks in a manner which will afford a minimum of resistance 
and antagonism from persons with whom he deals (Oakland' curriculul, 
p. 5)." 

Crime in America, discretionary decision-making, news media 
relations, social disorganization, correctional institution tour, 
conflict management. 

The Advanced Officer school, an 80-hour program, aloooffers community 

awareness training. 

The currilCulum booklet for the academy states n ••• the objective is 
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to develop a policeman who is technically competent and humanistic (p. 1) ,II ';1 
Officers teaching in the"reeruit progzam attend a 16-hour instructor SChOOl, 

to learn various teaching methodologies. All instructors are trained in ; 
~ 

the capabilities and u:ae of video tape equipment and audio visual materials. it 
Ten local enforceme'nt agencies send their personnel for training at ~~ 

:~ 

the Oakland academy; the smaller enforcement agencies do not use the academy ~ 
.~ as frequently as the larger ones, partly due to the difficulty of taking 

a man off the street for 20 weeks, and partly due to the $1400 to $2000 

,per man tuition fee. In a sense, then, Oakland is operating a regional 

school. It is hoped that if this academy maintains its program as a high 

quality one, it can continue as a quasi-regional school. It is \llnlik(~ly 

· \~ 
~ 
~ 

! 
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i 

· ~ that a regional criminal justice. center, would be. 'able to offer the intensive j 
l type of program currently in operation· at Oakland. 

Action Review Panel 

When an Oakland police officer accumulates a number of citizen or 

internally-generated complaints or a record of citizens resisting arrest, 

or when he displays Ii potential for violence, he is sent befol:e the action 

review panel. The r~view panel includes four of the offending officer's 

peers; none rank' higher than he does • The ·panel reviews all reports made 

Qn the officer and critiques the officer~s behavior, asking him what his 
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frame of mind was at the time of the reported incident(s); what the 

citizen's thought or feelings probably were; what alternative actions were 

avai12ble to bim. The purpose of ~his process is to make the officer 

aware of alternativefJ to the behaviors that resulted in his appearance 

before the panel. 

The officer is then given another chance to improve his behavior. 

If be continues to have problems, he is sent to a ~tressinterview. l~e 

panel at a stress interview is comprised of the officer's peers, supervisory 

personnel familiar with the officer's work" and a member of the district 

attorney's staff. The purpose of this session is to make the officer 

absolutely aware of the potential consequences of his actions. The district 

attorney staff member discusses the legal implications of the officer's 

behavior; others discuss the effect on other police officers, the police 

organization, the public and community-police relationships. The stress 

interview is generally a forceful, intensive experience calculated to let 

the officer kno~ that if he does not improve immediately, he may lose his 

job, for the ramifications of his behavior are too serious to permit his 

remaining on the force. 

The review panel 1s meeting with some success in "rehabilitating" 

officers. 

Conflict Management 

In 1969, Oak1and,Po1ice Department established a Violence Prevention 

Unit, partially funded by federal grant funds. A group of officers who 

comp~ised the Unit discussed and analyzed police and community problems that 

had a aigh potential for violence. 

An outgrowth of this analysis was an experimental family crisis 

intervention program, discussed briefly in Chapter 10 of this report. Impprt-

... 
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ant outcomes of this training program are increased citizen satisfaction 

witQ the quality of intervention service, few arrests or injuries to 

officers, close liason between police and referral agencies, and good 

citizen use of referral agencies. It should be noted that the program 

included a very thor.ough evaluation component which has provided the 

department with valuable feedback for future operations. 

Since the program was experimental, the Unit was disbanded once 

the funding ceased. But a quantity of information has been gathered and 

expertise acquired; using these, Oakland hopes to prepare all officers with 

crisis intervention techniques. 

After the inception of the Violence Prevention Unit, the number of 

complaints received by the police department decreased substantially. 

Part of this decrease is clearly que to the Unit's activities. However, 

the intensive community awareness training was also implemented ~hortly 

after the Unit was operationalizedj thus some of the decrease. in complaints 

may bf~ due to that training. 

THE REGIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND RESOURCE CENTER· 

The Regional Criminal Justice Education, Training, and Resource Center 

at Modesto is the first operational regional training and education center 

in the state. Sponsored by the California Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ)I 

th~~ Center is in its third grant year. Its purpose is to provide training 

and education to criminal justice personnel (police, probation, corrections) . 

in the eight county area which comprises the region. To further this 
f 

purpose, the Center maintains a library and resources which it makes allailable, 

to local police training officers; and it operates four satellite training 

sites for the region:s mountain counties. 

\ '. 
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Courses 

Police programs at the Modesto Center include a ten week basic 

academy for recruits; pre-service education; advanced officer and supervisor 

courses; adult education a~d vocational work experience. Police courses 

are certified by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training 

(POST). They are based on a philosophy that emphasizes the service aspect 

of police work, and that stresses using the mind and psychology rather 

than handcuffs and guns. A spokesman from thE~ Center said they try to 

show students that ability is not measured by the number of arrests made, 

but rather by the number of dispositions made in the field. 

Basic academies are given much of the school year. Courses offer 

• instruction in law enforcement technology and in"basic skills. They are 

general enough to satisfy personnel from departments allover the region; 

therefore, enforcement agencies supplement the Center's courses with 

training applicable to local needs, philosophies,and policies. 

There is some talk about extending the academy course to a six month 

course. Usually police acal;emies ~hoose to extend the training period to 

accommodate inclusion of mandatory subjects and of time requested by instructol 

who wish to cover a subject in more depth than is possible within the 

POST-required minimum hours. The Modesto academy's proposed extended period 

would permit inclusion of additional community-police relations courses. 

Currently there are two such courses for police and corrections personnel; 

community relations concepts are interwoven through all courses, however. 

The academy also provides a mental health segment which teaches officers 

how to handle people who, because they have mental problems, are prone to 

violence if dealt\w1th ineptly. 

The pre-service program is offered 'to persons taking AA degrees • 

,. 
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Students complete a core curriculum consisting of five three-unit COUrses 

covering the entire crimina1.justice field, then continue in their own 

specialty areas. 

Since the Center serves all justice system components, it also 

offers such course$ as a juven,ile hall era,ining program, probation case 

management t and transactional analysiB. The Department-of Corrections 

has applied to CCCJ for funding of a correctional officers academy 

which would provide pre-service training. This academy would be within 

the Modesto constellation. 

Police and probation officers stay in the dorms at the Center while 
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attending academies or seminars; thus there is opportunity for interaction .,! 
J 

between system personnel. This could be an important aspect of the enti~ ;~ 

training experience, because lmderstanding the roles of others in the " 
~t 

'q justice system is a desirable educational goal for system personnel. It 

is unknown whether the Center is maximizing this situation. 

Needs Assessment 

Training needs are assessed in several ways. For law enforceme::'1,t 

courses, the POST requirements must be met; these requirements set some 
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priorities. for the courses to be given. 
, ~( 
;~ {i-

An advisory committee comprised :}i 
: ,{; 

of criminal justice personnel from the eight county region assists in ; tt 
iU 

This is sometimes accomplished in 
,~ ~ 

determining 'training and educational needs. 

by surveys. 

Course cool,'dinators for corrections. courses meet with the Central 
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'11 
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Valley Probation Officers 'A,ssociation to ascertain their needs and prior- ~}~ 
:J ities. 

Development of the Courses and Programs 
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After the 'needs assessment is made, consultants in the field usuallY 'I 
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decide on course 'content; content is often directly dictated by the needs. 

Until the present time, four coordinators developed courses that met the 

.needs and included the appropriate content. The tentative outline prepared 
. 

by the coordina.tor was submitted fQr apprOval by POST, for law enforcement 

courses, or the Probation Officers' ASSOCiation, for probation courses. 

Then, if approved, the outline was submitted for approval by the Center's 

curriculum committee and board of trustees. 

Following this procedure) the coordinator who had devised an approved 

course then arranged for instr,.,ctors, scheduled the course for the appropri., 

number of student~, and secured facilities and room and board for students. 

As of March 1973, the Center is starting to use a development team. 

Ad hoc teams ar~ to be set up to develop each course; there will be one 

course developer who will use the expertise of staff in the course content 

area. Teams will be disbanded once the courses are developed. This new 

concept of course design should provide more flexibility, as coordinators 

previously experienced problems of setting up and operating simultaneous 

courses; it also allows more specificity by tapping expertise in a subject 

area. Under this plan, coordinators will still operationalize the develope 

course. 

Evaluations 

POST has evaluated the Center's courses and operations as part of 

its certification pro~ess. The Center is working toward making evaluations 

of its own, with the guidance of a consultant. Projected evaluations' of 

subjects in t.he basic academy include examining what attitudes are being 

changed and determining the effectiveness of the training. 
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Instructors 

The Center employs two full-time in-service instructors, a corrections 

officer and an MS in criminology. About 150 part-time instructors ~ system 

personnel from,the region, also teaeh at the Center or at the satellite 

sites. Instructors include specialists in ,~arious subjects. Most of the 

probation department instructors are from the California Youth Auth~rity. 

Teaching Techniques 

Role play and simulated incidents are used frequently as is role play 

with video tape feedback. Multimedia equipment. is also used. 

The Center, with the assistanc~ of Modesto Jr. College multimedia staff 

and the cooperation of local enforcement agencies, is just begj.nning to 

develop a series of roll-call training tapes. Approximately 30 10 to 15 

minute video tapes focus on in-service training needs identified by a ro11-

call training committee which includes personnel from local area colleges. 

The tapes deal with any problems connnon to all enforcement agencies. 

A spokesman from the Center s~id the' organization has the capability 

to produce the training tapes as rapidly as decisions come from the attorney 

general or the legislature. He added that the ~enter hopes to e~)and the 

program to the region and, ultimately, the state, loaning the tapes to 

agencie~ as a training resource. 

Outreach: SatellitE! Training Sites 

To provide training and education to justice system personnel in the 

region's mountain counties: Miraposa, Calaveras, Amador, Tuolumne, and Alpen, ' 

the Center operates satellite training sites in the first four of these 

counties. Each site is equipped with overhead' projectors, video tape, 

individual study carrels', and the Il1ternational Association of Chiefs of 

Police Training seriesfo~ in-service personnel to view on their own time. 

E-9 

Films are shown 'at the sites and courses offered as needed. The Resource 

Center rotates training materials to the satellite sites. 

The outreach concept of taking training to personnel in are1as 

distant from training anc education centers or institutions is an important 

one~ As was discussed in Chapter 10,outreach is sometimes the only way 

personnel in isolated areas can receive training to prepare them for their 

jobs. 

The Future 

~fuen the grant period ends, the Center will be able to sustain itself 

through the clientele it has developed and through the POST-reimbursable 

courses it offers. A model for future regional centers!) the Modesto Center 

is currently providing guidance to other justice system agencies interested 

in establishing their own regional resource and training centers. 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF POLICE TRAINING OFFICERS 

Training officers from many. of the state's law enforcement agencies 

hold membership in the California Association of Police Training Officers 

(CAPTO). The Southexn section of CAPTO includes about 130 to 150 members, 

the Northern branch approximately 70 to 80 members. 

The organization, basically a catalyst for police training officers, 

provides a number of opportunities for these officers to increase their 

knowledge and expertise· and add to their informational resources.-

At monthly meetings, officers discu,ss cQmmon problems; exchange ideas 

about training practices; and explore new programs, ideas, and training 

methodologies. These meetings stimulate contacts between persons and 

organizations and encourage officers to draw on each other's expertise 

and resources. In this way training officers develop contacts who can 

\ 
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provide .assis,tance .when problems develop in the future. 

The Association presents, an annual seminar on training practices. 

This program is specifically desigried to offer something to officers from 

small departments, large departments~and management~ 

CAPTO's monthly newsletter rec;ounts the major ideas discussed at the 

monthly meetings. and describes new programs. It helps training officers 

keep up-to-date with progress in pol~ce training. 

One of CAPTo.'s objectives is to stimulate new programs and encourage 

training officers to experiment with new concepts of training. Ifa 

training officer devises a course that appears to have promise, the 

Association will co-sponsor the course, help the training officer put it 
Appendix F 

on, critique and evaluate it. Then if the. evaluation shows the cour~e 
Po.LICE EDUCATIo.N AT Co.MMUNITY Co.LLEGES 

has potential for police training, CAP TO. may help the ,course developer 

expand the course, if necessary, and send it to the Commission on Peace 

o.fficer Standards and Training (Po.ST) 

CAP TO. is soon to be involved in evaluating police training and 

education programs throughout the state. To this end, Po.ST and CAPTO 

staff have jointly developed an evaluation form to be used by CAPTo. 

members selected as course evaluators. Agencies will be asked if t.hey 

would like an evaluator to asses s their cours,e (5). Evaluators will then 

". 

and institutions ;n the state will be evaluated. 
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AppentUx F 

POLICE EDUCATION AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Californ:l,a cOlllDlUnity colleges certified by the Commission on Peace 

Officer Standards and Training (POST) offer courses required for police 

officers who must meet minimum standards of training arm education. 

Colleges obtain certification for law enforcement'courses by submit~i~g 

a course outline and information on t~~ts, instructional methodologies. 

and on the instructor, for POST approval. To retain certified status, 

courses muct maintain a level of quality acceptable to POST evaluators. 

To gather information about community-police relations courses 

given at POST-certified community colleges and universities, the Advisory 

Commission sent a supplemental survey que~tionnaire to the certified 

colleges. Twenty-nine two-year colleges and one four-year college 

responded with completed questionnaires. 

This appendix discusses the find::i.ngs of the survey. The following 

areas are covered: courses, attendance, instructors and speakers, teaching 

aids, and community-police ~e1ations course fermats. 

Courses . i 
I 

I 

Schools were asked to list "all courses offered in your program 

whi.ch are primarily cOJllllunity relations in emphasis or orientation. tt All 

29 two-year schools responded. 

Twenty-two offer "CPR" (community-police relations) or "PCR" COUTses; 

20 of these are required for an AA or AS degree or a law enforcement police 

option. College departments offering these courses are the administration 

of justice, eight courses; departm~nt of police science, seven courses; 

department of crfmino10gy~ t~~ courses; and five other departments, one 
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h Ten of t he courses are offered every term; five alternate 
course eac • 

terms on 
demand only; and four either quarterly or annually 0 Nine 

~f the courses were first presented in 1969 or 1970; this correlates with 

the .inception of many community-police relations programs in late 1969. 

One course was initiated as ea'rly as 1962; two ,\"ere begun in' 1972. 

Eight schools offer courses in commun.ity relat~ons; all are requited 

courses for a degree. Five of the courses are under the auspices of the 

department of administration of justice, trNO under criminal justice, and 

one under behavioral science. Five.' are offered every term,two alternate 

terms, and one in. summer. Three of the courses were first given in 1968, 

one as early as 1964. 

Other courses cited include Community Interacti~ ., Ethntc G'!'oup 

Relations, Black Man and the La~~ Interpersot~l Relations for Peace 

Officers, Juvenile Procedures, Introduction to Law Enforcement, Black 

Polit~cal Problems, and Urban Development and Problems. 

Considering all of these courses, "CPR" and the others cited, most 

were first offeI'led in 1968 and 1970. Again, this reflects the initiation 

of police programs devoted to relationships with thecommunit1 and shows 

the, concern with understanding the community. Departments of administtiltiOi ' 

of justice sponsor by far the most courses. 

The four-year college offers Crisis Intervention: Theory and Practice 

(1973) and Peace Officer and Society. These are in the law enforcement 

education program. 

~ndanee in Co~nitl Relations-otiented Courses 

Respoudents were asked to specify the ratios of police to IIOn-polie'. ij 
l'at this time" (December 1972-January 1973) aDd "overall". Twenty-five ~ 

'L;~ 
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of the two-year schools O;'esponded, indieating that. at this time: 

1. Generally more. non-police than police students take the 
cO'llrses •• Five of the 25 respondents cite (2 ratio of 4:1; 
3 cite 5:1; th(!', remaining 'ratios range from 2:1 to 9:1. 

2. Four schools rullle an equal number of police and non-police 
in the courses. 

3. Three schools report more police ,than no l-police in the 
courses. Two have a ratio of 2:1, and one 3:1. 

Overall, there are still generally. more non-police than police in 

community relations-oriented courses, and in the same ratios. However, 

five schools report an equal number overall, and five report more police 

than non··police overalL 

Twenty-.one schools provide usable comparliltive data on the number of 

students enrolled in community relations-oriented courses "this term" and 

"last term". T' h l' i en sc 00 s· report an ncrease .. i,n enrollment this term over 

last; increases range from + 2, to + 30; four classes increased by 10 

Students. Nine schools report a decrease in .enrollment this term. Decreases 

range from - 3 to - 4'2; Bill: classes decrease by 5 or 6 students. Two 

schools indicate no change. The smallest class this term is 17~ last 

term 13. 

Th~ four-year school only indicates an enrollment of 20 at this time. 

Instructors and Speakers 

Instructors 

Twency-nineof tnetwo-year schools gave usable 'information about, 36 

instructors of community'relations-oriented courses. Or: the 36.17 are 

full-time instructors who are former policemen; 18 are llJart-timc instructors_ 

who are working o'fficers; and one is a part-time instrul:tor, former 

policeman. 
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Nine of the full-time instructors! former officers are experienced in 

community-police relations; one is not. Seven did not respond. Regarding 

their educational level, about half these inl3tructors have advanced degrees: 

two have AA degrees. six a BA or BS, seven an MA. or MS, one a doctorate. 

One did not respond. This group of instructors has the highest level of 

education of all instructors, as evidenced by 'degrees obtained. 

Eleven of the 18 part-time instructors, working officers are experienced 

in community-police relations. Seven did not respond to the-question of 

experience. One of these instructors has an AA degree, fourteen have a BA 

or BS degree, and two an MS. One did not respond. Instructors in this 

g~oup are more likely to have experience in community relations. 

The part-time instructor, former officer, experienced ::i.n community

police relations, has a BS degree. 

Nine of the schools indicate that they have more than one instructor 

teaching their community relations-oriented course, often despite the fact 

they are apparently teaching only one course between them. Most frequently 

a full-time instructor, former officer is teamed with a part-time instructor, 

working officer. This has the advantage of combining some objectivity 

about police work, as seen from the pOint of view of a person1who hasheen 

away from it for a while, and the practicality and a~areness of current 

problems brought by a working o~ficer. Such an arra7,lgement could balance 

academic approach and practical approach. 

The one four-year school employs one part-time instructor with an MSW. 

Speakers 

In response to the question. "What kinds of people a.re used as resource 

persons, guest speakers during the course?" 22 of the 29 schools provide. 

the following data: 
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1. Fifteen schools list IIminority citizens" ; seven of these schools 
specify: seven Blacks, six Chicanos, one each Indian and Anglo. 

2. Ten schools list "community group representatives" ; two of these 
schools specify race or ethnicity: one Black, two Chicano. 

3. Eight. schools list "militant groups"; three of these specify race 
or ethnicity: three Blacks, two Chicano, one White. 

4. Schools list "police" in three categories. Eight schools list 
police administrators, five list community-police relations officers, 
and five list regular police officers. Two schools specify race or 
ethnicity of the atter: two Black~ one Chicano. 

5. Under "human relations personnel", five schools list human relations 
program administrators, two ,list program aides. 

6. Five schools list-social workers, one school each lists probation 
officer, parole officer, prison preventers, concentrated employment 
program workers. The latter are Black and Chicano. 

7. Eight schools list ministers, three list exconvicts, two list 
college or high school students. 

8. Local public relations professionals, press representatives, high 
school counselors, and homosexuals are each listed by one school. 

Twelve of the schools use two or three of these speakers or resource 

people:~.in the:tr:'C()Ur6~s. Four schools use four speakers per course and four 

use seven; two use five~ One school. used the combination: prison preventers, 

probation and parole officers, CPR officer, students, militants, 'Black citizens, 

and Chicano group repr.esentatives. Three used the combination: ministers, 

community group representatives, human relations administrators, social 

workers, police administrators, minority citizens and militant groups. All 

schools using two or threft speakers per course include either a minority 
.' 

citizen or a community group representative. 

The four-year school does not list outside resources. 

Teaching Aids 

Instructional Techniques 

Respondents were asked to indicate the predominance of six instr~ctional 
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techniques (lecture, guest speaker, student reports" audio visual. role 

play, and other) used to support their instruction.. To do so, they' ranked 

tbe~methods from one to six, where one means most predominant. ,Twenty-

seven of the colleges provided data. 

Data were analyzed in two ways, by mean rank of each technique. and by 

the number of schools citing the technique .in.each of the six ranks. 

The ranking of techniques by their mean rank is· shown in-Table F-l. 

"Other" is bracketed because the mean r.:mk of this technique.' cannot really 

be compar.ed with· the other ranks; the number of respondents to "other" is 

about half that of the other techniques, 13. Fourteen schools did not 

respond to other, which i.s interpreted to mean these schools do not use 

other techniques. 

Table F-1 
Ranking of Use of Technique, by Mean Rank 

Lecture 
(Other 
Guest speaker 
Role play 
Student reports 
Audio visual 

2.07 
2.07) 
3.4 
3.4 
3.6 
3.8 

Clearly, lecture by the course instructor'is most frequently used., 

The remaining methods are, employed with somewhat thesame'frequency.' . 

A different ordering is obtained from the numberof'schoo1s citing. 

ranks of various.techniques: lecture is clearly first, then audio .visual, 1 , t 
li 

student reports, guest speakers, rolep~ay, and other. 

are ranked closely is r6!flectedin this .data also. 

That'many '* techniques' : i 
·1 

Methods listed under other include: panel and group discussion, (four' f 
~ 

, , ~~ 

respondents) ,field trips, community projects, group activities, case studies,' f 
.t 
: ~ 
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gr,pup problem solving, and simulation. 

Active and P.assive Techniques. Of the six techniques examin.ed, only 

student reports, role play, and other are really participative techniques 

which invo1ve~he student actively in the learning process. The remaining 

techniques are passive. 

Many educators believe that students taught with participative techniques 

learn more rapidly and more effectively than students taught with passive 

techniques. Thus it was of interest to ask: Where lecture is ranked first, 

what technique is most often ranked second? Is it another passive technique, 

or an active one? These questions were applied to all techniques ranked 

together in first and second places (see Table F-2). 

Table F-2 
Instructional Techniques Ranked Together in First or Second Position 

(by !assive and Active) 

Rank 1 Rank 1 Rank 2 No. Rank 2 No. 
passive active passive Schools active Schools 

Lecture Guest speaker 3 
Audio visual . 3 

Student reports 3 
Role play 4 
Other 3 

Guest speaker Audio visual 1 
Role play 1 

Student reports Gueat speaker 1 

Role play Auciio visual 2 
Student reports 1 
Other 1 

Other Lecture 1 
Guest speaker 1 
Audio visual 1 

Student reports 1 

• I 

I 
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Table F-3 shows that over two-thirds of the schools use a combination 

of passive and active techniqueJ;t 01' two active techniques as the,ir top two 

instructional methods. Where respondents rank an active techn,'ique first, 

half of the respondents rank audio visual second. 

Table F-3 , 
Number of Schools Using Various Combinations 

of Passive and Active Techniques 

Passive, rank 1 Passive, rank 1 
Passive, rank 2 Active, rank 2 

N- 7 N- 11 

Active, rank 1 Active, ~ank 1 
Passive, rank 2 Active, rank 2 

N- 6 N= 3 

Correlation of Instructor Characteristics and Techniques. To determine 

whether the nature of the instructor's background influenced use of passive 

or active techniques, we examined the full-time and part-time instructors' 

ra~kings of techniques. 

The part-time instructor who is a working police officer with community 

relations experience appears more likely to use lecture or guest speaker 

as his first or second choice of instructional method than is the full-time 

instructor, former officer, with community relations experience. Tbe' full-

ti,me instructor, former officer is more likely to select "other'i methods 

as his first or second choice. Although some part-time instructors did not 

respond to "other", none of those who did rank it ranked other first or 

second. 

It thus appears that full-time instructors, former officers are more 
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likely to use active instructional met'hnds than are the part-time instructors" .' 
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Textbooks 

Thirty different books ' are used by instructors of the community 

relations-oriented courses. Used by far the most fr.equently in the current 

term is Coffey" Hartinger, and Eldefonso' s Human Relations: Law Enforcement 

in a Changing Community; ten schools used it. Earle's Police Community 

Relations: Crisis in Our Time is us'ed by five schools. Three schools do 

not have required texts; one uses a selected reading list instead. 

The books cited by instructors covered the following topics: 

-- community-police relations/human relations (7 titles, 14 schools) 

-- police (descriptive, general) (7 titles, 8 schools) 

-- violence, disorder, crowds (6 titles, 5 schools) 

-- crisis intervention (2 titles, 1 school) 

-- behavioral (2 titles, 2 schools) 

-- administration, critical issues, crime, 
prejudice, criminal justice (2 schools) (1 title each, 1 school each) 

Community-Police Relations Course Formats 

Thirteen curriculum sheets were examined to s'ee- whether-community-police 

relations courses in various schools appeared similar or different. Several 

observations were made:' 

1. It appears that at least half the schools are following the same 
basic outline (four are essentially identical). 

2. Eight courses deal with the public's image of the police and six 
with the police role in society. 

3. Five curricula appear to emphasize understanding minority groups 
and cultures. This ref1ect9 the high number of minority group 
representatives used as resource persons or speakers. 

4. One curriculum emphasizes community-police relations programs, 
and one emphasizes the justice system. 
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For comparative purposes, the curricula are listed below: 

1. Police Image, Crisis Areas, Organizing a PCR (police-community 
relations) Program, Groups and .Law Enforcement, the Press, peR 
Planning, Role of the Individual Officer, PCR: the Futures PCR 
Policy Statements, Learning from Crisis Situations, Role of the 
PCR Officer in Disobedience Situations. (Four school.s cite this 
basic format. Some add Law Enforcement and Education, Social 
Aspects of PCR, and What Police Departments Are Doing about PCR) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Orientation/Starpower, Scope of Community Relations, Nature of 
Prejudice, Overview of Cultures, Community and Social Change, 
Group Tensions, Police Organizations and Their Response to 
Change, Human Relations, Public Image of the Police, News Media 
Relations, PCR Programs and Future Trends, Review. 

Survey of PCR Problems Currently Facing Nation; Study of Local, 
State, Federal Programs Presen~ly Being Conducted to Alleviate 
the Problems; Methods for Practical Application of EXpounded 
Ideals; Directions for Future Innovation and Change. 

Role of La~ in Society, Police Role in Community, Police Image, 

t .. , 

i ". 

Police and Special Interest Groups, Police and Minority Groups, " 
Minority Group Tensions and Protests, Discretionary Decision-Making, · .
Human Relations Ff.!',ctors in Law Enforcement, Organizing a PCR Program, :" 
Involvement of thl! Community, Relations with Mass Media, Role of .. 
Individual Officers, Future of PCR. 

History of Change in Administration of Justice, Agency-based peR 
Programs, Human Relationships and Cultural Consideration, Commooi
cations, Dynamics and Medias Militant and Dissident Groups, Student ._ 
Culture and the Jvstice System, Discretionary Decision-Making, System; ~ 
Image, Role Play Sessions, Courts and Corrections. (Two schools) 

• :I' 
Police in a Changing Society, Police and Minority Relations, Purpose'· •. 
and Objectives of PCR~ Community Problems. . , 

Role of Police in Society, Discr~tionary DeCision-Making, Police 
Image, Crisis Areas, Human Relations and Effects of Cultural Diff
erences, Organi~ing a PCR Program, Groups and Law Enforcement, the 
Press, PCR Programming, Role of the Individual Oxficer, PCR: the 
Future, PCR Policy, Learning from Crisis. . 

Philosophy, Ideals, Objectives; Study of Criminals, System and 
Society, CommunitY' Relations Programs, Minority Group Problems, 
the Constitution, Selective Elllforcement, Controversial Issues, 
System Decision-Making. 

9. Minority Community, N~gro and Mexican~~erican Cultures, Differ
ences between Public Relations and Community Relations, Role of 
Police in Society, Preventive and Control Measures, Planning for i 1 
Civil Disorders, Press Relations, Human Relations, Public Relat~o~, . i 
Race Relations. .~ 4 
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THE MINORITY IN LAW ENFORCEMENT 
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Appendix G 

THE HINORITY IN LAW ENFORCEMENT 

In the personnel section of the in-depth questionnaire sent 

to the 429 law. enforcement agencies in California~ the A.dvisory 

Commission attempted to ascertain the racial and ethnic composition 

of these agencies. The minority groups specifically identified in 

the questionnaire were Black, American Indian, Oriental, and Spanish 

sunlame. An addit;.onal category of "other" was included to cover 

the less identifiable minority group populations. In order to obtain 

this information, several questioas were asked of the policing agencies. 

The responses to the following questions are illustrated in this appendix: 

- Complete the following table for agency personnel. (Tables G-7-G-: 

- An affirmative action recruitment program is one in 
which special efforts are made in a planned and regl,lar 
fashion to attract and hire minority group members. 
Does your agency have or participate in such a program? (Figure G· 

- If yes, when did the program begin? (Table G-24) 

- Is it in accordance with ongoing Federal or State programs? (FigurE 

- If yes, llThat program? (Table G-25) 

- Is the affirmative action program funded totally or in part 
by another agency? (Figure G-3) 

If yes, what agency? (Table G-26) 

- How many minority employees have been hired as a result 
of this program? (Table G-27) 

How many minority group employees have left your agency 
during the following years? (Table G-28) 

- What are the three most frequent reasons given for resignations 
by minority officers? (Table G-29) 

Approximately, 52 percent of the 429 California law enforcement 

agencies responded to this section of the questionnaire. Several police 
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agencies surveyed reported not having an affirmative action program 

as part of their'recruitment effort;, consequently, they did not res-

pond to some of the questions in thb part of the questionnaire. This 

caused some variance in response levels. 

···~-~l 

Table G-1 
G-3 

Police Departments in Size Categories A - C 
Responding to Questionnaire: Numerical 

Distribution, of Departments and Sworn Personnel 
For the Years 1970 - 1972 

Rank: Sworn Personnel 

CHIEF 
(# of departmen~s) 

ASSISTANT CHIEF 
(# of departments) 

DEPUTY CHIEF 
,(# of departments) 

INSPECTOR 
G# of departments) 

CA.PrAIN 
~ of departments) 

LIEUTENANT 
(# of departments) 

SERGEANT 
(# of departments) 

AGENT/CPL. 
(# of departments) 

OFFICER 
~ of departments) 

MATRON 
~ of departments) 

RIDRUIT 
(# of departments) 

CADET 
~ of departments) 

COMMUNITY 5£aVICE OFF. 
~ of departments) 

JAILER 
(# of departments) 

DISPATCHER 
~ of departments) 

CWiIER 
(# of department$) 

Size Categ. A 
1970 1m. 1972 

47 46 46 
(47) (46) (46) 
666 

( 6) ( 6) ( 6) 
NA 

NA 

Size Oates. B 
1970 19'71 ,1:}72 

20 18 18 
(20) (18) (18) 

NA 

1 1 NA 
( 1) ( 1) 

NA ---

Size CatoS" C 
).970 1971 !.2.'B. 

42 41 41 
(42) (41) (41) 

362 
( 3) ( 4) ( 2) 

NA 

12 8 8 
( 4) ( 3) ( 3) 

6 7 5 12 12 12 36 39 38 
( 6) ( 7) (5) (11) (10) (10) (25) (27) (26) 

12 11 11 20 21 20 90 94 109 
( 9) ( 8) (8) (12) (12) (12) (31) (32) (35) 

76 77 76 81 77 82 221 224 221 
(34) (35) (35) (18) (17) (17) (37) (37) (37) 

10 11 9 18 18 18 20 25 3S 
( 4) ( 4) (3) (3) ( 3) (3) (4) ( 5) ( 5) 

23.5 241 272 
(42) (42) (42) 

12 12 13 
( 6) ( 6) ( 6) 
444 

( 2) ( 2) ( 2) 

249 246 257 915 929 967 
(20) (18) (18) (42) (41) (41) 

9 6 5 17 17 17 
( 6) ( 3) (3) (5) ( 5) ( 5) 

NA NA 

1 1 1 3 3 3 NA 2 2 
( 1) ( 1) (1) (2) ( 2) ( 2) ( 1) ( 1) 

NA NA 1 1 NA 5 5 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

NA NA NA 

11 11 11 14 11 11 8 8 8 
( 6) ( 6) (6) (4) ( 3) (3) (2) ( 2) ( 2) 

:; 3 8 32 25 31 19 18 21 
( 2) ( 2) (4) (6) (-,5) (6) (3) ( 3) ( 4) 

I 
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G-4 
Table G-2 

police DeD~rtments in Size Categories D - F 
Responding to Questionnaire: Numerical 

Distribution of Departments and Sworn Personnel 
For the Years 1970 - 1972 

Rank: Sworn Personnel 

CHIEF 
~ of departm~nts) 

~SSISTANT CHIEF 
(# of departments) 

DEPUTY CHIEF 
~ ~ departments) 

IN,.,~·.tl:CTOR 
(# of departments) 

OAP.rAIN 
6¥ of departments) 

Ll.EUTENANT 
(# of d~partm~nts) 

SERGEAN'r 
(# of departments) 

AGENT/CPL. 
(# of departments) 

OFFICER 
V¥ of dep~tm3nts) 

MATRCII 
(# of departments) 

RECRUIT 
t# of departments) 

CADET 
(# o~ departments) 

CCMMUNI~i SERVICE OFF. 
(# (ilf departments) 

JAILER 
(# of departments) 

DISPATCHER 
(# of departments) 

omER 
(# of departments) 

Size Cates. D . 
1.21Q. 1971 1972 

Si$e Categ. E 
1970 1971 1972 ---

Size Categ. F 
1970 1971 1972 ---

:; :; 3 
28 27 28 

(28) (27) (28) 

13 1:; 14 
(1:?) (13) (14) ( :;) ( 3) ( 3) 

555 
( 5) ( 5) ( 5) 

3 4 3 
( 3) ( 4) ( :;) 

1 1 1 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

5 4 :; 1 1 1 1 1 1 
( 5) ( 4) (3) (1) ( 1) (1) (1)( 1) ( 1) 

1 NA NA 
( 1) 

222 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

12 12 12 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

49 47 48 
(13) (13) (14) 

1:; 13 13 
( 3) ( :;) ( 3) 61 6:; 68 

(2,) (25) (25) 
128 131 134 124 l?~ 126 25 26 26 

(27) (27) (28) (13) (1:;) (14) (3) ( 3) ( 3) 

257 262 309 193 205 219 73 78 86 
(26) (26) (28) (13) (13) (1:;) (:;) ( 3) ( 3) 

29 30 63 3() ::;8 45 51 51 51 
( 2) ( 2) (5) (1) ( 2) (2) (1) ( 1) ( 1) 

1250 1278 1299 410 414 420 
(13) (13) (14) (3) ( 3) ( 3) 1.325 1348 1443 

(28) (27) (28) 

:; 3 1 10 10 10 NA 
( :;) ( :;) ( 3) ( 2) ( 2.) ( 1) 

NA 
2 NA 2 ~-- NA 

( 1) ( 1) 
2 2 2, NA NA 7 16 16 16 

( 1) ( 1) ( 1) (:;) (1) ( 1) ( 1) 

111 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

6 5 6 

225 
( 2) ( 2\) ( :;) 

? ? 7 
( 3) ( 3) ( 3) 

666 
( 2) ( 2) ( 2) 

666 
( 2) ( 2) ( 2) 

( 2) ( 2) ( 2) 

15 18 13 19 18 18 NA 
( 4) ( 5) (5) (4) ( 4) ( 4) 

24 24 25 319 39 39 17 18 18 
( 3) ( 3) (,) (:;) ( 3) (:;) (1) ( 1) ( 1) 

. i. 
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G-5 
'ZQb1e G-3 

POlice Departments in Size Categories G - I 
Responding to Questionnaire: Numerical 

Distributl,on of Departments and Sworn Personnel· 
For the Ye~s 1970 - 1972 

CHIEF 
(# of departm~n:l::s) 

ASSISTANT CHIEF 
(# of departments) 

DEPUTY CHIEF 
(# of departments) 

INSPECTOR 
t# of departments) 

CAPTAIN 
U¥ of departments) 

LIEUTENANT 
(# of departments) 

SERGEANT 
(# of departments) 

AGENT/CPL. 
. (#. of dep~tments) 

OFFICER 
(# of departmentl;l) 

MATRON 
(# of departments) 

RIDRUIT 
(# of departments) 

CADET 
(# of departments) 

CG1MmiITY SERVICE OFF. 
(# of departments) 

JAILER 
(#. of departments) 

DISPATCHER 
(# of departments) 

orHER 
(# of departments) 

Size Categ. G 
1970 1971 1972 ---
112 

( 1) ( 1) ( 2) 

NA NA 1 
( 1) 

:; 3 3 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

Size Categ. H 
19'70 1971 J.972 -----

:; 3 :; 
( 3) ( :;) ( 3) 

2 1 1 
( 2) ( 1) ( 1) 

799 
( 3) ( 3) ( 3) 

Siz~ Categ. I 
!22Q. 1971 1972 

123 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 

147 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 

NA 9 10 
( 1) ( 2) 

NA 18 17 11 NA 23 31 
( 1) ( 2) ( 1) ( 1) ( 2) 

449 
( 1) ( 1) ( 2) 

9 9 2l 
(.1) ( 1) ( 2) 

46 46 99 
( 1) ( 1) ( 2) 

30 32 31 31 99 115 
( 3) ( 3) (3) (1) ( 2) ( 3) 

95 87 87 69 307 350 
( 3) ( 3) (3) (1) ( 2) ( 3) 
307 315 311 331 1023 1171 

( 3) ( 3) (3) (1) ( 2) ( 3) 

NA NA 

143 143 336 1320 1258 1:;24-'· NA 6160 6959 
( 1) ( 1) (2) (3) ( 3) ( 3) ( 2) ( 3) 

88 88 90 
( 1) el) ( 1) 

NA 

NA 

16 16 21 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

222 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

NA 

666 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

NA 11 2l 
( 1) ( 2) 

24 24 24 
( 3) ( 3) ( 3) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 99 104 
( 2) ( 3) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 1201 1203 
( 2) ( 3) 

.. 
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Table G-4 
Sheriff Departments itt Size Categories B - D* 

Responding to ~estionna:i.re: Numerical, 
Distribution of Departments and Sworn )?orsonnel 

For the Years 1970 - 1972 

Q .. 6 ! ' 

I : 

Rank: Sworn Personnel 

SHERlJlT 
G¥ of departments) 
UNDERSHERIFF 
~ of departments) 

CHIEF DEPUTY 
(# of departments) 

INSPECTOR 
(# of departments) 

CMPl'AIN 
~ of departments) 

IJEO'tDANT 
~ of departments) 

SERGEANT 
~ of departments) 

AGENT 
(# of departments) 

DEPUTY 
~ of departments) 
MATRW 
(# of departments) 

RECRUIT 
(# of dep~tmoats) 

CADEr 
~ of departments) 

cooonca! SBaVIOE CIT. 
(# of departments) 

JAILER 
(# of departments) 
DISPA'l'GHER 
~ of departments) 

a.r:aEQ 
~ of departments) 

Size Cates_ B 
1970 1971 1972 

3 3 :; 
( 3) ( 3) ( 3) 

:; 3 :; 
( :;) ( :;) ( :;) 

1 1 1 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

1 1 1 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

1 1 1 
( 1) ( 1) < 1) 

NA 

;; 6 6 
( 2) ( :;) ( 31~ 

--- , .. NA 

30 30 3;1 
( 3) ( :;) ( ;;) 

5 5 5 
( 2) ( 2) ( a:) 

..... -•. NA .. .. ,-
NA 

NA ... ,--
1 1 1 

( 1.) ( 1) ( 1), 

2 2 2 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

4 4 4 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

Size Cates_ C Size Cates_ D 
!2ZQ. 197.b. 1972 1970 1971 1972 ---

? 7 7 :; 3 3 
( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( 3) ( 3) ( 3) 

7 7 7 :; :; 3 
( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( :;) ( 3) ( 3) 

NA NA ... -.. 
NA NA .--'~" 

7 7 8 7 7 7 
( 4) ( 5) ( 5) ( :;) ( 3) ( 3) 

8 10 10 13 14 14 
( 4) ( 5) ( 5) ( :;) ( 3) ( :;) 

31 36 38 28 26 27 
( 7) ( 7} ( 7) ( 3) ( 3) ( :;) 
.~".·v NA ~YA 

172 182 198 151 160 16:; 
( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( :;) ( 3) ( :;) 

6 9 11 .7 7 6 
( 3) ( 2) ( 3) ( 2) ( 2) ( 2) 

if A NA 

NA NA 

NA 1 1 NA 7 6 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) .( 1) 

10 12 13 5 7 7 
( :;) ( :;) ( 4) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

4 4 4 NA 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

5 6 6 --- NA --( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

·No calculable responses were provided fer Size category A. 
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G-7 
TableG-5 

Sheriff Departments in Size Categories'E - G 
Responding to Questionnaire: Numer.ical 

Distribution otDepartments and Sworn. Personnel 
For the Years 1970 - 1972 

llank: Sworn Personnel -
SHERIFF 
(# of departments) 

UNDERSHERIFF 
(# of departm~nts) 

CHIEF DEPUTY 
(# ofdepartments~ 

INSPmTOR 
(#. of departmats) 

GAPrAIN 
~ of deltartments) 

LIEU'I:ENANT 
(# of departments) 

SERGEANT 
~ of departments) 

AGENT 
(# of departments) 
DEPUTY 
t# ot departments) 
MATRaf 
(# of departments) 

RFnRUIT 
(# of departments) 

CADET 
(# of departments) 

CQIMtlNXn SERVIOE OFF. 
(# of depar'tments) 

. JAILER 
'(# of departments) 

DISPATCHER 
(#. of departments) 
arBER . 
(# of d3partmentS') 

·No information provided. 

Size Oateg. E 
1270 1971 1972 

• .. 1 
( 1) 

.Size Catel$~ F 
1970 1971 1972 ---

3 :; 3 
( 3) ( :;) ( 3) 

1 :; 3 :; 
(1) (:;) ( :;) ( 3) 

266 6 
(2) (3) ( 3) ( :;) 

NA NA . ---

2 12 12 11 
(1) (2) ( 2) ( 2) 

8 34 35 :;6 
(1) (3) ( 3) ( 3) 

Size Oateg. G 
.1m .1971 1272 

34.5 
( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

:3 4 5 
( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

6 7 11 
( 2) ( 2) ( 3) 

NA 

17 2:; 32 
( :;) ( 4) ( 5) 

43 . 57 79 
( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

26 65 67 67 129186 244 
(1) (2) ( 2) (2) (:;) ( 4) ( 5) 

NA 52 52 52 NA 
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

86 408 431 448 691 957 1256 
(1) (3) ( 3) (:;) (3) ( 4) ( 5) 

15 19 20 20 26 26 26 
(1) (2) ( 2) (2) (1) ( 1) ( 1) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

19 
( 1) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

143 
( 1) ( 2) ( 2) 

NA 

. NA .. _-

!fA NA ,19 
( 1) 

777 
( 1) ( ~) ( 1) 

NA ---
NA 

NA 

NA NA NA 32 117:;03' 330 
(1) (3) ( 4) ( 5) 
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Table G-6 
Sheriff Departments in Size Categories H - I 

Responding to Questionnaire: Numerical 
Distribution of Departments and Sworn Personnel 

For the Y~ars 1970 - 1972 

Size Cates. H Size Cates_ I 
Ranld Sworn Personnel ~ ±2,71 1972 19'70 1971 1972 

SHERIFF 1 1 1 1 1 1 
~ of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

UNDERSHERIFF 1 1 1 1 1 1 
~ of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

CHIEF DEPUTY 1 3 3 8 8 8 
(# of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

INSPIDTOR 23 23 23 18 20 22 
~ of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

CAPTAIN 11 9 9 45 48 49 
(# of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

LIEDTENAl'.'T 23 23 23 191 204 207 
(# of departmellts) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

SERGEANT 64 70 74 771 770 785 
(# of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

AGENT NA NA 
~ of departmen,ts) 

DEPUTY 349 377 416 3574 3759 3688 
~ of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

MATRaI 13 NA NA NA 
(# of departments) ( 1) 

REDRUIT NA NA 
(# of departments) 

CADEl! NA NA 
(# of departments) 

CG1MtJNITY SERVICE OFF. NA NA 
(# of departments) 

JAILER '"NA NA 
(# of departments) 

DISPATCHER NA NA 
(# of departments) 

0 

0l'HER NA 1 1 1 
(# of departments) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 

:;i'~ , '!. 
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Table G-? ~:~-------~-- . 

S\~ORN POLICE, CATEGORY A: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 

~ 1970 1971 1972 
lPosi tion/Rank Ethnic GrouE % Ethnic GrouE % fEthnic Group % 

phief 
Spanish-Sur. 2.0 Spanish-Sur. 2.0 Spanish-Sur. 20 0 
White 96.0 vJhite 96.0 \Vhite 96.0 

Assis. Chief White 100.0 \Vhite 100.0 White 100.0 I 
Deputy Chief (N/A) 

Inspector (N/A) 

captain \Vhite 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 

Lieutenant Indian 8.0 Indian 8.0 
Spanish-Sur. 16.0 Spanish-Sur. 16.0 Spanish-Sur" 18.0 

f White 76.0 White 76.0 76.0 White , 
Sergeant Spanish-Sur e 9.0 Spanish-Sur. 9.0 Spanish-Sur. 7.0 

White 90.0 White 91.0 White 93.0 
other 1.0 

Agent/Cpl. Spanish-Sur. 10.0 Spanish-Sur. 18.0 Spanish-Sur. 22.0 
White 90.0 White 82.0 White 78.0 

Officer Black 0.9 Black 0.4 Black 0.7 
Indian 0.4 Indian 0.4 Indian 0.4 
Oriental 0.4 Oriental 0.9 Oriental 0.7 
SpGnish-Sur. 8.5 Spanish-Sur. 9.9 Spanish-Sur. 8.5 
White 88.0 Whit.e 84.2 White 89.0 
other 1.8 other 4.2 Other 0.7 

Matron Spanish-Sur. 8.0 Spanish-Sur. 17.0 Spanish-Sur. 22.0 
\Vhite 92.0 \Vhite 83.0 White 78.0 

Recruit Oriental 25.0 Oriental 25.0 Oriental 25.0 
Spanish-Sur • 75.0 ·Spanish-Sur. 50.0 Spanish-Sur. 50.0 
White 0.0 White 25.0 \Vhite 25.0 

Cadet· \Vhite 100.0 White 100.0 White 100 .. 0 
eso (N/A) 

Jailer (N/A) 

Dispatcher Spanish-Sur. 9.0 Spanish-Sur. 9.0 Spanish-Sur. 9.0 
White 91.0 White 91.0 \Vhite 91.0 

other Spanish-Sur. 33.0 Spanish-Sur. 6'1.0 Spanish-Sur. 36.0 
\Vhite 67.0 White 33.0 White 64.0 

, • I 
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Table G-8 'G-10 \ Table G-9 ~-:~:----~~ 
SWORN POLICE.1 CATEGORY B ~ PERCENTAGE ETHNIq DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERBfyNNEL SWORN POLICE, CATEGORY C: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 

'" " 1971 1972 1970 
Position/Rank Ethnic Gro~. % Ethnic Group. % .. 

Ethnic Group ~£ cf~: 

Chief White 100 .. CY',.6 White 100.0% White 101?01: 

Assis. Chief (N/A) : 

T97IT .1.';:1'/1 1972 ., 
lPosi ti on/Ri:U1k ~~thnic GrouE ~6 Ethnic GrouE % Ethnic Gl~Olll? % ,... -_ ... "--

phief .s.panish-Sur. 2 .. 4% Spanish-Sur. 2.4% Spanish-Sur. 2.4% 
v;.hite 97.6 \Vhjte 97 .. 6 White 97.6 

Deputy Chief White 100.0 White 100.0 

Inspector (N/A) 

~ssis. Chief Indian 33.0 I.ndian 16.7 Indian 50.0 
Spanish-Sur. 33.3 

White 67.0 w'hite 50.0 White 50.0 
Captain Spanish-Sur. 7.7 Spanish-Sur .. 8.3 Spanish-Sur. B.3 

\fuite 92.3 White 91.7 White 91.7 

Lieutenant . Spanish-Sur. 5.0 Spanish-Sur. 4.8 Spanish-Sur. !~.O 

White 90.0 White 90.5 White 90.0 
Ot..~er 5.0 other 4.7 Other ~).o 

Del:uty Chie f (N/A) 

Inspector White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Captain Spanish-Sur. 5.6 Spanish-Sur. 7.7 Spanish-Sur. 5.3 

White 94.4 vJhite 92.3 White 94.7 

Sergeant Black 1.2 Black 1.3 Black I.2 
Spanish-Sur. 8.6 Spanish-Sur. 9.0 . Spanish~Sur. 9.8 
White 9O.l! White 89.7 White 89.0 

I 

Lietltenant Black 2.2 Black 2.1 Black 1.8 
Spanish-Sur. 3.3 Spanish-Sur. 1.1 Spanish-Sur. 1.8 
l>Jhi te 94.5 White 96.8 White 96.4 

Agent/Cpl. Spanish-Sur. 67.0 Spanish-Sur. 722 Spanish-Sur. 7~:.2 

White 33.0 White 27.8 White 27~.8 

Officer Black 0.8 Black 0.8 Black 0.8 
Indian 0.4 Indian 0 .• 4 
Oriental 0.4 Oriental 0:.4 

Spanish-Sur. 4.8 Spanish-Sur. 7.7 Spanish-Sur. 7.8 
White 94.4 White 90-7 White 90:.6 

Sergeant Black 1 .. 4 Black 0 .. 4 Black 0.5 
Spanish-Sur. 3.2 Spanish-Sur. 4.5 Spanish-Sur. 4.5 
White 95.4 White 95.1 White 95.0 

Age~t/Cpl. Black 5.0 Black 2.9 
Spanish-Sur. 8.0 Spanish-Sur. 5.7 

White 95.0 White 92.0 vJhite 91.4 
Offfcer Black 1.1 Black 1 .. 3 Black 1.7 

Matron Black 11.1 Black 16.7 Black 0,:.,0 
Spanish-S1.lr. 22.2 Spanish-Sur. 33.3 Spanish-Sur. O~,O 

White 66.7 White 50.0 White 100.0 j 

Recruit (N/A) 

; Indian 0.3 Indian 0.5 Indian 0.3 
Oriental 0.3 Oriental 0.2 Oriental 0.3 , Spanish-Sur. 4.9 Spanish-Sur. 5.4 Spanish-Sur. 5.4 
W;ite 93.1 White 92.4 White 92.1 
other 0.3 other 0.2 other O.il 

Cadet White 100.0 White 100.0 Whj.te 100.0 Matron White 100 .. 0 White 100.0 ltJhite 100.0 
CSO White 100.0 \I.'hite 100 .. 0 White 100.0 Recruit (N/A) 

Jailer (N/A) Cadet White 100.0 \Vhite 100.0 ... 
Dispatcher White 100.0 White 100,,0 White lOD.O ~SO \fuite 100 .. 0 White 1100.0 
other Black 3.1 Black 0.0 Black 3.2 

Spanish-Sur. 3.1 Spanish-Sur. 4.0 Spanish-Sur. 6.5 
White 93.8 White 96 .. 0 White 90.2 

Jailer (N/A) 

Dispatcher White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
other Black 5.6 

Spanish-Sur. 21.1 Spanish-Sur. 5.6 Spanish.-Sur. 14.3 
White 78.9 White 88.8 White 85 .. 7 

" . 
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Table G-IO G-12 
SWORN POLICE, CATEGORY ·D: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 1 

t 
1.1j'/O 1. \.::1'11. 1972 

Posi tionLRank Ethnic GrouE % Ethnic GrouE % Ethnic GrouE %-
Chief White 100.0% White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Assis. Chief White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 . • 
Deputy Chief White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Inspector \i.hite 100.0 
Captain White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Lieutenant Spanish-Sur. 2.3 Spar-i.sh-Sur. 2.3 . Spanish-Sur. 1.5 

\i.hi te 97.7 White 97.7 White 97.8 
other 0.7 

Sergeant Oriental 0.4- Oriental 0.4- Oriental 0.3 
Spanish-Sur. 3.5 Spanish-Sur. 2.3 Spanish-Sur. 3.2 
White 96.1 White 97.3 \Vhite 96.5 

" 1.6 Agent/Cpl. Black 
Oriental 1.6 

yfuite 100.0 White 100.0 White 96.8 
Officer Black 1.7 Black 2.0 Black 2.3 

Indian 0.5 Indian 0.4- Indian 0.3 
Oriental 0.3 Oriental 0.4 Oriental 0.3 
Spanish-Sur. 4.2 Spanish-Sur. 4.7 Spanish-Sur. 5.3 
White 93 .. () \Vhite 92.1 vJhite 91.4 
other 0.3 other 0.4- other 0.4 

Matron White 100.0 White 100.0 \fuite 100.0 
Recruit White 100,.0 \fuite 100.0 
Cadet White 100.0· White 100.0 White 100.0 
CSO White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Jailer Spanish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur. IG.7 Spanish-Sur. 16.7 

vlhite 83.3 White 83.3 White 83.3 
Dispatcher Black 13.3 Black 33.3 Black 15.4 

Spanish-Sur. G.7 Spanish-Sur. 5.6 Spanish-Sur. 7.7 
White 80.0 \i.hite 61.1 vlhite 76.9 

other Black 4.2 Black 4.2 Black 4.0 
~p~ish;:Sur. 4.2 Spanish-Sur. 4.2 Spanish-Sur. 4.0 
White 91.6 White 91.6 White 92 .. 0 

Table G-ll ~ G-13 
SWORN POLICE, CATEGORY E: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 

l~'/U 1971 1972 
position/Rank Ethnic GrouE % Ethnic GrouE --.!F Ethnic Grou"!;' % -
Chief Spanish-Sur. 7.7'4 Spanish-Sur. 7.7}6 Spanish-Sur. 7. '.flo 

White 92.3 \fuite 92.3 White 92.1 
Assfs. Chief White lOO.O White 100.,0 White 100.0 
Deputy Chief White 100.0 White 100 .. 0 White 100.0 
Inspector White 100.0 \fuite 100 .. 0 White • 100.0 
Captain White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Lieutenant Black 0,,8 Black 0.8 Black 0.8 

Spanish-Sur. 4.8 Spanish-Sur. '4.8 Spanish-Sur. 8.0 
I White 94.4- vlhite 94.4 White 91.2 

Sergeant Black 0.5 Black 1.0 Black 0.9 
Spanish-Sur. 2.6 Spanish-Sur • 2.9 Spanish-Sur. 1.8 
\Vhite 96.9 White 96.1 White 97.3 

Agent/Cpl. Black 3.3 Black 0.0 Black 0.0 
Oriental 3.3 Oriental 2.6 Oriental 2.2 
White 93.4 White 97.4- White 9708 

Officer Black 1.7 Black 1.8 Black 1.8 
Indian 0.2 Indian 0.2 Indian 0.2 
Oriental 0.2 Oriental 0.2 Oriental 0.3 
Spanish-Sur. 3.1 Spanish-Sur. 3.2 Spanish-Sur. 3.6 
White 94.6 White 94.4- wllite 93.5 
other 0.2 other 0.2 Other 0.6 

Matron White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Recruit (N/A) 

Oadet Oriental 14.3 
Spanish-Sur. 28.6 
White 57.1 

eso Spanish-Sur. 20.0 
White 100.0 vlhite 100.0 White 80.0 

Jailer White 100.0 White 100.0 \Vhite 100.0 i 
Dispatcher Blaok 5.6 

Sprmish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur. 16.7 
White 77.7 White 77.7 White 77.7 

other 5.6 Other 5.6 
Other Spanish-Sur. 7.7 Spanish-Sur. 7.7 Spanish-Sur. 5.1 

White 92.2 White 92.3 White 94.9 
, 

! 
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Table G-12 Table G-13 G-15 

SWORN POLICE, CATEGORY F: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONI'lEt SWORN POLICE, CATEGORY G: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 

-1970 1971 1972 
Posi ti~m/Rank Ethnic Group 01 Ethnic Group % Ethnic Group % -

10 -
Chief \fuite 10O.(J'/o White 100.0'/0 White 100.0% 

vIhite 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 ,. 
Assis. Chief 

Deputy Chief White 100 .. 0 \fuite 100.0 vJhite 100.0 

Inspector White 100 .. 0 White 100.0 White 100.0 

Captain \-Jhi te 100.0 White 100.0 \-Ihi te 100.0 

Lieutenant vIhite 100 .. 0 White 100.0 Hhite 100.0 

Sergeant Black 2 .. 7 Black :; .. 8 Black 11.6 
Spanish-Sur. 2.7 Spanish-Sur. 2.6 Spanish-Sur. 2.3 
ltlhi'j:;e 94.6 White 93.6 White 86.1 

Agent/Cpl. Hhite 100.0 White 100 .. 0 \fuite 100.0 

Officer Black 4.4- Black 3.6 Black 4.3 
Oriental 0.5 Oriental 0.2 Oriental 0.7 
Spanish -Sur., 3.4 Spanish-Sur. 4.3 S::-anish-Sur. 5.0 
White 90.2 White 91.5 White 89.8 
other 1.5 Other 0.4 Other 0.2 

1970 1971 1972 
!poai tion/Rank. Ethnic Group % Ethnic Group % Ethnic Group % 

phiaf White 100.0% \Vhite 
, 

100.0% White 100.0% 
Assis. Chief toJhi te 100.0 

Deputy Chief' White 100.0 \fuite 100,,0 White 100 .. 0 

Inspector (N/A) 

oaptain White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 

Lieutenant \oJhite 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 

Sergeant BlaGk 2.2 Black 2.2 Black 1.0 
Indian 2.0 

I Spanish-Sur. '8.7 ;Spanish-Sur. 8.7 4.0 Spanish-Sur. 
White 89.1 White 89.1 White 93.0 

. Agent/Cpl. Black 2.3 Black 2.3 Black 2.3 
Spanish-Sur. 4.5 Sp8.nish-Sur. 4.5 Spanish-Sur. 4.5 
White 93 .. 2 White 93.2 White 93.2 

Officer Black 1.4 Black 1.4 Black 3.0 
Indian 0.3 
Oriental 0.3 

\ 

Matron (N/A) Spanish-Sur. 10.5 Spanish-Sur. 10.5 Spanish-Sur. '7.4 
White 88.1 \Vhite 88.1 White 89.0 

Recruit (N/A) 

Cadet Spanish-Sur. 6.3 Spanish-Sur. 6.3 
\fuite 100.0 White 93.7 White 93.7 

Matron (N/A) 

Recruit (N/A) 

CSO Black 83.3 Black 83.3 Black 83,,3 
Spanish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur. 16.7 

Jailer Black 16.7 Black 16.7 Black 16.7 
Spanish=Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish .. Sur. 16.7 
White 66.6 White 66.6 White 66.6 

Cadet Black 4.8 
Spanish-Sur. 6.3 Spanish-Sur. 6.3 Spanish-Sur. 4e 8 
White 93.7 W1lite 93.7 White 93.7 

aso Black 50.0 Black 50.0 Black 50.0 
Spanish~ur. 50.0 Spanish-Sur D 50.0 Spanish-Sur. 50.0 

Dispatcher (N/A) 

Other Black 5 .. 6 Black 5.6 
\Vhite 100.0 \fuite 94.4- White 94.4 

Jailer (N/A) 

~ispatcher Spanish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur. 16.7 Spanish-Sur .. 16.7 
\Vhite 83.3 ~fuite 83.3 White 83.3 

other Black 72.7 Black 34 .. 8 
Oriental 27.3 

Spanish-Sur. 21.7 
White 43.5 

P'e"at'a: 

I. 
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Tabl.1& G-14· 
SWORN POLICE, CATEGO~ll: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 

, 1972 11j'/0 1971 
96 Ethnic Group % Position/Rank Ethnic GrouE % Ethnic Group 

Chief White 100.0% \Vb.ite 100.0% White 100.0% 

Assi!s .. Chief: White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 

~eputy Chief White 100.0 White 100.0 White 1004 0 

Inspector White 100.0 White 100.0 White 1000 0' 

paptain Black 9.4 
Spanish-Sur. Spanish-Sur. 3.2 3.2 

White 90.6 \v11i te 96.8 White 96.8 

Lieutenant Black 2.3 Black 2 .. 3 

Spanish-Sur. 1.1 Spanish-Sur. 1.1 Spanish-Sur. 1.1 

White 98.9 White 95.5 \mite 95.5 
other 1 .. 1 other 1 .. 1 

Sergeant Black 1.0 Black 1.0 

Spanish-Sur. 1 .. 6 Spanish-Sur .. 2.5 Spanish-Bur. 3.9 
\-Jhite 98 .. 4 White 96.5 White 95.1 

~gent/Cp1. (N/A) 

Officer Black 4.9 Black 6.4 Black 6.2 
Indian 0.2 Indian 0.2 Indian 0.3 

Oriental 0.5 Oriental 1.0 Oriental 1.1. 

Spanish-Sur. 3.6 Spanish-Sur. 4.8 Spanish-Sur. 4.9 

White 90.7 White 87.4 White 87.3 

Other 0.1 other 0.2 Other 0,.2 

Matron Black 8.3 Black 8.3 Black 8.3 
Spanish-Sur. 8.3 Spanish-Sur .. 12.5 Spanish-Sur. ' 12.5 

White 79.2 White 75.0 White 75.0 
Other 4.2 Other 4 .. 2 other 4.2 

Recruit (N/A) 

Cadet (N/A) 

pSO (N/A) 

Jailer (N/A) 

Dispatcher (N/A) 

other (N/A) 

.. -"_-~c".' ________ ~ __ _ 

. "-..J-
Table G-15 G-17 

SWORN POLICE, CATEGORY I: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 

.. 1970 1971 1972 
lPosition~ !!i;J;hnic Gro~ % [Ethnic Group % Eth:1ic GroE.,E % 
I-"" .. ------
phief ~.b.ite 100.0% White 100.Oji 

Assis. Chief White 100.0 White 100.0 

Deputy Chief White 100,,0 White 100.0 

Inspector White 100.0 White 100.0 

Captain Black 2.0 Hl~¢k 1.7 
Spanish-Sur. 1 .. 0 .spanJ.sh-Sur. 1 .. 7 
White 97 .. 0 \Vhite 96 •. 6 

Lieutenant Black ]'.6 
1 
Black 1.7 

, Spanish-Sur. 1,,3 Span:i.sh-Sur .. 2.0 
White 96.7 ' White 96.0 
other 0.4 other 0.3 

Sergeant Black 3.7 Black 3.0 
Indhm 0.1 
Oriental 0.1 

Spanish-Sur. 2.8 Spanish-Sur. 2,,9 
; .~ White 93.2 White 93.7 

Other 0.3 Other 0.2 

Agent/Cpl. (N/A) 

Officer 
, 

Black 5.7 Black 5.1 
Indian 0,,1 Indian 0.1 
Oriental 0.5 Oriental 0.5 
Spani;:;h-Sur. 5.7 Spanish-Su.r. 6 .. 8 
\>Jhite 87.6 White 87.4 
other 0 .. 4 Other 0.1 

Hatron Black 15.2 Black 9.0 
Oriental 1.0 
Spanish-Sur .. 3.0 Spanish-Sur. 3.0 
~lhite 80.8 vlhite 88.0 

RE!cruit N/A) 

Cadet N/A) 
eso N/A) 

Jailer N/A) 

Dispatcher N/A) 
other ~lack 1.7 ~lack 4.6 

Oriental 0.3 Oriental 0.7 
Spanish-Sur" 3 .. 9 !spanish-Sur. 6 .. '5 
White 93.8 White 88~1 . 
other . 0.3 other 0.1 



TI;,~le G-16 G-18 
SWORN SHERIE'F, CATEGORY B: PERCEN'l'AGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY· PERSONNEL 

- ---... ----------~-'-~ ...... " .. --~ 
. ~. "-'~"""""I 

, ·1 

Table G-17 G-19 I 

.L\:;I~ i J .. 'j'/.L 1972 
Posi tionL:Rahk Ethnic GrouE % Ethnic GrouE _% Ethnic GrouE % 
Sheriff White 100.00fo White 100.00,0 vJhite 100.~ 
Undersheriff Spanish-Sur. 33.0 . Spanish-Sur. 33.0 Spanish-Sur. 33.0 . vlhite 67.0 White 67 .. 0 White 67.0 
Chief Deputy White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Inspector White 100.0 \fuite 100.0 White 100.0 
Captain White 100.0 White 100.0 vlhite 100.0 
Lieutenant (N/A) 

Sergeant wnite 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Agent (N/A) 
Deputy Spanish-Sur. 6.7 Spanish-Sur. " 6.7 Spanish-" r :C. 9.4 

\fuite 93.3 White 93.3 White 90.6 
Natron White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 .. , 
Recruit eN/A) 
jeadet (N/A) 

CSO (N/A) 

Jet,iler Spanish-Sur .. 100.0 Spanish-Sur. 100.0 !Spanish-Sur. 100.q 
lDispa tcher White 100.0 White 100.0 ~ite 100.0 
Other White 100.0 White 100.0 ~Jhite 100.0 

NOTE: There were no Sheriff departments in size category A. 

Co SWORN SHERIFF, CATEGORY C: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENOY PERSONNEL 

.,j 

, ~, 

· , 

· -~ 
. - f 

!I: 

, 'S 

j ~ 

· t. 

'I 
I %: 

· " 

· ') 

r-

lPositibniRank 

~eriff 
~ndersheriff 

.phief Dep~ ty 

Inspector 

Oaptain 

Lieutenant 

Sergeant 

Agent 

~eptity 

Il'!atron 

Recruit . " 

padet 

hSO 

Jailer 

~ispatcher 

Other 

.,. ."~ -. " 

1970 
~thnic Gro~ % 
IIVhite 100.0% 

White 100.0 

(N/A) 

(N/A) 

White 100.0 

SpanisLl.-Sur. 12.5 
White 87.5 

Black 6.5 
Indian 
Spanish-Sur. 3 .. 2 
White 90.3 

. (N/A) 

Black 1.8 
Indian 1.2 

. Sl?~~.sh-Sur" 3.5 
White 93.6 
other 0.6 

White 100.0 

(N/A) 

(N/A) 

Indian 10.0 
White 90.0 

mite 100.0 

Spanish-Sur. 20.0 
White 80.0 

1971 1972 
[?thnic Group % l[thnic Group % 
!White 100.0% vlhite 100 .. 0% 
IIVhite 100.0 \llhite 100.0 

\Vhi te 100.0 Hhite 100.0 

Spanish-Sur. 10.0 Spanish-Sur. 10.0 
White 90.0 Whi.te 90 .. 0 

Black 2.8 Black 2.6 
Indian 2.8 Indian 2.6 
Spanish-Sur. 2.8 Spanish-Sur .. 2.6 
\Vhite 91.6 \Vhite 92.2 

Black 1.7 Black. 2.0 
Indian 1.7 Indian 3.0 
Spanish-Sur. 4.4 Spanish-Sur. 3.6 
t1hite 92.3 White 90.9 
Other 0.6 Other 0.5 

j\'Jhite 100.0 White 100.0 

~ite 100.0 vJhite 100.0 

Indian 16~7 Indian '7e7 
lWhite 83.3 lWb-ite 92.3 

lWhite 100.0 lWhite 100.0 

fSpanish-,';'ur. 16.7 !Spanish-Sur" 16.7 
~ite 83 .. 3 IltJhite 83.3 
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Table G-18 G-i!O 
SWORN SHERI!fF, CATEGORY,D: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONIm" 

1970 1971 1972 

Position/Ran!c iEthnic GrO".l1?,. % Ethnic Group % Ethnic Group % -
Sheriff ~ite 100.0% "Jhite 100.00,.6 White l00.aJ 

Undersheriff ~ , !White 100.0 ' \\lhite 100.0 White 100.0 

Chief Deputy (N/A) 

Inspector (N/A) 

Captain JJhite 100.0 White 100.0 \fuite 100.0 

Lieutenant ~te 
100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 

Sergeant panish-Sur. 7.1 Spanish-Sur. 3.8 Spanish-Sur. 3.7 
ite 92.9 1.-lhite 96.2 White 96.3 

Agent ' "'(N/A) 

Deputy ~ndian .' 1.3 Indian 0.6 Indian 0.0 
1 

~panish~Sur. 2.6 Spanish-Sur. 3.1 Spanish -Sur D 2.5 
~Jhite 96.1 White 96.3 White 97.5 

Natron Vhite 100.0 White 100 .. 0 White 100.0 

Recruit (N/A) 

Cadet (N/A) 

CSO White 100 .. 0 \Vhite 100.0 

Jailer Vhite 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 

Dispatcher (N/A) 

Other (N/A) 

SWORN SHERIFF, CATEGORY E: 

1970 
IPosi t i onLRa!l.k rEthnic Group 

~heriff 

~ndersheriff 

Chief Deputy 

Inspector (N/A) 

Captain (N/A) 

Lieutenant 

Sergeant 

, 
Agent (N/A) 

Deputy 

Hatron 

Recruit (N/A) 

Cadet eN/A) 

eso (N/A) 

Jailer 

Dispatcher eN/A) 

other (N/A) 

Table G-19 
G-21 

PERCENTAGE ErHN'IC DIS'l'RIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 

1971 • 1972 
% Ethnic GrouE -:% Ethnic GrouE % 

White 100.07 

White 100.0 

ltlhi te 100.0 

White 100.0 

Spanish-Sur. 3.8 
\fuite 96.2 

Spanish Sur. 4.7 
\oJhi te 95.3 

w'hite 100.0 

Black 5.3 
Spanish-Sur. 5.3 
White 89. l ', 

'I 

I 

"~ 

, ! 

. ,i 

, ! 
'I 
I 
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'.fable G-20 ... . 
S\vORN SHERIFF, CATEGORY F: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSON~"~ ; 

1970 1971 1972 
IPosi tion/Rank IEthnic Group % Ethnic Group % Ethnic Group % 
~heriff White 100.0% \Vhite 100.0't0 ~Vhite 100.0), 
Undersheriff ltJhite 100.0 White 100 .. 0 White 100.0 

" 
Ohief Deputy ltJhite 100.0 White 100 .. 0 White l00~O 

Inspector (N/A) I 

Captain Black 8.3 Black 8.3 
White 91.7 White 91.7 White 100.0 

Lieutenant Black 2.9 Black 3.0 Black 2.8 
Indian 6 .. 1 

Spanish-Sur .' 5.9 Spanish-Sur. 5.6 
\Vhite 9L2 White 90.9 White 91.6 

Sergeant Black 1.5 Black 1.5 Black 1.5 
Spanish-Sur. 1.5 Spanish-Sur. 1.5 Spanish-Sur. 1.5 
White 97.0 White 97 .. 0 \fuite 97.0 

Agent Spanish-Sur. 7 .. 7 Spanish-Sur. 7.7 Spanish-Sur. 7.7 
White 92.3 White 92 .. 3 White 92.3 

Deputy ~lack 2.2 Black 2.6 Black 3.1 
Oriental 0.5 Oriental 0.5 Oriental 0.7 
Spanish-Sur. 2.7 Spanish-Sur. 3.7 Spanish-Sur. 5.1 
White 94.6 White 93.2 White 91.1 

Hatron Black 10.5 Black 15.0 
Spanish-SlU'. 20.0 

\Vhite 89.5 White 85.0 \fuite 80 .. 0 
Recruit (N/A) 

• 
Cadet (N/A) 

CSO· Black 25.0 Black 25.0 
Spanish-Sur. 25.0 Spanish':'Sur. 25.0 

Vhite 100.0 White 50.0 White 50.0 
Jailer (N/A) 

Dispatcher (N/A) 

other Spanish-Sur. ',6.3 
White .93. 'i 

. . "~O":l"% Table G-21 -~# 
SWORN SHERIFF, CATEGORY G: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC . DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY (rONNEL 

1970 1971 1972 
Poal ti on/R§ll1k ~lUlic Gx'oup % tJI:thnic Group.. % Ethnic Group % 

Sheriff vlhite 100.O't6 vlhite lOO.O't6 1tlhite 100.0% 

Undersheriff White 100.0 \fuite 100.0 \ihite 100.0 

Ohief Deputy White 100.0 White 100.0 vJhite 100.0 

Inspector (N/A) 

Captain Spanish-Sur. 3 .. 1 
vJhite 100.0 White 100,,0 \<Ihite 96.9 

Lieutenant Black 2.3 
Oriental 2.3 Oriental 1.8 Oriental 1 .. 3 
Spanish-Sur. 2.3 Spanish-Sur .. 1 .. 8 Spanish-Sur. 2.6 , 
\fuite 93.1 ltlhite 96.4 White, 96.1 

Sergeant Black 2.3 Black 2.7 Black 2.9 
Oriental 1.1 Oriental 1.2 

Spanish.-Sur .. 2.3 Spanish-Sur. 2.7 Spanish-Sur. 3.3 
White 95.4 White 93.5 vJhite 92.6 

Agent (N/A) 

Deputy Black 4.1 Black 2.9 Black 2.4 
Indian 0.1 Indian 0.1 Indian 0.2 
Oriental 0.7 Oriental 004 Oriental 0.4 
Spanish-Sur .. 4.2 Spanish-Sur. 3.'1 Spanish-Sur. 4.2 
vJhite 90.9 White 92 .. 8 White 92.6 

other 0.1 other 0.2 

MatX'on Spanish-Sur. 3.8 Spa.'1ish-Sur .. 3.8 Spanish-Sur. 3.8 
~Jhite 96.2 ltlhite 96.2 White 96 .. 2 

Recruit (N/A) 

Cadet Black 14.3 Black 14.3 Black 14.3 
Oriental 14.3 
Spanish-Sur. 14.3 

White 85.7 White 85.7 \oJhite 57.1 
eso (N/A) 

Jailer (N/A) 

Dispatcher (N/A) 

other Black 3.4 Black 1.7 Black 1.2 
Spanish-Sur. 2 .. 6 Spanish-Sur. 1.7 Spanish-Sur. 2.4 
White .9lj..O White 96.6 White 96.4 

j 
-j 

".!.-. 
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Table G-22 Q~4 
SWORN SHERIFF, CATEGORY H! PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGENCY PERSONNEL ~ . ~. 

I 

Position/Rank 
1~?0 1971 1972 

Ethnic GrouE % Ethni.c GrouE % Ethnic GrouE -~ Sheriff White 100.0% White 100.0% White 100.0',..G 

, 

Undersheriff White 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 . 
Chief Deputy White 100.0 White 100.0 \oJhite 100.0 
Inspector White 100.0 \Vhite 100.0 White 100.0 
Captain \'Jhite 100.0 White 100.0 White 100.0 
Lieutenant Oriental 4.3 Oriental 4.3 Oriental 493 White 95.7 White 95.7 White 95.7 
Sergeant Indian 1.6 Indian 1.4 Indian 1..4 

Spanish-Sur. 4.7 Spanish-Sur. 4.3 Spanish-Sur. 2·7 White 93.8 White 94.3 White 95.9 
Agent (N/A) I 

1 

Deputy Black 2.3 Black 2.4 Black 2.2 
Oriental 0.0 Oriental 0.3 Oriental 0.5 
Spanish-Sur. 2.3 Spanish-Sur. 2.1 Spanish-Sur. 2.2 
White 95.4 tVhite 95.2 White 95.1 

.' 

Natron (N/A) 
Recruit (N/A) 

Cadet (N/A) E , 
CSO (N/A) 
Jailer (N/A) ; 

Dispatcher (N/A) 
I 

other (N/A) - < 
~ '~ 

, i 
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Table G-23 ~ { G-25 
SWORN SHERIFF, CATEGORY I: PERCENTAGE ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF AGEN~ONNEL 

",..,..,...- . 
r- , 1970 1971 1972 

Ethnic 
=. 

% 
_. 

% % posi ti onLRank GrouE Ethnic GrouE Ethnic GrouE 

Sheriff White 100.0% White 100.0',tG White 100.0}{ 
Undersheriff White 100.0 \Vhite 100.0 White 100.0 
Chief Deputy Spanish-Sur. 12.5 

White --87.5 1i.~ite 109.0 White 100.0 -
Inspector Black 11.1 Black 10.0 Black 9.1 

Indian 4.5 
White 83.3 White 85.0 White 86 .. 4 
other 5.6 Ol;her 5.0 

captain Black 2.2 Biack 2~1 Black 2.0 
I Spanish-Sur. 4.2 Spanish-Sur. 8.2 

White 97.8 White 9'3. '1 . White 89.8 
Lieutenant Black 2.1 Black 2.5 Black 2.4 

Spanish-Sur. 2.1 Spanish-Sur. 1.;; Spanish-Sur. 1.4 
\fuite 95 .. 8 White 96.0 White 96.2 

Sergeant Black 2.1 Black 2 .. 3 Black 3.1 
Oriental 0.3 Oriental 0.5 Oriental 0.4 
Spanish-Sure 1.9 Spanish-Sur. 2.2 Spanish-Sur. 3.2 
White 95.7 White 95.0 White 93.3 

Agent (N/A) 

Deputy Black 9.3 Black 9.5 Black 9.8 
Indian 0.2 

Oriental 0 .. 2 Oriental 0.2 Oriental 0.3 
Spanish-Sur" 4.1 Spanish-Sur. :;.9 Spanish-Sur .. 4.7 
ttJhite 86.2 White 86.2 White 85.0 
other 0 .. 2 other 0.2 , 

Matron (N/A) 

Recl"uit (N/A) 
Cadet (N/A) 
cso (N/A) 
Jailer (N/A) 

Dispatcher (N/A) 
other (N/A) 

. 
.' 

" .1 
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Size Cate~or;y: 
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H 
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Table 6-24 
INITIATI<Y DATES OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTlOO' PROORAMS 

BY SIZE CATEGORIES 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

2. 1 1 3 

1 2 1 2 

1 1 1 6 5 

6 6 

1 1 1 

3 1 

2 2 

2 1 

2 2 

3 I 2 1 3 3 22 22 

Total 

7 

6 

14-

12 

3 

4 

4-

3 

4 

57 

* * One department in size category "A" began the program in 1957. 
One department in size category "e" began the program in 1960. 
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Ta.ble 6-25 
. TltE DEPARTHENTS REFORrING AFFIPl'J\TlVE ACTION RECRUITMENT 

PROGRAMS INDICATED THEIR ACCOPJ)ANCE WITH 11'HE 
FOLLONING ONGOING FEDERAL OR STATE PRCGRAMS: 

Name of Program 

Emergency Emp10yment Act of 1971 (p .E.P.) •• 0 •••• ' 

Equal Opportunity Empl~yment Act of 1965 •••••• ~. 

Communi ty Service Officer and Community 
Relations Officer Programs ..................... ;0 •• . , 

Model Cities Law"Enforcement Training Program ••• , 

Neighborhood Youth Corps •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration ••••••• 

Special Employee Assistance Program •••• e~ ••••••• 

Ilings County Affirmative Action Program ••••••••• 

Fair Employment Practices Commission ........... .. 

ItAQUIl1o- ••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Compliance with Executive Order #11246 •••••••••• 

Reserve Deputy Prog~~~ •••• e5 •••••••••••••••••••• 

Traffic Control Officer Program ••••••••••••••••• 

Federal Civil Service Commission Requirements ••• 

New C.areers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

"WINNlt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e 

Qperation Mainstream •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

'l'UIlk:n.oWll" ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Total ..... .. 

,. 

# of Departments 

15 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

36 
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Table G-26 
THE DEPARTMENTS REPORTING AFFWIATIVE ACTIW PROORAMS 

LIST THE FOLLOWING AGENCIES AS PROVIDING ASSISTANCEEITBER 
TO,rALLY OR IN PART IN THE FUNDniG OF THEIR A..1i'FIRMATlVE ' 

ACTION RECRUITMENT PRCGRAMS: 

Name of Agency 

Federal Gover~ment •••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• 

California Council on Criminal Sustice •••••••• 

Public Employment Program.o~ ••••••••••••••• & •• 

Equal ,Opportunity Commission ................. .. 

Marin Police Community Relations Department ••• 

W.I.N.N. - Operation Mainstream •••••••• o.~ .... 
Kings County •••• o ••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• Q •••••• 

Sutter County •••••• 6~ ••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• ~ 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
(YDDPA) ••••• o •••••• G ••••• ~ •••••••••••• fi ••••••• 

Department of Labor ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration ••••• 

Los Angeles County Personnel 'Department 
(Manpower Program Division) ••••••••••••••••••• 

Model Oities - Bayview-Hunter's Point ••••••••• 

Total ••••••• 

# of Department~ 

9 

4 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

26 
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Table G-28 
~ 
C!:J 

MINORITY El-iPLOYlilES LEAVING AGENCIES DURING THE YEARS 19'70, 1971, and 19?2 

**Number of departments responding to Question 11. 

1 = BLACK 2 = INDIAN 3· = ORIENTAL 4- == SPANISH SURNAME 5 = arHER T = TarAL 

A
ep artmental 

,size' Category 
SWORN: 1970 

~Ll4l.-!... 

'1 
SWORN: 1971 SWORN: 1972 I SWORN: TOTAL 

-l..Ll~.l.-!... -l..Ll 4 i'.l . .•. ..LL..2... 4 2.~ 
(25)** A 4- 4- 3 3 1 1 1 7 8 

.. {12) B 2 1 

2 

2 

4-
5 
6 

2 2 5' 5 2 1 9 12 
(22) C 

(17) D 

(9) E 

( 3) 

( 7) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

F 

G 

H 

I 

SWORN: TarAL 

1 1 

3 
4 

7 

4 

3 !J 8 
2 

2 

3 

5 

6 

10 

4 

214- rj 

2 1 5 4- 12 
224-

6 1 7 

2 1 4- 7 
4- 1 2 7· 

1 1 13' 3 r-; ---;- 20--; 49 21 -; -; 23 1; 52 

31127 
1 2 

5 
4-

5 1 

3 6 12 

2 

1 

3 

7 

5 

9 
10 2 4- 16 

~ .. _ .2 ~ _ --.2 
33 4, 6· 22 6 71 

7 1 

4 4-

10 

14 

2. 10 20 

11 13 32. 
6 16 
4- 18 

14 2 10, 26 

18 3 6 27 

~_-.2.~_.l:2.. 
78 8 8 65 13 172 

I ' II . I 
Departmental NONSWORN: 1970 NONSWORN: 1971 
ISize Category 1 L l 4.2..-!... ~ L l 4 l2-

A 1 2 3 .0 

B 0 1 2 3 

C 1 3 4- 3 1 4 

D 1 2 3 2 2 4 2 10 

E 5 1 6 
F 211 4 

G 6 

H 2 

2 1 9 
2 

I \L 0 
'NCNSWORN: '.rurAL 117 "~ -; ----;-~ 31 

3 2 5 

617 

7 1 1 6 15 
314 

o ------
25 1 4- 16 2 48 

NONS\vORN: 1972 
~ L..2... Z; 2....!.. 

o 
2 

4 2 

2 
r 

':0 

2 1 2 :5 
4 1 1 6 

628 

10 2 8 2~0 

213 
8 2 10 ------

38 1 5 16 0 150 

NONSWORN : TarAL 

-l..Ll4l~ 
1 

3 
8 

4 1 

2. 

2 

6 

2 7 

3 

5 
14 

4 18 
12 1 4 17 

, 14 1 4 19 

23 1 5 15 44 
7 1 1 9 

.-l. _ -.?:. __ " 10 
80 2 12 41 4 139 

~ ~~~.& T~;. \\ 4l 2 3 29 5 80 I 46 3 6 39 6 lOO I ?~ '.5 .~~~:~B .. , ... :.~1.IL158 10 20 206 17 :~: L~. .1 
.....,..,------...,..,.....-,.,--.,...~ ... ~~ .. "I" ~: '11" 11.nirrttJFi~'.f1h1i!i1Y.r'if __ "'i1~'Wf_ft(J'n'(5)'i$"i@,.( .. ,:,~.~.,"~:'~~"'~'''''':''-''\i~:''*-'' .' - , 

ru 
"P 
~ 

Ta.b~e G-27 
MINORITY EMPLoYEES HIRED AS' A RESULT OF AFFIRNATIVE ACTION PR<:GRA-"lI.lS 

, . 
1 = BLACK 2:: INDIAN 3 = ORIENTAL [t::: SPANISH SURNAME 5 = armm 'T::: TarAL 

" j II 

'. 

Depaz'tmenta1 
ISize Category 

A 

B 

C 

D 

1970 
-L.-?..:llflL 

2 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 1 

1971 
-.LLl1+lL 

167 

1 1 

4 1 

3 

2 

5 

1 6 

4-

10 

10 

1972 
-.L L l 1+.2...2-

2 2 

628 

2 10 12 

17 3 2 18 1 41 

E 4- 1 4 1 10 I 1 326 10 6 6 22 

F o 8 1 

G o 11 4 

9 1 

15 I ,15 1 

1 1 

12 

3 

28 

II 8 3 1 12 I 22 1 7 16 1 47 6 2 4 Lj. 16 

I o I 20 4 62 2 a8 43 3 60 1 107 
------- ---- ----- ----- --- .----

TarAL 14 2 3 9 1 29 

Size Catego!,x 
Number of Departments Reporting 
Affixmative Action Programs 

Number of Departments Responding 
to Question 10 

;-~.,:::: 

--- --- ---- --- .--- --- --- ----- ---- ----- ----- -----
71 3 12 105 5 196 94 6 10119 10 239 

ABC - --
8 6 15 

7 6 11 

D E F G H 
-----~ 

12 4 4 4 3 

11 5 3 2 2 

~~. 
~.-

I TarAL 

lu, 60 

2 49 

~' r::j-; .... /-

TOl'AL 

~LlL+lL 

1 10 11 

2 1 9 2 14 

7 1 16 24 

20 4 3 24 1 52 

15 1 13 9 38 

9 1 2 12 

26 1 16 43 

36 3 14 2l 1 75 

63 7 122 3 195 ----- ----- ---- ----- ----- ----
179 11 25 233 16 464 , 

::.-: 

,.".:t.~""~ 
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Table a-~9 
THBEE MOOT FREQUENT REASONS GIUEN FOR RESIGNATIOOS BY MINORITY' OFFI(}ERS 

Depar'cmental 
Size Category 

(17)** A 

(11) B 

(24) C 

(18) D 

(9) E 

(5) F 

(7) G 

(2) H 

(4) I 

FIRST CHOICE I SECOND CHOICE 
A* B* C* D* E* F* ABC DE F 

5 

3 6 

10 5 

8 3 

3· 1 

2 3 

1 2 

1 

3 

1 2 

3 

2 11 

1 8 

3 

1 3 

1 

1 ----- ----- -----~ ----- -----

1 2 1 

1 

4 1 2 2 

1 2 1 6 

2 2 

2 2 

3 2 1 

1 1 

2 1 

(97) TarAL 33 23 1 3 3 30 9 15 1 4 0 14 

**Number of departments responding to Question 12. 

6: 

*A = Accept employment in another law enforcement agency. 
B = Accept employment outside of law enforcement. 
C = Lack of promotional opportunities. 
D = Low salaries/benefits. 
E = Inability to get along with fellow officers. 
F = Other. 

-.,.,.' '~"'-~Y:'iUWMl~L~1iMiil"_b;>S_t1'h7$i<l7i1_W'\i~~~$iY.:!~7~·~t :;=~:s;; ;~~ .. -'"'.,. _ .. _" 
. '~':'-'. ""-'-~~~-"~",-."" .. -",, ~ .. -~~ " . ". ., ' 

.:i4,q·-",,,,;·,--,~~:1,y~·~, '>:~'" . ,. , ";':"'<_G:.', :.';:~~~,c 

THIRD CHOICE 
..!...- JL JL.. JL ..!.... ..:L 

1 1 

~. 1 

112 1 

1 1 4 

1 1 

1 

1 2 3 

2 

1 1 1 

4- 4- 1 5 2: 12 

. . ,.. ~ "'. 
;0- • " 

.' \;!- " 

!i u 
!i 

TarAL 
..!...- .1L ..Q... JL ..!.... ..L 

'J 3 1 3 

4 6 1 :3 

10 10 2 4 2 14 

10 6 

11- 3 

2 5 

4 5 

2 1 

1 1 18 

6 

1 2 

127 

3. 

3 3 1 3 ---------
49 42 3 12 5 56 
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Appl!;mdix Ii 

COMMUNITY-POLICE RELATIONS PROGRAMS 

H-l 

The progr~m descriptions on the following five pages represent 

a type of descriptive program model utilized by the Advisory Commission. 

This model is designed to briefly state the most crucial aspects of the 

program while allowing for modification in the coqfiguration of the 

, various components of the model. 

Programs from the first five typologies identified, in Chapter 12 i"" 

Public Information, Crime Prevent:lon g Traffic, Poli~e Strategy Changes, 

Youth Education and Services - have been selected on the basis of their 

dominance within these typologies. Due to .the very low response in the 

Police Work Role & Work Oonduct Changes and Police Training'typologies, 

and the great variety of those programs that were submitted, we are 

hesitant to identify representative or "model" programs in these areas 

at this time. 

At the beginning of each of the following program descriptions 

there are listings of department size categories. ~ese represent 

the categories in 'Which the particular program constitutes the highest 

percentage of the total programs in that size category within the 

identified typology. The various program characteristic~ follow and 

include the most common features of each program a!:l l.wl1.ca!::cd nn the 

program sheets received by the Advisory Commission. 
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PRCGRAM TYPOLOOY: Public Information 

TYFOLOOY ,cATEGORY: Police Image Reinforcement 

DEPARTMErfl' SIZE CATEGORY: D,G t and I - over 30"..6 of programs 
in t;ypology,~epre.liiented here 

AGENCY: Police an~ Sheriff Departments 

H-2 

NAME OF PROORAM: Speakers Bureau - represent 28% of programs 
wbmitted in .Public Information tyPqlogy 

PROORAM SP(JIlSORED BY: Police and Sheriff Departments 

PRCGRAM ADMINISTERED BY: Community Rela~iona Officer; Chief of PQlice; 
Administrative Assistant; Administrative Unit 

SOlJ'RcE(S) OF FUNDING: Department 'budget (regular, operationa, over
time, community services); City/COWlty general 
tmld 

PERSamEL CC»1M1TMENT: Greatly vari:es; no established times 

OUTSIDE SUPP~ ~ School districts; com:mm.ity organizatiOlls 

OBJECTIVES & GOALS: Answer questicms; explain police role in the 
community; improve cormmmity relations; public 
education on laws, procedures, and programs; 
disseminate information. 

TARGm GROUPS: All elements of the community. 
. 

ElJAWATICN MEASURES: Levels of participation and 2.ttenda!1ce t. he~d 
couats; feedback from coam11.tnity; requeat~. 

CGiMENTS : ~oblema incurred in conducting program i\lclude 
lack of citizen interest; need far public 
speaking training; drain' on manpower and equip
ment; topic selection; program pla:a.ning t time. 
and scheduling; need tor Ilore viswll aids; 
lack of •• al.uati ve . techniques. 

.. 

~ 
PROORAM TlPOLCXU: Q£ime Prevention. 

TYPOLOOY CATEGORY: CrimeSpecitiec 

DEPARTMENT SIZE CATEGORY: A, B, ode.- over -50% of p:rograms in 
typology,represented here· . 

AGENCY : Police and .Sheri'!f Departments 

H-3 

NAME OF. PROORAM: Operation Identification -repr"senta 48% 
of programs submitted in Crime ,PreTention 
typology 

PROORAM SpmSORED BY: Police and Sheriff Departments 

PROORAM ADMINISTERED BY: CommunitY' Relations Off-ieer; Recorda & 
Identificati.on, DetectiTe, Administration, or 
Traiilipg and Research divisions 

SOURCE(S) OF FUNDING: Dep~tment budget, insurance agents, city / 
.countyt'Wlds, aerviceB clubs (especially 
Lions, Exchange, and Jaycees) 

PERSamEL ,CGfMITMENT: Varies 

OOTSIDESUPPORT: other -law ·enforcement agencies (lending of 
equipment) ,service clubs, school districts, 
media 

OBJmTIVES Be GOALS: Encourage identification ot va..luables; 
burglary prevention ; recovery tlf stolen 
property • 

TARGET GROUPS: Entire communit:r; focus. on merchants; focus 
an residential areas 

EVALUATICft MEASURES:' Number of peoplebGl'rowing tools; attendance 
a.t meetings.; increase in recovery-ot stolen 
property. 

CCHmNTS:' M2j'or prdblemsin implementing 'this program , 
includegal.ning attention of cit:i:zens and 
promoting'.an awareness. of the "problem •. 
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PROORAM TlPOLOOY: Traffic 

TYFQLOOY CATEGORY: !tic;rcle;-Pedestrian Safety 

DEPARrMENT SIZE CATEGORY: A', C t J!;, G - over Bo% of programls in 
typology represented here 

AGENCY: Police and Sheriff Departments 

H-4 

NAME OF PROGRAM: Bicycle-Pedestrian Safety - represents ?O% 
of prograLlIS submitted in Traffic typology 

PROGRAM SPWSORED BY: Police and Sheriff D$partments; in con
junotion "...;,th scheols, service clu,bs, AU'/;o
mobile Club t California Highway Patrol 

PROORAM ADMINISTERED BY; Community Relations' Officfjr; cadets, reserves; 
Traffic or Patrol divisions 

SOURCE(S) OF FUNDING: ;l)epartment budget, city/county ~ds, PTA 
and school budgets, service clubs 

P.ERSONNEL C~IITMENT; Vari~s 

OUTSIDE SUPPORl': Fi~J departments, bike shops, schools, 
senlice 01U1)6, Automobile Club, California 
Higllway' P~trol 

OBJECTIVES & GOALS: Reduce accidents; bicycle theft prevention; 
teach children traffic rules and regul~tions; 
create an awareness of safety 

TARGEr GROUPS: All juveniles t especially elementary Ischool 
children 

EVALUATIW MEASURES: School attelt.dance recorda; reduction in 
acc:i.dents a7J.d bicycle thefts 

Cct1MENTS; Probloms encountered in ccmducting these 
programs include scheduling t manpower avail
abil,i ty t" and a tendencr to overlook. older 
c.hildren. 

These programs gre~tly vary in orientation, 
trom bike rodeos to talking cars and class
room presentations. 
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H-5 

PROORAM TYPOLOOY: rolice StrateQ Chanses 

~TYPOLOOY CATEGORY: Community Ou.treach & Image ReJuvenati~ 

DEPAIm4ENT SIZE CATEGORY: C - over F:tJ>fo of programs in typology 
repres~nted here 

AGENCY: Police and Sheriff Departmsnts 

NAME OF PROORAM: Community Special Events 

PRtx.aiAM SPONSORED BY: Police and Sheriff Departments; in con
junction with city or service organizations 

PROORAM ADMINISTERED BY: Communi ty Relations Of'ficer; Chief of Police; 
Patrol Divif,iion 

SOURCE(S) OF FUNDING: Greatly varies between department budget, 
local government agency'and commanity organi
za:l:;ian funds; m.uch contributed resources 

PERSONNEL CGiMITMENT.: Varies 

OUTSIDE SUPPORT: other.· local government agencies, schools, 
community organizations 

O.BJ:JroTlVES & GOALS: Improve comnru.n.ity relations; allow volunteer 
officers the opportunity to do sOlllet.hing for 
needy residelilts; imprOve police image; allow 
civic gr~p8 to utilize police facilities for 
social :f'Unct:ions 

TARGEr GROUPS: Varies - entire community, youth, minorities 

liWALUATlctl MEASURES: Levels of participation; community feedback , . . 

CGMENTS: Types of prograJllE range from Christmas pro.." 
grams involving th~ distribution of food and 
olothing to needy residents; police musical 
groups; emergency p.s 
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PRCGRAM TYPOLOOY: YOIlth Education and Sel'Tices Programs 

TY.POLOOYCATmCBY: Youth Development' ~ _ ~, 

DEPARTMENT SIZE CATEGORY : Q., D: and F' - ove:f2~' of prOf~antB' in 
typology represented here 

AGmCY: Police and Sheriff Departments 

NAME OF PROGRAM: Exploren/Boy Scouts:: 17% of typology 

PRcxmAM SPCW)CREJ) BY: Police and Sheriff Departments .~ 

PROORAM ADMINISTERED' BY: Patr,ol, . Administrative t 'or Services 
divisions 

SOUROE(S) OF FUNDING: Department budgelt.; city/county funds; 
service arganiZiltions; fund-raising 
a(;tivities 

PERSCNNEL C<HUTMENT: Varies - mucn. contributed time 

OUTSIDE SUPPORT: Service organizations 

H-6 

OBJECTIVES &: GQ\J1; : InYolve high school youth with department; 
develop cOlllllJUntty responsibility; ~nerate 
interest in law enforcement as a career 

TARGET GROUPS: Highichool.age youth 

EVALUATICN MEASURF"s: lAvels of participation; effectiveness as 
a service organi:2:lation ' 

86537-552 7-74 1M 

CalMENTS: These groups ma1 provide valuable auxiliary 
serf'i,oes to regular department operations. 
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